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The Analytic Data Model
The Analytic Data Model (ADM) is an API used to access OLAP data and metadata. ADM is
similar to JDBC, providing a single common API that hides most differences between OLAP
data sources.

The ADM is a robust, high-quality service used with the following Hyperion products:

l Hyperion System 9 BI+ Financial Reports™

l Hyperion® System™ 9 Application Builder J2EE™

l Hyperion® Application Link™

l Hyperion® System™ 9 Financial Management™

l Hyperion System 9 BI+ Web Analysis™

l Hyperion® System™ 9 Planning™

ADM provides the following functionality:

l An object-oriented OLAP access API for Java

l The ability to simultaneously connect to multiple, heterogeneous OLAP data sources

l A core set of interfaces supported on most objects, making the model easy to understand
and use

l Alignment with the Object Management Group’s (OMG) Common Warehouse Metadata
Initiative, which defines a standard model for OLAP metadata to be browsed and
interchanged

l Support for the following Hyperion data sources:

m Analytic Services

m Financial Management

m Planning
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l An extension model that enables data sources to expose unique functionality, such as
Analytic Services calc scripts and Date and Time Series query functions

l Support for the following platforms:

m Windows NT 4.0, Windows 95, 98, and 2000

m An Application Builder J2EE supported UNIX version. Please see Hyperion’s Web site
at http://www.hyperion.com for an updated list. If you are installing Application Builder
J2EE on a UNIX platform, you also need to install an X-Windows compatible client

l Localization in the following languages:

m English

m French

m German

m Japanese

m Traditional Chinese

m Simplified Chinese

m Portuguese

m Russian

m Turkish

l Compatibility with the following Java releases:1.1, 1.2.2, 1.3, and 1.4.

ADM Drivers
Data sources are accessed by ADM drivers, which are components that map the data source’s
characteristics to the generic ADM model. There are two types of drivers: native and thin.

l A native driver is written in C or C++, and it must be ported to each platform.

l A thin driver is a Java-based driver that is inherently cross-platform, because it is written
exclusively in Java.

Figure 1 shows the ADM components deployed with a native driver.
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Figure 1 ADM Components Deployed with a Native Driver

The following information describes the ADM components:

l ADM Client Interfaces - Exposes public client interfaces, which are available for use by the
developer to access a data source.

l JNI Redirector - Manages the connection between the ADM and the specific driver. This is
Hyperion proprietary code, written in C++.

l Drivers - A driver is used for each data source. Currently, ADM has native drivers for the
following applications:

m Essbase Analytic Services Release 6.5, using the Essbase run-time client release 6.5 or
higher

m Financial Management Release 2.0 and later

Figure 2 shows the ADM components deployed with a thin driver.

Figure 2 ADM Components Deployed with a Thin Driver
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The following information describe the ADM components:

l ADM Client Interfaces - Exposes public client interfaces, which a developer can use to access
a data source

l ADM Star Schema driver - Accesses a Relational OLAP (ROLAP) data source

l ADM Analytic Provider Services (APS) driver - Accesses an Hyperion® System™ 9 BI+™
Analytic Services™ data source.

l ADM Planning Details driver - Accesses a Planning data source.

Figure 3 shows the ADM components deployed with the ADM ODBO driver which has both
thin and native characteristics.

Figure 3 ADM Components deployed with the ADM ODBO driver

The following information describe the ADM components:

l ADM Client Interfaces - Exposes public client interfaces, which a developer can use to access
a data source

l The ADM ODBO driver uses Java to interface with the ADM and COM to interface with
the SAP-BW and MSAS data sources.

ADM Examples
ADM is used by existing Hyperion Solutions products to access OLAP or ROLAP data sources,
which include OLAP and proprietary databases. Figure 4 shows the Application Builder J2EE
Sample Application that resides on an application server. The client uses a Web browser to
interface with the controlling servlet, Java Server Pages (JSPs), beans, and model. The model
interfaces with ADM to access a data source.
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Figure 4 Application Builder J2EE Sample Application

Figure 5 shows Financial Reporting, which is an application that runs on both a server and a
client computer. The application accesses ADM directly when defining a data query. For
example, when you design a report, you select dimensions and members to place on the rows
and columns of the report. The application generates the report with the Financial Reporting
Scheduler Service, which accesses ADM.

Figure 5 Financial Reporting Application

Supported ADM Releases
All ADM releases are backward compatible. For example, if you develop an application using
ADM Release 1.0, you can run it with ADM Release 2.0 or later.

In order to take advantage of new features in ADM release 9.3 you must use the following drivers
and data sources:

l The ADM APS driver with Analytic Provider Services 9.3

l The ADM Essbase Native driver with Analytic Services Release 9.3

l The ADM HFM driver with Hyperion Financial Management 9.3

l The ADM Planning Details driver with Hyperion Planning 9.3
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Using the ADM
The domain of OLAP is characterized by metadata, data, member query, and data query models.
The ADM domain model describes the relationships between all of the OLAP components and
is generic so it can be mapped to a variety of OLAP data sources. The ADM domain model is
described in the “Domain Model ” on page 75.

You can navigate the domain model using the ADM programming model or generic interfaces.
The ADM programming model is described in the “Programming Model” on page 83.

Getting Started
To set up your environment and connect to an ADM driver, see “Getting Started” on page
139 and Chapter 8, “Connecting With a Driver”. For information on how to use the sample
programs, see “Using ADM Directories and Sample Programs ” on page 163.

Queries
You create queries using the following languages or methods:

l “MDX Queries” on page 99

l “ALE Queries” on page 102

l “XML and Expression Tree Queries” on page 127

You use queries to access OLAP data. There are two interfaces for performing queries:

l Generic query interfaces

The generic interfaces perform queries and return results in an object. The following package
contains generic interfaces:

m com.hyperion.ap. - contains interfaces to perform member queries and data queries.
The interfaces with the IAPQry prefix perform queries.

l Large grained query interfaces

The large grained queries return a result set, enable cursoring and are designed for faster
performance. This is the recommended approach. The following packages contain large
grained interfaces:

m com.hyperion.ap.memberquery - Contains interfaces to perform member queries. The
interfaces in com.hyperion.ap.memberquery perform large grained queries, are
faster and more intuitive than the IAPQry interfaces. For more information, see the
adm\Samples\Java\JavaMemberQuery71.java program.

m com.hyperion.ap.dataquery - Contains new interfaces to perform data queries. These
interfaces can be used in place of the IAPQry interfaces. The interfaces in
com.hyperion.ap.dataquery perform large grained queries and are faster and more
intuitive than the IAPQry interfaces. For more information, see the C:\adm\Samples
\Java\DataQuery70.java program.
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Data Persistence
Data persistence updates or writes data values to a data source. Use the generic interfaces in the
com.hyperion.ap package.

Extension Objects
Extension objects implement or contain driver specific information. For example, the ADM
Essbase Native driver had a linked reporting object or (LRO) attached to a data cell. The LRO
contains text data or an annotation for the data cell. For Essbase extension objects use the
com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

Actions
Actions perform specific functions for a driver. For example, you can change a user’s password,
or run a calc script. For Essbase actions use the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

Metadata Objects
The metadata is the information that describes the OLAP data. Metadata consists of cubes,
dimensions, hierarchies, and named groups. You use metadata to navigate to the data cells. For
example, how many application are on the server; how many dimensions are in a cube; how
many hierarchies or levels does the dimension belong to. Use the following components:

l For generic metadata, use the com.hyperion.ap package

l For server metadata, use thecom.hyperion.ap.essbase package, for more information, see
“ADM Server Model ” on page 429

l For Essbase, use the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package. For more information, see “ADM
Essbase Deployment Services (EDS) Driver” on page 289, and “ADM Analytic Services
Native Driver” on page 441

l For ODBO, use the com.hyperion.ap.odbo package. For more information, see “ADM
ODBO Driver ” on page 413

Metadata Persistence
You can write metadata values to a data source. For example, you can add a dimension or a
member.

Use generic interfaces for all data sources

l The package com.hyperion.ap contains generic interfaces to OLAP data sources.

Use data source specific interfaces for Essbase and ODBO

l The package com.hyperion.ap.essbase contains interfaces to Essbase

l The package com.hyperion.ap.ODBO contains interfaces to ODBO.
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Pooling
The pooling interface enables users to share a connection to a data source. By sharing
connections, you maximize server resources. Pooling also controls the security to your data
source. A data source can have multiple pools. Each pool has an associated user ID and password
with security privileges. You use pooling to minimize the time to obtain a data source connection
and also to reduce the number of connections.

l The package com.hyperion.ap.cache contains interfaces for the ADM pooling feature.

Prompting
Prompting describes the ability of a query’s formulator to embed information that replaces
portions of a query and indicate that those portions must be specified by the user prior to
execution. The ADM supports prompting in both member queries and data queries.

l The package com.hyperion.ap.prompts contains interfaces for the query prompting feature.
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New Features in Release 9.3
This section lists the new features in ADM Release 9.3:

The Analytic Provider Services (APS) Driver
The ADM Analytics Provider Services (APS) driver is a Java interface to Analytic Services that
builds on and replaces the technology of the AHAS/EDS drivers. See “ADM Analytic Provider
Services (APS) Driver” on page 171.

Following is a summary of the changes:

New Features
l Embedded mode

In addition to 3–tier mode, the APS driver can run in with all APS services embedded in the
ADM client, enabling you to bypass the middle tier.

l Security changes

You no longer need to keep user IDs and groups synchronized with Analytic Services,
because Analytic Provider Services now uses user access information from Analytic Services.

l Connection pooling changes
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The APS driver supports only ADM connection pooling. 3–tier mode supports clustering,
but must be set up using Analytic Administrative Services.

l Connection changes

The following changes are specific to 3–tier mode:

m Supports only HTTP protocol.

m Uses only port 13080.

m The hostpath “aps/Japi” (case sensitive) has been appended to the hostname.

Changes
l Renamed driver file

The new driver filename is admaps.jar.

l 100% backwards compatible

The APS driver is fully compatible with release 9.2 and earlier of the EDS driver. All a client
has to do is update the CLASSPATH to refer to the new driver file, admaps.jar, instead of
the previous version, admees.jar.

l New connection parameters

The following parameters are specific to 3–tier mode:

m PROTOCOL

Replaces ORBTYPE (still recognized). Value must be HTTP.

m PORT=13080

13080 is currently the only supported port.

m HOSTPATH

Must be set to aps/Japi (case-sensitive).

The following parameter is specific to embedded mode:

m EMBEDDED

Enables embedded mode. Values (not case-sensitive):

o 1

True—embedded mode on. When embedded mode is active, the parameters
PROTOCOL, PORT, HOSTPATH, and my_Server in the ADM connection URL are
ignored because these are provided by the embedded services.

o 0

False—embedded mode off.

l admaps.properties

A new properties file enables you to define the default values for all ADM APS driver
parameters, any of which can be left out of the connection URL. The file is found in the
following filepath:
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[drive]:/ADM/lib

l ENABLE_MILLISECONDS

Enables the use of milliseconds in the timestamps used in logging.

IBAPICubeTabularFunctions Changes
The following functions have been added to IBAPICubeTabularFunctions:

l The new function getQueryCubeProperties() has been added to retrieve the 'reverse sign'
of a cube. See “getQueryCubeProperites()” on page 523.

l The IAPResultSet for getVariables() now includes SIGN. See “getVariables()” on page
524.

SSAS Impersonate Capability in ODBO Driver
The ODBO driver can now emulate SSAS authentication. See “ODBO Connection Information”
on page 414.

New Features in Release 9.2
This section lists the new features in ADM Release 9.2:

New Actions for IBAPIDimTabularFunctions
l “getDimProperties()” on page 519

l “getHierarchies()” on page 520

New Action for IAPMdCube

getDimForVarOnly()
Used only in BAPI when the variable is in BEx Filter.

public IAPBAPIMdDimension getDimForVarOnly(java.lang.String rstDimName)

Parameters

rstDimName - String

Return Value

IAPBAPIMdDimension
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New Features in Release 9.0.1
This section lists the new features in ADM Release 9.0.1 Following is a list of new features:

l “Outline Cube Actions for Metadata Persistence” on page 46

l “Suppressing Empty Rows” on page 47

Outline Cube Actions for Metadata Persistence
New outline cube actions improve the performance of metadata persistence. Sample code for
using the new actions can be found in:

C:\adm\Samples\Java\OtlActions.java 

Information on the new outline cube actions can be found in the javadoc and in the following
topics:

l “OtlAddDimension” on page 338

l “OtlDisassociateAttributeDimension” on page 338

l “OtlAssociateAttributeDimension” on page 339

l “OtlDisassociateAttributeMember” on page 339

l “OtlAssociateAttributeMember” on page 340

l “OtlSetMemberFormula” on page 340

l “OtlDeleteMemberFormula” on page 341

l “OtlDeleteUserAttribute” on page 341

l “OtlSetUserAttribute” on page 342

l “OtlDeleteMemberAlias” on page 342

l “OtlSetMemberAlias” on page 343

l “OtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness” on page 344

l “OtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness” on page 344

l “OtlSetOriginalMember” on page 345

l “OtlGetOriginalMember” on page 345

l “OtlGetMemberUniqueName” on page 346

l “OtlGetMemberName” on page 346

l “OtlGetMemberInfo” on page 347

l “OtlFindChild” on page 347

l “OtlFindAlias” on page 348

l “OtlGetParent” on page 349

l “OtlGetAssociatedAttributes” on page 349

l “OtlDeleteAllUDAs” on page 350
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Suppressing Empty Rows
The new data filter method suppressEmpty() suppresses the row containing only 0 or #MISSING
values. They will be translated to the Essbase report script {SUPEMPTYROWS}.

ALE Example Code

Select value From Basic  where suppressEmpty() 

PROJECT Measures, Market ON EDGE ROW

WITH 

 SELECT * FROM Measures WHERE Member("Measures", "Measures")),

 SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Children("Market", "Market", true))

PROJECT Product  ON EDGE COLUMN

WITH 

 SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Descendants("Product", "Product", true))

PROJECT Year ON EDGE PAGE

WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Member("Year", "Year"))

PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE SLICER

WITH 

 (SELECT * FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Scenario", "Scenario")) 

New Features in Release 9.0 
This section lists the new features in ADM Release 9.0. Following is a list of new features:

l “ADM SAP-BW BAPI Driver” on page 48

l “Interface Modifications” on page 48

l “Support for Queries of Non-Unique Member Names in Analytic Services Outlines” on
page 49

l “The SortHierarchy Command” on page 51

l “NOT Operator in Member Queries for the Analytic Services Native Driver” on page 53

l “Embedded Escape Characters in Quoted ALE Strings” on page 53

l “Column-only MDX Queries” on page 53

l “ADM ICU Codepage Utility” on page 53

l “Connection URL essbaseAgentPort Parameter” on page 53
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ADM SAP-BW BAPI Driver
The ADM Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI) driver offers proprietary access
to an SAP Business Information Warehouse (SAP-BW) data source. For more information, see
Appendix G, “ADM SAP-BW BAPI Driver ”.

Interface Modifications
This section describes the updated interfaces in this release.

com.hyperion.ap.dataquery
The com.hyperion.ap.dataquery package now supports column-only MDX queries
through large-grained interfaces for the Analytic Services native driver as well as the ODBO and
SAP-BW BAPI driver. For more information, see the following program:

C:\adm\Samples\Java\DataQuery70.java 

The following interfaces in the com.hyperion.ap.dataquery package contain new methods
to support cursoring with the SAP-BW BAPI driver:

l “com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.EdgeView” on page 48

l “com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.CubeView” on page 48

com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.EdgeView

EdgeView contains new methods to support data query cursoring using the SAP-BW BAPI
driver. Sample code is available in the following file:

C:\ADM\Samples\com\hyperion\ap\samples\bapi\DataQueryCursoring.java

The new methods in EdgeView are:

l fetchEdgeCells(int iStartPage, int iStartTuple, int iMaxCount) -

Queries the SAP-BW data source for edge cells in the sepecified range. Returns an integer.

l getFetchedPageCount() - Returns an integer indicating the the page count from the last
fetchEdgeCells() call.

l getFetchedTupleCount(int iPage) - Returns an integer indicating the tuple count in
the specified page in last fetchEdgeCells() call.

com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.CubeView

CubeView contains new methods to support data query cursoring using the SAP-BW BAPI
driver. Sample code is available in the following file:

C:\ADM\Samples\com\hyperion\ap\samples\bapi\DataQueryCursoring.java

The new methods in CubeView are:
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l fetchDataCells(int iStartPage, int iStartRow, int iMaxRowCount) -
Queries the SAP-BW data source for data cells in the sepecified range. Returns an integer.

l getFetchedPageCount() - Returns an integer to indicate the the page count from the last
fetchDataCells() call.

l getFetchedRowCount(int iPage) - Returns an integer indicating the row count in the
specified page in last fetchDataCells() call.

Support for Queries of Non-Unique Member Names in Analytic
Services Outlines
The native Analytic Services and APS drivers can handle queries for non-unique member names
in an Analytic Services database. A database in Analytic Services may contain an outline may
contains member that have the same name, but are contained within different qualifying
ancestor dimension members.

For example, take the following dimensional structure:

Market |____East | |____New York | |____Actual |____West |____Los

Angeles |____Actual

In this outline, there are two different members named Actual, but each is qualified by a
different ancestor: [East].[New York] and [West].[Los Angeles].

Changes to the Analytic Services Native and APS drivers
In order to handle non-unique names in Analytic Services outlines, the following changes have
been made to the native Analytic Services and APS drivers:

l The cube property
com.hyperion.ap.essbase.EAPEssProperty.Cube.IS_NONUNIQUE_NAME indicates
whether a cube is non-unique or not. For information, see “Cube Object” on page 312.

l For all member queries and data queries, the name property will be the key(fullName) for
non-unique outline.

l The helper method com.hyperion.ap.essbase.NameHelper.getSimpleName
(fullName) returns the simpleName(or displayName) when fullName is passed in.
Use the key instead of the simple name to specify member names in the query. For a member
name that is unique, the key is the simple(display) name.

For example, given the a member with the fully-qualified name [500].[100-10], if you
make the following call:

com.hyperion.ap.essbase.NameHelper.getSimpleName("[500].[100-10]")

it will return the simple(display) name:

100-10

l To deal with extended shared member, there HR property
com.hyperion.ap.essbase.EAPEssProperty.HierarchyRelationship.HAS_HA_

ORIGINAL_MEMBER has been added for the original member name of an extended shared
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member. This property is only meaningful for extended shared members. It will be empty
for non extended shared members. For information, see “Hierarchy Object” on page 352.

Non-Unique Member Name Query Rules
The following rules apply when making queries of non-unique member names:

l A member name can use either quotes or square brackets. For example, all of the following
would be valid:

[Market].[East].[New York].[Actual]

“[Market].[East].[New York].[Actual]”

The following would not be valid:

[Market].[“New York”]

[Market].“New York”

l A fully-qualified member name consists of either:

m The dimension name, followed by all ancestral names up to the member name and
containing no spaces:

[Market].[East].[New York].[Actual]

m Or, all ancestral names up to the disambiguating ancestor and containing no spaces:

[Market].[East]

l Names and aliases can not be mixed in a qualified name. For example, a qualified name
using the following format would not be valid:

[member name].[alias].[member name]

l A member name cannot contain square brackets (“[]”), as these characters are used in
connecting qualifiers.

l Names and aliases cannot contain the following sequence of characters:

].[

For example, the following would not be valid:

[member name].[“[Beverage].[Cola]”].[member name]

Non-Unique Member Names in ALE Queries
In an ALE query, you still use select name or select *, only now it returns the key. You
use the helper method getSimpleName to get display name out of key. See “Changes to the
Analytic Services Native and APS drivers” on page 49.
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Non-Unique Member Names in MDX Queries
In an MDX query, specify the property MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME in the query to return the
key. This will return both the member name and the key. The name property is still the name
(or Display Name), and the new property MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME contains the key.

You specify the property MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME in the query as in the following example:

select { descendants(product) } 
properties member_unique_name 
on columns 
from  basic

The SortHierarchy Command
You use the SortHierarchy command to indicate that the output order will be by hierarchy.
It can be used in queries as SortHierarchy() or report scripts as <SortHierarchy.

This command is currently only used with Hyperion System 9 BI+ Web Analysis™.

Sample query using SortHierarchy()

    SELECT value FROM "Basic" 
       WHERE 
           Duplicate(false)
               PROJECT ON EDGE COLUMN 
           WITH 
           ( SELECT "default" FROM "Market" WHERE Duplicate(false), MEMBER
(       
              "Market", "Market" ))
           PROJECT ON EDGE ROW 
           WITH 
           ( SELECT "default" FROM "Product" WHERE Duplicate(false),      
             SortHierarchy(),
                 (SystemMemberList( "Gen1,Product", "Product") AND  
                      Descendants( "Product", Product", true))
                                OR (SystemMemberList( "Gen2,Product", 
"Product") 
                           AND Descendants( "Product", Product", true))

                                  OR (SystemMemberList( "Gen3,Product", 
"Product") 
                           AND Descendants( "Product", "Product", true))

            ) 

            PROJECT ON EDGE SLICER 

            WITH 

            ( SELECT "default" FROM "Year" WHERE Duplicate(false), 
              MEMBER( "Year", "Year" )),

            ( SELECT "default" FROM "Measures" WHERE Duplicate(false), 
              MEMBER( "Measures", "Measures" )),
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            ( SELECT "default" FROM "Scenario" WHERE Duplicate(false), 
              MEMBER( "Scenario", "Scenario" ))

Sample report script using <SortHierarchy

{SUPFEED} {BLOCKHEADERS} {TABDELIMIT}

<SINGLECOLUMN

{SUPCOMMAS}

{SUPBRACKETS}

{ROWREPEAT}

{DECIMAL VARIABLE}

{INDENTGEN 5}

<SYM

<SUPSHARE

<COLUMN("Year")

<OUTALTSELECT "Default"

{OUTALTNAMES}<OUTALT

 

<LINK(<MEMBER("Year"))

<SORTNONE

<ROW("Product")

<OUTALTSELECT "Default"

{OUTALTNAMES}<OUTALT

 

<SortHierarchy

<LINK((((<MATCH("Gen1,Product", "*") AND <IDESCENDANTS("Product")) OR 
(<MATCH("Gen2,Product", "*") AND <IDESCENDANTS("Product"))) OR (<MATCH
("Gen3,Product", "*") AND <IDESCENDANTS("Product"))))

 

{TABDELIMIT}

<PAGE ("Measures","Market","Scenario")

<OUTALTSELECT "Default"

{OUTALTNAMES}<OUTALT
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<LINK(<MEMBER("Measures"))

<SORTNONE

<OUTALTSELECT "Default"

{OUTALTNAMES}<OUTALT

!

NOT Operator in Member Queries for the Analytic Services
Native Driver
This release supports using the NOT operator in member query for the Analytic Services native
driver. For example:

SELECT name from Product WHERE Children("100", "Product", true) 
and NOT Member("100-10", "Product")

Embedded Escape Characters in Quoted ALE Strings
You can include escape characters to embed backslashes (‘\’) and double quotes (““) in quoted
ALE strings. For more information, see “Escape Sequences in Quoted ALE Strings” on page
103.

Column-only MDX Queries
Column-only MDX queries through large-grained interfaces are now supported for the
following drivers: the Analytic Services native, APS, ODBO, and SAP-BW BAPI drivers. Sample
code is available in the following file:

C:\ADM\Samples\Java\DataQuery70.java

ADM ICU Codepage Utility
The ADM ICU Codepage Utility has been added to simplify the configuration of unicode support
for international languages. For more information, see “Optional: Using the ADM ICU
Codepage Utility and File for International Language Conversion” on page 152.

Connection URL essbaseAgentPort Parameter
Using the ADM Analytic Services Native Driver, you can connect to an Analytic Services Agent
Port other than the default by using the new essbaseAgentPort connection parameter. Its
value should match the AGENTPORT value in essbase.cfg. For more information, see the tables
in “Connecting to Essbase Analytic Services” on page 442 and “Connecting to EDS” on page
291.
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New Features in Release 7.2
This section lists the new features in ADM Release 7.2.

The new features in this release are supported with the following data sources:

l Hyperion Essbase Release 7.1.2

l Hyperion Essbase Deployment Services 7.0.1

ADM ODBO Driver
The ADM OLE Database Connectivity (ODBC) driver accesses the Micro Soft Analysis Services
data source (MSAS) and the SAP Business Information Warehouse (SAP-BW) data source. This
driver is built using ODBC an open standard Application Programming Interface (API) for
accessing a database. For more information, see “ADM ODBO Driver ” on page 413.

ASO Storage Model
You can create an Aggregate Storage Plan (ASO) application using ADM. Aggregate storage
databases enable dramatic scalability improvements in both database aggregation time and
dimensional scalability. Aggregate storage databases typically address read-only, “rack and stack”
applications that have large dimensionality, such as the following applications

l Customer analysis. Data is analyzed from any dimension and there are potentially millions
of customers.

l Procurement analysis. Many products are tracked across many vendors.

l Logistics analysis. Near real-time updates of product shipments.

Once you have created the ASO application, you can Load, Calculate, and Retrieve Aggregate
Storage Data according the rules documented in “Volume IV” in the Analytic Services Analytic
Services Database Administrator's Guide. For an example, see the HssTestMetaDataPersist.java
program in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the
ADM release number.

New Actions for a Cube
The following new actions were added to the cube object for the ADM Analytic Services Native
driver:

l Added actions to import and export alias tables. For more information, see
“ImportAliasTable” on page 329 and “ExportAliasTable” on page 330

l Added action to get a list of alias tables. For more information, see “GetAliasTables” on page
332.

l Added action to get the current alias table name. For more information, see
“GetCurrentAliasTable” on page 329.
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l Added action to create an alias table. For more information, see “CreateAliasTables” on page
332.

l Added action to delete an alias table. For more information, see “DeleteAliasTables” on page
333.

l Added action to copy an alias table. For more information, see “CopyAliasTables” on page
334.

l Added ability for the rules file to specify add and subtract to or from an existing data value
as part of ADM data load functionality. For more information, see “ImportDataWithRules”
on page 336.

Interfaces
This section describes the new or updated interfaces in this release.

com.hyperion.ap.memberquery
The com.hyperion.ap.memberquery package contains new interfaces to perform member
queries. These interfaces can be used in place of the IAPQry interfaces. The interfaces in
com.hyperion.ap.memberquery perform large grained queries and are faster and more
intuitive than the IAPQry interfaces. This interface also supports cursoring. For more
information, see “Cursoring” on page 164.

com.hyperion.ap.dataquery
The com.hyperion.ap.dataquery package contains new interfaces to perform data queries.
These interfaces can be used in place of the IAPQry interfaces. The interfaces in
com.hyperion.ap.dataquery perform large grained queries and are faster and more intuitive
than the IAPQry interfaces. For more information, see the C:\adm\Samples\Java
\DataQuery70.java program.

com.hyperion.ap.odbo
The com.hyperion.ap.dataquery package contains new interfaces to define the ODBO metadata
objects.

com.hyperion.ap
The openConnection method in the IAPServer interface was updated to improve
performance. The openConnection method does not automatically load the application or
database lists in memory until they are accessed as a child object. For sample code, see
hssServerTest.java. This change was made to improve performance, by loading objects
when they are accessed only.
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MDX and ALE Query Languages
MDX query support has been added. You can also use ALE queries with the ADM ODBO driver
by setting properties in the ADM.properties file or by setting a parameter on your connection
URL.

The following table lists the ADM drivers and the query languages they support:

Table 1 ADM Query Language Support for Drivers

Driver ALE MDX

ADM APS driver supports ALE supports MDX

ADM Analytic Services Native driver supports ALE supports MDX

ADM ODBO driver Does not support ALE

Note: You can convert an ALE query
to MDX and then use it with the ADM
ODBO driver. See “Converting ALE
queries to MDX” on page 124.

supports MDX only

ADM HFM driver supports ALE only Does not support MDX

Note: You can convert an MDX query
to ALE and then use it with the ADM
HFM driver. For a description of the
MDX functionality supported by ALE,
see “Limited MDX” on page 99.

ADM Planning Details driver supports ALE only Does not support MDX

Note: You can convert an MDX query
to ALE and then use it with the ADM
HFM driver. For a description of the
MDX functionality supported by ALE,
see “Limited MDX” on page 99.

ADM APS driver
The APS driver supports MDX queries. You must use the interfaces in the
com.hyperion.ap.dataquery package. The MDX queries are passed directly to Essbase.
For MDX support and implementation details, see the Hyperion System 9 BI+ Analytic Services
Administrator’s Guide.

RMI Functionality
A new ADM connection parameter is available (admRMIPort) which enables the specification
of an RMI port for each connection. Previously the default RMI port was used. For example,
you can connect to Essbase using the ADM Native driver on an RMI port = 8299, using the
following URL:
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adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Demo?
user=admin;password=password;locale=en;remoteServer=localhost;remoteDriver=
HssEssDriver;admRMIPort=8299;

Unicode Support
Unicode provides a unique number for every character, regardless of the platform, program, or
language. The ADM supports member queries and data queries for Unicode applications. You
can also create a Unicode application. For more information, see “Using A Unicode Application”
on page 151.

New Features in Release 7.0.1
The new features in this release are supported with the following data sources:

l Hyperion Essbase Release 7.0.1

l Hyperion Essbase Deployment Services 7.0.1

Following is a list of new features:

l “MDX Support” on page 57

l “Solaris Support” on page 57

l “Methods and Interfaces” on page 58

l “Miscellaneous Changes” on page 60

l “Documentation” on page 59

MDX Support
The Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) language, is a standard grammar for specifying
multidimensional queries. Using ADM 7.0.1, you can specify MDX queries to perform
multidimensional queries. The MDX queries are translated to ALE. For more information see,
“Limited MDX” on page 99.

In previous releases, clients of the Analytic Data Model (ADM) specified queries using the
Hyperion Solutions proprietary Analytic Language for Expressions (ALE) query language. You
can also use ALE queries with ADM 7.0.1.

Solaris Support
For Solaris, the ADM does not use CORBA internally to implement remote method invocation.
In previous ADM releases CORBA was needed on Solaris to implement remote method
invocation.
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Methods and Interfaces
The following methods have been added:

l com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.CubeView.getDrillThroughReport enables a user
to retrieve drill-through data for a range of cells instead of a single cell. For details, see the
Javadoc.

l EAPEssAction.App.GETLOGINID and EAPEssAction.Server.KILLREQUEST enable
you to programmatically terminate a data query after it has started. This is supported by
Essbase 7.1.2 only. See the sample code common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\KillRequest.java for an example, where <release> is the ADM release number.

Note:

This interface works with the ADM Analytic Services Native driver only.

l com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.execute() enables you to execute a MDX query using
the ADM Analytic Services Native driver directly in Essbase. For more information, see
“Limited MDX” on page 99 or the Javadoc.

Note:

This interface works with the ADM Analytic Services Native driver only.

Application Object
The property Aggregate Storage Plan (ASO) has been added to the application object, also
referred to as the ADM Domain object. It indicates whether this application (and the cube that
it contains) is an aggregate storage database.

Note:

This interface works with the ADM Analytic Services Native driver only.

For example, to retrieve this property use the following snippet:

String isASO = ((IAPPropertiedInstance)adm).getPropertyValue
(EAPEssProperty.App.IS_ASO);

Note:

If you try to persist data in an ASO cube, ADM throws the error message “APExceptoin 611
Can't do data update in ASO cube".

Miscellaneous
You can get both name and alias using the grid API in a data query. This is supported with
Hyperion Essbase Release 6.5.6 only. In previous releases you could retrieve the name or alias
but not both.
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l For example, the following snippet is valid:

Select * From Basic 
PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (Select name, default From Year Where Children("Qtr1", "Year", 
true)),
     (SELECT name, default FROM Market WHERE Member("New York", 
"Market",false))
In previous releases you could retrieve the name or alias but not both. 

Note:

This is implemented for the ADM Analytic Services Native driver only.

Documentation
The ADM error codes are documented with a possible solution for correcting the error. For
more information, see “ADM Error Codes ” on page 527.

New Features in Release 7.0
This section describes the new features and changes for ADM Release 7.0. The following ADM
drivers are installed with Hyperion Application Builder Release 7.0.

l The ADM Analytic Services Native driver works with Essbase Analytic Services run-time
client 6.5.4 to access Essbase Analytic Services Release 6.5.4 and Release 7.0.

Caution!

You cannot use Essbase Analytic Services run-time client 6.5.2.

l The ADM APS driver works with the following components:

m Essbase Deployment Services 7.0

m Essbase Analytic Services 7.0

The following list contains the new features in ADM 7.0 which are provided in both the ADM
Analytic Services Native driver and the ADM APS driver:

l “Methods and Interfaces” on page 59

l “Miscellaneous Changes” on page 60

Methods and Interfaces
The getMDDataset method has been added to the IAPQryCubeView interface. This method
returns a string of data query results.

The following interfaces have been added as additional options for working with data queries:

l CubeView
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l DataCell

l DataCellsProperty

l EdgeCellProperty

l EdgeView

In some scenarios, these interfaces may provide faster performance than IAPQryCubeView and
its related interfaces. For examples of how to use the new data query interfaces, see the
DataQuery70.java file in the common\adm\<release>\samples directory, where <release> is
the ADM release number.

Note:

See the Javadoc for ADM package com.hyperion.ap.dataquery for more information.

Miscellaneous Changes
l The driver now supports the use of the NOT operator in the SELECT clause of member

queries.

l If errors occur when updating metadata, the driver still saves valid metadata changes. For
more information, see “Persistence” on page 305.

l Localization has been added for the following languages:

m Traditional Chinese

m Simplified Chinese

m Portuguese

m Russian

m Turkish

l The log4j-1_2_7.jar file is no longer installed by the ADM.

New Features in Release 4.1
This section describes the new features and changes for ADM Release 4.1, and includes the
following topics:

l “DLL File Names” on page 60

l “Single Sign-On” on page 61

l “Essbase Analytic Services Features for Release 4.1” on page 61

DLL File Names
File names of ADM DLLs now contain the ADM release number. For example, in previous
releases the ADM Analytic Services Native driver file was named HssEssDriver.dll. For
Release 4.1.0, the ADM Analytic Services Native driver file is named HssEssDriver410.dll.
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Single Sign-On
The ADM no longer requires the <trusted> tag in configuration files to be set to FALSE. Some
drivers may require a setting of FALSE, as discussed in “Dependencies and Requirements” on
page 158.

Essbase Analytic Services Features for Release 4.1
The following topics describe new features for the ADM Analytic Services Native driver and the
ADM APS driver that access Essbase Analytic Services.

Single Sign-On
The ADM Analytic Services Native driver for Essbase Release 6.5.4 provides native support of
the single sign-on feature. If you used single sign-on with an earlier Essbase release, the following
changes apply:

l In releases earlier than 6.5.4, the configuration file’s <trusted> tag had to be set to FALSE.
Starting with Release 6.5.4, <trusted> can be set to TRUE or FALSE.

l In releases earlier than 6.5.4, the connection URL for single sign-on included a parameter
containing the name and path of the configuration file. Starting with Release 6.5.4, you
should not include this parameter.

Cube Object
l Properties represented by the following constants have been added:

m EAPEssProperty.cube.TWO_PASS_CALCULATION

m EAPEssProperty.cube.AGGREGATE_MISSING_VALUES

m EAPEssProperty.cube.CREATE_BLOCK_ON_EQUATIONS

m EAPEssProperty.cube.TRUE_MEMBER_NAME

m EAPEssProperty.cube.FALSE_MEMBER_NAME

For details on these properties, see Table 64 on page 312.

l A new parameter, ABORTONERROR, was added to the ImportDataWithRules action. This
parameter determines whether loading continues or aborts if an error occurs.

l The following actions have been added:

m ReportEx

m GetReportResult

Data Load Rules File
You can now create a rules file with createRuleFile (RuleFile class, com.hyperion.ap.essbase
package). For details, see the Hyperion Application Builder Analytic Data Model Javadoc.
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Calc Script Object
A new parameter, CALCULATE, was added to the Execute action. This parameter determines
whether Execute runs the calc script or validates the calc script without running it.

Miscellaneous Essbase Changes
l The driver now returns applications that do not have databases. This changes the

relationship of the Cube and Application objects from one-to-many to zero-to-many, as
shown in Figure 28 on page 308.

l If you attempt to create an application that already exists, the driver now throws an error.

New Features in Release 4.0
This section contains the following topics, which describe the new features and changes for ADM
Release 4.0:

l “Essbase Analytic Services Features for Release 4.0” on page 62

l “Essbase Deployment Services Features for Release 4.0” on page 63

l “Interfaces and Methods” on page 64

l “Message Logging” on page 64

l “Miscellaneous Features” on page 63

l “Optimization” on page 65

Essbase Analytic Services Features for Release 4.0
The following topics describe new features for the ADM Analytic Services Native driver and the
ADM APS driver that access Essbase Analytic Services.

Dimension Object
l The dimension action QUERYMEMBERS, for the ADM Analytic Services Native driver,

performs a report-style query to list a selection of database member information. For more
information, see “Dimension Actions” on page 359.

l The dimension property EAPEssProperty.Dimension.HA_ENABLED indicates whether
Hybrid Analysis is enabled for the dimension. Hybrid Analysis is a feature of Analytic
Integration Services that integrates an Essbase multidimensional database with a relational
database. For more information, see “Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 371.

Hierarchy Relationship Object
l The hierarchy relationship property EAPEssProperty.HR.HAS_HA_DESCENDANTS

indicates whether Hybrid Analysis descendants exist for the hierarchy relationship. Hybrid
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Analysis is a feature of Analytic Integration Services that integrates an Essbase
multidimensional database with a relational database. For more information, see “Non-
Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 373.

ALE Queries
When you request both the name and alias name in an ALE member query embedded in a data
query, the alias table name is returned as the member’s edge cell property of type
IAPEdgeCellProperty. For more information, see “Using the ALE Query Implementation”
on page 304.

Essbase Deployment Services Features for Release 4.0
This section describes updates for the ADM Analytic Deployment Services (EDS) driver which
implements Analytic Deployment Services.

l The ADM APS driver class name has been changed to com.hyperion.ap.EDs.Driver

Note:

The class com.hyperion.ap.ees.EESHssDriver has been deprecated.

l If you are using orbtype=HTTP for EDS defined as a servlet, the EDS servlet does not need
to be located in the root context. For more information, see “Connecting to EDS” on page
291.

Miscellaneous Features
This section describes various new features in this release:

ADM.properties File
l The default XML encoding is set to UTF-8. For more information, see “Changing the Default

XML Encoding” on page 149.

l The ADM.properties file contains new variables:

m The ADM_RMI_PORT variable specifies the RMI port number when you are using
RMI. For more information, see “Using RMI” on page 148.

m The ADM_USE_UTF8 variable specifies the default XML encoding which is set to
UTF-8. For more information, see “Changing the Default XML Encoding” on page
149.

m The LOG4J_CONGFIG_FILE variable points to the log properties file, that records log
messages. The default is admlog4j.properties file. For more information, see “Using
the ADM Logging” on page 143.
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ALE Parser Error Message Improvement
The ALE parser returns descriptive error messages for invalid member and data queries including
the exact location where the parser failed. For example, if you have an error in the Where clause
of a query, the following error message is generated:

com.hyperion.ap.APException: [1047] ALE syntax error near: line number 16 
position 21

MicroSoft Virtual Machine (VM)
Support is removed for Microsoft VM (jview).

JDK
ADM Release 4.0 supports jdk1.2.2 and higher.

RMI
The RMI port number can be specified using the ADM_RMI_PORT variable in the
ADM.properties file. You also need to specify this port number when you start the RMI
registry. For more information, see “Using RMI” on page 148.

Version Upgrades
The ICU (Internation Components for Unicode) version is upgraded to ICU2.2. ICU is an open
source development project that provides robust, full-featured, commercial quality, freely
available Unicode-based technologies. For more information, see http://oss.software.ibm.com/
icu/.

Message Logging
The message logging facility is built on log4j, an open source, robust, full featured logging facility.
The following features are included:

l The ability to filter log messages by subsystem and severity. For example, you can enable all
messages for a data query of severity level Fatal, which logs fatal errors for data queries only.

l The ability to update your ADM driver to return logging and auditing messages for inclusion
in the ADM log or audit stream. In earlier releases each driver maintained its own message
logging independent of the ADM logging and auditing.

l Improved logging and error messages with descriptive information

For more information, see “Using the ADM Logging” on page 143.

Interfaces and Methods
The following interfaces and methods have been added:
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l The method clearQueryExpression() is available from the IAPQryCubeView and
IAPQryMemberSelection interfaces. clearQueryExpression() resets the query
expression to an empty state. This method is useful for client's who use the object model to
specify queries. For more information, see “Expression Tree Queries” on page 134.

Note:

This method does not reset the results from a previous query.

l The method IAPComposite.refreshChildren() refreshes all children of the specified
type when a new cube gets created.

l The method HssDriverInfo.IsSupportCSS() returns true or false to indicate whether
the specified driver supports single sign-on (CSS).

l The class HssFactory() creates an ADM and Server instance. You can use this class instead
of using an adm package class directly, such as com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm. For more
information, see “Using the ADM APIs” on page 140.

l The method IAPQryMemberReference.getSegmentIndex() returns the Gets segment index
(starting from 0).

l The method IAPQryCubeView.isDirty() returns a boolean value indicating whether the data
is dirty for the given coordinates. Dirty data refers to data within a transaction that has not
been committed.

The following interfaces and methods have been changed:

l The method IAPMdDataCell.getValue() has changed, it now returns the new data value
even if it's not committed. The new method IAPMdDataCell.getOldValue() returns
the old data value.

l The methods IAPQryCubeView.zoomOut() and IAPQryCubeView.zoomIn() take two
additional parameters:

m NOT_INCLUDE_SELECTION - Use this to return the selected members and eliminate
the member passed in. For example, in the Sample Basic database, a zoom in on Qtr1
retrieves data for Jan, Feb, and Mar, as well as Qtr1. When this option is disabled, the
zoom in retrieves only Jan, Feb, and Mar; Qtr1 is eliminated.

m WITHIN_SELECTED_GROUP - Use to apply only to the group of members in which
the selection is made. This setting is only meaningful when the sheet contains two or
more dimensions of data on the row or column edge. By default, this setting is disabled.

l The methods IAPQryCubeView.removeOnly() and IAPQryCubeView.keepOnly() take one
additional parameter:

m WITHIN_SELECTED_GROUP - Use to apply only to the group of members in which
the selection is made. This setting is only meaningful when the view contains two or
more dimensions of data on the row or column edge.

Optimization
The following functionality has been updated to improve performance:
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l Data queries that use multiple row segments are optimized. In earlier releases when you
executed a data query with multiple row segments, a data query was executed for each row
segment. To improve performance, the data queries are combined into one data query and
executed once. For more information, see “ALE Data Query” on page 106.

l The LoadData action that loads data from a file, located on the Essbase Analytic Services
server into a cube is optimized. In earlier releases when a data load used a local file, the local
file was copied on the server, utilized, and then deleted. To improve performance, the local
file is utilized from its current location.

l The ADM APS driver or Essbase ADM driver report scripts processing is optimized. In earlier
releases when you executed a report script the single member selections utilized the <LINK
command, even though it is not needed. To improve performance you can remove the
<LINK command for all single member selections when you connect to ADM. When you
remove the <LINK command, the report’s outline order is parent members first. If you do
not remove the <LINK command, the report’s outline order is children members first.

The syntax in the connection URL is removeLink = <True | False>. If this is omitted, the
default is False. For example, use the following Essbase ADM driver URL to remove the <LINK
command for all single member selections:

adm:native:HssEss6Driver:localhost:demo?
password=password;user=admin;removeLink=true

Tip:

For specific driver connection syntax, see the driver appendixes in this guide or the Hyperion
Application Builder ADM Hyperion Financial Management Driver Guide.

New Features in Release 3.5
The following topics describe changes or new functionality for ADM Release 3.5, which is
packaged with Hyperion Application Builder Release 3.0:

l “Miscellaneous Features” on page 66

l “Interfaces and Methods” on page 68

l “ALE” on page 70

l “ADM Financial Management Driver” on page 71

l “ADM Analytic Services Native Driver and ADM APS driver Functionality” on page 72

Miscellaneous Features
The following topics describe various new features in this release:

l “RMI Support” on page 67

l “RMI Performance Enhancements” on page 67

l “CORBA Performance Enhancements for Solaris” on page 67
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l “Environment Variables” on page 67

l “ADM Settings” on page 67

l “Extension Objects” on page 67

l “ADM Sample Page” on page 68

l “Single Sign-On” on page 68

l “JAXP XML Processing Support” on page 68

RMI Support
You can use RMI access for all ADM drivers. For more information, see the appendix for your
driver in this guide.

RMI Performance Enhancements
This release includes enhancements that considerably increase the ADM’s RMI performance for
member and data queries.

CORBA Performance Enhancements for Solaris
This release includes enhancements to increase the ADM’s performance for data queries when
CORBA is used on Solaris.

Environment Variables
You use the new environment variable ADM_START_INFO to enable or disable the messages
that appear when the ADM is initiated. For more information, see “ADM_START_INFO” on
page 143.

ADM Settings
If you are using the CORBA implementation that ships with the JDK 1.4 or higher, there is new
syntax for starting the server.

Extension Objects
You can use new LRO functionality to perform the following tasks:

l Add an LRO object to a data cell using an input stream.

l Get the contents of an LRO object using an output stream.
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ADM Sample Page
Several code examples are available in addition to the examples in the adm\samples directory.
For information on accessing these additional examples, see “Samples Directory” on page
167.

Single Sign-On
The ADM now supports Hyperion’s single sign-on feature, which enables a user to access
multiple Hyperion applications after logging on just once. For more information, see
“Connecting with Single Sign-On” on page 156.

JAXP XML Processing Support
If you specify JAXP as the parser implementation in the adm.properties file, the ADM will
delegate to JAXP for parser loading. This allows the ADM to use any parser implementation that
is compliant with JAXP 1.1 or later.

Interfaces and Methods
This section lists the new interfaces and methods. For more information, see the Hyperion
Application Builder Analytic Data Model Javadoc.

l The IAPConnectionURL interface has been added. This interface is used to set URL
parameters. For more information, see “Connecting to a Data Source” on page 155.

l To provide access to the IAPConnectionURL interface, the createURL method has been
added to the following interfaces:

m IAPDomain

m IAPServer

l IAPQryMemberReference.getSegmentName()retrieves the segment name from a data
query.

l IAPServer.openConnection() connects with a URL to an ADM server object.

l IAPResultSetMetaData.isHidden() determines if a relational column accessed using
drill-through can be hidden.

l IAPPropertyType.isSupportedInMemberQuerySelect() defines whether a property
can be used in the select portion of the member query.

l IAPPropertyType.isSupportedInQueryFilter() determines whether a property can
be used in the property() member query function. For example, if the method
IAPPropertyType.isSupportedInQueryFilter(name) returns true, then the name
property can be used in the Where clause of a member query as follows:

    Where “name”= “Jan” or Where Property("Name", “Jan”, "=")

l IAPPropertyType.isSupportedInQuerySort() determines whether a property can
be used in the OrderBy clause of a member query.
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l IAPFunctionParamInstance.getFunctionInstance() gets the function instance
this parameter instance belongs to.

l IAPMdNamedGroup.getHierarchy() gets the hierarchy the named group belongs to.

l IAPMdHierarchy.getHierarchyRelations() gets an iterator of the
HierarchyRelations object that directly belongs to this hierarchy.

l IAPMdHierarchy.getDimension() returns the dimension to which the hierarchy
belongs.

l IAPMdDimension.getCube() gets the cube object that this dimension belongs to.

l IAPMdCube.getDomain() gets the domain object that this cube belongs to.

l IAPMdCube.createCubeView() creates a new cube view and adds it to the cube view
collection.

Note:

The IAPDomain.createCubeView() and IAPQryCubeView.setCube() methods are
deprecated.

l EAPXMLTreeNodeId gets an enumeration of possible values for XML tree ID.

l EAPXMLTreeNodeAttribute gets an enumeration of possible values for XML tree node
attribute.

l EAPXMLTreeNodeAttributeValue gets an enumeration of possible values for XML tree
node attribute value.

l There is an enumeration for the new USERTYPE property on the User object in
com.hyperion.ap.essbase.EAPUserType: String userType =

((IAPProertiedInstance) user).getPropertyValue

(EAPEssProperty.USER.USER_TYPE).

l IAPServer.openConnection opens a local connection to the specified data source and
changes the password. You can use the server action NeedToChangePassword to determine
if a user’s password needs to change. For more information, see the Hyperion Application
Builder Analytic Data Model Javadoc.

l IAPQryCubeView.pivotDimension moves a layer to the specified edge.

l To simplify working with queries, the following methods were added:

m IAPQryCubeView.getEdgeByType - Returns the specified edge.

m IAPQryCubeViewEdge.moveLayer - Moves a layer from one nesting level to another.

m IAPQryCubeViewEdge.moveSegment - Overloaded method that moves a segment to
the position that is currently occupied by another segment.

m IAPQryCubeViewEdge.getSegmentCount - Returns the number of segments on the
edge.

m IAPQryCubeViewEdge.removeSegment - Overloaded method that removes the
specified segment.

m IAPQryCubeViewEdge.createSegment - Overloaded method that creates a new
segment on the specified edge.
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l IAPDomain.getDataSourceType - Returns the type of the underlying data source.

l IAPMdCube.getCubeFunctions - Returns the functions supported by the cube.

ALE
The following topics describe new ALE-related features:

l “Prompting in Member Queries and Data Queries” on page 70

l “Member Queries” on page 70

l “Data Queries” on page 71

Prompting in Member Queries and Data Queries
The ADM now supports prompting in ALE member queries and data queries. Prompts can be
used to specify any of the supported query grammars. You can prompt for small query pieces
such as query function parameters or entire clauses such as the filter clause. For example, the
following ALE query contains an embedded prompt:

Select ADMPrompt("Member Selection Property", "Enter a property to select", 
"String") From Year Where Descendants("Year", "Year", true)

For more information, see “Prompting” on page 119.

Member Queries
You can specify the property() query function using an alternative syntax, in the Where clause
of a member query. For example, the following statement uses the property function:

  select * from Year where "Population" < 1000 

This statement is equivalent to the following statement, which uses the new alternative syntax:

  select * from Year where Property("Population", 1000, "<")

The NOT operator in a member query is supported in a member query if the member query is
not used in a data query. For more information, see “ALE Member Query” on page 103.

Member queries on aliases are now more selective. Previously, member queries on aliases had
returned all properties of the requested members. Now, only the members’ aliases are returned,
which improves performance.

Note:

Queries on aliases will still return the Name, Description, Generation, and Level properties,
which are always returned by member queries.
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Data Queries
You can retrieve all member properties using a data query. For more information, see “Printing
Information on Available Data Query Functions” on page 118. The new variable
ENABLE_DATAQUERY_MEMBER_PROPERTIES in the lib\ADM.properties file enables
retrieving all member properties using a data query.

Note:

Performance is slower when you retrieve all member properties using a data query, because
additional member queries are executed.

You can create an asymmetric query on columns using segments within an ALE data query. For
more information, see “ALE Data Query” on page 106.

ADM Financial Management Driver
The following changes have been made to the ADM Financial Management driver that accesses
Hyperion Financial Management Release 3.0:

l You can use the new member query function CommonChildren to specify the common
children from two parent members.

l You can use the new member query function RelativeMember to returns one or more
members. This can be used instead of the member-name parameter in a member query
function.

l You can execute asymmetric data queries with the AsymColumn and AsymRow functions.

l Cell text is exposed.

l Line item details are exposed.

l The AccountType property exposes the account types of Account dimension members.

l The UserDefined1 function returns all dimension members that have a given
UserDefined1 attribute value.

l The UserDefined2 function returns all dimension members that have a given
UserDefined2 attribute value.

l The UserDefined3 function returns all dimension members that have a given
UserDefined3 attribute value.

l For each Hyperion Financial Management error, the driver now adds two error messages
to the APException class’s array of errors.
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ADM Analytic Services Native Driver and ADM APS driver
Functionality
The following topics describe new features in the ADM Analytic Services Native driver and ADM
Essbase Enterprise Services driver that access Essbase Analytic Services Release 5.0.2, patch 14,
Essbase Analytic Services Release 6.x and ADM Essbase Enterprise Services, respectively:

l “ALE” on page 72

l “Cube Object” on page 72

l “User Object” on page 73

l “Data Query Functions” on page 73

ALE
You can use the following new member and data queries.

Member Queries

You can use the new member query function Range to specify consecutive members range of
members.

Data Queries

l You can use the following new Hybrid Analysis data query functions:

m HybridAnalysisOn - Returns hybrid analysis members associated with the members
returned in the data query

m HybridAnalysisOff - Suppresses returning hybrid analysis members associated with
the members returned in the data query

Note:

Hybrid Analysis provides the integration of a relational database with an Essbase
multidimensional database so that lower-level data remains in the relational database
and is mapped to summary-level data residing in the Essbase database.

Cube Object
l You can use the following new actions with the cube object:

m Export - Use to dump the data values of a cube to an ASCII text file. If no path is
specified, the file is created in the ARBORPATH\app directory

m Report - Use to send a report script to the active cube as a single string

m BeginReport - Use to start sending a report script to the active cube

m SendString - Use to send report commands
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m EndReport - Use to stop sending a report script being sent to the active cube

m BeginDataLoad - Use to starts sending data from memory into the active cube and to
unlock any data blocks locked for update

m “EndDataLoad” on page 326 - Use to end an update specification being sent to the
active cube, and must be called after sending data using SendString

m Calc - Use to send and optionally execute a calc script against the active cube as a single
string

l You can use the following new properties on the cube object:

m EAPEssProperty.cube.BUCKETING_TYPE

m EAPEssProperty.cube.DATE_FORMAT

m EAPEssProperty.cube.DELIMITER

m EAPEssProperty.cube.GEN_NAME_SUFFIX

m EAPEssProperty.cube.USE_NAME_OF

Note:

For more information, see “Cube Properties” on page 312.

l You can retrieve group information using the ADM Analytic Services model. Group support
is implemented in the following interfaces and methods:

m IAPServer.getGroups() - get the list of groups on this server

m IAPServer.getGroupNames() - get the list of group names on this server

m IAPServer.getUserNames() - get the list of user names on this server

m IAPServer.getUsers() - get the list of users on this server

m IAPUser.getGroupNames() - get the list of group names this User belongs to.

m IAPUser.getGroups() - get the list of groups this User belongs to.

m IAPGroup.getUserNames - get the list of users names this Group has.

m IAPGroup.getUser - get the list of users this Group has.

User Object
You can use the new USERTYPE property on the User object to determine if a user is a supervisor.

Data Query Functions
You can use the following new data query functions:

l BottomMost - Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

l TopMost - Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.
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Overview
The Analytic Data Model (ADM) domain model for On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
characterized by metadata, data, member query, and data query models. These models describe
the relationships between all of the OLAP components, such as cubes, dimensions, hierarchies,
and queries.

OLAP performs dynamic multi-dimensional analysis of consolidated enterprise data that
supports end user analytical and navigational activities, including the following:

l Calculations and modeling applied across dimensions, through hierarchies, and/or across
members

l Trend analysis over sequential time periods

l Slicing subsets for on-screen viewing

l Drill-down to deeper levels of consolidation

l Reach-through to underlying detail data

l Rotation to new dimensional comparisons in the viewing area

OLAP is implemented in a multi-user client/server mode and offers a consistently rapid response
to queries, regardless of database size and complexity. OLAP helps the user synthesize enterprise
information through comparative, personalized viewing, as well as through analysis of historical
and projected data in various “what-if” data model scenarios. This is achieved through the use
of an OLAP server.
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Metadata Model
The OLAP system is divided into two parts: metadata and data. The data consists of members,
hierarchy relations, and data cells. The metadata is the information that describes the data.
Metadata consists of cubes, dimensions, hierarchies, and named groups. You use metadata to
navigate to the data cells. Figure 6 shows the logical relationship between metadata objects that
map to the data source.

Figure 6 Metadata Model

The following information describes the metadata model:

l The ADM object is a parent to all of the objects below it. You must create this object in order
to use ADM.

l The Cube object describes the OLAP cube. A cube is a group of data cells arranged by the
dimensions of the data. For example, a spreadsheet exemplifies a two-dimensional array
with the data cells arranged in rows and columns, each being a dimension. You can visualize
a three-dimensional array as a cube with each dimension forming a side of the cube,
including any slice parallel with that side. Higher dimensional arrays have no physical
metaphor, but they organize the data in the way users think of their enterprise. Typical
enterprise dimensions are time, measures, products, geographical regions, sales channels,
and so on.
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l The Dimension object describes a dimension. A dimension is a structural attribute of a cube
and is a list of members, all of which are of a similar type in the user's perception of the data.
For example, all months, quarters, years, and so on, make up a time dimension; likewise, all
cities, regions, and countries make up a geography dimension.

l The Hierarchy object describes hierarchy relationships. Any dimension's members may be
organized based on parent-child relationships, typically where a parent member represents
the consolidation of the members that are its children. The result is a hierarchy, and the
parent/child relationships are hierarchical relationships.

l The Named Group object describes levels and generations for Essbase Analytic Services
dimensions. A level is a branch within a dimension. The levels are numbered incrementally
from the leaf member (level 0) towards the root. For example, in an Accounts dimension
that consists of general ledger accounts, all of the detail accounts are Level 0 members. The
accounts one level higher are Level 1, their parents are Level 2, and so on. It can happen that
a parent has two or more children that are different levels.

Data Model
An OLAP system is divided into two parts: metadata and data. The data consists of members,
hierarchy relationships, and data cells. Metadata consists of cubes, dimensions, hierarchies, and
named groups. You use metadata to navigate to the data cells. Figure 7 shows the logical
relationships between the metadata and the data objects. 

Figure 7 Data Model
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To obtain data, you must use the MemberSelection object described in Figure 8, or the CubeView
object described in Figure 10 to navigate the logical associations. The following information
describes the data model:

l The Cube, Dimension, and Hierarchy are metadata objects that are described in Figure 6.

l The HierarchyRelation object contains the hierarchy relationships for a specific member,
which include the parent-child relationships. Typically, a parent member contains a
consolidation of its children.

l The Member object contains member information that includes a discrete name or identifier
used to identify a data item's position within a dimension. For example, January 2001 or
Qtr4 are typical examples of members of a Time dimension. Wholesale and Retail are typical
examples of members of a Distribution Channel dimension.

l The DataCell object contains a data value, which is a single data point that occurs at the
intersection defined by selecting one member from each dimension in a multi-dimensional
array. For example, if the dimensions are measures, time, product, and geography, then the
dimension members Sales, January 2001, Candy Bars, and United States specify a precise
intersection along all dimensions that uniquely identifies a single data cell. The cell contains
the value of candy bar sales in the United States for the month of January, 2001.

Member Query Model
Although there are relationships between metadata and data, in order to cross the boundary
between metadata and data you need to create a query. The MemberSelection object is a query
that navigates from the metadata to the data. For example, the logical relationships between
dimension, member, hierarchy, and hierarchy relation are described in the MemberSelection
object. So the MemberSelection object can access a member and a hierarchy relation object. You
can also specify the level of the members that you want in the MemberSelection object.
Figure 8 shows the implementation of relationships between the member selection object and
the data objects.

Figure 8 Member Query Model

The following information describes the member query model:
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l The MemberSelection object contains members and hierarchy relationships. After
execution, the MemberSelection contains two collections, one with all members and the
other with all hierarchy relationships.

m If the MemberSelection object contains a single hierarchical function, then the
HierarchyRelation object contains the hierarchy relationships at the top of the result
set. The top level hierarchy relationships can contain a collection of child hierarchy
relationships.

m If the member query did not contain a single hierarchical function, the
HierarchyRelations object contains all of the hierarchy relationships.

ä To perform a member query:

1 Start with a dimension, and create a MemberSelection object.

2 Specify a query for the MemberSelection object.

3 Call IAPQryBase.performOp.

Your result contains two collections, one with all members and the other with all hierarchy
relationships.

Figure 9  Example of a Member Hierarchy

The following example uses the USA member hierarchy in Figure 9 and the ADM query function:
descendants.

descendants (“USA”, “location”, “True”)

The member query results are as follows:

l A set of member objects for all the dimensions in the member hierarchy for USA.
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l A set of hierarchy relationship objects describing of all the members below, and including,
USA.

If you change the query to the following text:

descendants (“USA”, “location”, “True”) AND Match (“N*”)

The member query results are as follows:

l A set of member objects for all the dimensions in the member hierarchy, which are NW and
NE.

l A set of hierarchy relationship objects describing NW, NE, and NV. Since NW, NE, and NV
are not directly related to each other within the member hierarchy, the hierarchy relationship
objects do not describe a relevant relationship.

Data Query Model
The data query model shows the logical associations between the metadata and the data cells.
The CubeView object is a query that navigates from the metadata to the data cells.

Figure 10 Data Query Model

Figure 10 shows the logical relationships between metadata and data, and the CubeView query
object.

l The CubeView object contains a query for the OLAP cube. It returns an object that describes
the OLAP cube.

l The CubeViewEdge object contains a query for each dimension that is to be displayed on
that edge. Valid edges are Row, Column, Page, and Slicer. For example, if a report has
Product and Sales on the columns and Region on the rows, then the Row edge contains
Product and Sales, and the column edge contains Region.
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l The Segment object is used for asymmetric queries. There can be an arbitrary number of
segments specified on a given edge. An asymmetric query returns the dimensions combined
in the order specified in the member query.

l The MemberSelection object contains a query for members and hierarchy relationships.
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Overview
You can navigate the entire Analytic Data Model (ADM) domain model using standard
interfaces. The diagrams in this chapter show the standard interfaces and their methods.
Methods are grouped according to their functionality within an interface. By using an interface,
you do not need to know the actual implementation details.

The Hyperion System 9 BI+ Application Builder J2EE Analytic Data Model Javadoc contains
detailed descriptions of all of the interfaces and methods. You can access the Hyperion System 9
BI+ Application Builder J2EE Analytic Data Model Javadoc with your Web browser at the
following location, where <HAB Install Directory> is the directory in which you installed
Application Builder J2EE:

<HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\docs\index.html

Note:

Where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory in which you installed
Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

Composite Objects
Central to the ADM design is a pattern known as the composite pattern. It describes the
relationship between child objects and the parent objects that contain them. Figure 11 shows
domain objects which are composite objects or leaf objects. A composite object is equivalent to
a leaf object, but can additionally contain child objects.
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Figure 11  Composite and Leaf Objects

Base Interfaces
The base interfaces are a set of standard interfaces that most domain objects implement and a
standard programming model that all domain objects support. Once you learn these interfaces,
you can work with any of the domain objects. These interfaces also enable generic navigation of
the entire ADM model. Figure 12 shows the base interfaces.

Figure 12  Base Interfaces

The following information describes the base interfaces:

All domain objects implement these base interfaces with the following exception:

l IAPComposite is only implemented by objects that aggregate other objects.
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IAPComposite
This interface provides persistence methods to add, update, and delete children. It also contains
methods to get children, and a factory method to create children.

IAPLeafObject
This interface provides methods to do the following tasks:

l Navigate to a parent

l Get meta information such as property and association types

l Get a hierarchical path to an object, which can uniquely identify an object

l Get an iterator for a set of associated objects

IAPBase
This is a tagging interface which most objects expose. Essentially, every object is at least a base
object. This interface provides general purpose methods, such as creating and comparing objects.

IAPPropertiedInstance
This interface provides methods to get all properties of an object, and persistence methods to
change properties.

IAPNamedObject
This interface provides methods for the following tasks:

l Getting required properties, such as a name and a description

l Getting a hierarchical path to an object

l Getting an object by sending its hierarchical path

Object Specific Interfaces
In addition to the base interfaces, most objects implement interfaces that expose the unique
functionality of that object. These tagging interfaces may also have convenience methods that
perform the same actions (in an easier way) as methods of the base interfaces. Figure 13 shows
object specific interfaces.
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Figure 13 Object Specific Interfaces

The following information describes the object specific interfaces:

IAPDomain
This interface implemented by the ADM object provides methods for the following tasks:

l Opening and closing connections to a data source

l Getting information about a data source

l Prepare an ADM instance to be serialized

l Reconnect an ADM instance after it has been deserialized

l Obtain an IAPConnectionURL instance

l Get the token and the name of the configuration file used to log on with single sign-on.
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IAPConnectionURL
The IAPConnectionURL interface is used to set URL parameters. For more information, see
“Connecting to a Data Source” on page 155.

IAPMdAdm
This interface contains a factory method for transaction intitialization, and methods for
returning ADM versioning information.

IAPMdCube
This interface contains methods for getting a cube’s dimensions, domain, cube regions, and
supported functions. IAPMdCube also contains methods for creating new cube views and cube
regions.

IAPMdDimension
This interface contains methods for creating and accessing hierarchies and member selections.

IAPMdHierarchy
This interface contains methods for accessing named groups. In Essbase Analytic Services,
named groups are levels and generations.

Collection and Iterator Interfaces
The iterator interface enables you to navigate through the children of an object. For example, if
you want to see the children of an ADM object you need to use the getChildIterator() to get a
cube iterator. You use the cube iterator to navigate through all the children of the ADM object.
The collection interface enables you to do persistence operations. Figure 14 shows collection
and iterator interfaces.
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Figure 14 Collection and Iterator Interfaces

The following information describes the collection and iterator interfaces:

IAPComposite
This interface provides persistence methods to add, update, and delete children. It also contains
methods to get children and a factory method to create children.

IAPCollection
This interface provides persistence methods that are delegated by the IAPComposite interface.
It can also create iterators.

IAPIterator
This interface provides methods to enable you to iterate through the IAPCollection object to
access a specific child. This is an instance of a leaf object.

IAPLeafObject
These are the contained children in the diagram. You use this interface to navigate from parent
to child.
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Meta-metadata Interfaces
These interfaces contain information about metadata. You use the meta-metadata interface to
see the properties associated with your metadata. Metadata consists of cubes, dimensions,
hierarchies, and named groups. The metadata properties change based on the data source and
driver you are using. For example, a dimension can have a Boolean property of IsTime that
specifies a time dimension. You can also have a property of type color. Figure 15 describes the
meta-metadata interfaces which describe the properties associations and methods for any
domain object.

Figure 15 Meta-metadata Interfaces

The following information describes the meta-metadata interfaces.

IAPLeafObject
This interface provides methods to access child objects. IAPLeafObject represents the object
about which we are going to get meta-metadata. The method getMetaClassType returns the
IAPClassType interface, which is the starting point for meta information investigation.
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IAPClassType
This interface provides the interfaces that describe the metadata. They are implemented in the
following objects:

l IAPPropertyType - This interface provides methods that access all properties of a leaf
object’s metadata. You use a property to store and retrieve information. The class name,
class type, and description are standard properties. For example, if you want to see the ADM
APS driver’s application properties, see “Application Properties” on page 310.

l IAPFunction - This interface provides methods that access the available query functions for
a leaf object. You use a query function to filter the set of objects returned by a member or
data query. You can perform a query function on a member, hierarchy, or data cell object.
For example, if you want to see the ADM APS driver’s member query functions, see “Using
Member Query Functions” on page 393.

l IAPActionType - This interface provides methods that invoke driver specific operations
called actions. You can use an action to perform an operation such as executing a calc script.
For example, if you want to see the ADM APS driver’s calc script actions, see “Calc Script
Object” on page 378.

l IAPAssociationType - This interface provides methods that access a leaf object’s association
to another object. Associations are other classes to which this object is related. You use this
interface to find all associations between objects. If you go to a cube and ask for meta-
metadata, there is an association object called a calc script. Using this information, you can
go to the composite interface to access an instance of the calc script. For example, if you
want to see the ADM APS driver’s application associations, see “Application Associations”
on page 312. The following relationships are associations:

m Children - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.

m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Tip:

The metadata properties, query functions, actions, and associations are described in the
appendixes for each ADM driver. For more information, see “ADM Essbase Deployment
Services (EDS) Driver” on page 289, and “ADM Star Schema Driver” on page 455.

Pooling Model
The pooling model enables users to share a connection to a data source. By sharing connections,
you maximize server resources. Pooling also controls the security to your data source. A data
source can have multiple pools. Each pool has an associated user ID and password with security
privileges. You use pooling to minimize the time to obtain a data source connection and also to
reduce the number of connections.
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To implement the pooling XML file, see the Hyperion System 9 BI+ Application Builder J2EE
System Administrator’s Guide. For a pooling XML file example, see com\hyperion\sample
\DataSources.xml For a sample program, see “com\hyperion\ap\samples” on page 167.

Figure 16 shows the logical relationship between the pooling objects needed to utilize pooling.

Figure 16  Pooling Model

The following information describes the pooling model:

l DataSourcePoolManager - This object is used to create and utilize a data source.

l Directory - This object is used to define a directory that contains subdirectories and data
sources.

l Datasource - This object defines the data source.

l Cube - This object defines the cube.

l Pool - This object specifies the pool.

l PoolConfig - This object specifies the configuration values for the pool.

Figure 17 shows the interfaces that you implement to use ADM pooling. The logical objects
expose the interfaces that they are connected to with an arrowhead line.
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Figure 17 Pooling Interface Model

The following information describes the pooling interface model:

IAPConnDataSourcePoolManager
This interface provides methods to manage and group connection pools by data source. A data
source is a specific application or schema in a specific server accessed by a specific driver. The
data source pool manager manages a collection of data sources, which can in turn each manage
a collection of pools. For convenience the list of cubes contained within a given data source can
be specified as well. Lastly, data sources can optionally be grouped in directories. Each directory
can contain data sources and subdirectories. The set of data sources and pools is defined in the
data source XML file. To load the data source XML file invoke the following static method:

com.hyperion.ap.adm.cache.HssConnDataSourcePoolManager.loadConnectionPo

ols( InputStream inStream, java.io.PrintWriter out, Locale locale)

This method loads an XML document from the specified input stream, parses it, and creates the
specified data sources and pools.

For more information about the data source XML file, see the Hyperion System 9 Application
Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.
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IAPConnPoolManager
This interface adds connection pooling to the ADM. It manages multiple pools, each of which
is identified by a unique name. ADM instances can be created that will work with connections
in a shared pool.

IAPConnDataSource
This interface defines the duties of a data source. A data source contains 0-n pools that are used
to connect to that data source.

IAPConnPool
This interface is an extension of HssAdm with the connection pooling. It represents the "root"
object through which all other objects in the ADM are accessed. It is also the only object that is
instantiated by the client. Through it the client can access cubes and cube views.

Note:

Once the IAPConnDataSourcePoolManager and IAPConnPool objects are created, they retrieve
an instance of ADM with the IAPDomain object.

IAPConnCacheObject
This interface provides common functionality for name, description, and user properties on
pooling objects. The SetUserProperty enables you to set any string on a pooling object.

IAPConnCube
This interface contains the state required for a pool.

IAPConnPoolConfig
This interface contains the state required for a pool.

IAPConnDirectory
This interface defines a directory that can contain both subdirectories and data sources.

Persistence
The persistence model enables you to add, update, and delete your metadata and data cells.
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Figure 18 shows the persistence interfaces and the methods they expose, which create, update,
and delete data and metadata from a data source.

Figure 18 Persistence Interfaces

Each ADM driver implements persistence differently. For more information, see “ADM Essbase
Deployment Services (EDS) Driver” on page 289 and “ADM Star Schema Driver” on page
455.

The following information describes the persistence interfaces:

IAPMdAdm
This interface provides a method to create a transaction. You must invoke this method to begin
persistence.

IAPTransaction
This interface provides the following methods:

l The begin() method must be invoked initially when performing persistence.

l The overloaded commit() method is invoked to save data or metadata to the cube.

l The abort() method is a rollback function that does not save data or metadata.

l The hasChanges() method indicates whether something has been logged for the transaction
object.
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IAPComposite
This interface provides methods to get a new instance of an object, as well as add, update, and
delete child objects.

IAPPropertiedInstance
This interface provides methods to set and get the properties of an object. For example, the
following line retrieves the value for the DIMENSIONTYPE property in the dimension object. The
dimension object’s properties for the ADM APS driver are listed in “Dimension Properties” on
page 357.

((IAPPropertiedInstance)dim).getPropertyValue
(EAPEssProperty.Dimension.DIMENSIONTYPE));

Tip:

The object properties are described in the appendixes for each ADM driver. For more
information, see “ADM Essbase Deployment Services (EDS) Driver” on page 289, and “ADM
Star Schema Driver” on page 455.

IAPNamedObject
This interface provides methods to set names and descriptions of an object. These are shortcut
methods, because you can perform functionally equivalent actions using IAPPropertiedInstance.

Figure 19 shows the sequence of using persistence methods to create a cube, set the name to
Product, and save it to the data source.
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Figure 19 Persistence Member Query Example
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Overview
You use queries to retrieve data from a data source. You can use any of the following query
languages:

l Analytic Language for Expression (ALE)

l Multidimensional Expressions language (MDX)

l Extensible Mark-up language (XML)

l Expression tree in which a query is represented using Java objects

The following table lists the ADM drivers and the query languages they support:

Table 2 ADM Query Language Support for Drivers

Driver ALE MDX

ADM APS driver supports ALE supports MDX

ADM Analytic Services Native
driver

supports ALE supports MDX

ADM ODBO driver ALE queries are automatically
converted to MDX

Note: Substitution variables and
some ALE functions are not supported
in the ALE to MDX conversion. See
“Converting ALE queries to MDX” on
page 124.

supports MDX only

ADM HFM driver supports ALE only MDX queries are automatically
converted to ALE
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Driver ALE MDX

Note: The MDX queries are limited,
see “Limited MDX” on page 99.

ADM Planning Details driver supports ALE only MDX queries are automatically
converted to ALE

Note: The MDX queries are limited,
see “Limited MDX” on page 99.

ADM SAP BW BAPI driver n/a supports MDX only

Query Interfaces and Query Syntax
There are two interfaces for performing queries:

l Generic interfaces - The generic interfaces perform queries and return results in an object.

l Large grained interfaces - The large grained queries return a result set, enable cursoring and
are designed for faster performance. This is the recommended approach.

The MDX query and ALE query processing is dependent on the interface and the driver. The
following section describes this behavior:

Using the generic interfaces: IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString() and
IAPQryBase.performOp() methods

l If you are using the ADM Analytic Services Native driver or the ADM APS driver:

m ALE queries are processed, see “ALE Queries” on page 102.

m MDX queries are limited, see “Limited MDX” on page 99.

l If you are using the ADM ODBO driver

m ALE queries are automatically converted to MDX and then sent to the ODBO data
source. For details, see “Converting ALE queries to MDX” on page 124.

m MDX queries are limited, see “Limited MDX” on page 99.

l If you are using the ADM HFM driver or the ADM Planning Details driver

m ALE queries are processed, see “ALE Queries” on page 102.

m MDX queries are limited and automatically converted to ALE, see “Limited MDX” on
page 99.

Using the com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.cubeview.execute() method

l If you are using the ADM Analytic Services Native driver or the ADM APS driver

m ALE queries are processed, see “ALE Queries” on page 102.

Tip:

You can convert ALE queries to MDX by setting properties in the ADM.properties
file. For more information, see the ADM.properties file.
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m MDX queries are sent directly to Essbase, see the “Writing MDX Queries” topic in the
Hyperion System 9 BI+ Analytic Services Administrator’s Guide.

l If you are using the ADM ODBO driver

m ALE queries are automatically converted to MDX and then sent to the ODBO data
source. For details, see “Converting ALE queries to MDX” on page 124.

m MDX queries are sent directly to the ODBO data source, see the “MDX” topic in the
SAP-BW or MSAS documentation.

l If you are using the ADM HFM driver or the ADM Planning Details driver

m ALE queries are processed, see “ALE Queries” on page 102.

m MDX queries are limited and automatically converted to ALE, see “Limited MDX” on
page 99.

MDX Queries
You can create MDX queries in one of the following ways:

l Using MDX syntax, MDX documentation is provided by the data source that you are
accessing.

m If you are using Essbase, see the “Writing MDX Queries” topic in the Hyperion System
9 BI+ Analytic Services Administrator’s Guide.

m If you are using an ODBO data source, see the “MDX” topic in the SAP-BW or MSAS
documentation.

l If your data source does not support MDX, you can use limited MDX queries which are
converted to ALE. See “Limited MDX” on page 99.

Limited MDX
There are two cases in which an MDX query must be limited:

l If you send the MDX query to the ADM HFM driver or the ADM Planning Details driver,
since it is automatically converted to ALE.

l If you send the MDX query to a driver using the generic interfaces:
IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString() and IAPQryBase.performOp() methods

Limited MDX queries must use the syntax and query functions described in this section.

l “Naming Conventions for Members” on page 100

l “MDX Equivalents of ALE Functions” on page 100

Note:

If a limited MDX query has no equivalent ALE representation, an exception is generated by
the module responsible for the translation.
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Naming Conventions for Members
You must use the following syntax to specify a member name in an MDX query:

[<dimension_name>.]<member_name>

The following list describes these syntax elements:

l <dimension_name> - Specify the dimension name.

l <member_name> - Specify the name of the member.

Do not specify the levels between the dimension and the members. Specify the dimension and
member names only.

To illustrate these naming conventions, consider a dimension named Product that consists of
levels for product types (Audio) and products (Stereo). The following examples show how you
can specify a member named Stereo on the product level:

   [Product].[Stereo]

   Product.Stereo

The following rules apply to dimension and member names:

l Dimensions and members are delimited by periods (.).

l Dimension and member names can be enclosed within brackets ([ ]). However, brackets
are required only when one or more of the following conditions apply to a name:

m The name begins with a number.

m The name contains a space.

m The name contains a non alphanumeric character.

m The name is a reserved keyword.

l Member names in Analytic Services are limited to <= 80 characters.

l Mixing member names and aliases in a qualified member name is not permitted. For
example, the following is invalid: [member name].[alias].[member name]

l

MDX Equivalents of ALE Functions
The following table lists the MDX member and data query functions and their corresponding
ALE function. These are the only MDX functions that will convert to ALE.

Some of the ALE functions listed are standard ADM functions, and the others are implemented
by the ADM APS driver and the ADM Analytic Services Native driver only.

Table 3 ALE Functions and MDX Equivalents  

MDX Function ALE Member Query Function

AllMembers and Members AllMembers (ADM Standard Function)
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MDX Function ALE Member Query Function

Tip: Other than their names, AllMembers and
Members are identical.

Ascendants Ancestors (ADM APS driver or ADM Analytic
Services Native driver function)

BottomCount Bottom (ADM APS driver or ADM Analytic Services
Native driver function)

Children Children (standard ADM function)

Descendants Descendants (standard ADM function)

No function is needed. Instead, specify the member name
as described in “Naming Conventions for Members” on
page 100

Member (standard ADM function)

Parent Parent (ADM APS driver or ADM Analytic Services
Native driver function)

The range operator, which is a semicolon ( : ) Range (ADM APS driver or ADM Analytic Services
Native driver function)

Siblings Siblings (ADM APS driver or ADM Analytic Services
Native driver function)

NON EMPTY keyword. SuppressMissing (ADM APS driver or ADM
Analytic Services Native driver function)

TopCount Top (ADM APS driver or ADM Analytic Services Native
driver function)

Dimension TopOfHierarchy (ADM APS driver or ADM
Analytic Services Native driver function)

Symmetry for MDX and ALE
This section describes symmetry and asymmetry representation in MDX and ALE queries.

In ALE, result sets consist by default of symmetric tuples. That is, in ALE the tuples on a given
edge are determined by taking the cross products of the edge’s individual member selections.
However, in MDX an axis is usually a collection of asymmetric tuples.

For example, the following snippet from an ALE query returns a row edge that consists of four
tuples:

PROJECT Product, Scenario ON EDGE ROW WITH (SELECT * FROM "Product" WHERE 
Member("Audio", "Product"), Member("Visual", "Product")), (SELECT * FROM 
"Scenario" WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario"), Member("Budget", 
"Scenario"))

Compare this with the following similar-looking snippet from an MDX query. Because MDX
queries are asymmetric by default, this snippet returns a row edge that consists of two tuples:
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{(Scenario.Actual, Product.Audio), (Scenario.Budget, Product.Visual)} ON 
ROWS

To return a symmetric result set in MDX, use the CrossJoin function. The following MDX
snippet returns the same four tuples as the previous ALE query:

CrossJoin({Product.Audio, Product.Visual}, {Scenario.Actual, 
Scenario.Budget}) ON ROWS

To create an asymmetric ALE query equivalent to the first MDX example in this topic, you must
specify the segments as shown in the following snippet:

PROJECT Product, Scenario ON EDGE ROW WITH (SELECT * FROM "Product" WHERE 
Member("Audio", "Product")), (SELECT * FROM "Scenario" WHERE Member
("Actual", "Scenario")) ON SEGMENT 1 WITH (SELECT * FROM "Product" WHERE 
Member("Visual", "Product")), (SELECT * FROM "Scenario" WHERE Member
("Budget", "Scenario")) ON SEGMENT 2

ALE Queries
This section describes how to use ALE, a language-based representation used to specify queries
within the Analytic Data Model (ADM). ALE queries are translated to XML. ALE is not difficult
for a developer to learn and use, and requires the least amount of code. This is the ideal method
for canned queries. This method is not as well suited for interactive query building, because a
developer has to write nontrivial code to manipulate expressions.

ALE is loosely based on SQL, with customizing aimed at OLAP expression usage. All reserved
words, such as WHERE, ORDER BY, and so on, appear in upper case, but ALE itself is not case
sensitive. The following table describes the conventions used to describe ALE.

There are two types of ALE queries:

l Member query - A member query uses the MemberSelection object and returns member
objects and hierarchy relationship objects. It also enables access to member properties. For
more information, see “Member Query Model” on page 78.

l Data query - A data query uses the CubeView object and returns data cell values and data
cell attributes. It also enables access to member names and usage of a data cell object for
data persistence. For more information, see “Data Query Model” on page 80.

Tip:

Specific ADM driver implementation details for ALE are listed in the appendixes. For more
information, see “ADM Essbase Deployment Services (EDS) Driver” on page 289 and
“ADM Star Schema Driver” on page 455.

The following table describes conventions to describe ALE queries:

Table 4 ALE Conventions

Item Meaning

[  ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed elements are optional.
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Item Meaning

< > Triangular brackets indicate that the enclosed elements are required.

Bold Bold text indicates key words or characters that you type exactly as they are displayed.

Courier italics Courier italic text indicates a variable field. Substitute a value in place of the variable shown
in Courier italics.

| The | character indicates the OR operator. In a list of items separated by the | character, use
one of the items.

Ellipses (...) Ellipsis indicates one or more items can be specified.

Some of the strings in the following code examples are displayed on two text lines. However,
strings must be defined on only one line in your code.

ALE Query Syntax
Enclosing string parameters in quotes is optional, unless the string contains a blank character.
For example, ”long name” must be enclosed in quotes, but name does not need quotes.

When member names contain quotes or backslashes, you enter a backslash before that character.
For more information, see “Escape Sequences in Quoted ALE Strings” on page 103.

Escape Sequences in Quoted ALE Strings
If you embed a member name in quotes as part of a query and the member name contains a
special character, such as a backslash(\) or quote (“), you enter a backslash before that character.
The backslash indicates an escape sequence and forces the parser to use any character
immediately following as a character in the string, ignoring any other function that character
might otherwise serve.

For example, given the following member name:

“Total Sales”

you enter the following query:

Member(“\“Total Sales\””, Year)

The backslash before each embedded quote indicates that each quote is part of the name of the
member. If you did not include the backslashes in this example, the parser would not properly
read the member name.

ALE Member Query
An ALE member query utilizes the member selection object and returns member objects and
hierarchy relationship objects. It also enables access to member properties. You can execute a
member query alone or embedded within a data query. A full ALE member query statement
contains the following clauses:
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l the section called “SELECT”

l the section called “FROM”

l the section called “WHERE”

l the section called “ORDER BY”

The following text describes the generic form of an ALE statement:

SELECT <property>
FROM <dimension>           
WHERE <filter criteria specification> 
ORDER BY <property> <sort specification> 

SELECT

SELECT <property> [,<property>]...

The SELECT clause specifies the properties to be returned for the members that match the query.
You can specify the following for <property>:

l name - Returns the Name, Description, Generation, and Level properties of the member.

l propertyName - Returns a specific property of the member, such as generation.

Note:

In addition to a specified property, ALE member queries always return the Name,
Description, Generation, and Level properties.

l alias table name - Returns the alias name as an edge cell property.

l * - Returns all properties of the member.

If you embed a member query in a data query you can only request the name, and alias table
name for the member.

Note:

For ADM APS driver implementation details, see “Using the ALE Query Implementation” on
page 304. For ADM Financial Management driver implementation details, see the ADM
Financial Management Driver documentation.

FROM

FROM <dimension> 

The FROM clause is required. dimension specifies the dimension for the query.

WHERE

The WHERE clause is required.

WHERE < member query function(<parameters>,...) >
WHERE < member query function(<parameters>,...)> <AND|OR|,> [NOT] <member 
query function(<parameters>,...)> 
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WHERE (<member query function(<parameters>,...)> <AND|OR|,> [NOT] <member 
query function(<parameters>,...)>) <AND|OR|,>
    [NOT] <member query function(<parameters>,...)>)

The following table describes the parameters used in the WHERE clause

Table 5 Member Query Syntax for the WHERE clause  

Parameter Description

member query function Specifies criteria to filter the set of objects returned by execution of the
expression. You can specify a single query_function or a compound
expression, formed by joining query functions with operators. Parentheses
are required to define the operator precedence for a compound expression.
For more information, see “Standard Member Query Functions” on page
114.

parameter1, parameter2, ... The parameters for the query function.

Tip:  Enclosing parameter strings in quotes is optional, unless the string
contains the blank character. For example, “long name” must be enclosed
in quotes, but name does not need quotes.

AND Performs the AND operation.

OR Performs the OR operation.

, Performs the duplicate OR operation, which outputs a duplicate query result
twice. You can have more than one subexpression such as (query_function,
query_function, query_function). If a query using the duplicate OR returns
duplicate members, all the members are listed in the result. If the same
query is executed using the OR operator instead of the duplicate OR, the
member is listed once in the result.

Note: You cannot use the duplicate OR operation on parameters within
parenthesis. For example, where (...

NOT Performs the NOT operation.

ORDER BY

[ ORDER BY <property> <ASC|DESC> [,<property> <ASC|DESC>]... ]

The ORDER BY clause is optional, and specifies a sorting order for the returned objects. If this
clause is omitted, the data source’s natural order is assumed. A comma-separated list of order
expressions can be used to specify a cascading sort where the first property is the primary sort
key, and additional sorts are applied in turn.

l property represents the property to be sorted on, you can specify any property defined in
the hierarchy relationship or member object.

l ASC and DESC represent the sort direction: ascending or descending respectively. ASC is the
default.

ALE Member Query Example
This is an example member query.
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Tip:

Comments are included in this example for descriptive purposes only. Comments are not
allowed in queries and will cause an error.

/* Return the name, and description properties */

SELECT name, description

/* Use the Year dimension */

FROM Year

/* Use the following query functions to filter the result */

WHERE

/* The result is all descendants under QTR1 in the Year hierarchy, do not include QTR1 in the
result */

Descendants(“Qtr1”, “Year”, false)

/* Perform a logical OR on the results of these 2 query functions. */

OR

/* All descendants under QTR2 in the Year hierarchy, include QTR2 in the result */

Descendants(“Qtr2”, “Year”, true)

/* sort the result by the name property in ascending order. The names starting with A are listed
first. */

Order By Name ASC

ALE Data Query
An ALE data query utilizes the CubeView object and returns data cell values and data cell
attributes. It also enables access to member names and usage of a data cell object for data
persistence.

Syntax
A full ALE data query statement consists of the following clauses: the section called “SELECT”,
the section called “FROM”, the section called “WHERE”, and the section called “ORDER BY”.
The following text is the generic form of an ALE data query statement:

< SELECT <value specification>
FROM <cube>           
[ WHERE <filter expression> ]
[ ORDER BY <sort expression> ]
PROJECT <dimension> on EDGE WITH <member query> >
SEGMENT <number>
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SELECT

SELECT <value | *>

The SELECT clause is required.

Table 6 Data Query Syntax for the SELECT Claus

Parameter Description

value Returns the data cell value.

* Returns all data cell values and attributes. The attributes are specified in an integer. The class
com.hyperion.ap.HssDataAttributeHelper contains methods to read the integer and specify
the following attributes:

l HASDRILLTHROUGH

l READONLY

l READWRITE

Note: Attributes are supported for the ADM APS driver only.

FROM

The FROM clause is required. cube specifies the cube or database for the query.

WHERE

The Where clause is optional. The general form of the Where clause in a data query is described
in this section.

[WHERE <filter-expression> |
<filter-expression <AND [NOT] | OR [NOT] |,> filter-expression> ,...]

l filter-expression = ( <<TUPLE <number>> | number | boolean | NULL >

  <=|>|<|>=|<=|!=> <<TUPLE <number>> | number | boolean | NULL>) | 
<data query function (parameter-list) >,...

Note:

NULL corresponds to #MISSING.

m query function (parameter-list) = <TOP | BOTTOM | PROPERTY | ASYM
| SPARSE | SUPRESSMISSING | SUPRESSZERO>

Note:

In the ADM APS driver the WHERE clause implements the Restrict() report writer
command in Essbase Analytic Services.

The following table describes the parameters used in the WHERE clause:
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Table 7 Data Query Syntax for the WHERE Clause  

Parameter Description

data query function Specifies criteria to filter the set of data values returned by execution of the
expression. You can specify a single query function or a compound
expression, formed by joining query functions with operators. Parentheses
are required to define the operator precedence for a compound expression.
For more information, see “Data Query Functions” on page 118.

parameter1, parameter2, ... The parameters for the query function.

Tip: Enclosing parameter strings in quotes is optional, unless the string
contains the blank character. For example, ”long name” must be enclosed
in quotes, but name does not need quotes.

AND Performs the AND operation.

OR Performs the OR operation.

, Performs the duplicate OR operation, which outputs duplicate values from
a query function. You can have more than one subexpression such as
(query_function, query_function, query_function). If a query using the
duplicate OR returns duplicate members, all the members are listed in the
result. If the same query is executed using the OR operator instead of the
duplicate OR, the member is listed once in the result.

NOT Performs the NOT operator.

Tuple <number> The combination of members on a column. For example if there are 5
members on the column edge there are 5 tuples referenced from 0 to 4.
The tuple references the column and is applied to all rows.

ORDER BY

[ORDER BY <TUPLE tuple-num> [{ASC | DESC}] ,
[<TUPLE tuple-num> [ASC | DESC] ] , ...]

The ORDER BY clause is optional, and specifies a sorting order for the returned objects. If this
clause is omitted, the data source’s natural order is assumed. tuple number represents the
column to be sorted on and ASC and DESC represent the sort direction: ascending or descending
respectively. ASC is the default. A comma-separated list of order expressions can be used to
specify a cascading sort where the first tuple is the primary sort key, and additional sorts are
applied in turn. The default direction for sorting is ascending.

PROJECT
<PROJECT <dimension> [,<dimension>]... ON 
EDGE                                     <ROW|COLUMN|PAGE|SLICER> WITH 
(<member query>)[,(<member query>)]...> on SEGMENT

An edge contains an aggregate of members and is comprised of a group of segments. Each
segment contains one or more member selections; typically there is only one segment on an
edge. For example, the edge for a row, column and page can contain one or more dimensions.
The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions, but only one member can be specified for
each dimension.
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The row and column edges of the query are required. All dimensions of the cube must be
represented on one of the edges, and a dimension

The PROJECT clause is used to specify the dimensions that are projected onto an edge. Each edge
can be specified only once in a data query.

The following table describes the parameters used in the PROJECT clause:

Table 8 Data Query Syntax for the PROJECT Clause  

Parameter Description

PAGE A page dimension is generally used to describe a dimension that is not on
the row or column. All page dimensions must have a specific member chosen
in order to define the appropriate intersection.

dimension The dimension specification requires a single dimension or a comma-
separated list.

ROW COLUMN PAGE SLICER Indicates the positional identifier of an edge.

ALE member query Each member query identifies the dimension to be layered on the edge, and
the set of members to retrieve data for that dimension. The order of the
member queries indicates the layering on the edge. Parentheses are required
around each member query. For more information, see “ALE Member Query”
on page 103.

ROW The vertical dimensions running down the display, defining the contents of
the row dimensions.

COLUMN The horizontal dimensions running across the display, defining the column
dimensions.

SLICER The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions, but only one member
can be specified for each dimension.

For example, if the member Actuals from the Scenario dimension is on the
slicer, then the data in the result set is all data that intersects the row, column,
and page members, and also has the scenario dimension set to Actuals. The
data omitted from this slice is any data associated with the non-selected
members of the Scenario dimension, for example Budget, Variance, Forecast,
and so on.

SEGMENT <letter or numbers> l The SEGMENT clause is optional and used to specify an asymmetric query
for rows or columns. The members are placed on the rows or columns in
the order specified in the member query.

l You specify a letter or number to identify the SEGMENT. For
example, you can use A-Z or 1-9 to identify segments.

l If you do not specify SEGMENT, a default symmetrical query is
implemented such that all combinations of the dimensions on the row
are satisfied.

Tip: You can also use the asym() data query function to perform an
asymmetric query on a column. For more information, see “Asym” on
page 404.
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ALE Examples and Sample Code
Examples and sample code for Essbase Analytic Services are in the following locations:

l The <HAB_Install_Dir>\common\adm\<release>\samples\com\hyperion\ap\samples\
directory contains the ADM_DataQuery.java file that executes a data ALE query and prints
the results.

l The <HAB_Install_Dir>\common\adm\<release>\samples\scripts directory contain
several sample ALE queries for Essbase Analytic Services.

Note:

Where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory in which you installed
Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

The following topics also contain examples:

l “Data Query Example” on page 110

l “Asymmetric Data Query on Rows Example” on page 111

l “Asymmetric Data Query on Columns Example” on page 112

l “ALE Data Query Where Clause Example” on page 112

l “ALE Data Query Where and Order By Clause Example” on page 112

l Formatting Query Members

Data Query Example

The following example uses the Sample/Basic database and returns the data value and all the
member properties for the Year, Product, and Accounts dimensions, because the member query
for these dimensions use the SELECT * clause. For the Scenario and Market dimensions, only
the name is returned.

SELECT * FROM Basic 
PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Descendants("Year", "Year", false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts ON EDGE ROW 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario") 
PROJECT Market ON EDGE SLICER 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market")) 

Symmetric Data Query Example

The following snippet shows the row definition for a symmetric query. A symmetric query shows
all permutations for the specified members. This example shows the combinations for:

l QTR1 and New York

l QTR2 and New York
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l QTR1 and Boston

l QTR2 and Boston York

PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE ROW WITH
(SELECT * From Year WHERE Children("Qtr1", "Year", true), Children
("Qtr2", "Year", true)),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("NewYork", "Market"), Member
("Boston", "Market"))

The symmetric query result for the rows are:

Tuple 0: Jan NewYork
Tuple 1: Feb NewYork 
Tuple 2: Mar NewYork 
Tuple 3: Qtr1 NewYork 
Tuple 4: Jan Boston
Tuple 5: Feb Boston 
Tuple 6: Mar Boston 
Tuple 7: Qtr1 Boston 
Tuple 8: Apr NewYork 
Tuple 9: May NewYork 
Tuple 10: Jun NewYork 
Tuple 11: Qtr2 NewYork 
Tuple 12: Apr Boston 
Tuple 13: May Boston 
Tuple 14: Jun Boston 
Tuple 15: Qtr2 Boston 

Asymmetric Data Query on Rows Example

The following snippet shows the row definition of an asymmetric query using the SEGMENT
clause. An asymetric query shows the permutations of specified members only. This example
shows the permutations on rows for:

l QTR1 and New York

l QTR2 and Boston

PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE ROW WITH
(SELECT * From Year Where Children("Qtr1", "Year", true) ),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("NewYork", "Market") )
on SEGMENT 1
WITH
(SELECT * From Year Where Children("Qtr2", "Year", true) ),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("Boston", "Market") )
on SEGMENT 2

The asymmetric query result for the rows are:

Tuple 0: Jan NewYork 
Tuple 1: Feb NewYork 
Tuple 2: Mar NewYork 
Tuple 3: Qtr1 NewYork 
Tuple 4: Apr Boston 
Tuple 5: May Boston 
Tuple 6: Jun Boston 
Tuple 7: Qtr2 Boston 
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Asymmetric Data Query on Columns Example

The following example shows the column definition of an asymmetric query using the
SEGMENT clause. An asymetric query shows the permutations of specified members only. This
example shows the permutations for:

l QTR1 and New York

l QTR2 and Boston

PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE COLUMN WITH
(SELECT * From Year Where Children("Qtr1", "Year", true) ),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("NewYork", "Market") )
on SEGMENT 1
WITH
(SELECT * From Year Where Children("Qtr2", "Year", true) ),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("Boston", "Market") )
on SEGMENT 2

The asymmetric query result for the columns are:

Tuple 0: Jan NewYork 
Tuple 1: Feb NewYork 
Tuple 2: Mar NewYork 
Tuple 3: Qtr1 NewYork 
Tuple 4: Apr Boston 
Tuple 5: May Boston 
Tuple 6: Jun Boston 
Tuple 7: Qtr2 Boston 

ALE Data Query Where Clause Example

The following snippet shows two WHERE clauses for a data query:

WHERE TUPLE 3 <= 6.4 AND 6.35 > TUPLE 8, TOP("TUPLE 3", "value", "5"), 
BOTTOM("TUPLE 5", "value", "3"), SPARSE( )
WHERE TOP("TUPLE 4", "value", "3") AND BOTTOM("TUPLE 5", "value", "2"), 
SUPRESSMISSING( )

ALE Data Query Where and Order By Clause Example

Consider the following data in a cube named Basic:

Table 9 Data in Basic Cube

  New York Boston

Qtr1 Budget 50000 30250

Qtr1 Actual 8943 20456

Qtr2 Budget 7032 25343

Qtr2 Actual 10000 6043

If you run the following data query against it:
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SELECT value FROM Basic WHERE TUPLE 1 >= 10,000

This selects all values from the first column of the result set (New York) where the value >=
10,000:

Table 10 Query Results

New York Boston

Qtr1 Budget 50000 30250

Qtr2 Actual 10000 6043

This has an impact on the returned tuples, as [Qtr1, Actual] and [Qtr2, Budget] are not included.

Similarly, the ORDER BY clause sorts the data, and has the side effect of also changing the order
of the tuples. Using the same cube above, consider this query:

SELECT value FROM Basic ORDER BY Tuple 2 ASC ON COLUMN ACROSS ROW

This would result in the following order:

Table 11 Order By Results

 New York Boston

Qtr2 Actual 10000 6043

Qtr1 Actual 8943 20456

Qtr2 Budget 7032 25343

Qtr1 Budget 50000 30250

Using the Relative Generation Property

The relative generation properly specifies a member’s relative position within a query result.
You can use the relative generation property to format query result members into a tree or
hierarchy. In the following example, query 1 and query 2 show query results members indented
on the row edge. In query 1 the year has a relative generation=1 ;Qtr1 and Qtr2 have a relative
generation=2. In query 2, Qtr1 has a relative generation=1; Qtr1 and Qtr2 have a relative
generation=2. Notice that each member’s generation is relative to its position in the query result.

Query 1 results:
Year 1
   Qtr1
   Qtr2
Query 2 results:
Qtr1
   Jan
   Feb
   Ma

The following code snippet shows how to get a members relative generation property using the
IAPPropertiedInstance interface and the constant RELATIVE_GEN defined in
EAPEssProperty.
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// This snippet assumes you have already executed a data query // and the 
results are in the cubeview object named cv
// Print out edge tuples
IAPIterator edges = cv.getEdges();
for(edges.first(); edges.done() != true; edges.next())
{
  IAPQryCubeViewEdge edge = (IAPQryCubeViewEdge)edges.item(ordinal);
  System.out.println("Edge " + edge.getEdgeType());
  edge.getResultCount();
  int iCur = 0;
  for(int tuple = 0; tuple < edge.getResultCount(); tuple++)
    {
    IAPIterator tuples = edge.getIndexMembers(tuple);
    System.out.print("Tuple " + iCur + ": ");
    for(tuples.first(); tuples.done() != true; tuples.next())
      {
      IAPBase mem = (IAPBase)tuples.item(ordinal);
      // --this is the relative generation
      String prop =
      ((IAPPropertiedInstance)mem).getPropertyValue("RELATIVE_GEN");
      }
    System.out.println();
    iCur++;
    }
}

Query Functions
You use query functions to retrieve member information and data cells from a data source.
Member and data query functions are implemented in ALE. There are two types of query
functions:

l Member query functions are used to select members, and are limited to working on Member
and Hierarchy Relation properties. For example, you can perform a Children ("USA",
"Geography", false) which selects by Hierarchy Relation, or you can perform a Property
("Color", "Red", "=") which selects by a Member property (in this case an Essbase Analytic
Services "Attribute Dimension" member).

l Data query functions are used to select and sort data cells based on data values. They also
affect the members returned, because if a data value does not meet the criteria then the
member combination that identifies the data value is omitted as well.

Standard Member Query Functions
Member query functions are specified within a member query and filter the set of objects
returned by execution of the query. This section lists the standard member query functions that
are implemented by all of the ADM drivers. For information on the member query functions
implemented by the ADM APS driver, see “Using Member Query Functions” on page 393.

The following six standard member query functions are supported by all drivers:

l “AllMembers” on page 115 - returns all members in the hierarchy
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l “Children” on page 116 - returns the members one level below the specified parent

l “Descendants” on page 116 - returns the members all levels below the specified parent

l “Member” on page 117 - returns the specified member

l “SystemMemberList” on page 117 - returns all members in the specified system-defined
member list

l “TopOfHierarchy” on page 118 - returns the members at the top of the hierarchy that have
no parent members

Some of the strings in the following code examples appear on two text lines. However, strings
must be defined on only one line in your code.

Member Query Function Examples
All of the examples are based on the following Year dimension:

Figure 20 Year Dimension

AllMembers
Returns all members in the hierarchy.

Syntax
AllMembers (“hierarchy“)

where hierarchy is the hierarchy of the dimension.
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Example
AllMembers (“year“)

returns all the members shown in the Year dimension in Figure 20 on page 115.

Children
Returns the members one level below the specified parent, which is the member-name.

Syntax
Children (“member-name“, “hierarchy“, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The parent member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive If True the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
Children (“Q1“, “year“, true)

returns Q1, Jan, Feb, Mar

Descendants
Returns the members at all levels below the specified parent, which is the member-name.

Syntax
Descendants (“member-name”, “hierarchy”, “inclusive”)

Parameter Description

member-name The parent member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive If True the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False the parameter member-name is not returned.
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Example

Descendants (Q1”, “year”, false)
returns Jan, Feb, Mar

Member
Returns the specified member.

Syntax
Member (“member-name“, “hierarchy“)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

Member (“Q1“, “year“)
returns Q1

SystemMemberList
Returns all members in the specified system-defined member list.

Syntax
SystemMemberList (“list-name“, “hierarchy“)

Parameter Description

list-name The name of the system-defined list.

Note: For Essbase Analytic Services, the system-defined list name is defined when you set up your
outline. For more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

SystemMemberList (“Gen3, year“, “Year”)
returns Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun
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TopOfHierarchy
Returns the members at the top of the hierarchy that have no parent members.

Syntax
TopOfHierarchy (“hierachy“)

where hierachy is the hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is
the dimension name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

TopOfHierarchy (“Year“)
returns Year

Data Query Functions
Data query functions are used to select and sort data cells based on data values. They also affect
the members returned, because if a data value does not meet the criteria, then the member
combination that identifies the data value is omitted as well.

Data query functions are implemented by drivers. For more information, see the following
topics:

l For example code that shows how to print out information on the data query functions
available to a driver, see “Printing Information on Available Data Query Functions” on page
118.

l For information on data query functions implemented by the ADM APS driver, see “Using
Data Query Functions” on page 403.

Printing Information on Available Data Query Functions
You can use the IAPFunction and IAPFunctionParameter classes to return information on all
available data query functions. The following example prints the names and descriptions of
available data query functions and their parameters.

//"cube" represents a previously obtained IAPMdCube instance
IAPIterator functIterator = cube.getCubeFunctions();
int[] ordinal = new int[1];
System.out.println("\n\nData Functions:");
for (functIterator.first(); functIterator.done() == false; 
functIterator.next())
 {
 IAPFunction dataFunct = (IAPFunction) functIterator.item(ordinal);
 System.out.println("\n");
 System.out.println("Function:\t " + 
 ((IAPNamedObject)dataFunct).getName());
 System.out.println("\tDescription:\t " +
 ((IAPNamedObject)dataFunct).getDescription());
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 System.out.println("\tParameters:");
 IAPIterator paramIterator = dataFunct.getParameters();
 for (paramIterator.first(); paramIterator.done() == false
  paramIterator.next());
   {
   IAPFunctionParameter param =    
    (IAPFunctionParameter)paramIterator.item(ordinal);
   System.out.print("\t\tName: " + ((IAPNamedObject)param).getName());
   System.out.println("\t\tDescription: " +
    ((IAPNamedObject)param).getDescription());
   }
 }

Prompting
Prompting describes the ability of a query’s formulator to embed information that replaces
portions of a query and indicate that those portions must be specified by the user prior to
execution. The ADM supports prompting in both member queries and data queries. The eight
types of ADM prompts are ADMPrompt, ADMMSSelectPrompt, ADMCVSelectPrompt,
ADMMSFilterPrompt, ADMCVFilterPrompt, ADMMSSortPrompt, ADMCVSortPrompt, and
ADMMSPrompt. The first, ADMPrompt, is the most flexible and can be used to prompt the
user for various, small pieces of the query. The next six prompts each serve to prompt the user
for an entire subclause of the query. For example, ADMMSSelectPrompt, serves to prompt the
user for the entire ‘select subclause’ in a member selection while ADMCVSelectPrompt plays
the same role within the context of a data query. Finally, the ADMMSPrompt serves to prompt
the user for an entire member selection. Note that this prompt can only be used to represent a
member selection that is embedded in a data query.

Syntax
PromptName(“Title”, “Message”, “DataType”, [“DefaultValue”, 
[“AllowableValuesType”, [“AllowableValues”]]])

Table 12 Prompt Types   

Prompt Name Description

ADMPrompt The most flexible ADM Prompt. It can be used to prompt for various, small portions of an ADM
query.

ADMMSSelectPrompt Replaces the entire Select clause in a member selection.

ADMMSFilterPrompt Replaces the entire Filter clause in a member selection.

ADMMSSortPrompt Replaces the entire Sort clause in a member selection.

ADMCVSelectPrompt Replaces the entire Select clause in a cube view.

ADMCVFilterPrompt Replaces the entire Filter clause in a cube view.

ADMCVSortPrompt Replaces the entire Sort clause in a cube view.

ADMMSPrompt Replaces one of the embedded member selections in a cube view.
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Table 13 Prompt Parameters  

Parameter Description

Title The prompt’s title.

Message The message to be displayed to the user.

DataType The DataType to which this prompt must resolve. In ADM release 3.5 this field should be set
to EAPPromptDataTypes.PROMPT_STRING in all cases except when the prompt is used to
replace a parameter in the property function in the filter portion of a data query. See the
‘Specification’ section for details.

DefaultValue This optional field specifies the value to which this prompt will be resolved immediately prior
to execution of the query if no explicit value is set.

AllowableValueType This optional field has one of the following values: ConstrainedList, UnconstrainedList, and Any
whose meanings are:

l ConstrainedList – The user is presented with a list of values and MUST pick between one
of the values in the list

l UnconstrainedList – The user is presented with a list of values and may either pick one from
the list or supply a value not on the list.

l Any – The user is given no list and is free to supply any value

If no value is specified, the prompt defaults to ‘Any’

AllowableValues A list of candidate values separated by the ‘|’ character. This field is required if the value of
AllowableValueType is set to either of the list types.

Usage
Generally speaking, the use of prompts in ADM queries is a two-step process. The prompts must
first be inserted (specified) as part of the query definition. Then, at some point prior to execution
of the query, each prompt must be assigned a value (resolved) that completes the query and
allows the server to satisfy the query. The following topics discuss both of these steps in detail.

Specification
The various prompt types can be specified in either of the textual query representations
understood by the ADM – ALE, XML – as well as through the ADM’s native object model.

Prompts are specified through ALE (and XML) using the functional notation outlined in
Table 13. The ALE grammar remains unchanged; the prompt is simply inserted in place of the
piece of the query it is meant to replace. For example, the following ALE fragment specifies a
SELECT clause that includes a prompt for one of the properties to query:

SELECT name, ADMPrompt(“Property Prompt”, “Enter a property to retrieve”, 
“String”) from Year

while this one includes a prompt for the entire select subclause:

ADMMSSelectPrompt(“SELECT Clause Prompt”, “Enter the SELECT clause”, 
“String”) from Year ……
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The specifics of prompt specification and manipulation through the ADM’s object model vary
depending on the portion of the query for which one is prompting. The general pattern for all
cases, however, is the same.

Each ADM query can be decomposed through the object model into the following three
constituent pieces – PropertySelectionObject, FilterObject, and SortObject. Each of these pieces
can then be used to factory one of the types of prompts that makes sense within the context of
that particular object. The newly created prompt instance can then be configured and inserted
into the query using the set methods specific to the query object which factoried the prompt.

The methods particular to handling prompts on each piece of the query will be addressed
separately. Since both data queries and member queries can each be decomposed into three
pieces, there are six objects to discuss. However, since there are generally few differences between
the way each member query piece behaves relative to its data query counterpart, the two will be
discussed together with any differences noted.

Two types of prompts can be specified in the PropertySelection portion of a member selection.
The first, ADMMSSelectPrompt, replaces the whole select clause while the other, ADMPrompt,
replaces only individual properties within the select clause. The following code fragment
demonstrates the use of an ADMPrompt in a Select clause:

IAPQryMemberSelectionPropertySelection propSel = ms.getPropertySelection
( );
IAPQryPrompt prompt = propSel.createPrompt("propertyprompt", “Enter 
property to select",    "String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMPrompt);
Object[] promptArray = new Object[2];
promptArray[0] = prompt;
promptArray[1] = “name”;
propSel.setProperties(promptArray); 

Note:

The declared array is of type Object[]. This is because the inserted elements can be either prompts
or explicit properties. The above code, then, configures the select clause with one explicit
property (name) and one prompt. The following fragment demonstrates the creation and
specification of an ADMMSSelectPrompt that replaces the entire query select clause.

IAPQryMemberSelectionPropertySelection propSel  = ms.getPropertySelection
( );
IAPQryPrompt prompt = propSel.createPrompt("propertyprompt", “Enter select 
clause",    "String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMSelectPrompt);
prompt.setValue(“Select name, alias”);
propSel.setSelectPrompt(prompt);

Prompts are specified in the SELECT clause of a data query in an identical manner. The only
difference of course is that each object is replaced with its cube view counterpart.

Two types of prompts can also be specified in the filter portion of a member selection. The first,
ADMMSFilterPrompt, replaces the whole filter clause while the other, ADMPrompt, replaces
only individual functional parameters within the filter clause. The following code snippet
demonstrates the use of an ADMPrompt in a filter clause. Here it replaces the first parameter in
the Children function.
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IAPQryMemberSelectionPropertySelection propSel  = ms.getPropertySelection
( );
IAPQryPrompt prompt = propSel.createPrompt("propertyprompt", “Enter 
property to select",    "String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMPrompt);
Object[] promptArray = new Object[2];
promptArray[0] = prompt;
promptArray[1] = “name”;
propSel.setProperties(promptArray);  
// Create and set up the filter clause
// create a node to build a tree
IAPQryMemberSelectionFilter filter = memSel.getFilter();
IAPQryExpressionNode rootNode = filter.createExpressionNode();
// find the function to exec
IAPMdDimension dim = memSel.getDimension( );
IAPFunction func = (IAPFunction)((IAPComposite)dim).getChild(null, 
EAPFunction.CHILDREN, EAPClassIDType.FUNCTION);
// create a function instance
IAPFunctionInstance funcInst = func.createFunctionInstance();
// set the param values
IAPIterator params = funcInst.getParameterInstances();
int[] ordinal = new int[1];
for (params.first(); !params.done(); params.next())
 {
 IAPFunctionParamInstance paramInst =
 IAPFunctionParamInstance)params.item(ordinal);
 String paramName = ((IAPFunctionParameter)paramInst).getParameterName();
 if (paramName.equalsIgnoreCase(EAPParameter.MEMBER))
   {
   // Here, we're setting the prompt
   IAPQryPrompt prompt = filter.createPrompt("ParameterPrompt",
    "Enter  Member",        “String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMPrompt);
   paramInst.setValue(prompt);
   }
 else if (paramName.equalsIgnoreCase(EAPParameter.HIERARCHY))
   {
   paramInst.setValue("Year");
   }
     else if (paramName.equalsIgnoreCase(EAPParameter.INCLUSIVE))
      {
      paramInst.setValue("false");
      }
 }  // next param
   // set the function instance in the root node (makes it a leaf node)
      rootNode.setFunctionInstance(funcInst);
// set the root node in the tree
filter.setExpressionTree(rootNode);

Instances of ADMPrompt are used to prompt for function parameters within the cube view filter
clause similarly though one case must be handled specially. When ADMPrompts are specified
to replace either the first or third parameter in the Property function in a data query filter, their
data types must be specified as either EAPPromptDataTypes.PROMPT_BOOLEAN or
EAPPromptDataTypes.PROMPT_CONSTANT to indicate the meaning of the prompt’s value.

The specification of an ADMMSFilter prompt follows the same pattern as the
ADMMSSelectPrompt example from the preceding section. Prompts are specified in the filter
portion of cube view queries in the same manner.
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The two kinds of prompts that can be specified in the Sort portion of a member selection are
ADMMSSortPrompts and ADMPrompts. An ADMMSSortPrompt, of course, can be used to
replace the entire sort clause in the member selection while instances of ADMPrompt serve to
replace either tuple numbers or directions in individual sort criteria. The following code
fragment demonstrates the use of an ADMMSSortPrompt to replace the entire sort clause:

IAPQryMemberSelectionSort sort = memSel.getSort( );
IAPQryADMMSSortPrompt sortPrompt =
(IAPQryADMMSSortPrompt) sort.createPrompt("ADMMSSortPrompt", "Enter sort 
expression", "String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMSortPrompt);
sort.setSortPrompt(sortPrompt);

The following code fragment shows an ADMPrompt being used to prompt for only the direction
in the second set of nested sort criteria on the object:

IAPQryMemberSelectionSort sort = memSel.getSort( );
IAPQryADMPrompt directionPrompt =
(IAPQryADMPrompt) sort.createPrompt("Sort Direction Prompt", "Enter the 
direction in which to sort", "String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMPrompt);
IAPQryMemberSelectionSortCriteria[] criteriaArray =
new IAPQryMemberSelectionSortCriteria[2];
IAPQryMemberSelectionSortCriteria criteria1 = sort.createSortCriteria
("default", “Ascending”);
IAPQryMemberSelectionSortCriteria criteria2 = sort.createSortCriteria
("name", directionPrompt);
criteriaArray[0] = criteria1;
criteriaArray[1] = criteria2;
sort.setSortCriteria(criteriaArray);

As usual, prompts are specified in a parallel fashion in data queries.

Resolution
In order for the server to be able to make sense of any passed queries, all prompts must have
been replaced with values (resolved) prior to execution. Values are assigned to prompts using
the setValue(String value) method in the IAPQryPrompt interface. Currently, the only
supported value syntax is ALE. The value should generally be set to the ALE equivalent of the
portion of the query that the prompt is replacing. For instance, one might set the following value
on an ADMPrompt embedded in a property selection:

prompt.setValue(“name”);

or the following on an ADMMSSelectPrompt:

prompt.setValue(“Select name, default”);

Values can be assigned to prompts at any point after its creation. The following code, for instance,
creates an ADMMSSortPrompt and assigns it a value immediately. The prompt is then set on
the query so that when the query is executed it will be replaced with “Order By name descending”

IAPQryMemberSelectionSort sort = ms.getSort( );
IAPQryPrompt prompt = sortl.createPrompt(“sortPrompt", “Enter sort 
clause",    "String", EAPQryPromptTypes.ADMSelectPrompt);
prompt.setValue(“Order By name descending”);
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More typically however, prompt specification and prompt resolution will occur as the result of
separate client interactions with the ADM, with the latter occurring just prior to query execution.
To facilitate prompt resolution, the following two methods have been added to both the
IAPQryMemberSelection and the IAPQryCubeView interfaces:

public IAPQryPrompt[] getPrompts();
public void setPrompts(IAPQryPrompt[] prompts) throws APException;

Calling getPrompts( ) on a query object returns an array containing references to all of the
prompts that have been specified as part of the query associated with the object. Typically, the
user will use these references to set execution values before passing the array to setPrompts
(prompts) prior to query execution. It is important to note that there are certain restrictions on
the use of setPrompts( ). It is intended to be passed only the array returned previously by a call
to getPrompt( ). Further, it assumes that the query definition has remained unchanged since the
call to setPrompts( ). Use of setPrompts( ) that is not consistent with these guidelines will result
in unpredictable behavior.

The final issue to consider with respect to prompt resolution concerns the notion of default
values. You can optionally assign default values to a prompt, either by including the default value
parameter in a prompt specified in ALE or by calling setDefaultValue() on a prompt instance.
At query execution time, the ADM checks each prompt to find out if it’s been assigned a value.
If it has, it uses that value to resolve the prompt. If it has not, it then checks whether or not a
default value has been set and if it finds one, it uses it in place of the missing value. If the query
contains any prompts that have been assigned neither a value nor a default value, the ADM
throws an APException.

Converting ALE queries to MDX
If you are sending ALE queries to the ADM ODBO driver, they are automatically converted to
MDX queries.

This section lists the ALE items that cannot be converted to MDX:

l Substitution variables cannot be converted to MDX.

l The ALE query functions in Table 14 cannot be converted to MDX, for certain data sources.

Note:

If you use an ALE query function that is not supported by your data source an exception is
thrown.

Table 14 Limited ALE Query Functions for MDX Conversion  

ALE Query Function Essbase Support SAP-BW Support MSAS Support

Ancestors() yes no yes

BottomOfHierarchy() yes no yes
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ALE Query Function Essbase Support SAP-BW Support MSAS Support

Match() no no no

OfSameGeneration() yes no no

Property() yes no no

UserMemberList() yes no no

SuppressSharedMembers() no no no

Y-T-D() yes no no

Q-T-D() yes no no

M-T-D() yes no no

If you want to convert ALE queries to MDX, using the ADM APS driver or the ADM Analytic
Services Native driver, you must set parameters in the ADM.properties file or in your
connection URL.

ä To convert ALE queries to MDX

1 Do one of the following:

l Set the variables in the ADM.properties file CONVERT_LEGACY_DATAQUERY_TO_MDX=1
and CONVERT_LEGACY_MEMBERQUERY_TO_MDX=1

l Set the convertLegacyDataQueryToMDX and convertLegacyMemberQueryToMDX
parameters on your ADM driver connection URL to True. This overrides the setting in the
ADM.properties file

2 Use the com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.cubeview.execute method

For example, aleQuery is converted to MDX and passed directly to the data source using the
following method:

cubeView cv.execute( CubeView.GRAMMAR_ALE, aleQuery );

For example code, see the <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>
\samples\java\DataQuery70.java program.

Note:

<HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed Application Builder J2EE
and <release> is the release number.
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6
XML and Expression Tree

Queries
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Overview
You can use XML and expression tree queries to retrieve member information and data cells
from a data source. You can use all the same query functionality defined in. There are two types
of XML or expression tree queries:

l Member query - A member query utilizes the MemberSelection object and returns
member objects and hierarchy relationship objects. It also enables access to member
properties. For more information, see “Member Query Model” on page 78.

l Data query - A data query utilizes the CubeView object and returns data cell values and data
cell attributes. It also enables access to member names and usage of a data cell object for
data persistence. For more information, see “Data Query Model” on page 80.

Note:

For information on ALE query representation, see.

XML Queries
You define member and data XML queries using the tags defined in Table 15 on page 128 and
Table 16 on page 130, respectively.

XML Member Query
You define member XML queries using the tags defined in Table 15 on page 128. The following
ALE query: SELECT Name FROM Year dimension WHERE Q-T-D("Jan") is equivalent to
the following XML member query:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery">
  <OPERATION TYPE="Select">
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    <MULTIVALUE>
      <STRING>Name</STRING>
    </MULTIVALUE>
    <STRING>Year</STRING>
  </OPERATION>
  <COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter">
    <OPERATION TYPE="Q-T-D">
      <STRING>Jan</STRING>
      <STRING>Year</STRING>
    </OPERATION>
  </COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION>

XML Member Query Syntax
Use the syntax described in the following table to define an XML member query.

Table 15 Member Query Tag Syntax  

Tag and/or Value Description

<COMPOSITEOPERATION> Defines an aggregate of <OPERATION> tags.

<OPERATION> Defines a query clause or function.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”MemberQuery”> ”MemberQuery” defines a member query.

<OPERATION TYPE=”Select”> ”Select” contains an aggregate of properties.

<MULTIVALUE> Defines the properties to be returned for the query. The
asterisk character (*) indicates all properties.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”Filter”> ”Filter” contains an aggregate of ”<AND, OR, LIST, NOT>”
clauses.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”<AND, OR, LIST, NOT>”> ”<AND, OR, LIST, NOT>” defines an operator for the
aggregate of query functions.

AND - performs the AND operation.

OR - performs the OR operation.

LIST - performs the duplicate OR operation, which outputs
a duplicate query result twice. You can have more than
one subexpression, such as (function, function,
function). If a query using the duplicate OR returns
duplicate members, all the members are listed in the
result. If the same query is run using the OR operator
instead of the duplicate OR, the member is listed once
in the result.

NOT - performs the NOT operator.

<OPERATION TYPE=”member query function”> ”member query function” defines the member query
function. You can use any member query function
supported by your driver. For more information, see either
the ADM driver appendixes or “Standard Member Query
Functions” on page 114.
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Tag and/or Value Description

<STRING> Defines a function parameter.

<BOOLEAN> Defines a Boolean value, true or false.

<ORDERBY > Defines a clause that specifies an order to the results.

XML Member Query Examples

Example 1

This example shows an XML query that is equivalent to the following ALE query :

SELECT Name FROM Year WHERE Q-T-D("Jan")succeed Basic Year

XML Query

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery">
  <OPERATION TYPE="Select">
    <MULTIVALUE>
      <STRING>Name</STRING>
    </MULTIVALUE>
    <STRING>Year</STRING>
  </OPERATION>
  <COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter">
    <OPERATION TYPE="Q-T-D">
      <STRING>Jan</STRING>
      <STRING>Year</STRING>
    </OPERATION>
  </COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION>

Example 2

This example shows an XML query that is equivalent to the following ALE query :

Select Name, Description from Measures where Member("Sales", "Accounts"), 
Children("Accounts", "Accounts", true) succeed Basic Accounts

XML Query

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery">
  <OPERATION TYPE="Select">
    <MULTIVALUE>
      <STRING>Name</STRING>
      <STRING>Description</STRING>
    </MULTIVALUE>
  <STRING>Accounts</STRING>
  </OPERATION>
  <COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter">
    <COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="LIST">
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    <OPERATION TYPE="Member">
      <STRING>Sales</STRING>
      <STRING>Accounts</STRING>
    </OPERATION>
  <OPERATION TYPE="Children">
    <STRING>Accounts</STRING>
    <STRING>Accounts</STRING>
    <STRING>true</STRING>
  </OPERATION>
    </COMPOSITEOPERATION>
  </COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION>

XML Data Query
You define XML data queries using the tags defined in Table 16 on page 130. The following
example shows part of a data query:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="Cp1252"?>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="CubeDataQuery">
<OPERATION TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></
MULTIVALUE><STRING>Basic</STRING></OPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Project">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="row" TYPE="Edge">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery">

XML Data Query Syntax
Use the following tag syntax to create a data query.

Table 16 Data Query Tag Syntax  

Tag and/or Value Description

<COMPOSITEOPERATION> Defines an aggregate of <OPERATION> tags.

<OPERATION> Defines a query clause.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”data query function”> “data query function” defines a data query function.
You can use any data query function supported by
your driver. For more information, see either the ADM
driver appendixes or “Data Query Functions” on
page 118.

<OPERATION TYPE=”Select”> ”Select” lists the properties to be returned for the
query.

<MULTIVALUE> Defines the cube to be queried. The asterisk
character (*) can be used to indicate all cubes.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”Project”> “Project” contains an aggregate of “Edge” clauses.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”Edge” NAME = “<ROW,
COLUMN, PAGE, SLICER>”>

An edge contains an aggregate of members. For
example, the edge for a row, column, and page can
contain one or more dimensions. For each
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Tag and/or Value Description

dimension, one or more members can be specified.
The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions,
but only one member can be specified for each
dimension.

ROW The vertical dimensions running down the display,
defining the contents of the row dimensions.

COLUMN The horizontal dimensions running across the
display, defining the column dimensions.

PAGE A page dimension is generally used to describe a
dimension which is not on the row or column. All
page dimensions must have a specific member
chosen in order to define the appropriate
intersection.

SLICER The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions,
but only one member can be specified for each
dimension.

For example, if the member Actuals from the
Scenario dimension is on the slicer ,then the data
in the result set is all data that intersects the row,
column, and page members, and also has the
scenario dimension set to Actuals. The data omitted
from this slice is any data associated with the non-
selected members of the Scenario dimension, for
example Budget, Variance, Forecast, and so on.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”Segment letter or
number”>

l The SEGMENT clause is optional and used to
specify an asymmetric query for rows. The
members are placed on the rows in the order
specified in the member query.

l You specify a letter or number to identify
the SEGMENT. For example, you can use A-Z or
1-9 to identify segments.

l If you do not specify SEGMENT a default
symmetrical query is implemented such that all
combinations of the dimensions on the row are
satisfied.

Note: Use the asym() data query function to
perform an asymmetric query on a column. For
more information, see “Asym” on page 404.

<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE=”MemberQuery”> Defines a member query.

XML Data Query Example
This example shows an XML query that is equivalent to the following ALE query :

Select value From Basic 
PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (Select * From Year Where     Children("Qtr1", "Year", true) 
Or Children("Qtr3", "Year", true)), 
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(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market",false),
Member("Boston", "Market",false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts, Scenario ON EDGE ROW 
WITH SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)), 
(SELECT * FROM Scenario WHERE Descendants("Scenario", "Scenario", true) 
Order By Name ASC)

XML Data Query

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="CubeDataQuery">
<OPERATION TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></
MULTIVALUE><STRING>Basic</STRING>
</OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Project"><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
NAME="row" TYPE="Edge">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING>
</MULTIVALUE><STRING>Product</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Filter">
<OPERATION TYPE="Children"><STRING>Audio</STRING><STRING>Product</
STRING><BOOLEAN>
false</BOOLEAN></OPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING>
</MULTIVALUE><STRING>Accounts</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Filter">
<OPERATION TYPE="Children"><STRING>Profit</STRING><STRING>Accounts</
STRING><BOOLEAN>true</BOOLEAN>
</OPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="MemberQuery">
<OPERATION TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></
MULTIVALUE><STRING>Scenario</STRING>
</OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Descendants">
<STRING>Scenario</STRING><STRING>Scenario</STRING><BOOLEAN>true</BOOLEAN></
OPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="OrderBy"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Sort">
<String>Name</String><String>Ascending</String></OPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
NAME="column" TYPE="Edge">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING>
</MULTIVALUE><STRING>Year</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Filter">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Or"><OPERATION TYPE="Children"><STRING>Qtr1</
STRING><STRING>Year</STRING>
<BOOLEAN>true</BOOLEAN></OPERATION><OPERATION 
TYPE="Children"><STRING>Qtr3</STRING>
<STRING>Year</STRING><BOOLEAN>true</BOOLEAN></OPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select">
<MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></MULTIVALUE><STRING>Market</STRING></
OPERATION>
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<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter"><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="List"><OPERATION TYPE="Member">
<STRING>New_York</STRING><STRING>Market</STRING><BOOLEAN>false</BOOLEAN></
OPERATION>
<OPERATION TYPE="Member"><STRING>Boston</STRING><STRING>Market</
STRING><BOOLEAN>false</BOOLEAN>
</OPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>

Asymmetric XML Data Query

This example shows an XML query that is equivalent to the following ALE query :

Select value From Basic 
PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Descendants("Year", "Year", false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts ON EDGE ROW 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
ON SEGMENT "A"
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
ON SEGMENT "B"
PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario"), Member
("Budget", "Scenario")) 
PROJECT Market ON EDGE SLICER 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market")) 

Asymmetric XML Query

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="CubeDataQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>value</STRING>
</MULTIVALUE><STRING>Basic</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Project">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="row" TYPE="Edge"><COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="A" 
TYPE="Segment">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></MULTIVALUE>
<STRING>Product</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Filter"><OPERATION TYPE="Children">
<STRING>Audio</STRING><STRING>Product</STRING><BOOLEAN>false</BOOLEAN></
OPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING>
</MULTIVALUE><STRING>Accounts</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Filter"><OPERATION TYPE="Children">
<STRING>Profit</STRING><STRING>Accounts</STRING><BOOLEAN>true</BOOLEAN></
OPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="B" 
TYPE="Segment">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING>
</MULTIVALUE><STRING>Product</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="Filter">
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<OPERATION TYPE="Children"><STRING>Audio</STRING><STRING>Product</
STRING><BOOLEAN>false</BOOLEAN></OPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION TYPE="Select">
<MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></MULTIVALUE><STRING>Accounts</STRING></
OPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Children"><STRING>Profit</STRING>
<STRING>Accounts</STRING><BOOLEAN>true</BOOLEAN></OPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="column" TYPE="Edge"><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="MemberQuery">
<OPERATION TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>*</STRING></
MULTIVALUE><STRING>Year</STRING></OPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Descendants"><STRING>Year</STRING>
<STRING>Year</STRING><BOOLEAN>false</BOOLEAN></OPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="page" 
TYPE="Edge">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Select"><MULTIVALUE><STRING>name</STRING></MULTIVALUE>
<STRING>Scenario</STRING></OPERATION><COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter">
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="List"><OPERATION TYPE="Member"><STRING>Actual</
STRING><STRING>Scenario</STRING>
</OPERATION><OPERATION TYPE="Member"><STRING>Budget</
STRING><STRING>Scenario</STRING></OPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION NAME="slicer" TYPE="Edge"><COMPOSITEOPERATION 
TYPE="MemberQuery"><OPERATION TYPE="Select">
<MULTIVALUE><STRING>name</STRING></MULTIVALUE><STRING>Market</STRING></
OPERATION>
<COMPOSITEOPERATION TYPE="Filter"><OPERATION 
TYPE="Member"><STRING>New_York</STRING>
<STRING>Market</STRING></OPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></
COMPOSITEOPERATION>
</COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION></COMPOSITEOPERATION>

Expression Tree Queries
You can use expression tree queries to perform a member or data query. You can use one of the
following queries:

l “Expression Tree Member Queries” on page 134

l “Expression Tree Data Queries” on page 136.

Expression Tree Member Queries
You can perform a member query using an expression tree, which is an object-based
representation and manipulation of queries. This is ideal for interactive query building, but
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difficult to learn and use. You can also execute a cube query that creates Edges and Member
Selections, then use an expression tree to perform a member query.

The following diagram shows the sequence of methods you use to perform a member query with
an expression tree.

Figure 21 Member Query Using an Expression Tree

For information on using member query functions, see “Expression Tree Member Query
Functions” on page 135.

Expression Tree Member Query Functions
The member query functions are described in “Standard Member Query Functions” on page
114. These six standard member query functions are supported by all drivers: AllMembers,
Children, Descendants, Member, SystemMemberList, TopOfHierarchy.

Tip:

ADM drivers may provide additional member query functions. You can use the IAPFunction
and IAPFunctionParameter classes to return information on all available member query
functions, as shown by the following example.
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Example - Printing Information on Available Member Query Functions

The following example prints the names and descriptions of available member query functions
and their parameters.

//"dim" represents a previously obtained IAPMdDimension instance
IAPIterator functIterator = dim.getMemberFunctions();
int[] ordinal = new int[1];
System.out.println("\n\nMember Functions:");
for (functIterator.first(); functIterator.done() == false; 
functIterator.next())
{
    IAPFunction memFunct = (IAPFunction) functIterator.item(ordinal);
    System.out.println("\n");
    System.out.println("Function:\t " +
    ((IAPNamedObject)memFunct).getName());
    System.out.println("\tDescription:\t " +
    ((IAPNamedObject)memFunct).getDescription());
    System.out.println("\tParameters:");
    IAPIterator paramIterator = memFunct.getParameters();
    for (paramIterator.first(); paramIterator.done() == false;
    paramIterator.next())
    {
     IAPFunctionParameter param =
     (IAPFunctionParameter)paramIterator.item(ordinal);
     System.out.print("\t\tName: " + ((IAPNamedObject)param).getName());
     System.out.println("\t\tDescription: " + 
     ((IAPNamedObject)param).getDescription());
    }
  }

Expression Tree Data Queries
You can perform a data query using an expression tree, which is an object-based representation
and manipulation of queries. This is ideal for interactive query building, but difficult to learn
and use. The following diagram shows the sequence of methods you use to perform a data query
with an expression tree.
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Figure 22 Data Query Using an Expression Tree

Data query functions are implemented by drivers. For more information, see the following
topics:

l For example code that shows how to print out information on the data query functions
available to a driver, see “Printing Information on Available Data Query Functions” on page
118.

l For information on data query functions implemented by the ADM APS driver, see “Using
Data Query Functions” on page 403.
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Using the Java Development Kit
The following table lists the Java Development Kit (JDK) releases required for platforms
supported by ADM.

Table 17 JDK Releases for Platforms  

Platform JDK Release

AIX l 1.5.0

HP l 1.5.0_01

Solaris The supported JDK releases depend upon whether you are using a native driver or a thin driver.

For a native driver, use the following JDK release:

l 1.5.0_05

For a thin driver, use one of the following JDK releases:

l 1.2

l 1.3

Windows l 1.5.0_05
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Using the ADM APIs
This section describes how to set up your environment and start using ADM. You must perform
these tasks to start using the ADM:

ä To set up your environment:

1 Set your path and classpath. For more information, see “Configuring ADM Settings” on page 141.

2 Set your environment variables. For more information, see “Setting Environment Variables” on page 142.

3 Set up your driver. Do one of the following:

l For the ADM Analytic Services Native driver, see “Setting up the Driver” on page 441.

l For the ADM APS driver, see “Setting Up the Driver” on page 290.

l For the ADM Financial Management driver, see the ADM Hyperion Financial Management
Driver Guide.

l For the ADM Planning driver, see the ADM Hyperion Planning Details Driver Guide.

Note:

The guides are posted on the download center on the Application Builder J2EE page.

4 Optionally do one or more of the following steps:

a. Update the variables in the ADM.properties file. The lib\ADM.properties file
contains configuration variables for ADM which are set to an initial value.

b. Set up RMI to use a distributed object model. For more information, see “Using RMI” on
page 148.

c. Set up ADM pooling. For more information, see “Pooling Model” on page 90.

d. Use activation and passivation. For more information, see “Using Activation and
Passivation” on page 149.

5 Create an IAPDomain object to start accessing the ADM model. For example, use the following method:

    IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM ("ADM",EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, 
EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION);

Tip:

In previous releases you needed to create an ADM instance using the following code: adm = new
com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION,
EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION);

6 Ensure that your OLAP data source is running and use the appropriate driver to connect to it. For connection
information, see “Connecting to a Data Source” on page 155.

7 Review Chapter 2, “New Features,” to see the new functionality for ADM Release 4.0.

8 Review the sample code provided in the <HAB Install Directory>\adm\samples directory for
examples. For more information, see “Using ADM Directories and Sample Programs ” on page 163.
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Note:

All of the sample code uses the Essbase Analytic Services application, Basic database. If you are
not using the ADM APS driver, use the sample programs as a reference.

9 If you are using an Essbase Analytic Services application and want to access the ADM server model, create
an IAPServer object. For example, use the following method:

    IAPServer adm = HssFactory.createServer(“my_Server”); 

Tip:

You can access the ADM server model using the ADM APS driver only. For more information,
see Appendix D, “ADM Server Model .”

Configuring ADM Settings
You need to specify the location of the ADM shared object libraries and the ADM.jar files in
your environment.

l If you are using a Windows platform, you need to update your path and classpath. For details,
see “Using Windows” on page 141.

l If you are using a UNIX platform, you need to update specific environment variables and
your classpath. For details, see “Using UNIX” on page 142.

Using Windows

ä To specify ADM settings for Windows:

1 Update your classpath to include the following directory and files:

l <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib

l <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib\ap.jar

l <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib\adm.jar

l <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib\xerces.jar

where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed
Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the release number.

2 Make sure that your computer has the log4j files installed and that your classpath includes this file. For more
information, see “Using the ADM Logging” on page 143.

Tip:

You can use the log4j file installed by Application Builder J2EE, or download a log4j file from a
Web site.
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Using UNIX
If ADM is installed during the Application Builder J2EE installation, a script to set the following
environment variables is created in: <HAB Install Directory>/set_hab_env.

ä To specify ADM settings for UNIX:

1 Update your classpath to include the following directory and files:

l <HAB Install Directory>/common/adm/<release>/lib

l <HAB Install Directory>/common/adm/<release>/lib/ap.jar

l <HAB Install Directory>/common/adm/<release>/lib/adm.jar

l <HAB Install Directory>/common/adm/<release>/lib/xerces.jar

Note:

Where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory in which you installed
Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

2 Make sure that your computer has the log4j files installed and that your classpath includes this file. For more
information, see “Using the ADM Logging” on page 143.

Setting Environment Variables
This section describes how to set the following environment variables to control which messages
are sent to the console:

l REDIRECTOR_TRACE_LEVEL

l ADM_CONSOLE

l ADM_START_INFO

REDIRECTOR_TRACE_LEVEL
The HssJDirectDriver and HssJNIDriver files use REDIRECTOR_TRACE_LEVEL to
determine which messages to print to the console. All messages have an assigned level, which is
set within the ADM code.

Syntax
REDIRECTOR_TRACE_LEVEL = level

where level is one of the following values:

l ALLINFO - generates all messages

l DEBUG - generates debugging messages

l INFO - generates informational messages
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l WARNING - generates non-errors messages

l ERROR (the default) - generates normal error messages

l SERIOUS - generates serious error messages

l FATAL - generates errors messages reporting an unstable process

All messages assigned to the value of level or higher are printed to the console. For example,
if you set REDIRECTOR_TRACE_LEVEL = 4, messages assigned to levels 4, 7, and 8 are printed
to the console. Messages assigned to levels 0, 2, and 3 are not printed.

ADM_CONSOLE
In the Windows environment, by default the HssJNIDriverxxx.dll file displays the console
window. You can use the ADM_CONSOLE environmental variable to control whether the console
window is displayed.

Note:

Because ADM DLL file names include the ADM release number, the exact file name depends
upon the release number, with the release number replacing xxx. Periods that delimit release
numbers are not included. For example, for ADM Release 4.1.0, the file name is
HssJNIDriver410.dll.

Syntax
ADM_CONSOLE = <0|1>

l If it is set to 1, the console is displayed.

l If it is set to 0, the console is not displayed.

l If it is not defined, the console is not displayed.

ADM_START_INFO
You use the environment variable ADM_START_INFO to enable or disable the messages that
appear when the ADM is initiated.

l If it is set to 1, the initial messages are displayed in the console.

l If it is set to 0, the initial messages are not displayed in the console.

l If it is not defined, the initial messages are not displayed in the console.

Using the ADM Logging
You use ADM logging with the ADM Analytic Services Native driver only. The logging facility,
built on log4j, outputs predefined messages from the ADM Java code into a file or standard
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output device. log4j is an open source, robust, full featured logging facility. For more
information, see http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/docs/.

You must set up logging initially using a configuration file. You can then change the logging
settings programmatically. The following sections describe how to set up logging:

l “Setting Up Logging with Configuration Files” on page 144

l “Setting Up Logging Programmatically” on page 147

Setting Up Logging with Configuration Files
Logging is configured through a Java properties file. The default properties file is
admlog4j.properties. You can modify this file to debug or monitor a particular subsystem
or section of code. For example, while you are diagnosing issues related to member queries, the
logger for that subsystem can be set to DEBUG while all of the others remain at FATAL,
suppressing all informational messages except those related to member queries.

The adm.properties file contains a pointer to the log properties file, which defaults to the
admlog4j.properties file. This is specified by the LOG4J_CONFIG_FILE property in the
adm.properties, as shown in the following example:

LOG4J_CONFIG_FILE=/admlog4j.properties

This property can be modified to point to a file on the local file system, a resource on the
application classpath, or a URL, as demonstrated in the following examples:

l LOG4J_CONFIG_FILE=/mylog4j.properties

l LOG4J_CONFIG_FILE=/admin/mylog4j.properties

l LOG4J_CONFIG_FILE=http://mydomain.com/common/adm/<release>/
mylog4j.properties

Note:

Where <release> is the ADM release number.

If the LOG4J_CONFIG_FILE value can be interpreted as a resource or a local file, the ADM will
look for a resource on the classpath first and if it is not found then it will look for a local file. For
example, the ADM will search for mylog4j.properties on the classpath and if it is not found
it will then search for the file /mylog4j.properties located in the root directory.

The log properties file performs the following tasks:

l “Specifying Loggers” on page 145

l “Specifying Severity Levels” on page 146

l “Specifying Appenders” on page 146

l “Specifying Layout Patterns” on page 147
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Specifying Loggers
The messages that are generated by the logging facility are associated with a specific functional
area or subsystem in the ADM code and a severity level. The functional areas or subsystems are
called loggers, and they are predefined. There are two types of loggers titled msglog and audit,
which generate diagnostic and client interaction or auditing messages, respectively. The msglog
and audit loggers operate similarly; the only difference is the type of information they generate.

Caution!

Do not change the logger names, because they are used by the logging messages in the ADM
code base. Changing the logger names can result in the loss of log messages.

You can generate messages using the following loggers, defined in the EAPLoggers class:

l AUDIT_AUTH - This logger generates auditing messages associated with logging into a data
source.

l AUDIT_DATAQRY - This logger outputs auditing messages associated with the execution
of data queries.

l AUDIT_DATAWRITEBACK - This logger outputs auditing messages associated with data
persistence.

l AUDIT_MEMQRY - This logger outputs auditing messages associated with the execution
of member queries.

l AUDIT_METADATAWRITEBACK - This logger outputs auditing messages associated
with metadata persistence.

l MSGLOG_CONNECTION - Use this logger to generate diagnostic messages associated with
logging into a data source.

l MSGLOG_CONNECTIONPOOL - Use this logger to output diagnostic messages associated
with ADM connection pooling.

l MSGLOG_CSS - Use this logger to output diagnostic messages associated with single sign-
on functionality.

l MSGLOG_DATAQRY - Use this logger to output diagnostic messages associated with data
queries.

l MSGLOG_DRIVER_INTERFACE - Use this logger to output diagnostic messages
associated with connecting to a data source. This logger outputs every call that the ADM
makes to the driver.

l MSGLOG_FRAMEWORK - Use this logger to output miscellaneous diagnostic messages.

l MSGLOG_MEMQRY- Use this logger to output diagnostic messages associated with
member queries.

l MSGLOG_SECURITY - Use this logger to output diagnostic messages associated with the
HSSSecurityManager class.
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Specifying Severity Levels
You assign a severity level to a logger to specify the level of messages that you want to generate.
The severity levels are hierarchical; for example if you set a logger to ERROR, messages assigned
to ERROR, SERIOUS, and FATAL are generated. All other severity level messages are not
generated, such as WARNING, INFO, DEBUG, and ALLINFO.

Following are the severity level constants, which are defined in the EAPDebugLevel class:

l ALLINFO - generates all messages

l DEBUG - generates debugging messages

l INFO - generates informational messages

l WARNING - generates non-errors messages

l ERROR (the default) - generates normal error messages

l SERIOUS - generates serious error messages

l FATAL - generates errors messages reporting an unstable process

Specifying Appenders
You assign appenders to a logger that specify the output destinations for the messages. Currently,
appenders exist for the console, files, GUI components, remote socket servers, JMS, NT Event
Loggers, and remote UNIX Syslog daemons. The valid appenders are defined in the log4j
documentation, located at the following URL:

http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/docs/

Example

The following example specifies an appender for the console and a file.

# Specify the messages assigned to the data query logger with
# severity level=ERROR, SERIOUS, or FATAL are output to the
# appender MSGAPP which is the standard console
  log4j.logger.adm.msglog.dataquery=ERROR, MSGAPP
# Specify that messages assigned to the member query logger with
# all severity levels are output to the AUDAPP appender which is
# a file.
  log4j.logger.adm.msglog.memberquery=ALLINFO, AUDAPP
# Define the appender MSGAPP to be a ConsoleAppender.
  log4j.appender.MSGAPP=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender
# Define the appender AUDAPP to be a file.
  log4j.appender.AUDAPP=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender
  log4j.appender.AUDAPP.File=example.log
  log4j.appender.AUDAPP.MaxFileSize=100KB
# Keep one backup file
  log4j.appender.AUDAPP.MaxBackupIndex=1
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Specifying Layout Patterns
The layout pattern is responsible for formatting the message. It is part of the standard log4j
distribution, and it enables you to specify the output format according to conversion patterns
similar to the C language printf function.

Example

The following layout pattern:%-5p [%t]:%m%n will output a message in the following format:

Data Query Logger - [HSSMain] The data query was successful

Setting Up Logging Programmatically
You can programmatically specify the messages that you want to generate at runtime, after you
set up the properties log file to specify loggers, severity levels, appenders, and layout patterns.
For more information, see “Setting Up Logging with Configuration Files” on page 144.

Use the following methods to programmatically generate log messages at runtime:

l addLogWriter() - This method adds an additional appender to which logged messages
will be recorded. This has no effect on any currently configured appender. You can do this
for all loggers or one specific logger.

l setDebugLevel() - This method sets the severity level. You can set the severity level for
all loggers, a specific logger, or for the ADM APS driver.

l setMessageLogPrefix() - This method adds a prefix to logging and auditing messages. You
can do this for all loggers and auditers or one specific logger.

Note:

For more information, see the IAPDomain Javadoc.

Using Logging with ADM Drivers
You can set up your driver to generate specific logging messages to the ADM log. You specify
this when you connect to the driver by including one of the following parameters as part of the
connection string:

messageLog = <True | False>
auditLog = <True | False>

The default is False, so if the parameter is excluded, the driver does not generate log messages
for inclusion in the ADM log. This is currently implemented by the ADM APS driver for the
DATAQRY and MEMQRY loggers for severity INFO.
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Using RMI
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is a distributed object model for one Java program to another.
Methods of remote objects written in Java can be invoked from other Java virtual machines,
possibly on different hosts. For a complete description of RMI including tutorials, see: http://
www.java.sun.com.

You can use RMI to distribute your application on multiple computers for a variety of reasons.
For example, your can place your application components on different computers, to improve
performance and maintain low costs for your client computers, in these ways:

l Multiple RMI clients on low-cost computers

l RMI server on a high-performance computer

l Data Source Server on a high-performance computer

You can also use RMI to distribute your application on multiple computers running different
operating systems. For example, the Financial Management client and server run on Windows
only; however ADM runs on both Windows and UNIX. You can use RMI to access a Financial
Management application from a UNIX client, using the following scenario:

l Multiple RMI clients on UNIX computers

l RMI server on a Windows computer, with Financial Management run-time client installed

l Financial Management server on a Windows computer, with Financial Management server
installed

Using the RMI Server
When you install JDK, RMI is installed automatically. Use this section to configure your RMI
server. For more information on RMI including setting up a java.policy file, see http://
www.java.sun.com.

ä To configure and start the RMI server:

1 Optionally specify the RMI port number using the ADM_RMI_PORT variable in the ADM.properties file.

Tip:

Use the same port number when you start the RMI server through the rmiregistry. The syntax
is rmiregristry portNumber.

2 Create a java.policy file and invoke it using the following command:

-DJava.security.policy=java.policy

For example, if your java.policy file contains the following code, the RMI server is granted
all permissions to the data source:

    grant 
    {
    permission java.security.AllPermission;
    };
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Using the RMI Client
You set up the client to use RMI in your ADM driver’s connection URL. For ADM driver
connection URL syntax, see the driver appendixes in this guide. The fact that you are using an
RMI server is totally transparent. You use the ADM API classes and methods similarly to a regular
connection.

Using an RMI connection URL
See your data source appendix for an example of an RMI URL.

Using Activation and Passivation
One of the behaviors of Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) is that an inactive bean can be passivated.
This involves serializing the bean's state to secondary storage, and either using the bean object
with another user's state or destroying it. If the original user requests that object again, the
application server reads the bean state into an object again.

Certain types of objects and resources cannot be serialized in this way. The ADM has two such
resources: the connection to a driver, and an optional file that the internal message log uses. For
these resources to be passivated, the ADM has to release them, which involves closing them.

Error Conditions
l No transactions can be open when passivate() is called, an exception is thrown.

l No data queries can be open when passivate() is called, an exception is thrown.

l If the connection cannot be reestablished on activate(), an exception is thrown.

Limitations
Currently, activation and passivation do not work with connection pooling or J2EE connector.
We will add support for these in future releases.

Because the ADM can potentially now be serialized to disk for long periods of time, the chance
is greater that the schema for the current application has changed. If this happens, then the
cached state of the ADM does not match that in the driver and in the data source.

Changing the Default XML Encoding
The default supported XML encoding is UTF-8 which is set in the ADM.properties file using
the ADM_USE_UTF8 variable. When the ADM_USE_UTF8 variable is set to 1, UTF-8 XML
encoding is used.

If you want to use a different XML encoding you must set the ADM_USE_UTF8 variable to 0 and
define the encoding in your ADMCodePageMap.properties file. The
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ADMCodePageMap.properties file contains a list of computer locale IDs assigned to an
encoding.

ä To change the XML encoding:

1 In the ADM.properties file set the ADM_USE_UTF8 variable to 0.

2 From the command line, do one of the following steps:

l If you are using Microsoft VM, type jview GetLocale

l If you are using another VM, type java GetLocale.

Tip:

The GetLocale Java program outputs a computer locale ID which is a string and is located
in the common/adm/<release>/ directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

3 Check whether the computer locale ID is listed in the ADMCodePageMap.properties file.

Tip:

The ADMCodePageMap.properties file contains a list of computer locale IDs assigned to an
encoding. The XML parser looks up the computer locale ID and performs a translation to a
supported encoding.

4 If your computer locale ID is not in the ADMCodePageMap.properties file, add it using the following
syntax: computer locale ID = encoding, where encoding is the encoding supported by your
computer.

For example, if your computer locale ID is XXX, and you want to use UTF-8 encoding, add the
following line to the ADMCodePageMap.properties file:

XXX=UTF-8

Using the XML Parser
The ADM internally uses an XML parser, with the default parser implementation being Xerces
1.4.4. However, for cases in which it is advantageous to use a different parser, the ADM can be
configured to use any of the following parser implementations:

l Xerces 1.0.1

l Xerces 1.2.1

l Xerces 1.4.4

l The Sun implementation that ships with JAXP 1.0.1

Note:

The Sun implementation is bundled with JRun application server releases prior to JRun 4.0.
Clients using a JRun release prior to 4.0 should configure the ADM to use the Sun
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implementation. This is the only scenario in which Hyperion recommends configuring the
ADM for the Sun implementation.

l JAXP

Note:

If you configure the ADM for JAXP, the ADM will use the parser implementation currently
configured in the J2EE environment.

Specifying the XML Parser
You specify the parser in the lib\ADM.properties file. This file contains settings for DOM
and SAX parsers:

l The XML_DOCBUILDER_IMPLEMENTATION setting specifies the DOM parser.

l The XML_SAXPARSER_IMPLEMENTATION setting specifies the SAX parser.

The ADM.properties file contains comments that list the valid values for these settings.

Example
The following lines show how to configure the ADM for the Sun implementation that ships with
JAXP 1.0.1.

XML_SAXPARSER_IMPLEMENTATION =jaxp
XML_DOCBUILDER_IMPLEMENTATION =jaxp

Using A Unicode Application
Unicode provides a unique number for every character, regardless of the platform, program, or
language. The ADM driver supports member queries and data queries for Unicode applications.
You can also create a Unicode application.

ä To query or access an Essbase Unicode application:

1 Ensure that the Essbase client version and Analytic Services version is release 7.1.0 or later which support
Unicode applications.

2 Add the parameter UNICODE=true to the ADM driver URL connection string

Note:

The following URL is for an ADM Analytic Services Native driver: URL = "adm:native:" +
driverName + ":" + dataServer + ":" + application + "?password=" + password + ";user=" + user
+ ";locale=en_US;UNICODE=true";
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ä To create a Unicode application

1 Ensure that the Essbase client version and Analytic Services version is release 7.1.0 or later which support
Unicode applications.

2 Add the parameter UNICODE=true to the ADM driver URL connection string

Note:

The following URL is for the ADM Analytic Services Native driver: URL = "adm:native:" +
driverName + ":" + dataServer + ":" + application + "?password=" + password + ";user=" + user
+ ";locale=en_US;UNICODE=true";

3 Set the new application’s property EAPProperty.IS_UNICODE to True

Example Code

The following snippet creates a Unicode application. The bold text highlights the Unicode
settings needed. If the Unicode settings are omitted a normal application will be created.

String URL = "adm:native:" + driver + ":" + server + ":" + application + "?
password=" + password + ";user=" + user + ";locale=en_US;UNICODE=true";
myServer.openConnection(URL,null);
IAPTransaction transaction = myServer.createTransaction();
String applicationName = "NEW_UNICODE_APP";
transaction.begin();
IAPBase myApp = ((IAPComposite)myServer).createChild
(EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER);
((IAPPropertiedInstance) myApp).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.NAME, 
applicationName);
((IAPPropertiedInstance) myApp).setPropertyValue
(EAPProperty.IS_UNICODE,"true");
((IAPComposite)myServer).addChild(myApp);
transaction.commit();
//close connection
myServer.closeConnection();

Note:

If setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.IS_UNICODE,"true") is not set, a normal application is
created; even though UNICODE=true is included in URL.See the Essbase Unicode
documentation before creating a Unicode application.

Optional: Using the ADM ICU Codepage Utility and File for
International Language Conversion
The Analytic Data Model uses ICU to handle international language coding conversion. By
default, ICU will automatically detects and selects the codepage and reads the locale when
performing the coding conversion. If you want Analytic Data Model to use a different language
but you do not want to change the system locale of the operating system, you can use the ADM
ICU codepage to set different lanuages. The ADM ICU codepage utility helps in using the
codepage.
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ä To use the ADM getCodepage utility:

1 Access the list of available codepages.

To display a list of the codepages that are available, run the following command:

getCodepage -a

2 Access the usage of the ICU codepage.

To display instructions on using the ICU codepage, run the following command:

getCodepage -h

3 View the current system locale.

To display the current system locale of the ICU codepage for Windows, run the following
command:

getCodepage

To display the current system locale of the ICU codepage for Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, or LINUX,
run the following command:

getCodepage <myLocale>

Where <myLocale> is the name of the system locale.

4 Configure the Edit the ICU codepage.

The settings for the codepage for each operating system are stored in the following files:

Table 18 Codepage files by Operating System

Platform Codegpage File

Windows ..\adm\bin\adm_icu_codepage_windows.txt

Solaris ..\adm\bin\adm_icu_codepage_solaris.txt

AIX ..\adm\bin\adm_icu_codepage_aix.txt

HP-UX ..\adm\bin\adm_icu_codepage_hpux.txt

LINUX ..\adm\bin\adm_icu_codepage_linux.txt

The ICU Codepage files are multi-line, with each line is in ESSLANG=ICU codepage pair format:

l The left-hand name is ESSLANG setting. See Essbase document on ESSLANG setting.

l The right-hand value is you desired ICU codepage which you can get through above
“getCodepage” utility

The file looks like this:

Japanese_Japan.MS932@binary = ibm-943_P15A-2003 

Russian_Russia.MS1251@Default = <codepage name>

German_Germany.Latin1@Default = <codepage name>

...
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If your current ESSLANG setting is not in this codepage file, then ICU will detect your current
system locale and find a codepage for you automatically. If you want ADM use a different
language for ICU without changing the system locale of the operating system, you can edit the
ICU codepage file for your operating system by adding a new line, such as the following:

TraditionalChinese_Taiwan.MS950@Binary = ibm-964_P110-1999

For example, say you are running Analytic Data Model in Japanese. Your ESSLANG is set to:

ESSLANG = Japanese_Japan.MS932@binary

Without setting the ICU codepage, your system locale must be set to the Japanese locale. If a
user want the operating system to remain in the English system locale but wants Analytic Data
Model to use Japanese, add the following line to the ICU codepage file:

Japanese_Japan.MS932@binary=ibm-943_P15A-2003 

Then ICU will use this codepage instead of detecting system locale(English)’s codepage as well.
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8
Connecting With a Driver
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Overview
“Connecting to a Data Source” on page 155 describes the standard way of connecting to a data
source. In addition to the standard way of connecting, the ADM supports connecting through
Hyperion’s single sign-on feature. For more information, see “Connecting with Single Sign-On”
on page 156.

Connecting to a Data Source
You use an ADM driver to connect to a data source. Connecting to an ADM data source involves
passing a URL to one of the openConnection methods of the IAPDomain or IAPServer
interfaces. The ADM driver appendixes and the Javadoc contain examples of the various ways
of connecting.

Most drivers use the IAPDomain interface, and the following drivers provide the option of
connecting through the server object that is represented by the IAPServer interface:

l ADM APS driver

l ADM HFM driver

l ADM Planning Details driver

l ADM MSAS driver

The required elements of a URL are defined by the ADM driver for the data source. The
overloaded openConnection methods provide you with flexibility in terms of how you will
construct the URL. There are three approaches to defining URLs:

l Passing the URL elements to the IAPConnectionURL interface’s methods, then passing the
IAPConnectionURL instance to openConnection(IAPConnectionURL). Create an
IAPConnectionURL instance, using the createURL method of IAPDomain or
IAPServer. The IAPConnectionURL interface approach is recommended because
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IAPConnectionURL automatically converts strings to the x-www-form-urlencoded
format.

If you are using the IAPConnectionURL interface, there is a self-explanatory
correspondence between the parameters and the IAPConnectionURL methods. For
example, a user parameter corresponds to IAPConnectionURL.setUser, a password
parameter corresponds to IAPConnectionURL.setPassword, and so on.

Note:

A URL’s driver parameter begins with a prefix of “adm.” If you are using the
IAPConnectionURL interface, you can ignore this prefix, as there is no
IAPConnectionURL method that takes the prefix.

l Manually constructing strings consisting of URL parameters, then passing the strings to one
of the other openConnection methods. When manually constructing strings, any non-
alphanumeric characters must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. You can use the
java.net.URLEncoder.encode(string str) method to encode the strings. For more
information on encoding, see the java.net.URLEncoder class in the Javadoc

Connecting with Single Sign-On
Most Hyperion products implement the single sign-on feature. This feature enables a user to
access multiple Hyperion applications after logging on just once. For Hyperion products that
support single sign-on, when an externally authenticated user logs on to an application, an
encrypted token that contains the user’s logon credentials is generated.

Caution!

Tokens are encrypted; however, additional security such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol
is recommended for prevention of replay attacks or man-in-the middle attacks.

The ADM can be used to connect to a client using this feature. The way this works is that instead
of the user’s name and password, the ADM connection URL takes the following items:

l The token containing the user’s logon credentials. The token is obtained from either
Hyperion’s security platform API or the client product’s API.

l In some cases, the name and path of the client’s security configuration file. Use the following
guidelines to determine whether you must include or omit this file’s name and path:

m If the product and driver do not natively support single sign-on, you must include the
name and path of the client’s security configuration file in the connection URL.

m If a product and driver provide native support of single sign-on, the product points to
the configuration file; therefore you should not include the file’s name and path in the
connection URL.

If a driver requires you to specify the configuration file name and path, the driver’s
documentation for connection information lists this requirement.
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Note:

The configuration file contains information about the client’s authentication providers, and can
be specified as a file on the local file system, on an HTTP server, or as any other URL that can
be resolved to a valid configuration file.

Connecting with single sign-on involves using Hyperion’s security platform API, a configuration
file for the client Hyperion products, and the ADM API. The following topics provide
information on these items:

l “Hyperion Security Integration SDK” on page 157

l “Dependencies and Requirements” on page 158

l “Connecting with the ADM” on page 158

Note:

The ADM does not require you to log on with the single sign-on feature. In other words,
single sign-on is an optional feature.

Hyperion Security Integration SDK
To take advantage of the single sign-on feature, you must use Hyperion’s security platform API.
This API is documented in the Hyperion Security Integration SDK, which is installed in the
following directory:

   <HAB Install Directory>\css

Tip:

<HAB Install Directory> is the directory in which Application Builder J2EE has been installed.

You should familiarize yourself with the Hyperion Security Integration SDK’s documentation,
the Hyperion Security Integration SDK Reference. This documentation describes requirements,
dependencies, and how to obtain a token, and is located in the following directory:

   <HAB Install Directory>\css\docs

The Hyperion Security Integration SDK Reference consists of the following documentation:

l An overview of the security platform API. This overview is in the devref.htm file.

l Javadoc for the security platform API.

The Hyperion Security Integration SDK also includes the following directory, which contains
the css-2_0_n.jar file to which the Hyperion Security Integration SDK documentation refers:

   <HAB Install Directory>\css\lib

The Hyperion Security Integration SDK also includes other directories; for details, see the
overview of the security platform API (devref.htm).
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Dependencies and Requirements
The following list describes dependencies and requirements for using Hyperion’s security
platform API with the ADM:

l To use single sign-on with a Hyperion product, the product must support the single sign-
on feature. If a Hyperion product supports single sign-on, the product’s documentation will
mention the single sign-on feature.

Note:

If you attempt to use single sign-on with a Hyperion product that does not support this
feature, the user will be successfully logged on if the single sign-on user name and password
are identical to those defined in the product.

l Set up your environment for the security platform by following the steps in the overview of
the security platform API. (The location of this document is listed in “Hyperion Security
Integration SDK” on page 157.)

l For information on supported operating systems and on the minimum required JDK release,
see the overview of the security platform API.

l In order to use single sign-on, various third-party distributions are required. For the required
versions of these dependencies, see the overview of the security platform API.

l An ADM client using single sign-on must have an XML configuration file, as described in
“Connecting with Single Sign-On” on page 156. Unless a product’s ADM driver guide
indicates otherwise, the XML file can be defined in whatever way the client requires; the
client product’s documentation describes how to define the configuration file.

Note:

ADM drivers for products that do not provide native support of the single sign-on feature
require the configuration file’s <trusted> tag to be set to FALSE. If a driver requires FALSE,
this requirement is noted in the driver’s documentation.

Connecting with the ADM
To use the ADM to connect using single sign-on, you must obtain a token containing the user’s
logon credentials. You can obtain this token from any of the following sources:

l The ADM, using one of the following techniques:

m If a user has logged on with a user name and password, you can create a token with the
CSS_TOKEN property of the ADM object. The following snippet uses this property to
create a token and assign it to a variable, with the adm variable representing an
IAPDomain instance:

String token = ((IAPPropertiedInstance)adm).
getPropertyValue(EAPProperty.CSS_TOKEN);

m If a user has logged on with single sign-on, you can get the token with the
IAPConnectionURL interface’s getCSSToken method. The following snippet uses this
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method to assign a token to a string, with the objURL2 variable representing an
IAPConnectionURL instance:

String token = objURL2.getCSSToken();

l The security platform API. For information on how to obtain the token, see the Hyperion
Security Integration SDK documentation, which is described in “Hyperion Security
Integration SDK” on page 157.

l From another Hyperion product, in cases where the product exposes the ability to
programmatically obtain the token. If a product exposes this functionality, the product’s
API documentation will document how to obtain the token.

You then pass this token to the ADM as part of the connection URL. To construct the URL, we
recommend using the ADM interface IAPConnectionURL, which provides methods that take
the various elements of a connection URL.

The following steps describe how to use the single sign-on feature to connect to a Hyperion
product.

ä To connect using single sign-on:

1 Get the token containing the user’s logon credentials from the security platform API.

Caution!

Tokens are encrypted; however, additional security such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol
is recommended for prevention of replay attacks or man-in-the middle attacks.

2 Create an instance of the IAPConnectionURL interface with the createURL method. Both the IAPDomain
and IAPServer interfaces contain createURL.

3 Pass the token obtained from the security platform API to IAPConnectionURL.setCSSToken.

4 If the product’s driver does not expose native support for single sign-on, pass the name and path of the
client’s configuration file to IAPConnectionURL.setCSSConfigFileURL.

5 Define the other required elements of the URL using the IAPConnectionURL interface’s methods. The exact
URL elements are defined by the ADM driver you are using; for details, see the documentation for the driver.

6 Pass the IAPConnectionURL instance to openConnection(IAPConnectionURL). Both the
IAPDomain and IAPServer interfaces contain an openConnection method that takes an
IAPConnectionURL instance.

Note:

Instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, you can manually construct a URL with
strings. To do so, pass the token and the configuration file name and path as values to URL
parameters named cssToken and cssConfigFile, respectively. The strings must be x-www-
form-urlencoded. (For encoding details, see the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)
Note that IAPConnectionURL automatically performs this encoding, which is why we
recommend using IAPConnectionURL instead of manually constructed strings.
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Example

The following function logs on to an application for a Hyperion product and driver that provide
native support of single sign-on. The function uses the IAPConnectionURL interface to specify
the connection URL, and it takes an ADM object, the driver, server, and application names, and
the token with which to log on.

static void logonToken(IAPDomain cAdm, String sDriver, String sServer, 
String sApp, String sToken) throws APException
{
IAPConnectionURL cURL = cAdm.createURL();
cURL.setType("native");
cURL.setDriver(sDriver);
cURL.setServer(sServer);
cURL.setApplication(sApp);
cURL.setLocale("en");
cURL.setCSSToken(sToken);
cAdm.openConnection(cURL);
}

Sample URL Connection Strings
The following table contains sample connection URLs for the ADM drivers. These strings do
not use a single sign-on token. For a complete description and example of connecting to a driver,
see your driver documentation.

l If you are using the ADM Analytic Services Native driver, see “ADM Analytic Services Native
Driver” on page 441.

l If you are using the ADM APS driver, see “ADM Essbase Deployment Services (EDS) Driver”
on page 289.

l If you are using the ADM Star Schema driver, see “ADM Star Schema Driver” on page
455.

l If you are using ADM MSAS driver

l If you are using the ADM HFM driver, see the ADM Hyperion Financial Management Driver
Guide located on the Hyperion Download center on the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE
page.

l If you are using the ADM Planning Details driver, see the ADM Planning Details Driver
Guide located on the Hyperion Download center on the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE
page.

l If you are using the ADM Planning Details driver, see the ADM Planning Details Driver
Guide located on the Hyperion Download center on the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE
page.
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Table 19 Local Connection Strings for ADM Drivers  

Driver URL

ADM APS driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Sample?
password=password;user=system;remoteServer=localhost;olapServer=serve
r_1;

ADM Analytic Services Native driver adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Samppart

ADM HFM driver adm:native:HsvADMDriver:localhost:Simple

ADM Planning Details driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.hsp.HspAdmDriver:localhost:app1?
user=Jane;?password=password;locale=en;

ADM Star Schema driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.starschema.SSHssDriver:localhost:SSD
emo

ADM ODBO for MSOLAP adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver:servername:appname?;Prov
ider=MSOLAP;user=username;password=password

ADM ODBO for SAP-BW adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver:servername:appname?;Prov
ider=MDRMSAP;user=username;password=password;client=clientNum
ber

The following table shows the RMI connection strings for the ADM drivers. The differences are
the ADM driver is always adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote and
the remoteDriver is set to the specific ADM driver.

Table 20 Remote Method Invocation (RMI) Connection Strings for ADM Drivers  

Driver URL

ADM APS driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Sample?
password=password;user=system;remoteServer=localhost;olapServer=serve

r_1;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.ees.EESHssDriver;

ADM Analytic Services Native driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Demo?
user=admin;password=password;locale=en;remoteServer=localhost;remoteDr
iver=HssEssDriver;admRMIPort=1201;

ADM HFM driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:HFM_UNIX_computer:simple;
locale=en; remoteDriver=HsvAdmDriver;
remoteServer=HFM_Windows_computer;admRMIPort=1201

ADM Planning Details driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:a
pp1?user=Jane;?
password=password;locale=en;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.hsp.
HspAdmDriver

ADM ODBO adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:computer_1:
Demo?
user=admin;password=password;locale=en;remoteServer=machine_2
;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver;admRMIPort=1201;
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Overview
The sample programs installed with Application Builder J2EE are in the following location:

<HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\

Note:

Where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed Application
Builder J2EE and <release> is the release number.

Using ADM Samples
This section describes basic ADM functionality and corresponding samples.

Getting Started
You must set up your classpath, path and environment variables before you start using the ADM.
For more information, see “Getting Started” on page 139.

Queries
You use queries to access OLAP data. There are two interfaces for performing queries:

l Generic query interfaces

The generic interfaces perform queries and return results in an object. The com.hyperion.ap
package contains interfaces to perform member queries and data queries. The interfaces
contain the IAPQry prefix.

m member queries -
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m data queries -

l Large grained query interfaces

The large grained queries return a result set, enable cursoring and are designed for faster
performance. This is the recommended approach for queries. The following packages
contain large grained interfaces:

m member queries - The interfaces in com.hyperion.ap.memberquery perform large
grained member queries, are faster and more intuitive than the generic IAPQry
interfaces. For sample code, see the adm\<release number>\Samples\Java
\MemberQuery71.java program.

m data queries - The interfaces in com.hyperion.ap.dataquery perform large grained data
queries. These interfaces are faster and more intuitive than the generic IAPQry
interfaces. For sample code, see the adm\<release number>\Samples\Java
\DataQuery71.java program.

Cursoring
You can map a cursor over query result sets. Use the
com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.memberselection method. The following snippet is extracted
from the adm\<release number>\Samples\Java\MemberQuery71.java program. The
methods execute, estimateResultCount, and fetchMembers are used.

com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.MemberSelection memSelection =
(com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.MemberSelection) dim.createMemberSelection();
memSelection.execute(memSelection.GRAMMAR_ALE,aleString);
System.out.println("Estimate count:" + memSelection.estimateResultCount());
System.out.println("iStart:" + iStart + "     iMax:" + iMax);
memSelection.fetchMembers(iStart, iMax);
PrintMembers(memSelection);
System.out.println("Estimate count:" +         
memSelection.estimateResultCount());
for(int i=0; i<memSelection.estimateResultCount(); i++)
  {
  memSelection.fetchMembers(i, 1);
  PrintMembers(memSelection);
  }
}

Data Persistence
Data persistence updates or writes data values to a data source. Use the generic interfaces in the
com.hyperion.ap package.

Extension Objects
Extension objects implement or contain driver specific information. For example, the ADM
Analytic Services Native driver had a linked reporting object or (LRO) attached to a data cell.
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The LRO contains text data or an annotation for the data cell. For Essbase extension objects use
the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

Actions
Actions perform specific functions for a driver. For example, you can change a user’s password,
or run a calc script. For Essbase actions use the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

Metadata Objects
The metadata is the information that describes the OLAP data. Metadata consists of cubes,
dimensions, hierarchies, and named groups. You use metadata to navigate to the data cells. For
example, how many application are on the server; how many dimensions are in a cube; how
many hierarchies or levels does the dimension belong to. Use the following components:

l For generic metadata, use the com.hyperion.ap package

l For server metadata, use thecom.hyperion.ap.essbase package, for more information, see
“ADM Server Model ” on page 429

l For Essbase, use the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package. For more information, see “ADM
Essbase Deployment Services (EDS) Driver” on page 289, and “ADM Analytic Services
Native Driver” on page 441

l For ODBO, use the com.hyperion.ap.odbo package. For more information, see “ADM
ODBO Driver ” on page 413

Metadata Persistence
You can write metadata values to a data source. For example, you can add a dimension or a
member.

Use generic interfaces for all data sources

l The package com.hyperion.ap contains generic interfaces to OLAP data sources.

Use data source specific interfaces for Essbase and ODBO

l The package com.hyperion.ap.essbase contains interfaces to Essbase

l The package com.hyperion.ap.ODBO contains interfaces to ODBO.

Pooling
The pooling model enables users to share a connection to a data source. By sharing connections,
you maximize server resources. Pooling also controls the security to your data source. A data
source can have multiple pools. Each pool has an associated user ID and password with security
privileges. You use pooling to minimize the time to obtain a data source connection and also to
reduce the number of connections.
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ADM Directories and Files
The adm directory contains the Javadoc and files associated with the ADM. The
Copyrights.txt file is located in the adm directory. This file contains copyright information
about the XERCES parser.

Various subdirectories are located in the adm directory. These are described in the following
sections:

l “bin Directories” on page 166

l “docs Directory” on page 166

l “lib Directory” on page 166

l “Samples Directory” on page 167

bin Directories
The bin directory contains run-time files for the ADM Analytic Services Native driver.

docs Directory
The Docs directory contains the ADM Javadoc.

ä To view the Javadoc, open the index.html file in a Web browser.

lib Directory
The lib directory contains run-time files and property files for ADM and the ADM dirvers.The
following table lists and describes the ADM run-time files:

Table 21 ADM files in the lib directory  

File Contents

adm.jar Contains the ADM implementation classes.

ADM.properties Contains ADM configuration information.

ADMCodePageMap .properties Contains a list of machine locale identifiers assigned to encodings. For more
information, see “Changing the Default XML Encoding” on page 149.

admaps.jar The.jar file for the ADM APS driver.

ap.jar Contains the ADM interface classes.

admlog4j.properties Contains the ADM logging property settings. For more information, see “Using
the ADM Logging” on page 143.

HABadm.lic Contains the user licensing information for your copy of ADM.
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File Contents

xerces.jar Contains the XML parser for Java.

The following table lists and describes the ADM Star Schema driver run-time files:

Table 22 ADM Star Schema driver files in the lib directory  

File Contents

SSDriver.xml Contains configuration settings for star schema machine, log file, JDBC drivers and
URL, data, and metadata databases.

StarSchemaDriver.jar Contains star schema Java packages. The ADM Star Schema driver is implemented
in pure Java. .

createdemobasic.xml Contains the objects and properties to create the Demo application, Basic cube.

deletedemobasic.xml Contains the object and properties to delete the Demo application, Basic cube. .

createsampleorder.xml Contains the objects and properties to create the Sample application, Order cube.

deletesampleorder.xml Contains the object and properties to delete the Sample application, Order cube.

Note:

For more information about the ADM Star Schema driver run-time files, see “System Setup” on
page 457.

Samples Directory
The Samples directory contains the GetLocale.class and GetLocale.java files. The
GetLocale program outputs a string machine locale ID. You can use this program to determine
your machine's locale ID. For more information, see “Changing the Default XML Encoding”
on page 149.

The Samples directory also contains the following subdirectories:

l “com\hyperion\ap\samples” on page 167

l “Java Directory” on page 169

l “Scripts Directory” on page 170

com\hyperion\ap\samples
The samples\com\hyperion\ap\samples directory contains the following Java sample
programs:

l ADM_Connect - This example shows the basics of connecting to an OLAP data source.
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l ADM_ConnectPool - This example uses the ADM's data source pool manager to pool
connections to the data source. The DataSources.xml file is used to define the pooling
parameters.

l ADM_ConnectRMI - The ADM can remotely access drivers running on other computers.
This facility is useful when running drivers that only run on a platform different from that
running the ADM. For example, the Financial Management driver only runs under
Windows.

l ADM_CreateOutline - This example connects to an ADM domain; demonstrates how to
create a simple outline from scratch; then disconnects. This example works with Essbase
Analytic Services. Please note, if the outline rstCubeName already exists, it will give you an
error message, you can use Application Manager to delete the outline first, or you can use
the utility ADM_DeleteOutline to delete the outline.

l ADM_DataCellAttributes - Certain ADM drivers support attributes associated with data
cells. This additional information indicates which cells are read only, and which have
annotations (LROs) or drill-throughs associated with them.

l ADM_DataQuery - The ADM CubeView query object accesses cube data. This example
shows how to use this feature.

l ADM_DataUpdate - Sometimes referred to as "writeback", data updating allows cube data
to be changed.

l ADM_DeleteOutline - This example connects to an ADM domain; demonstrates how to
delete an outline; then disconnects. Please note, if the outline rstCubeName already exists,
it will throw an exception, you can either use Application Manger to delete the outline first,
Or you can use the utility ADM_DeleteOutline to delete the outline.

l ADM_Domain - This example shows accessing some metadata from the ADM's domain
object, which is analogous to an Application in Essbase Analytic Services, and a Schema in
CWM.

l ADM_MultiExternalPool - This example creates and loads multiple connection pools;
lists the available pools; gets ADM instances from the pools, and performs some minor
operations; and shuts down the pools. It uses Apache Jakarta Commons Pooling to create
ADM pools.

l ADM_MultiFactory - This example demonstrates a Factory for ADM pooling. This is used
by ADMPoolManager, and implements a standard interface as required by the Apache
Jakarta Commons Pooling components.

l ADM_MultiPoolManager - This example demonstrates managing multiple pools for
multiple data sources.

l ADM_ReadSchema - Demonstrates using the generic object interfaces to navigate an ADM's
metadata objects, properties, and associations.

l ADM_Server - An optional package, the ADM Server Model exposes server-level
information, such as available domains (schemas) as well as user and group information.

l ADM_SingleExternalPool - An example of using Jakarta Commons Pooling to pool ADM
instances. This pools ADMs for a single data source.
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l ADM_SingleFactory - This example demonstrates a Factory for connections to be used
with a single data source pool.

l ADM_SinglePoolManager - This example demonstrates managing a single data source
pool.

l ADM_UpdateOutline - This example connects to an ADM domain; demonstrates how to
update an outline; then disconnects. This example works with Essbase Analytic Services. the
outline created by ADM_CreateOutline must exist and should not have been changed.

Java Directory
The Java directory contains the following Java sample programs:

l DataQuery70.java - Shows how the ADM connects to data source, runs a data query,
and prints out data query result. The com.hyperion.ap.dataquery package is used.

l HssRMITestClient.java - Shows how the ADM can access remote drivers using RMI.

l HssTestDataQueries.java - Shows how data queries work. These methods are called by
HssTestMain and other entry points.

l HssTestDrillThrough.java - Shows how to get HIS drill-through data.

l HssTestMain.java - The main entry point for most of the sample code.
HssTestMain.main() is the starting point.

l HssTestMemberQueries.java - Shows how member and hierarchy relation queries work.
The IAPQry interfaces are used. These methods are called by HssTestMain and other entry
points.

l HssTestMetaDataPersist.java - Shows how metadata persistence works. These
methods are called by HssTestMain and other entry points.

l HssTestPersistentObjects.java - Shows how data persistence, member selection
persistence, and cube region persistence operate. These methods are called by HssTestMain
and other entry points.

l KillRequest.java - Shows how the ADM uses the interfaces
EAPEssAction.App.GETLOGINID and EAPEssAction.Server.KILLREQUEST to
programmatically terminate a data query after it has started.

l MemberQuery71.java - Shows how the ADM connects to data source, runs a member
query, and prints out data query result. The com.hyperion.ap.memberquery package is
used which performs larger grained queries than the IAPQry interfaces.

l MoveAttrLeafMember.java - Shows how the ADM moves and attribute leaf member on
an outline.

The Java directory also contains the Server subdirectory.

Java\Server Directory

The Java\Server directory contains the following Java sample programs:

l HssEditSv.java - Shows how to modify substitution variables.
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l HssListSv.java - Shows how to list all substitution variables.

l HssServerActions.java - Shows how to use server user-related actions.

l HssServerTest.java - Shows how to use HssServer to get application names and
database names from Essbase Analytic Services.

l HssUserList.java - Shows how to list users of a server.

Scripts Directory
The Scripts directory contains several member query scripts, data query scripts and Linked
Reporting Object (LRO) text files that are used by the sample code.
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Overview
The ADM Analytic Provider Services (APS) driver implements the ADM domain model
described in the Analytic Data Model Developer’s Guide. It is a Java interface to Analytic Services.
This appendix describes specific ADM APS driver implementation details for Analytic Services.

The ADM APS driver offers:

l A 100% pure Java interface for Analytic Services, ensuring platform independence.

l Two easily-switched modes: Embedded or 3–tier.

Embedded mode offers:

m Direct TCP/IP communication between an application client and Analytic Services.

m Easy use and deployment.

3–tier mode offers:
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m Communication via HTTP(S) with the client application and via TCP/IP with Analytic
Services.

m High availability and scalability with fail-over and fail-back capabilities in a highly
distributed environment:

o Analytic Services Server Clustering and High Availability

o APS Clustering and High Availability

o Load Balancing

o APS Monitor thread for maintaining cluster components

o Enable/disable cluster components

o No write back in clustered mode

m Administration and monitoring through Analytic Administrative Services (AAS)

l Implements both ADM Domain and ADM Server models.

Setting Up the Driver
The ADM APS driver interfaces with:

l Analytic Provider Services Release 9.3 or later

l Essbase Deployment Services 7.0 and 7.1

l Analytic High Availability Services 9.0 and 9.2

ä To use the ADM APS driver:

1 Add the following files to your CLASSPATH:

l %HYPERION_HOME%\common\ADM\<releaseNumber>\APS\<releaseNumber>

\admaps.jar

l %HYPERION_HOME%\common\EssbaseJavaAPI\<releaseNumber>\lib

\ess_japi.jar

l %HYPERION_HOME%\common\EssbaseJavaAPI\<releaseNumber>\lib

\ess_es_server.jar

Note:

Required only for use with embedded mode.

2 Set up the environment for ADM. See “Configuring ADM Settings” on page 141.

Logon Considerations
The ADM APS driver provides access to Analytic Provider Services using groups, user names,
and passwords, in Analytic Services.
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Connecting to Analytic Provider Services
The ADM APS driver can connect to Analytic Provider Services using the IAPServer or
IAPDomain interfaces that map to the ADM server model or the ADM domain model
respectively.

l Use the IAPServer interface, if you want to access the Analytic Provider Services, which
contains the following objects:

m Application Wrapper - An extension object that acts as a wrapper, which contains the
application and database names for Analytic Services

m Server - An object that represents the Analytic Server

m Group - An object that represents a group on an Analytic Server

m User - An extension object that represents a user for the Analytic Server. This object is
used for Analytic Services data sources only.

Note:

For more information, see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429 and “Using the IAPServer
Interface” on page 292

l Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. For more
information, see “Domain Model ” on page 75 and “Using the IAPDomain Interface” on
page 296

Note:

For more information on connecting to the ADM, see Chapter 8, “Connecting With a
Driver.”

Using the IAPServer Interface
The IAPServer interface provides access to Analytic Provider Services user profiles that need to
be synchronized with Analytic Services. You can either connect locally or connect remotely with
RMI. For details, see “Connecting Locally Using IAPServer” on page 292 and “Connecting
Remotely With IAPServer” on page 294.

Connecting APS Locally to ADM Using IAPServer

ä To connect locally to ADM with the IAPServer interface:

1 Create an IAPServer instance with code similar to the following:

IAPServer adm = HssFactory.createServer(“my_Server”); 

Where my_Server = name of this specific Analytic Provider Server instance. You can use any
name for an instance.

l For 3–tier mode, you must include the HOSTPATH.
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m For release 9.3, HOSTPATH is 'aps/JAPI' (case-sensitive). For example, 'myAPServer/
aps/JAPI'.

l For embedded mode, where Analytic Provider Services is embedded in the client,
my_Server is used only to name this instance of IAPServer.

2 Pass the URL information described in the following table to one of the
IAPServer.openConnection methods:

Table 23 APS Driver URL Parameters to Connect Locally with IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver The driver name, which is
adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver:serverName:applicationName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver is the ADM APS driver name.

l serverName is the name of this specific Analytic Provider Server instance (in Embedded
Mode, you can use any name for an instance)

l applicationName is the Analytic Services application

user The user name for accessing the Analytic Server.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s security platform, omit the password and user
parameters and instead use the cssToken and cssConfigFile parameters.

password The password for the Analytic Server user.

newPassword A new password.

locale The language you want to use with Analytic Provider Services. The valid list of languages are in
the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

domain The name of the Analytic Provider Services domain. You can omit this parameter to use the default
domain, which is "essbase".

protocol The connection protocol for 3-tier mode.

Default: HTTP

Note: HTTP is the only protocol supported in release 9.3.

port The connection port for 3-tier mode.

Default: 13080

Note: 13080 is the only port supported in release 9.3.

olapServer The name of the Analytic Services. You can omit this parameter to use the default olapServer,
which is "localhost".

To use clustering, set the value of this parameter to the name of the cluster as it was created in
Analytic Administration Services

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using Hyperion’s
security platform. If you specify this parameter, include the cssConfigFile parameter and omit the
password and user parameters.

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single Sign-On”
on page 156.
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Parameter Description

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you specify the cssToken parameter.

Note: The driver requires that the configuration file’s <trusted> tag be set to FALSE.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a different port
than the default for the Analytic Services agent, 1423.

For example:

adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver:localhost/aps/
Japi:Sample?
user=user;password=password;essbaseAgentPort=1423;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("protocol", "HTTP");

objURL.addParameter("port", "13080");

Note: Before you can use the essbaseAgentPort parameter, you must specify a new Analytic
Services port number in the essbase.cfg file.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non-alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Example

The following example connects to Analytic Provider Services with the IAPServer interface. The
example uses the IAPConnectionURL interface to pass the URL:

IAPServer adsServer = HssFactory.createServer("localhost"); 
IAPConnectionURL objURL = adsServer.createURL();
objURL.setType("thin");
objURL.setDriver("com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver");
objURL.setServer("localhost");
objURL.setApplication("Demo");
objURL.setUser("system");
objURL.setPassword("password");
objURL.addParameter("protocol", "HTTP");
objURL.addParameter("port", "13080");
objectURL.addParameter (essbaseAgentPort", "1423");
adsServer.openConnection(objURL);

Connecting Remotely to ADM Using IAPServer

ä To connect remotely with RMI to ADM with the IAPServer interface, take the following steps:

1 Create an IAPServer instance with code similar to the following:
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IAPServer adm = HssFactory.createServer(“my_Server”); 

Where my_Server = name of the Analytic Provider Server.

2 Pass the URL information described in the following table to one of the
IAPServer.openConnection methods.

Table 24 APS Driver URL Parameters to Connect Through RMI using IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver The ADM remote driver name, which is
adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverName:appli

cationName

l serverName is the computer location of the RMI Server

l applicationName is the Analytic Services application

user See user parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

password See password parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

newPassword See newPassword parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

locale See locale parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

domain See domain parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

protocol See protocol parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

port See port parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

olapServer See olapServer parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

remoteServer The computer location of the Analytic Provider Services

remoteDriver The ADM APS driver name, which is com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver.

cssToken See cssToken parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

cssConfigFile See cssConfigFile parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is dynamically
generated by the JVM.

essbaseAgentPort See essbaseAgentPort parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

Note:

When using the essbaseAgentPort connection parameter, Analytic Provider Services must be
configured to use an AGENTPORT other than the default by including the same value in an
essbase.cfg in the essbase\bin directory of the EDS install location.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-url encoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)
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Sample URL
URL="adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Sample?
password=password;user=system;essbaseAgentPort=1423;remoteServer=localhost;
olapServer=myEssbaseServer;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver";

Using the IAPDomain Interface
Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. You can either connect
locally or remotely with RMI. For details, see “Connecting Locally With IAPDomain” on page
296 and “Connecting Remotely with IAPDomain” on page 300.

Connecting Locally to ADM Using IAPDomain

ä To connect to ADM locally using the IAPDomain interface, pass the URL information described
in the following table to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection() methods:

Table 25 APS Driver URL Parameters to Connect Locally Using IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver See driver parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

password See password parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

newPassword See newPassword parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

user See user parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

locale See locale parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

domain See domain parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

protocol See protocol parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

port See port parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

olapServer See olapServer parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

useReportOption Set to TRUE if you are using Deployment Services with the Java Virtual Machine, FALSE
otherwise. TRUE prevents a run-time exception when executing reports.

If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults to FALSE.

cssToken See cssToken parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

cssConfigFile See cssConfigFile parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

removeLink = <True | False> Set removeLink to True to remove the <LINK command for all single member selections
when you connect to ADM. If this omitted the default value is False.When you remove
the <LINK command the report’s outline order is parent members first. If you do not
remove the <LINK command the report’s outline order is children members first.

essbaseAgentPort See essbaseAgentPort parameter in Table 23 on page 174.
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If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Example

The following example connects to Deployment Services with the IAPDomain interface. The
example uses the IAPConnectionURL interface to pass the URL:

IAPDomain adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 
EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION);

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

objURL.setType("thin");

objURL.setDriver("com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver");

objURL.setServer("localhost");

objURL.setApplication("Demo");

objURL.setUser("system");

objURL.setPassword("password");

objURL.addParameter("protocol", "HTTP");

objURL.addParameter("port", "13080");

objectURL.addParameter (essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

adm.openConnection(objURL);

Connecting Remotely to ADM Using IAPDomain

ä To connect to ADM remotely with RMI using the IAPDomain interface, pass the URL
information listed below to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection() methods:

Table 26 APS Driver URL Parameters to Connect with RMI Using IAPDomain 

Parameter Description

driver See driver parameter in Table 24 on page 176.

password See password parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

newPassword See newPassword parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

user See user parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

locale See locale parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

domain See domain parameter in Table 23 on page 174.
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Parameter Description

protocol See protocol parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

port See port parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

olapServer See olapServer parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

useReportOption See useReportOption parameter in the section called “Connecting Locally to ADM
Using IAPDomain”.

remoteServer The Analytic Provider Services name.

remoteDriver The ADM APS driver name, which is com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver

cssToken See cssToken parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

cssConfigFile See cssConfigFile parameter in Table 23 on page 174.

removeLink = <True | False> See removeLink parameter in the section called “Connecting Locally to ADM Using
IAPDomain”.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is
dynamically generated by the JVM.

essbaseAgentPort See essbaseAgentPort parameter in the section called “Connecting Locally to ADM
Using IAPDomain”.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Sample URL
URL="adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Sample?
password=password;user=system;essbaseAgentPort=1423;remoteServer=localhost;
olapServer=myEssbaseServer;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.aps.Driver";

Configuring the ADM APS Driver
Default options for configuring the ADM APS driver are in the following configuration file:

<ADM Install>\lib\admaps.properties

Table 27 admaps.properties

Parameter Description

EMBEDDED Embeds Analytic Provider Services in the ADM Java client.

l 0—Disabled (default)

l 1—Enabled. Overrides 3–tier mode.
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Note: When using embedded mode, you must add only ess_es_server.jar to your
CLASSPATH.

HOSTPATH Standard 3–tier mode only.

A relative path appended to the APS hostname:PORT connection parameter.

Default: aps/JAPI (only option)

PROTOCOL Standard 3–tier mode only.

The connection protocol.

Default: HTTP (only option)

PORT Standard 3–tier mode only.

The port number.

Default: 13080 (only option)

DOMAIN The Analytic Services domain.

Default: essbase

OLAP_SERVER The Analytic Services server.

ESSBASE_AGENT_PORT The Analytic Services port. To change the port, remove the '#' and enter a new port number.

Default: 1423

USE_REPORT_ACTION Suppresses exceptions in the Microsoft VM.

l 0—Disabled. Exceptions reported in JVM. (default)

l 1—Enabled. Exceptions suppressed in JVM.

REMOVE_LINK Removes <LINK command for all single member selections.

l 0—Disabled. Retains <LINK command, and lists outline child members first. (default)

l 1—Enabled. Removes <LINK command and lists outline parent members first.

MESSAGE_LOG Controls logging for DATAQRY and MEMQRY.

l 0—Disabled. Logging off. (default)

l 1—Enabled. Logging on.

AUDIT_LOG Controls logging for DATAQRY and MEMQRY.

l 0—Disabled. Logging off. (default)

l 1—Enabled. Logging on.

Analytic Integration Services
The Analytic Integration Services (Integration Services) provides integration between relational
databases and Analytic Services multidimensional databases.

A drill-through feature is provided that accesses relational data through an Analytic Services
data source. See HssTestDrillThrough.java for sample code regarding how to get
Integration Server drill through data.
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Using the ALE Query Implementation
The ADM APS driver implements the basic functionality described in this guide; however, some
of the implementation details differ. The following topics describe the ALE, XML, and expression
tree query implementation details for the ADM APS driver:

l “Member Query Considerations” on page 304

l “Data Queries Considerations:” on page 304

Member Query Considerations
The following rules apply to ADM APS driver member queries:

l If you use a member query in a data query, you are limited to the following properties in
the member query SELECT clause:

m “Name”, where Name is dynamic.

m “Alias table name”, where Alias table name is dynamic.

m * , which returns all properties

m “Name”, “Alias table name”, returns the name and alias table name of member. The
alias is returned as an edge cell property of type IAPEdgeCellProperty. The following
limitations apply to the data query:

o You must use this format “Name”, “Alias table name” for all the member queries
within the data query.

o You can only use one alias table within the data query.

l In the ORDERBY clause you can only sort by the Name property.

Data Queries Considerations:
The following rules apply to the WHERE clause in the data query.

l If you use select *, attributes are returned and internally the Essbase Analytic Services
API is used.

l If you use select value, attributes are not returned and internally the Essbase Analytic
Services API is used.

l The , (comma) operator can be used between data query functions only.

l The AND and OR operators can be used between tuples only.

Tip:

The valid operators are determined by the Essbase Analytic Services restrict() report
writer command.

l All tuple references must occur consecutively.

m The following example is valid because all the tuple references are listed consecutively:
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      WHERE TUPLE 7 < 4 OR 6 > TUPLE 5, TOP("TUPLE 6", "value", "3")

m The following example is invalid because the tuple references are not listed
consecutively:

      WHERE TUPLE 7 < 4 OR 6 > TUPLE 5, TOP("TUPLE 1", "value", 
"2"), TUPLE 8 < 3

Persistence
The ADM APS driver supports the persistence of all metadata objects, the member selection
objects, and data. If errors occur when committing metadata changes, the driver saves any valid
metadata changes and returns exceptions that you can access with the APException class.

Using Metadata
This Essbase Analytic Services metadata objects use the constants in the com.hyperion.ap and
com.hyperion.ap.essbase packages to identify all classes, objects, properties, and
parameters. We recommend you use these constants in your code. These constants are in the
ADM Javadoc located in your <HAB Install Directory>\adm\docs directory. The
following items describe the constants:

l The constants and enumerations are implemented as public, static, and final fields. They are
grouped together into logically related groups and put in public final classes.

l All objects with the EAP prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap package.

l All objects with the EAPEss prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

The following information is described for each metadata object:

l EDSProperties - An attribute or field of the class. The class name, class type and description
are standard properties. For example, if you want to see all the application object’s properties,
see Table 62.

The following information applies to the properties:

m The constants in the Read/Write Access column are defined in the EAPAccessType
class and the constants in the Data Type column are defined in the EAPDataType class.

m The constants in the Validation column are defined in the EAPValidationType class.
A constant name and value is included for EAPValidationType.LIST or
EAPValidationType.LIST_EXTENDABLE.

m The * in the Constant column indicates that the property is required for persistence.

m The Value in the Constant column is the string value of the constant.

l EDSActions - An operation that you can perform on the class. For example, if you are using
the calc script action, see “Calc Script Object” on page 378.

l EDSFunctions - Filters the set of objects returned by a member or data query. You can
perform a query function on a member, hierarchy relationship, or data cell object. For
example, to see the ADM APS driver’s member query functions, see “Using Member Query
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Functions” on page 393. To see the ADM APS driver’s data query functions, see “Using
Data Query Functions” on page 403.

l Associations - Other classes to which this object is related. The solid lines on the metadata
model indicate associations. The following relationships are associations:

m Child - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.

m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Using Metadata Objects
The metadata objects include standard objects and extension objects. These objects are
summarized in “Using Standard Objects” on page 306 and “Using Extension Objects” on page
307.

Using Standard Objects
The following metadata objects described are standard for Essbase, which means they are
implemented for the ADM APS driver and the ADM Analytic Services Native driver:

l Application - An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services application; it may
contain zero or more cubes.

l Cube - An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services database; it contains one or
more dimensions.

l Hierarchy - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy.

l Named group - An object that represents a named group which is mapped to an Essbase
Analytic Services level or generation.

l Member selection - An object that contains the XML representation of a member query.

l Cube region - An object that contains the XML representation of a data query.

l Data cell - An object that represents a data cell.

l Dimensions - Dimensions can be one of the following types:

m Dimension - An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase Analytic
Services dimensions.

m Attribute dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute
dimension.

m Non attribute dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non
attribute dimension.

m None dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services None
dimension.
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m Time dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Time
dimension.

m Account dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Account
dimension.

m Country dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Country
dimension.

m Currency partition dimension - An object that represents an Currency partition
dimension.

m Type dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Type
dimension.

m The Sample\Basic\Product\None dimension is an object that represents the Essbase
Analytic Services None dimension in the Sample Application, Basic cube. This example
demonstrates how to specify a dimension using metadata.

l Members - An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase Analytic
Services members. Members can be one of the following types:

m Attribute member - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute
dimension member

m Non attribute member - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non
attribute dimension member.

m The Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute member is an object that represents the
Essbase Analytic Services Non Attribute dimension member in the Sample Application,
Basic database. This example demonstrates how to specify a member using metadata.

l Hierarchy relationship - An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase
Analytic Services hierarchy relationships. Hierarchy Relationships can be one of the
following types:

m Attribute hierarchy relationship - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services
attribute dimension hierarchy relationship.

m Non attribute hierarchy relationship - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic
Services non attribute dimension hierarchy relationship.

m Account hierarchy relationship - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services
Account dimension hierarchy relationship.

m Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute hierarchy relationship - An object that represents
the Essbase Analytic Services non attribute dimension hierarchy relationship in the
Sample application, Basic cube. This example demonstrates how to specify a hierarchy
relationship using metadata.

Using Extension Objects
The following extension objects are non-standard, they are implemented for ADM APS driver
only:
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l “Drill-through Object” on page 380 - An object that contains drill-through information,
which provides access to Integration Services drill-through data.

l “Linked Reporting Object” on page 389 (LROs) - An object that contains information that
is linked to a data cell in an Essbase Analytic Services database. LROs can be cell notes,
partitions, URLs, or files that contain text, audio, video, or pictures.

l “Substitution Variable Object” on page 387 - An object that defines a variable you can use
to replace a query function parameter.

l “Calc Script Object” on page 378 - An object that contains calc script commands which
execute on all or part of a database.

l “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 382 - An object that contains driver information.

Object Relationships
Figure 28 shows the relationships between the metadata, data, and extension objects. The solid
lines represent associations.

Figure 23 Essbase Object Relationships

The following sections describe each object in the metadata model.
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Data Cell Object
An object that represents a data cell. For details, see the following topics:

l “Data Cell Properties” on page 309

l “Data Cell Actions” on page 309

l “Data Cell Functions” on page 309

l “Data Cell Associations” on page 309

Data Cell Properties
The following table describes the data cell properties:

Table 28 Data Cell Properties

Name Description Details

ClassType Class ID type Data type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.DATACELL    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DataValue Binary data value Data type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: None

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: None

Data Cell Actions
None

Data Cell Functions
None

Data Cell Associations
The following table describes the data cell associations:
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Table 29 Data Cell Associations

Object Child Constant See

LRO Yes EAPClassIDType.LRO “Linked Reporting Object” on page 389

DT Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION_VARIABLE “Substitution Variable Object” on page 387

Application Object
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services application; it may contain zero or more
cubes. For details, see the following topics:

l “Application Properties” on page 310

l “Application Actions” on page 311

l “Application Functions” on page 312

l “Application Associations” on page 312

Application Properties
The following table describes the application properties:

Table 30 Application Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Application name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.APP    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

PersistenceUserName Deprecated Data Type: TEXT

Access: WRITE_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.PERSISTENCE_
USERNAME

PersistencePassword Not used Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.PERSISTENCE_
PASSWORD

Locale Current locale Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.LOCALE

MembersInQueryNeedParents Not used Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.MEMBERS_IN_
QUERY_NEED_PARENTS

IsASO ASO, Aggregate Storage Database Data Type: Boolean

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.IS_ASO

Application Actions
None
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Application Functions
None

Application Associations
The following table describes the application associations:

Table 31 Application Associations

Object Child Constant See

Cube Yes EAPClassIDType.CUBE “Cube Object” on page 312

Substitution variable Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION
_VARIBALE

“Substitution Variable Object” on page
387

Driver capabilities Yes EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA “Driver Capabilities Object” on page
382

Cube Object
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services database; it contains one or more
dimensions. For details, see the following topics:

l “Cube Properties” on page 312

l “Cube Actions” on page 316

l “Cube Associations” on page 350

Cube Properties
The following table describes the cube properties:

Table 32 Cube Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Cube name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION
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Name Description Details

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.CUBE    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned. Do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DbType Specifies the type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Normal Value: 0

l Name: Currency Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
DATABASE_TYPE

AutoConfig String Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube. AUTOCONFIG

Case Sensitive Specifies if the cube members are case sensitive Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.CASE_
SENSITIVE

AliasTable Specifies the cube’s alias table names Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.ALIAS_ TABLE

DbNotes A note or comment. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
DATABASE_NOTES

BucketingType Specifies the top or bottom of an attribute
member’s numeric range.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: TopsOfRanges Value: 0

l Name: BottomsOfRanges Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
BUCKETING_TYPE

DateFormat Specifies the date format for a date attribute
name.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: mm-dd-yyyy Value: 0

l Name: dd-mm-yyyy Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.DATE_ FORMAT

Delimiter Specifies the separator to use when generating a
long name for a boolean, date, or numeric
attribute name.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: _ Value: 0

l Name: | Value: 1

l Name: ^ Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube. DELIMITER

GenerateNameBySuffix Specifies whether to use a generation name as a
suffix or prefix when generating a long name name.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Note: If this is set to True, the generation name is
used as a suffix. If this is set to False, the generation
name is used as a prefix.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.GEN_
NAME_SUFFIX

UseNameOf Specifies which generation to use when
generating a long name for a boolean, date, or
numeric attribute name.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: Parent Value: 1

l Name: Grandparent Value: 2

l Name: Ancestor Value: 3

l Name: Dimension Value: 4

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.USE_ NAME_OF

CalcTwoPass Specifies whether Essbase Analytic Services
recalculates Two Pass members after other
database members have been consolidated.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false

l Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.TWO_
PASS_CALCULATION

AggregateMissingValues Specifies whether #MISSING values are
consolidated.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
AGGREGATE_MISSING_VALUES

CreateBlock Gets or sets the Create Block on Equations
database setting.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false

l Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
CREATE_BLOCK_ON_EQUATIONS

IsNonUniqueName Whether the cube is non-unique name cube or
not.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false

l Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: FALSE

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.cube.IS_NONUNIQUE_NAME

TrueMemberName Gets or sets the name for all True members of
Boolean attribute dimensions.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.TRUE_
MEMBER_NAME

FalseMemberName Gets or sets the name for all False members of
Boolean attribute dimensions.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.FALSE_
MEMBER_NAME

Cube Actions
The following actions on cubes are supported:
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l “Export” on page 318 - Use to dump the data values of a cube to an ASCII text file. If no
path is specified, the file is created in the ARBORPATH\app directory.

l “Report” on page 320 - Use to send a report script to the active cube as a single string.

l “BeginReport” on page 321 - Use to start sending a report script to the active cube.

l “SendString” on page 322 - Use to send report commands.

l “EndReport” on page 322 - Use to stop sending a report script being sent to the active cube.

l “ReportEx” on page 323 - Use to send a report script to the active cube as a single string
and return the report results in one or more strings. ReportEx is useful for reports with
results that are too large to return in one string.

l “GetReportResult” on page 324 - Use to return the report results for the ReportEx action.

l “BeginDataLoad” on page 324 - Use to starts sending data from memory into the active
cube and to unlock any data blocks locked for update.

l “EndDataLoad” on page 326 - Use to end an update specification being sent to the active
cube, and must be called after sending data using SendString.

l “Calc” on page 326 - Use to send and optionally execute a calc script against the active cube
as a single string.

l “LoadData” on page 327 - Use to load data from a file, located on the Analytic Services, into
the cube.

l “ClearData” on page 327 - Use to clear all data of the current cube.

l “SetCurrentAliasTable” on page 328 - Use to set an alias table as the primary table for
reporting and any additional alias requests.

l “GetCurrentAliasTable” on page 329 - Use to get the current alias table which is the primary
table for reporting and any additional alias requests.

l “ImportAliasTable” on page 329 - Use to load an alias table to the currently selected
database.

l “ExportAliasTable” on page 330 - Use to export an alias table by name

l “GetAliasTables” on page 332 - Use to returns a list of alias tables that are defined for the
currently selected database.

l “CreateAliasTables” on page 332 - Use to create an alias table.

l “DeleteAliasTables” on page 333 - Use to delete an alias table.

l GetProcessState - This action is not currently supported.

l “GetCurrentDTS” on page 335 - Use to get the current DTS functions.

l “ImportDataWithRules” on page 336 - Use to import a data file with rules into a cube.

l “UpdateDataFromLocalFile” on page 337 - Use to update data from a local file into a cube.

l “OtlAddDimension” on page 338 - Use to add a dimension to an outline.

l “OtlDisassociateAttributeDimension” on page 338 - Use to remove an association between
an attribute dimension from an outline.
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l “OtlAssociateAttributeDimension” on page 339 - Use to associate an attribute dimension
to an outline.

l “OtlDisassociateAttributeMember” on page 339 - Use to remove an association of an
attribute member from an outline.

l “OtlAssociateAttributeMember” on page 340 - Use to associate an attributed member to
an outline.

l “OtlSetMemberFormula” on page 340 - Use to set a formula for a member in an outline.

l “OtlDeleteMemberFormula” on page 341 - Use delete a member formula from an outline.

l “OtlDeleteUserAttribute” on page 341 - Use to delete user attributes from an outline.

l “OtlSetUserAttribute” on page 342 - Use to set a user attribute in an outline.

l “OtlDeleteMemberAlias” on page 342 - Use to delete the alias of a member.

l “OtlSetMemberAlias” on page 343 - Use to set an alias for a member.

l “OtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness” on page 344 - Use to determine if a member name
is unique.

l “OtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness” on page 344 - Use to determine if a dimension name
is unique.

l “OtlSetOriginalMember” on page 345 - Use to set an original member name to an extended
member.

l “OtlGetOriginalMember” on page 345 - Use to return the original member name of an
extended member.

l “OtlGetMemberUniqueName” on page 346 - Use to return the unique name of a member.

l “OtlGetMemberName” on page 346 - Use to return a member name.

l “OtlGetMemberInfo” on page 347 - Use to return information about a member.

l “OtlFindChild” on page 347 - Use to locate a child node.

l “OtlFindAlias” on page 348 - Use to locate an alias.

l “OtlGetParent” on page 349 - Use to get the parent.

l “OtlGetAssociatedAttributes” on page 349 - Use to get associated attributes.

l “OtlDeleteAllUDAs” on page 350 = Use to delete UDAs.

For information on data query functions, see “Using Data Query Functions” on page 403.

Export

The Export action dumps the data values of a cube to an ASCII text file. If no path is specified,
the file is created in the ARBORPATH\app directory.

This action transfers data across databases, which is a faster alternative to database archiving.
This command exports only the data, rather than the entire database. Because of this, it is more
complex to restore the database from an export file than from a true database archive. You must
reload and recalculate exported data if you use it to restore a database. The export file cannot
exceed the file-size limitations for your operating system.
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Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.EXPORT

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.PATHNAME - The path and name of the file to create to receive the exported
data.

EAPEssParameter.OPTIONS can be one of the following constants:

l ALL_DATA - Export all data

l INPUT_LEVEL_DATA - Export only level 0 blocks

l LEAF_LEVEL_DATA - Export only data from blocks with input data.

EAPEssParameter.COLUMNFORMAT can be true or false. For more information, see your
Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

Example Code

The testCubeActionExport method is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

static void testCubeActionExport(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception

{

IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();

IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic”,”Cube”);

IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.EXPORT);

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.PATHNAME, “c:\\temp\
\export_alldata.txt”);// export file name

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OPTIONS, 
EAPEssExportOptions.ALL_DATA ); //export all data.

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.COLUMNFORMAT, “false”);// do not 
use column format

transaction.begin();

((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);

transaction.commit();

}
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Report

The report action sends a report script to the active cube as a single string and returns the report
results in a string. This action is equivalent to the actions BeginReport(), followed by calls to
SendString() and finally EndReport(). The report data can be output, or the report script can
be verified and any errors returned.

Note:

The data blocks accessed by the report script are not locked.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.REPORT

Return Values

One of the following values are returned:

l Null. Throws an exception if an error is encountered

l String containing the report results or output

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC - The report script as a single string. This string must be less
than 64 kilobytes.

EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA - Set this to one of the following values:

l “true - data is output from the server, according to the specified report.

l “false” - no data is output. Use this if you want to verify that the report script is valid.

Example Code

The testCubeActionReport method is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

static void testCubeActionReport(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic”,”Cube”);
 IAPActionInstance action =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.REPORT);
 String script = 
 HssTestMemberQueries.readScriptFromFile("../Scripts/descendants.rep");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC , script);
 // report script
 // extract data as well. if this is “false”, you just want to verify the 
 report script
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA , “true”);    
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
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 transaction.commit();
 String result = action.getResultValue();
 System.out.println("Result for report:\n "+result);
 }

BeginReport

The BeginReport action starts sending a report script to the active cube. This action must be
followed by successive calls to SendString to send the report script, and finally by a call to
EndReport to end the report processing and return the report results or output.

You use BeginReport if you have a report script larger than 64 K bytes.

Also, the corresponding data blocks in the database can optionally be locked by this call (lock
for update).

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.BEGINREPORT

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA - Set this to one of the following values:

“true - if you want to extract the data from the report command.

“false” - if you just want to verify that the report command is valid.

Example Code for BeginReport, SendString and EndReport

The method testCubeActionBeginReport is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

/**This method shows the following actions: 
BeginReport - start processing the report script and specify wether you 
want to extract the data. 
SendString - place the report script in a string and execute it.
EndReport - end the report script processing
You use these actions if you have a potentially large report script (>64k). 
If you know your report script is <64k you can use the Report action to 
perform the same functionality.
*/
static void testCubeActionBeginReport(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
  {
  IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
  IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
  IAPActionInstance action_begin =
  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.BEGINREPORT );
  // extract data as well. if this is "false", you just want to verify the
  report script
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  action_begin.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA   , "true");    
  // send the report script
  // you could potentially pass more than one report scripts in.
  String script =
  HssTestMemberQueries.readScriptFromFile("../Scripts/descendants.rep");
  IAPActionInstance action1 =
  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING );                
  action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STRING, script);    
  // end sending report script
  IAPActionInstance action_end =
  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.ENDREPORT );                
  // run the report
  transaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action_begin);
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action1);
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action_end);
  transaction.commit();
  //get result
  System.out.println("Report result:");
  System.out.println(action_end.getResultValue());
  }

SendString

The SendString action sends the report commands to the active cube. You typically use the
SendString action with the following actions to run a report script that is larger than 64K:
BEGINREPORT to start report command processing, SendString to send the report commands,
and ENDREPORT to stop and return the report results.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING

Return Values

Calling this function except after successfully executing the BeginReport or BeginDataLoad
action will generate an error.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.STRING - Contains the report commands.

Example Code

See the section called “Example Code for BeginReport, SendString and EndReport”.

EndReport

The EndReport action stops sending a report script to the active cube and returns the report
results in a string. This function must be called after you send the report script, using the
SendString action.
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You typically use the EndReport action with the following actions to run a report script that is
larger than 64K: BeginReport to start report command processing, SendString to send the report
commands, and EndReport to stop the report processing.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.ENDREPORT

Return Values

One of the following values are returned:

l Null. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

l String containing the report results or output.

Parameters

None

Example Code

See the section called “Example Code for BeginReport, SendString and EndReport”.

ReportEx

The ReportEx action sends a report script to the active cube as a single string and returns the
report results in one or more strings; the number of strings is determined by the size of the report
results. You must get the report results with GetReportResult, which should be called until
it returns null. ReportEx is useful when the report results are too large to return in one string.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.REPORTEX

Return Value

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC - The report script as a single string. This string must be less
than 64 kilobytes.

EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA - Set this to one of the following values:

l “true” - Data is output from the server, according to the specified report.

l “false” - No data is output. Use this if you want to verify that the report script is valid.

Example

The following function takes an application object, a cube object, and a report string, and it uses
ReportEx and GetReportResult to print the report results to the window.
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static void printRptEx(IAPDomain cAdm, IAPMdCube cCube, String sScript) 
throws APException
{
  IAPActionInstance cAction =
  ((IAPAction)cCube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.REPORTEX);
  cAction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC,sScript );
  cAction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA, "true");
  IAPTransaction cTransaction = ((IAPMdAdm)cAdm).createTransaction(); 
  cTransaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cCube).execute(cAction);
  cTransaction.commit();
  // get the result back
  IAPActionInstance cAction1 =
  ((IAPAction)cCube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.
  GETREPORTRESULT);
  String sResult = null;
  do {
     cTransaction.begin();
     ((IAPAction)cCube).execute(cAction1);
     cTransaction.commit();
     sResult = cAction1.getResultValue();
     System.out.println("Result: " + sResult);
     }
   while (sResult != null && sResult.length() > 0);
}

GetReportResult

The GetReportResult action returns the report results for the ReportEx action. To get the full
set of report results, you must call GetReportResult until it returns null.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.GETREPORTRESULT

Return Value

Returns the current string of the ReportEx action’s report results; throws an exception if an error
occurs.

Parameters

None.

Example

GetReportResult is used in the example for the ReportEx action.

BeginDataLoad

The BeginDataLoad action starts sending data from memory into the active cube and unlocks
any data blocks locked for update. The update data can either be stored in the cube or just verified
and any errors returned.
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You typically use the BeginDataLoad action to start the data load, SendString to send the
data, and EndLoadData to stop the data load.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.BEGINDATALOAD

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.STOREDATA - Controls storage of data. Set to one of the following values:

l TRUE to store data in the active cube.

l FALSE to verify data without storing it.

EAPEssParameter.UNLOCK - Controls unlocking of data blocks. If TRUE, all relevant blocks
that are locked will be unlocked (after data is stored, if necessary). If FALSE, no blocks are
unlocked.

EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR - If TRUE, data load stops on the first error. Otherwise,
data load continues.

Example Code for BeginDataLoad, SendString, EndDataLoad

The testCubeActionLoadDataWithoutFile method is in the common\adm\<release>
\samples\java\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to
pass in an ADM instance.

/**
* Demonstrates how to use BeginDataload, SendString, and EndDataload to 
load data without using data files.
*/
static void testCubeActionLoadDataWithoutFile(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
 IAPActionInstance action1 = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.BEGINDATALOAD);
 action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STOREDATA , "true" );
 // store the data on the server
 action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.UNLOCK , "false" );
 // unlock the data after loading
 action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR , "true" );
 // abort on errors
 String data = 
 HssTestMemberQueries.readScriptFromFile("../Scripts/data.txt");
 String data2 = "Jan Chicago Actual Sales VCR 125\n";
 IAPActionInstance action2 =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING );
 action2.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STRING , data );
 IAPActionInstance action3 =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING );
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 action3.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STRING , data2 );
 IAPActionInstance action4 = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.ENDDATALOAD   );
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action1);
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action2);
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action3);
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action4);
 transaction.commit();
}

EndDataLoad

The EndDataLoad action ends an update specification being sent to the active cube, and must
be called after sending data using SendString.

You typically use BeginDataLoad to start the data load, SendString to send the data, and
EndDataLoad to stop the data load.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.ENDDATALOAD

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

None

Example Code

See the section called “Example Code for BeginDataLoad, SendString, EndDataLoad”.

Calc

Use to send and optionally execute a calc script against the active cube as a single string. The
calculation can be initiated, or the calc script can just be verified and any errors returned.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.CALC

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.CALCSCRIPT - The calc script, as a single string (must be less than 64
kilobytes).
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EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE - Controls calculation of the calc script. If TRUE, the calc
script is executed.

Example Code

This method testExecuteCalcScript is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

static void testExecuteCalcScript(IAPDomain adm) throws APException 
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
 IAPActionInstance action =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.CALC );                
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CALCSCRIPT   , "Calc All;");
 // the calc script
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE   , "true");
 // We want to execute the calc script
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 }

LoadData

The LoadData action loads data from a file, located on the Analytic Services, into a cube.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.LOADDATA

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.FILENAME - File that contains the data to load into the cube.

ClearData

Clears data in a cube.

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.CLEARDATA

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

None
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Example Code

The testCubeActionClearData method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java
\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created
adm instance.

static void testCubeActionClearData(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.CLEARDATA);
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

SetCurrentAliasTable

Set the current alias table for a cube.

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.SETCURRENTALIASTABLE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EapEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME - name of alias table to set as default

Example Code

The testCubeActionSetCurrentAliasTable method is from common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a
previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionSetCurrentAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.SETCURRENTALIAS
 TABLE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,"Default");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 }
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GetCurrentAliasTable

Lists the alias table name defined in the current database.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTALIASTABLE

Return Values

A string containing the name of the current alias table, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

None

Example Code

The testCubeActionGetCurrentAliasTable method is from common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a
previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionGetCurrentAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTALIAS
TABLE);
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Result: " + action.getResultCount());
 for (int j=0; j<action.getResultCount(); j++)
  {
  System.out.println("\t"+"["+j+"]"+action.getResultValue(j));
  }
 }

ImportAliasTable

Creates and loads an alias table to the active database, using a structured text file.

Note:

The alias table encoding must be the same as the application encoding. For example, a Unicode
application can import Unicode alias tables only and a non-Unicode application can import
non-Unicode alias tables only.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.IMPORTALIASTABLE

Return Values

The name of the current alias table, throws an exception if an error occurs.
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Parameters

EapEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME - name of alias table to set as default

EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLEFILENAME - name of alias table file that

contains the name, value pairs for the member, alias name. The location

of the file is determined by the ISLOCALALIASTABLEFILE parameter.

Note:

The alias table file format or name, value pairs are documented in the Essbase documentation

EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALALIASTABLEFILE - a flag that is true or false

l If True - the alias table file is located on the local machine. The parameter
ALIASTABLEFILENAME must be a full path file name, for example, C:\alias\xyz.alt.

l If False - the alias table file is located on the server machine, the parameter
ALIASTABLEFILENAME must be a file name only; for example, abc.alt. This file must be
located in the same directory as the cube on the server machine. For example, C:\Hyperion
\Essbase\710\app\Sample_U\Basic\Nameschn.alt

Example Code

To load the contents of the xyz.alt file into the alias table called long_names, use the following
method which is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionImportAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =  ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild
(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE);
 IAPActionInstance action =  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.IMPORTALIASTAB
 LE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME, "Long_Names");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLEFILENAME,
 "xyz.alt");
 vaction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALALIASTABLEFILE,
 "true");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

ExportAliasTable

Use to copy the contents of an alias table from the currently selected database to a file.
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Note:

The alias table encoding is the same as the application encoding. For example, a Unicode
application exports Unicode alias tables only and a non-Unicode application exports non-
Unicode alias tables only.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.EXPORTTALIASTABLE

Return Values

The name of the current alias table, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

EapEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME - name of the alias table, within the active 
databse,to copy into a file 

EAPEssParameter.ALIASPATHNAME - name and path of the file where the

contents are copied to

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionExportAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception

 {

 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();

 IAPBase cube =

 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE);

 IAPActionInstance action = ((

 IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.EXPORTALIASTABLE

  );

 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.PATHNAME, "xyzc.alt");

 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,

 "ChineseNames");

 transaction.begin();

 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);

 transaction.commit();

 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");

 }
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GetAliasTables

Use to get a list of all alias tables in the active database or cube.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.GETALIASTABLES

Return Values

A string that contains a list of all the alias tables in the active database; throws an exception if an
error occurs.

Parameters

None

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionGetAliasTables(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =  
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = ((
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
 (EAPEssAction.Cube.GETALIASTABLES);
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Result: " + action.getResultCount());
 for (int j=0; j<action.getResultCount(); j++)
  {
  System.out.println("\t"+"["+j+"]"+action.getResultValue(j));
  }
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

CreateAliasTables

Use to create an empty alias table for the database

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.CREATEALIASTABLE

Return Values

none, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

ALIASTABLENAME - the name of the alias table being created
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Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionCreateAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception

 {

 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();

 IAPBase cube =  

  ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );

 IAPActionInstance action =((

  IAPAction)cube).

  createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.CREATEALIASTABLE);

 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,"JimZhu");

 transaction.begin();

 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);

 transaction.commit();

 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");

 }

DeleteAliasTables

Use to delete an alias table and clear all of its entries

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.DELETETALIASTABLE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

ALIASTABLENAME - the name of the alias table being created

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionDeleteAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = 
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
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 IAPActionInstance action =
  ((IAPAction)cube).
  createActionInstance
  (com.hyperion.ap.essbase.EAPEssAction.Cube.DELETEALIASTABLE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,"Test1");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

CopyAliasTables

Use to copy one alias table to another alias table or merge the contents of two alias tables. The
source

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.COPYALIASTABLE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

SOURCEALIASTABLENAME - the source or name of the alias table being copied.

DESTALIASTABLENAME - the source or name of the alias table that is copied to. If the
destination alias table does not exist, it is created and initialized to blanks.

ISMERGEALIASTABLENAME

If True - the destination alias table is merged. The merge does not copy blank entries from the
source to the destination. So this is only relevant if the source has blank entries,

If False - the destination alias table is cleared, then the source alias table is copied to the
destination alias table.

Note:

The alias tables must be in the cube directory of the server machine. For example, C:\Hyperion
\Essbase\710\app\Sample_U\Basic\Nameschn.alt.

Example

The source alias table contains the following,:

l Jan--->"JanHal", Feb--->""(no alias for Feb), and Mar--->"MarHal"

The destination alias table contains the following:

l Jan--->""(no alias for Jan), Feb--->"FebHal", and Mar---->"HalMar"

If ISMERGEALIASTABLENAME is True then the result in the destination alias table is:

l Jan--->"JanHal"(copied), Feb---->"FebHal"(merged), and Mar--->"MarHal"(copied)
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Note:

Everything from the source alias table is copied, except for the blank entry in Feb

If ISMERGEALIASTABLENAME is False then the result in the destination alias table is:

l Jan--->"JanHal"(copied), Feb--->""(cleared), Mar--->"MarHal"(copied)

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., 
where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm 
instance.
static void testCubeActionCopyAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)cube)
  .createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.COPYALIASTABLE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.SOURCEALIASTABLENAME,
  "Long Names");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.DESTALIASTABLENAME,"Default");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISMERGEALIASTABLE,"true");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

GetCurrentDTS

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTDTS

Get the active dynamic time series (DTS) functions.

Return Values

The names of the active DTS functions.

Parameters

None

Example Code

The testCubeActionGetCurrentDTS method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java
\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created
adm instance

static void testCubeActionGetCurrentDTS(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
  {
  IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
  IAPBase cube =
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   ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
  IAPActionInstance action =((IAPAction)cube).
   createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTDTS);
  transaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
  transaction.commit();
  System.out.println("Result: " + action.getResultCount());
  for (int j=0; j<action.getResultCount(); j++)
    {
    System.out.println("\t"+"["+j+"]"+action.getResultValue(j));
    }
}

ImportDataWithRules

Import data from a file using a rules file.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.IMPORTDATAWITHRULES

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.DATAFILENAME - The name of the data file. For the specific import file
format, see the Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

EAPEssParameter.RULESFILENAME - The name of the rules file.

Note:

The ADM enables you to create a rules file with createRuleFile (RuleFile class,
com.hyperion.ap.essbase package). For details, see the Hyperion System 9 Application Builder
J2EE Analytic Data Model Javadoc.

EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALDATAFILE - Whether the data file is on the local computer or the
server.

EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALRULESFILE - Whether the rules file is on the local computer or
the server.

EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR - Whether to abort if an error occurs.

Example

The following function takes an application object, a cube object, and the names and paths of
the data and rules files, then imports the data. The IMPORTDATAWITHRULES parameters are set
to load files from the local machine and to continue loading if an error occurs.

static void loadLocalData(IAPDomain cAdm, IAPMdCube cCube, String 
sDataPath, String sRulePath)
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 {
 try
  {
  IAPActionInstance action =
  ((IAPAction)cCube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.
  IMPORTDATAWITHRULES);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.DATAFILENAME, sDataPath);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.RULESFILENAME, sRulePath);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALDATAFILE, "true");
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALRULESFILE, "true");
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR, "false");
  IAPTransaction cTransaction = ((IAPMdAdm)cAdm).createTransaction();
  cTransaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cCube).execute(action);
  cTransaction.commit();
  }
 catch (APException e)
  {
  for (e.first(); !e.done(); e.next())
    {
    APErrorMessage msg = e.item();
    System.out.println(msg.getErrorMessage());
   }
  }
 }

UpdateDataFromLocalFile

Updates data from a local file into a cube.

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.UPDATEDATAFROMLOCALFILE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.LOCALFILENAME - The file name of the local file to import. For the specific
import file format, see the Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

Example Code

The testCubeActionUpdateDataFromLocalFile method is from common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a
previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionUpdateDataFromLocalFile(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
{
  IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
  IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
  IAPActionInstance action =((IAPAction)cube).
   createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.UPDATEDATAFROMLOCALFILE);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.LOCALFILENAME, "" +
   java.io.File.separator + "ADM" + java.io.File.separator + "Scripts" +
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   java.io.File.separator + "TestLocal.txt");
  transaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
  transaction.commit();
  System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
}

OtlAddDimension

public static final java.lang.String OTLADDDIMENSION

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLADDDIMENSION

Parameters

EssOtlAddDimension()

Parameters for this action are:

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERINFO - MemberInfo structure content.

l EAPEssParameter.SIBLINGHANDLE - previous sibling handle, optional. If it's not
specified, will be added as the first dimension.

Returns

Return the new added dimension handle if succeed, otherwise APException

public IAPResultSet getUnitKeyLis

OtlDisassociateAttributeDimension

public static final java.lang.String
OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSIONEssOtlDisassociateAttributeDimension()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISSASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, base dimension handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, attribute dimension handle

Returns

void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION);
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action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseDim ); // base 
dimesion handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attDim ); // attribute dimesion handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlAssociateAttributeDimension

public static final java.lang.String
OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSIONEssOtlAssociateAttributeDimension().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - base dimension handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE - attribute dimension handle

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION);

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseDim ); // base 
dimesion handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attDim ); // attribute dimesion handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDisassociateAttributeMember

public static final
java.lang.StringOTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBEREssOtlDisassociateAttributeMem
ber()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - base member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE - attribute member handle
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Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER);

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseMember ); // 
base member handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attMem1 ); // Attribute member handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action );

OtlAssociateAttributeMember

public static final java.lang.String
OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBEREssOtlAssociateAttributeMember()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - base member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE - attribute member handle

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER);

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseMember ); // 
base member handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attMem1 ); // Attribute member handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action );

OtlSetMemberFormula

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETMEMBERFORMULAEssOtlSetMemberFormula()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETMEMBERFORMULA
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Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.FORMULA - formula to set

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETMEMBERFORMULA); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERFORMULA, "@max
(Feb,Apr);" ); // formula 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDeleteMemberFormula

public static final java.lang.String
OTLDELETEMBERFORMULAEssOtlDeleteMemberFormula()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERFORMULA

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERFORMULA); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDeleteUserAttribute

public static final java.lang.String OTLDELETEUSERATTRIBUTEEssOtlDeleteUserAttribute()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEUSERATTRIBUTE
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Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, member handle

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEUSERATTRIBUTE); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlSetUserAttribute

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETUSERATTRIBUTEEssOtlSetUserAttribute().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETUSERATTRIBUTE

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.UDA - UDA to set

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETUSERATTRIBUTE); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.UDA, "Qtr6 UDA1" ); // UDA value 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDeleteMemberAlias

public static final java.lang.String OTLDELETEMEMBERALIASEssOtlDeleteMemberAlias()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERALIAS
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Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE - which alias table to delete the alias

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERALIAS ); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, "Long Names" ); // 
Alias table 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlSetMemberAlias

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETMEMBERALIASEssOtlSetMemberAlias().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTL

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE - which alias table to set the alias. optinal. If it's not set,
uses the current alias table.

l EAPEssParameter.ALIAS - alias value

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETMEMBERALIAS); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

// without specifying EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, so we use the current 
alias table 

//action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, "Default" ); // 
Alias table 
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action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ALIAS, "Quarter 6" ); // Alias 
name 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness

public static final java.lang.String
OTLGETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSEssOtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSE

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, dimension handle

Returns

l "True" - if the name in the dimension is unique (no duplicate name is allowed in this
dimension)

l "False" - if duplicate name is allowed in this dimension.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESS); 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, yearHandle); // 
dimension handle 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String unique = action.getResultValue( ); 

OtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness

public static final java.lang.String
OTLSETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSEssOtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSE

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - dimension handle

l EAPEssParameter.UNIQUE

m "true" - dimension doesn't allow duplicate name

m "false" - dimension allow duplicate name
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Returns

Void

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESS); 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, yearHandle); // 
dimension handle 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.UNIQUE, "false"); // whether it's 
unique or not, use value "true" or "false" 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

OtlSetOriginalMember

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETORIGINALMEMBEREssOtlSetOriginalMember().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETORIGINALMEMBER

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME - original member's full name for this extended shared
member

Returns

Void

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETORIGINALMEMBER); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, sharedJan); // 
member handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME, uniqueName); // 
extended shared member's original member name 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

OtlGetOriginalMember

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETORIGINALMEMBEREssOtlGetOriginalMember().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETORIGINALMEMBER
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Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The original member's full name for the extended shared member.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETORIGINALMEMBER); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, sharedJan); // 
member handle 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String oriMember = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetMemberUniqueName

public static final java.lang.String
OTLGETMEMBERUNIQUENAMEEssOtlGetMemberUniqueName()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERUNIQUENAME

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The member's unique name.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERUNIQUENAME); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, sharedJan ); // 
member handle 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String uniqueName = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetMemberName

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETMEMBERNAME

Get member name from its handle.

Constant
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EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERNAME

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The member name.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERNAME); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle); 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String name = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetMemberInfo

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETMEMBERINFOEssOtlGetMemberInfo(), get the
member info structure from its member handle.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERINFO

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The string that contains the member structure information. You need to call
MemberInfo.toMemberInfo() to convert the result string to a MemberInfo object.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERINFO); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle); 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

sMemberInfo = action.getResultValue(); 

MemberInfo mem = MemberInfo.toMemberInfo(sMemberInfo); 

OtlFindChild

public static final java.lang.String OTLFINDCHILD
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Find the child handle by its name under the parent. This could be useful if you want to find out
whether the parent contains the child or not. If it's a shared member, it will also return the right
shared member under the parent.

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.PARENTHANDLE - parent handle

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME - child name to look for

Returns

The child handle if found, otherwise null.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLFINDCHILD); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.PARENTHANDLE, parent); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME, childName); 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String handle = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlFindAlias

public static final java.lang.String OTLFINDALIASEssOtlFindAlias()

Return a member handle from its alias name.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLFINDALIAS

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.ALIAS - alias name to find.

l EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE - Alias table to search in. Use "Default" to search the default
alias table.

Returns

The member handle if found, otherwise null.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLFINDAlIAS); 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIAS, "Quarter 6"); // alias 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, "Default"); // alias 
tables 
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((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String handle = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetParent

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETPARENT

EssOtlGetParent(), return parent handle of a member.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETPARENT

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE—member handle

Returns

the parent handle if found, otherwise null.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETPARENT); 
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, "Quarter 6"); // 
member handle 
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 
String handle = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetAssociatedAttributes

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETASSOCIATEDATTRIBUTES

EssOtlGetAssociatedAttributes(), returns all attribute members that are associated with a base
member or dimension.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETASSOCIATEDATTRIBUTES

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE—handle to the base member or base dimension.

Returns

All attribute members that are associated with a base member or dimension.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETASSOCIATEDATTRIBUTES);
action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle);
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action);
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int count = action.getResultCount();
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) 
{
String attrHandle = action.getResultValue(i);

// get their names 
IAPActionInstance action1 = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERNAME);
action1.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, attrHandle);
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action1);
String name = action1.getResultValue();
System.out.println("Associated attribute members:"+name);
}

OtlDeleteAllUDAs

public static final java.lang.String OTLDELETEALLUDAS

Delete All UDAs that belongs to this Member.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEALLUDAS

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE—handle to the base member or base dimension.

Returns

Void

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEALLUDAS);
action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle);
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action);

Cube Associations
The following table describes the cube associations:

Table 33 Cube Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Dim Yes EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION TBD

CubeRegion Yes EAPClassIDType.CUBE “Cube Region Object” on page 355

Substitution variable Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION
_VARIBALE

“Substitution Variable Object” on page
387

Calc script Yes EAPClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT “Calc Script Object” on page 378
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Member Selection Object
An object that contains the XML representation of a member query.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Member Selection Properties” on page 351

l “Member Selection Actions” on page 352

l “Member Selection Functions” on page 352

l “Member Selection Associations” on page 352

Member Selection Properties
The following table describes the member selection properties:

Table 34 Member Selection Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Member selection name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.MEMSELECTION    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned. Do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents The entire member selection in XML Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPEssProperty.CONTENTS
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Member Selection Actions
None

Member Selection Functions
None

Member Selection Associations
None

Hierarchy Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy. For details, see the following
topics:

l “Hierarchy Properties” on page 352

l “Hierarchy Action” on page 353

l “Hierarchy Functions” on page 353

l “Hierarchy Associations” on page 353

Hierarchy Properties
The following table describes the hierarchy properties:

Table 35 Hierarchy Properties  

Name Description Details

Name The hierarchy name, which is identical to the dimension name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHY    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE
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Hierarchy Action
None

Hierarchy Functions
None

Hierarchy Associations
The following table describes the hierarchy associations:

Table 36 Hierarchy Associations

Object Child Constant See

Hierarchy Relationship Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHYRELAT
ION

“Hierarchy Object” on page 352

Named Group Yes EAPClassIDType.NAMEDGROUP “Named Group Object” on page 353

Named Group Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services level or generation.

l A level is a branch within a dimension. The levels are numbered incrementally from the leaf
member (level 0) towards the root.

l A generation is a layer in a hierarchical tree structure that defines member relationships in
an Essbase Analytic Services database. Essbase Analytic Services orders generations
incrementally from the dimension (generation 1) down to the leaf members.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Named Group Properties” on page 353

l “Named Group Actions” on page 354

l “Named Group Functions” on page 355

l “Named Group Associations” on page 355

Named Group Properties
The following table describes the named group properties:

Table 37 Named Group Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Named group name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.NAMEDGROUP    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Number Refers to the level or generation number. Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPEssProperty.NG.NUMBER

Type Specifies whether the named group is a generation or
level.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Level Value: 0

l Name: Generation Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.NG.TYPE

IsAutoGenerated Specifies whether the named group is automatically
generated by Analytic Services Services or created by a
user.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 0

l Name: False Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.NG.IS_
AUTO_GENERATED

Named Group Actions
None
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Named Group Functions
None

Named Group Associations
None

Cube Region Object
An object that contains the XML representation of a data query.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Cube Region Properties” on page 355

l “Cube Region Actions” on page 356

l “Cube Region Functions” on page 356

l “Cube Region Associations” on page 356

Cube Region Properties
The following table describes the cube region properties:

Table 38 Cube Region Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Cube region name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.CUBEREGION    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents The XML representation of a data query Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.CONTENTS

Cube Region Actions
None

Cube Region Functions
None

Cube Region Associations
None

Using a Dimension
The dimension metadata model shows the inheritance relationships between the dimension
classes. All of these classes are abstract except for the example Sample\Basic\Product
\None dimension which represents the product dimension in the Essbase Analytic Services
Sample application, Basic cube. Each Essbase Analytic Services dimension is specified using
metadata properties in the following format:

application name\cube name\dimension name\dimension class ID type
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Figure 24 Dimension Metadata Model

Dimension Object
An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase Analytic Services dimensions.
For details, see the following topics:

l “Dimension Properties” on page 357

l “Dimension Actions” on page 359

l “Dimension Associations” on page 361

Dimension Properties
The following table describes the dimension properties:

Table 39 Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Dimension name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:
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Name Description Details

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.ACCOUNT Value: 1

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.TIME Value: 2

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.COUNTRY Value: 3

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.TYPE Value: 4

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.CURRENCY_
PARTITION Value: 5

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.ATTRIBUTE Value: 6

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Type Dimension type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: NONE Value: 0

l Name: TIME Value: 2

l Name: ACCOUNT Value: 1

l Name: COUNTRY Value: 3

l Name: CURRENCY_PARTITION Value: 5

l Name: TYPE Value: 4

l Name: ATTRIBUTE Value: 6

l Name: ATTRIBUTE_CALC Value: 7

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.TYPE

IsOptional Indicates if this dimension is optional or required Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.IS_
OPTIONAL

FlatHierarchies Indicates if this hierarchy is flat Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.FLAT_
HIERARCHIES

HAEnabled Indicates if the dimension’s leaf members have the
ability to use Hybrid Analysis.

Note:  Hybrid Analysis is a feature of Integration
Server that integrates an Essbase Analytic Services
multidimensional database with a relational
database.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.HA_ ENABLED

Dimension Actions

QUERYMEMBERS

The QUERYMEMBERS dimension action performs a report-style query to list database member
information. This action passes any member query string, that the Essbase Analytic Services API
EssQueryDatabaseMembers can accept, and returns the result string. This is the fastest way to
do member query if you just want the result as a string.

Note:

This action uses the EssQueryDatabaseMembers function. For more information, see the Essbase
Analytic Services API documentation.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Dimension.QUERYMEMBERS

Return Values

String, or throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.QUERYSCRIPT - a constant to specify the action

String mbrQuery ==: <selectionstring> [<sortcommand> [<outputcom>]]

l The valid values for <selectionstring> are:

    CHILDRENOF | ALLINSAMEDIM | DIMTOP | OFSAMEGENERATION |
ONSAMELEVELAS | ANCESTORSOF | PARENTOF | DESCENDANTSOF |ALLSIBLINGSOF | 
LSIBLINGOF

l The valid values for <sortcommand> are:
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    SORTASCENDING | SORTDESCENDING | SORTNONE | SORTMBRNAMES |
SORTALTNAMES | SORTMBRNUMBERS | SORTDIMNUMBERS | SORTLEVELNUMBERS | 
SORTGENERATION

l The form for <outputcommand> is:

    <outputcommand> ==: Item [separator] | FORMAT {<item> <separator> } 

m To obtain a one-item list of information on a member, use the following output
commands:

      <outputcommand> ==: MBRNAMES |  ALTNAMES 
|                               MBRNUMBERS | DIMNUMBERS | 
LEVELNUMBERS |                 GENERATIONS | CALCSTRINGS | <UCALCS 
|                              TABSEPARATED | SPACESEPARATED | 
COMMASEPARATED |                  NEWLINESEPARATED | ATTRIBUTES 

m To obtain a list of two or more items of information on a member, use a format
specification clause. Specify the items you want listed, their order, and what character
to use to separate them. The syntax for a format specification clause is:

      <FORMAT <item> [<separator>] {<item> [<separator>]}

o The valid values for <item> are:

          MBRNAMES | ALTNAMES | MBRNUMBERS | DIMNUMBERS 
|          LEVELNUMBERS | GENERATIONS | CALCSTRINGS | UCALCS 
|          ATTRIBUTES

Tip:

ATTRIBUTES are listed as the number of attributes followed by a tab-separated list
of attribute names.

o The valid values for <separator> are:

          TABSEPARATED | SPACESEPARATED | COMMASEPARATED 
|          NEWLINESEPARATED

Tip:

The default is TABSEPARATED.

Example

This example executes the query DESCENDANTSOF on the Year dimension and returns each
member’s name, alias name, level, and generation.

import com.hyperion.ap.*;
import com.hyperion.ap.essbase.*;
public class TestMemberQueryAction
  {
  public static void main(String[] args)
    {
    try
      {
      IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM
      ("ADM",EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION );
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      adm.openConnection( "HssEssDriver", "admin", "password",
      "LocalHost", "Demo" );
      IAPMdCube cube = (IAPMdCube) ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,
       "Basic", EAPClassIDType.CUBE);
      IAPMdDimension dim = (IAPMdDimension)((IAPComposite)cube).
       getChild(null,"Year",EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION );
      /* create the query  
      String query = "<DESCENDANTSOF Year <FORMAT {MBRNAMES TABSEPARATED
       ALTNAMES TABSEPARATED LEVELNUMBERS TABSEPARATED GENERATIONS
       NEWLINESEPARATED }";
      /* create the transaction and execute the action
      IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
      IAPActionInstance action =
       ((IAPAction)dim).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Dimension.
       QUERYMEMBERS);
      action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.QUERYSCRIPT , query );
      transaction.begin();
      ((IAPAction)dim).execute(action);
      transaction.commit();
      /* print out the query results
      String result = action.getResultValue();
      System.out.println(result);
      System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
      adm.closeConnection();
      }
    catch (Exception e)
     {
     e.printStackTrace();
     }
   }
  }

Output

        Jan             0               3
        Feb             0               3
        Mar             0               3
        Qtr1    Q1      1               2
        Apr             0               3
        May             0               3
        Jun             0               3
        Qtr2    Q2      1               2
        Jul             0               3
        Aug             0               3
        Sep             0               3
        Qtr3    Q3      1               2
        Oct             0               3
        Nov             0               3
        Dec             0               3
        Qtr4    Q4      1               2
        Year    Period  2               1
Action QueryMembers Done

Dimension Associations
All of the dimensions have the following associations:
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Table 40 Dimension Associations

Object Child Constant See

Member Yes Use the following values:

l Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Attribute Member Value: 1

“Member Object” on page 366

Member Selection Yes EAPClassIDType.MEMSELECTION “Member Selection Object” on page 351

Hierarchy Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHY “Hierarchy Object” on page 352

Attribute Dimension Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute dimension. For details, see the
following topics:

l “Attribute Dimension Properties” on page 362

l “Attribute Dimension Actions” on page 363

l “Attribute Dimension Associations” on page 363

Attribute Dimension Properties
The attribute dimension properties include the dimension properties in Table 71 and the
properties defined in the following table.

Table 41 Attribute Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

The name of the base dimension Name of the dimension Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension. BASEDIMENSIONNAME

DimensionType Specifies the data type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType. BOOLEAN
Value: 9

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType. DATETIME
Value: 11

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType. NUMBER
Value: 8

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType.TEXT Value: 10
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.
ATTRIBUTE_DATA_TYPE

Attribute Dimension Actions
None

Attribute Dimension Associations
The attribute associations are defined in Table 72.

Non-Attribute Dimension Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non attribute dimension. For details, see
the following topics:

l “Non-Attribute Dimension Properties” on page 363

l “Non-Attribute Dimension Actions” on page 364

l “Non-Attribute Dimension Associations” on page 364

Non-Attribute Dimension Properties
The properties include the dimension properties in Table 71 and the properties defined in the
following table.

Table 42 Non-Attribute Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

Type Dimension type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Dense Value: 0

l Name: Sparse Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.Dimension.TYPE

Associated Attribute Dimensions The attribute dimensions associated with this
dimension

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.
ASSOCIATED_ATTRIBUTE_DIMENSIONS

Non-Attribute Dimension Actions
None

Non-Attribute Dimension Associations
The dimension associations are defined in Table 72.

Using the Remaining Dimensions
The following dimensions are non-attribute dimensions.

l None dimension

l Time dimension

l Account dimension

l Country dimension

l Currency dimension

l Type dimension

Remaining Dimensions Properties
The properties include the dimension properties defined in Table 71 and Table 74 from the
dimension and non-attribute dimension classes, respectively.

Remaining Dimensions Actions
None

Remaining Dimensions Associations
The dimension associations are defined in Table 72.
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Using the Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services Product dimension, which is a None
dimension.

Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension Properties
The properties include the properties defined in Table 71 and Table 74 from the dimension and
non attribute dimension classes.

Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension Actions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension Associations
The dimension associations are defined in Table 72.

Using Members
The member metadata model shows the relationships between the member classes. All of the
member classes are abstract except for the concrete class Sample\Basic\ Product\Non Attribute
Member, which represents the product dimension in the Essbase Analytic Services Sample
application, Basic cube. Each Essbase Analytic Services member is specified using metadata
properties in the following format:

application name\cube name\dimension name\member class ID type

Figure 25 Member Metadata Model

Member Properties
The following information applies to the member properties:
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l The description column contains a description and, optionally, a property type in italics. If
the property type is omitted, then the property does not have any special relationships. The
following property types are specified:

m UDA member - This property is a user-defined attribute.

m Associated attribute member - This property is an attribute dimension member.

Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of a dimension. For details, see
the following topics:

l “Member Properties” on page 366

l “Member Actions” on page 366

l “Member Functions” on page 367

l “Member Associations” on page 367

Member Properties
The following table describes the member properties:

Table 43 Member Properties

Name Description Details

Name Member name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Name: Attribute Member Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Member Actions
None
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Member Functions
The following member query functions are supported:

l The ADM’s standard member query functions

l The ADM APS driver member query functions. For more information, see “Using Member
Query Functions” on page 393

l If the member is a time dimension member, the DTS functions are supported. For more
information, see “Using Dynamic Time Series Functions” on page 410.

Member Associations
None

Non Attribute Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of a non attribute dimension.
For details, see the following topics:

l “Non Attribute Member Properties” on page 367

l “Non Attribute Member Actions” on page 368

l “Non Attribute Member Functions” on page 368

l “Non Attribute Member Associations” on page 368

Non Attribute Member Properties
The properties include the properties defined in Table 75 from the member class and the
following table.

Table 44 Non Attribute Member Properties  

Name Description Details

Formula Formula or equation Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Member.FORMULA

UDA User defined attribute Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Member.USER_DEFINED_ ATTRIBUTE
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Non Attribute Member Actions
None

Non Attribute Member Functions
None

Non Attribute Member Associations
None

Attribute Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of an attribute dimension
member.

Attribute Member Properties
The properties include the properties defined in Table 75 from the member class.

Attribute Member Actions
None

Attribute Member Functions
None

Attribute Member Associations
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of a dimension. For details, see
the following topics:

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Properties” on page 369

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Actions” on page 370

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Functions” on page 370

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Associations” on page 370
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Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Properties
l The properties are defined in Table 75, and Table 76 from the member and non attribute

member classes, respectively.

l The properties in the following table are generated dynamically when you set up your Essbase
Analytic Services outline. The property names are the names of the attribute dimensions
that are associated with the member’s dimension defined in the Essbase Analytic Services
outline. For example, the caffeinated attribute dimension is associated with the product
dimension. Therefore, all the members of the product dimension will have a property called
caffeinated.

Table 45 Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Properties  

Name Description Details

Caffeinated An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Name: Caffeinated Value: 0

m Name: Caffeinated_True Value: 1

m Name: Caffeinated_False Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Ounces An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Name: Ounces Value: 0

m Name: Ounces_32 Value: 1

m Name: Ounces_20 Value: 2

m Name: Ounces_16 Value: 3

m Name: Ounces_12 Value: 4

Contains Multiple Values: False

Pkg type An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Name: Pkg Type Value: 0

m Name: Bottle Value: 1

m Name: Can Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Intro date An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: DATETIME
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Name Description Details

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Intro Date Value: 0

m Name: Intro Date_03-25-1996 Value: 1

m Name: Intro Date_04-01-1996 Value: 2

m Name: Intro Date_09-27-1995 Value: 3

m Name: Intro Date_07-26-1996 Value: 4

m Name: Intro Date_12-10-1996 Value: 5

m Name: Intro Date_06-26-1996 Value: 6

m Name: Intro Date_10-01-1996 Value: 7

Contains Multiple Values: False

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Actions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Functions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Associations
None

Using a Hierarchy Relationship
The Hierarchy Relationship metadata model shows the relationships between the hierarchy
relationship classes. All of the hierarchy relationship classes are abstract except for the concrete
class Sample\Basic\ Product\Non Attribute hierarchy relationship, which represents the
Hierarchy Relationship for the product dimension in the Essbase Analytic Services Sample
application, Basic cube. Each Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy relationship is specified using
metadata properties in the following format:

application name\cube name\dimension name\HR class ID type
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Figure 26 Hierarchy Relationship Metadata Model

In addition to the property syntax defined in the “Using Metadata” on page 305, the following
information applies to the hierarchy relationship properties:

l The description column contains a description and, optionally, a property type in italics. A
hierarchy relationship property can be one of the following types:

m Alias Name - This property is a member’s alias name from an alias table.

m Account Property - This property is only defined for an account dimension.

Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy relationship. For details, see the
following topics:

l “Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 371

l “Hierarchy Relationship Actions” on page 373

l “Hierarchy Relationship Functions” on page 373

l “Hierarchy Relationship Associations” on page 373

Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The following table describes the hierarchy relationship properties:

Table 46 Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Hierarchy relationship name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value: 0

l Name: Account Hierarchy Relationship Value: 1

l Name: Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Gen The hierarchy relationship’s generation Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.GENERATION

OriginalMember Returns the original member name of an
extended shared member. This property is only
meaningful for extended shared members.

It will return null for non extended shared
members.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 0

l Name: False Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.HierarchyRelationship.
ORIGINAL_MEMBER

Level The hierarchy relationship’s level Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.LEVEL

Default Alias name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.HierarchyRelationship. DEFAULT

Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The following table describes the hierarchy relationship associations:

Table 47 Hierarchy Relationship Associations

Object Child Constants See

Hierarchy Relationship True Use one of the following values:

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship
Value:0

Account Hierarchy Relationship Value:1

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value:
2

“Using a Hierarchy Relationship” on
page 370

Member False Non Attribute Member Value: 0

Attribute Member Value: 1

“Member Object” on page 366

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non attribute dimension hierarchy
relationship. For details, see the following topics:

l “Non-Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 373

l “Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions” on page 375

l “Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions” on page 375

l “Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations” on page 375

Non-Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The properties are defined in Table 78 from the hierarchy relationship class and the following
table:
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Table 48 Non-Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

Data Storage Types of data storage. For more information, see the Essbase Analytic
Services Application Manager documentation.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Store Data Value: 0

l Name: Dynamic Calc and Store Value: 4

l Name: Dynamic Calc Value: 5

l Name: Label Value: 2

l Name: Never Shared Value: 1

l Name: Shared Value: 3

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: DATA_STORAGE

Consolidation Consolidation operators, such as +, -, and so on. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: + Value: 0

l Name: - Value: 1

l Name: * Value: 2

l Name: / Value: 3

l Name: % Value: 4

l Name: ~ Value: 5

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: CONSOLIDATION

IsTwoPass Specifies if a calculation should be performed twice. Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: ISTWOPASS

HasHADesc Indicates if Hybrid Analysis descendants exist for the hierarchy
relationship.

Note: Hybrid Analysis is a feature of Integration Server that integrates an
Essbase Analytic Services multidimensional database with a relational
database.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:
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Name Description Details

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: HAS_HA_DESCENDANTS

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Account Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services account hierarchy relationship. For details,
see the following topics:

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 375

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Actions” on page 377

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Functions” on page 377

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Associations” on page 377

Account Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The properties are defined in Table 78 and Table 80 from the hierarchy relationship class and
non attribute hierarchy relationship class, respectively, and the following table.

Table 49 Account Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

IsExpense Account Property Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: IS_EXPENSE

Currency Conversion Account Property Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: Category Value: 1

l Name: NoConversion Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: CURRENCY_CONVERSION

Time Balance Account Property Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: First Value: 1

l Name: Last Value: 2

l Name: Average Value: 3

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: TIME_BALANCE

Skip Account Property Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: Zeros Value: 2

l Name: Missing Value: 1

l Name: Both Value: 3

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: SKIP

CurrencyCategory Account Property Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: CURRENCY_CATEGORY
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Account Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Account Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Account Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute hierarchy relationship.

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The properties are defined in Table 78 from the hierarchy relationship class.

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy
Relationship Object
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute
hierarchy relationship.

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The following table describes the Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship
properties:
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Table 50 Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

LONG NAMES Alias Name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Using Extension Objects
The following extension objects are non standard and supported for Essbase Analytic Services
only:

l “Calc Script Object” on page 378 - Objects that contains calc scripts that contain commands
to run on all or part of a database. For example, you can create a Calc script to populate
aggregate cells in a data source.

l “Drill-through Object” on page 380 - Objects that provides access to Integration Server
drill-through data.

l “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 382 - Objects that accesses driver information.

l “Linked Reporting Object” on page 389 (LRO) - Objects that contain information that is
linked to a data cell in an Essbase Analytic Services database. LROs can be cell notes,
partitions, URLs, or files that contain text, audio, video, or pictures.

l “Substitution Variable Object” on page 387 - Objects that defines a variable you can use to
replace a query function parameter.

Calc Script Object
The calc script object is a child of the cube object. You use the calc script object to specify calc
script commands to run on all or part of a database. For example, you can create a calc script to
populate aggregate cells in a data source. See the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference
Guide for a list of calc script commands.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT
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For details, see the following topics:

l “Calc Scripts Properties” on page 379

l “Calc Scripts Actions” on page 379

l “Calc Scripts Functions” on page 380

l “Calc Scripts Associations” on page 380

Calc Scripts Properties
The following table describes the calc script properties:

Table 51 Calc Scripts Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the calc script Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents The actual calc script Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: *EAPProperty.CONTENTS

Calc Scripts Actions
The Execute action on the calc script object is supported.

Execute

The Execute action runs or validates a specified calc script object. In most cases, a calc script
object represents a file containing calc script commands.
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Constant - EAPEssAction.CalcScript.EXECUTE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE - Controls calculation of the calc script. If TRUE, the calc
script is run; if FALSE, the calc script is validated without being run.

Example

The following function validates a calc script without running it. If the script is invalid, an error
is thrown and APException.printMessageStack prints the error information. The function
takes an application object, a cube object, and the name of the calc script object.

static void scanScript(IAPDomain cAdm, IAPMdCube cCube, String sScriptName)
{
 try
 {
   IAPBase cs =  ((IAPComposite)cCube).getChild(null, sScriptName,
    EAPEssClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT);
   IAPActionInstance cAction =
    ((IAPAction)cs).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.CalcScript.
   EXECUTE);
   cAction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE, "false");
   IAPTransaction cTransaction = ((IAPMdAdm)cAdm).createTransaction(); 
   cTransaction.begin();
   ((IAPAction)cs).execute(cAction);
   cTransaction.commit();
 }
 catch(APException e)
 {
   e.printMessageStack();
 }
}

Calc Scripts Functions
None

Calc Scripts Associations
None

Drill-through Object
The drill-through feature provides access to Integration Server drill-through data. The drill-
through object is a child of the data cell object.
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Tip:

Integration Server provides integration between relational and Essbase Analytic Services
multidimensional databases.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.DRILLTHROUGH

For details, see the following topics:

l “Drill-through Properties” on page 381

l “Drill-through Actions” on page 382

l “Drill-through Functions” on page 382

l “Drill-through Associations” on page 382

Drill-through Properties
The following table describes the drill-through properties:

Table 52 Drill-through Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the Drill-Through object Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DtReportId The report ID.

The Integration Server administrator defines this property.

Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: No constant for this property.

DtRowGoverner The number of rows to return for the Integration Server query.

The Integration Server administrator defines this property.

Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: No constant for this property.
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Name Description Details

DtTimeGoverner The maximum time for the Integration Server query.

The Integration Server administrator defines this property.

Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: No constant for this property.

Drill-Through Example

This file common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HssTestDrillThrough.java
contains an example using the drill-through extension object to get Integration Server drill-
through data.

Note:

where <release> is the ADM release number.

Drill-through Actions
None

Drill-through Functions
None

Drill-through Associations
None

Driver Capabilities Object
The driver capabilities object is a child of the application object. You use the driver capabilities
object to view information about your driver. This object is read-only.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA

For details, see the following topics:

l “Driver Capabilities Properties” on page 383

l “Driver Capabilities Actions” on page 386

l “Driver Capabilities Function” on page 386

l “Driver Capabilities Associations” on page 387
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Driver Capabilities Properties
The following table describes the driver capabilities properties:

Table 53 Driver Capabilities Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the Driver Capabilities object Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Class description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: DriverCapabilities    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this
value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

ADMVersion ADM version or release Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
ADM_VERSION

Driver’s Version Version of the driver Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
DRIVER_VERSION
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Name Description Details

EDSServerVersion Analytic Provider Services version or
release

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
EDS_SERVER_VERSION

Is Support Persistence Data Indicates data persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE DATA

Is Support Persistence MetaData Indicates metadata persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE_METADATA

Is Support LRO Indicates LRO persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_LRO
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Name Description Details

Is Support Zoom Indicates zoom support so you can move
up and down a hierarchy after you execute
a query

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_ZOOM

Is Support Substitution Variable Indicates substitution variable support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_SV

Is Support Calc Script Indicates calc script support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_CS

Driver Capabilities Example

The testDriverCapabilitiesProperty method prints out the driver capability properties
of a driver. This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest
\HssTestMain.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It accepts an adm instance.

static void testDriverCapabilitiesProperty(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
  {
  //* assumes you already created an adm instance 
  int[] ordinal = new int[1]; // index of returned item from iterator
  System.out.println("...Testing DriverCapabilities...");
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  IAPBase dc = ((IAPComposite) adm).getChild(null, 
EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA, EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA);
  // Get the property iterator for the dc
  IAPIterator propertyIterator = ((IAPPropertiedInstance)
dc).getPropertyIterator();
  // Iterate through the collection of properties of the driver
  for(propertyIterator.first(); propertyIterator.done() == False; 
propertyIterator.next())
    {
    IAPBase property = propertyIterator.item(ordinal);
    // Get the type of the property
    IAPPropertyType typeProp = (IAPPropertyType)property;
    // Get the value of the property
    IAPPropertyValue valueProp = (IAPPropertyValue)property;
    // Get the data type of the property
    int dataType = typeProp.getDataType();
    System.out.println("");
    System.out.println("Data Type: " + dataType);
    // Get the driver type from the property type
    int driverType = typeProp.getDriverType();
    System.out.println("Driver Type: " + driverType);
    // Check whether the property type is not multivalued.
    // If so, get the name of the type of the type of the property and its 
value.
    if(typeProp.isMultiValue() == False)
      {
      String propertyName = typeProp.getName();
      String propertyValue = valueProp.getValue();
      System.out.println("Property Name: " + propertyName);
      System.out.println("Property Value: " + propertyValue);
      }
    // If the property type is multivalued...
    else
      {
      String propertyName = typeProp.getName();
      System.out.println("Property Name: " + propertyName);
      // Get the number of values it contains.
      int valueCount = valueProp.getValueCount();
      for(int q = 0; q < valueCount; q++)
        {
        String s = valueProp.getValue(q);
        System.out.println("Property Value [q]: " + s);
        }
      }
    }
  }

Driver Capabilities Actions
None

Driver Capabilities Function
None
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Driver Capabilities Associations
None

Substitution Variable Object
The substitution variable object is a child of the server, application, or cube object.

Note:

The server object is part of the ADM Analytic Services model which contains Essbase Analytic
Services specific objects. For more information, see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429.

The data source system administrator creates and assigns a value to the substitution variable.
For example, the substitution variable CurMnth can be created and updated to the current
month, at the beginning of each month. You can then use it with a time series function to access
information relevant to the current month.You can set the substitution variable CurMnth to be
the child of a server, application or cube, making it accessible at the server, application, or cube
level, respectively.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION_VARIABLE

For details, see the following topics:

l “Substitution Variables Properties” on page 387

l “Substitution Variable Actions” on page 388

l “Substitution Variable Functions” on page 389

l “Substitution Variable Associations” on page 389

Substitution Variables Properties
The following table describes the Substitution Variables properties:

Table 54 Substitution Variables Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Substitution variable name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST
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Name Description Details

Validation List:

   Name: SV    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Value Substitution variable value Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPProperty.VALUE

Type Specifies the object with which the substitution variable is
associated.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: EAPClassIDType.CUBE Value: 0

l Name: EAPClassIDType.APPL Value: 1

l Name: EAPClassIDType.SERVER Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.TYPE

ALE Example

Use the following syntax to reference a substitution variable in a query function:

$substitution variable

Tip:

where substitution variable is the name of the variable created and set by the system
administrator. Each substitution variable is preceded with the $ character.

In this example $CurMonth is the substitution variable. The system administrator sets
$CurMonth to the current month, so this statement always returns members from the current
month.

select * from Year where member (“$CurMonth”, “Year”)

Substitution Variable Actions
None
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Substitution Variable Functions
None

Substitution Variable Associations
None

Linked Reporting Object
A Linked Reporting Object (LRO) is the additional information that is linked to a data cell in
an Essbase Analytic Services database. LROs can be cell notes, partitions, URLs, or files that
contain text, audio, video, or pictures. You can add LROs or retrieve them using the ADM.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.LRO

For details, see the following topics:

l “Linked Reporting Object Properties” on page 389

l “Linked Reporting Object Actions” on page 392

l “Linked Reporting Object Functions” on page 393

l “Linked Reporting Object Associations” on page 393

Linked Reporting Object Properties
The following table describes the linked reporting object properties:

Table 55 Linked Reporting Object Properties  

Name Description Details

Name LRO name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST
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Name Description Details

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.LRO    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned. Do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents Specifies the URL, cell notes, or file name. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CONTENTS

Update Date Specifies the most recent date of the LRO. Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.UPDATE_DATE

User Name Specifies user name that made the most recent change to
the LRO.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.USER_NAME

Access Level Specifies the access level. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   See “ACCESS_LEVEL Validation Values” on page 391.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.ACCESS_LEVEL

Object Type Specifies the LRO type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: EAPEssLROType.LROTYPE_CELLNOTE
Value: “Cell Note” or 0

l Name: EAPEssLROType.LROTYPE_FILE Value:
“File” or 1

l EAPEssLROType.LROTYPE_URL Value: “URL” or 2
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.OBJECT_TYPE

ACCESS_LEVEL Validation Values

Note:

See the Linked Reporting Object section in your Essbase Analytic Services documentation for
detailed information on these access levels.

[0]: Name: No privilege, Value: 0

[1]: Name: Read data, Value: 1

[2]: Name: Write data, Value: 2

[3]: Name: Calculate data, Value: 4

[4]: Name: Load/Unload databases, Value: 16

[5]: Name: Design databases, Value: 32

[6]: Name: Create/Delete/Edit databases, Value: 64

[7]: Name: Load/Unload applications, Value: 256

[8]: Name: Design applications, Value: 512

[9]: Name: Create/Delete/Edit applications, Value: 1024

[10]: Name: Create/Delete/Edit users, Value: 4096

[11]: Name: Access read, Value: 273

[12]: Name: Access write, Value: 275

[13]: Name: Access calc, Value: 279

[14]: Name: Access dbdesign, Value: 311

[15]: Name: Access dbcreate, Value: 375

[16]: Name: Access appdesign, Value: 887

[17]: Name: Access appcreate, Value: 1911

[18]: Name: Access filter, Value: 272

[19]: Name: Access dball, Value: 255

[20]: Name: Access appall, Value: 4095

[21]: Name: Supervisor, Value: 65535
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LRO Examples

The method testLro in common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest
\HSSTestJavaMain.java demonstrates how to use a data cell object to list all LROs, add new
LROs, change the contents and description of a LRO, and delete a LRO.

Note:

Where <release> is the ADM release number.

This section contains code snippets from testLro..java

Add a LRO Using a File to a Data Cell Example

The following snippet adds an LRO file to a data cell:

//* This is a section of code taken from the method testLro
// common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HSSTestJavaMain.java
//add File lro
IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
transaction.begin();
IAPBase lro = ((IAPComposite)cell).createChild(EAPClassIDType.LRO);
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.NAME, "500");
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.CONTENTS, "../
Scripts/Lro1.txt");
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.LRO.OBJECT_TYPE, 
EAPLROType.LROTYPE_WINAPP_API);
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION, 
"This file contains some sample words");
((IAPComposite)cell).addChild(lro);        
transaction.commit();
System.out.println("After Add the File Lro:");        
// since the name of LRO can't be saved, we need to refresh LROs to get the 
correct information about LROs.
((IAPComposite)cell).refreshChildren(EAPClassIDType.LRO);        
getPropertiesForAllChildren((IAPBase)cell, 0);
System.out.println(" ");

Add LRO Using an Input Stream to a Data Cell Example

You can also set the LRO contents using an input stream. This is useful if you cannot use a file
or do not know the file name.

//* This is a section of code taken from the method testLro
// common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HSSTestJavaMain.java
/ this another way to set the content
FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream("../Scripts/Lro1.txt");
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.CONTENTS, 
(InputStream) in, ".txt");

Linked Reporting Object Actions
The following two actions work with LROs:
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l GetLroContentsToFile - Use this action to download a LRO file to a local file.

l GetLroContents - If the LRO is a text file, you can get its contents directly using this action.
There is a 64K limit on the size of the file.

GetLroContentsToFile

Use this action to download a LRO to a local file. This action is useful because it can handle any
type of data and transfer it to a local file.

Return values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

None

GetLroContents

If the LRO is a text file, you can get its contents directly using this action. There is a 64K limit
on the size of the LRO text file. You can place the contents in a file or output stream.

Return Values

Essbase Analytic Services error code and message - If the text file is not transferred successfully.

Parameters

None

Linked Reporting Object Functions
None

Linked Reporting Object Associations
None

Using Member Query Functions
This section lists the specific member query functions that are supported by the ADM APS driver,
in addition to the following standard member query functions:

l AllMembers() - Returns all members in the hierarchy.

l Children() - Returns the members one level below the specified parent.

l Descendants() - Returns the members all levels below the specified parent.

l Member() - Returns the specified member.
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l SystemMemberList() - Returns all members in the specified system-defined member list.

l TopOfHierarchy() - Returns the members at the top of the hierarchy that have no parent
members.

The ADM APS driver supported member query functions are:

l “Ancestors” on page 395 - Returns the members at all levels above the specified member in
the same branch.

l “BottomOfHierarchy” on page 396 - Returns the members at the bottom of the hierarchy
that do not have children.

l “Match” on page 396 - Returns the members that match a specified pattern.

l “OnSameLevelAs” on page 397 - Returns the members from the same level as the member
name. The members do not necessarily have the same parent.

l “OfSameGeneration” on page 397 - Returns members from the same generation as the
member-name.

l “Parent” on page 396 - Returns the member one level above the member-name in the same
branch.

l “Property” on page 398 - Returns the members with the specified property value.

l “Range” on page 400 - Returns consecutive members specified by a start member and end
member in a hierarchy.

l “RelativeMember” on page 401 - Returns one or more members. This can be used instead
of the member-name parameter in a member query function.

l “Siblings” on page 402 - Returns the members with the same parent on the same level as
the member-name parameter.

l “Suppress Shared Members” on page 402 - Suppress the return of the shared members, this
is applied to the data query.

l “UserMemberList” on page 403 - Returns all members in the specified user-defined member
selection. The user-defined member list is a saved query, stored on the server, and accessible
to clients.

Syntax
Enclosing strings in quotes is optional, unless the string contains the blank character. For
example, “long name” must be enclosed in quotes, but name does not need quotes.

Some of the strings in the following code examples is displayed on two text lines. However,
strings must be defined on only one line in your code.

Examples
All of the examples are based on the following Year dimension:
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Figure 27 Year Dimension

Ancestors
Returns the members at all levels above the specified member in the same branch.

Syntax
Ancestors (member-name, hierarchy, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive If True, the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False, the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
Ancestors (“Jan“, “Year“, “True“)

returns Q1
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BottomOfHierarchy
Returns the members that do not have children.

Syntax
BottomOfHierarchy (hierarchy)

where hierarchy is the hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy
is the dimension name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example
BottomOfHierarchy (“Year“)

returns Jan, Feb. Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Q3, Q4

Match
Returns the members that match a specified pattern.

Syntax
Match (pattern)

where pattern is text string. You can use any of the following wildcard characters

? - Matches one occurrence of any character

* - Matches zero or more characters. You can use the * at the end of string only.

Example
match (“Q?“)

returns Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4

Parent
Returns the member one level above the member-name in the same branch.

Syntax
Parent (member-name, hierarchy, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.
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Parameter Description

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive Set this to True or False.

If True, the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False, the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
parent (“Jun“, “Year”, “True”)

returns Jun, Q2

OfSameGeneration
Returns members from the same generation as the member-name.

Syntax
OfSameGeneration (member-name, hierarchy)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

OfSameGeneration (“Q1”, “Year”)
returns: Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4

OnSameLevelAs
Returns the members from the same level as the member-name. The members do not necessarily
have the same parent.

Syntax
OnSameLevelAs (member-name, hierarchy)
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Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

OnSameLevelAs (“Q1”, “Year”)
returns: Q1, Q2

Property
Returns the members with the specified property value. There are two syntax specifications.

The following statement using syntax 2:

select * from Year where "Population" < 1000

is equivalent to the following statement using syntax 1:

select * from Year where Property("Population", 1000, "<")

Syntax 1
Property (property-type, property-value, optional operator)

Parameter Description

property- type Use one of the following values:

l “Name”

l “Attribute dimension name”, where Attribute dimension name is
dynamic.

l “UDA”

l “Alias table name”, where Alias table name is dynamic.

property- value The actual property value.

optional operator The operator is specified only if the property type is an attribute dimension name. The
default operator is equals. >, <, = , <>, !=, <=, >=

Example 1
The following examples use the Sample Application and Basic database that is installed with
Essbase Analytic Services.

Name

property (“Name“, “QTR1”)
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Returns Qtr1 which is the member where the name is equal to “Qtr1”

Attribute Dimension

property (“population“, “3000”, “>”)

Returns all members in the base dimension, where the population attribute is > 3000000

Results: New Hampshire, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico, Iowa

UDA

property (“UDA”, “major market”)

Returns all members with the UDA value “major market”

Alias Table

property (“long names“, “quarter 1”)

Returns Qtr1 which is the member whose alias in the alias table “long names” is equal to “quarter
1”

Syntax 2
You can also specify the property() member query function using the following syntax:

<"Property type"> <operator> <“value”>

Parameter Description

“property- type” Use one of the following values:

l “Name,” where Name is dynamic.

l “Attribute dimension name,” where Attribute dimension name is
dynamic.

l “UDA”

l “Alias table name,” where Alias table name is dynamic.

optional operator The operator is specified only if the property type is an attribute dimension name. The
default operator is the equal sign( = ). Use one of the following operators:

>, <, =, <>, !=, <=, >=

value The actual property value.

Example 2
The following examples use the Sample Application and Basic database that is installed with
Essbase Analytic Services.

Name

“Name” = “QTR1”
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Returns Qtr1 which is the member where the name is equal to “quarter 1”

Note:

Only the = operator is valid for the Name property type.

Attribute Dimension

“population”> “3000”

Returns all members in the base dimension, where the population attribute is > 3000000

Results: New Hampshire, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico, Iowa

Note:

All of the operators >, <, =, <>, !=, <=, >= are valid for the attribute dimension

UDA

“UDA” = “major market”

Returns all members with the UDA value “major market.”

Alias Table

“long names” = “quarter 1”

Returns Qtr1, which is the member whose alias in the alias table “long names” is equal to “quarter
1”

Range
Returns all members contained within the specified start member and end member. The start
and end members must be in the same generation.

Syntax
Range (Start-member-name, End-member-name, hierarchy)

Parameter Description

Start-member-name The Start-member-name for the beginning of the range. This member is included in
the result set.

End-member-name The End-member-name for the end of the range. This member is included in the result
set.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension
name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.
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Example
Range ( “Jan”, “May”, “Year”)

Returns all members from Jan through May in the Year hierarchy: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May.

RelativeMember
Returns one or more members. This can be used instead of the member-name parameter in a
member query function.

This function accesses members in a circular fashion. For example using the Year hierarchy in
Figure 32, if you specify Jun + 1, the month Jan is returned. Because Jun is the last month in the
Year hierarchy the function circles back to Jan.

Syntax
RelativeMember (member-name, offset, hierarchy, [<named-group>[,<start-
with-first>]])

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

offset The number used to offset a list of members.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension
name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.

<named-group> Optionally, you can use the named-group to specify the level or generation you want to
access.

start-with-first True start at the top of the named-group.

False start at the bottom of the named-group.

Example 1
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Children(RelativeMember("Q4", "          
-2","Year"),"Year", False)), 

returns the children of Q2: Apr, May, Jun

Example 2
member( (RelativeMember("Q1", "+2","Year"), ("Gen3,Year"), True),"Year")

ä To process the RelativeMember query function in Example 2:

1 Go to the named-group: “Gen3,Year” - which is the third generation of Year.

2 True - Start from the first child of this generation, which is Jan.
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3 +2 - go forward 2 members in the Year generation, which is Mar.

4 member (“Mar,” ,”Year”)

5 Mar is returned.

Siblings
Returns the members with the same parent on the same level as the member-name parameter.

Syntax
Siblings (member-name, hierarchy, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive Set this to True or False.

If True, the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False, the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
siblings (“Jan“, “Year”, False)

returns Feb, Mar

Suppress Shared Members
Suppress the return of the shared members. This is applied to the data query.

Tip:

A shared member shares storage space with another member of the same name. The shared
member has a property that designates it as shared. The use of shared members prevents duplicate
calculation of members that appear in the outline more than once.

Syntax
SuppressSharedMembers ()

Example
This example uses the Sample Application and Basic database.
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WITH (Select * From Product Where OnSameLevelAs("100-10","Product" ), 
SuppressSharedMembers() ) 

The result is that the children of Diet are suppressed, because the children are shared members.

UserMemberList
Returns all members in the specified user-defined member query or MemberSelection object.
Only the WHERE clause in the member query is implemented. The user-defined member query
is saved, stored on the server, and accessible to clients.

Syntax
UserMemberList (list-name)

Parameter Description

list-name The name of the user defined list.

Example
UserMemberList (“AllChildrenOfMarket”)

returns all members from the Market dimension.

Note:

The query Children (“Market“, “Market“, True) was saved as a user member list named
AllChildrenOfMarket.

Using Data Query Functions
Data query functions are used to select and sort cube data cells based on cube data values. They
also affect the members returned, because if a data value does not meet the criteria then the
member combination that identifies the data value is omitted as well.

The following data query functions are implemented:

l Asym - Returns dimensions on a column in asymmetric format.

l Bottom - Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

l BottomMost - Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

l HybridAnalysisOff - Suppresses returning Hybrid Analysis members associated with the
members returned in the data query.

l HybridAnalysisOn - Returns Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members
returned in the data query.
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l Property - Returns a result set where the all the rows in the column satisfy the specified
condition.

l Sparse - Tells Essbase Analytic Services to use the sparse data extraction method, which
optimizes performance when a high proportion of the reported data rows are #MISSING.

l SuppressMissing - Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only #MISSING values.

l SuppressZero - Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only zero values.

l Top - Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.

l TopMost - Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.

Note:

The data query function examples in the following topics use the Essbase Analytic Services
Sample Application, Basic cube.

Asym
Returns dimensions on a column in asymmetric format. Both of the following conditions must
be True. Otherwise, a symmetric query is performed:

l The number of members for each dimension on the specified edge must be the same

l All members must be specified explicitly using the member() function

The default function is symmetric where all combinations of the dimensions on an edge are
satisfied. An asymmetric function returns the dimensions combined in the order specified in
the member query.

Tip:

You can use the SEGMENT clause to perform an asymmetric query on a column or row. For
more information, see the Analytic Data Model Developer’s Guide.

Syntax
asym()

Example

Select value From Basic where Asym()
PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE COLUMN
WITH
(Select * From Year Where Member("Qtr1", "Year") , Member("Qtr2", 
"Year") ),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("NewYork", "Market"), Member("Boston", 
"Market") )

The result on the column edge is:

Tuple 0: Qtr1 NewYork 
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Tuple 1: Qtr2 Boston 

If the asym() is omitted this query is symmetric and the result on the column edge is:

Tuple 0: Qtr1 NewYork 
Tuple 0: Qtr1 Boston 
Tuple 1: Qtr2 New York 
Tuple 1: Qtr2 Boston 

Bottom
Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

Note:

Bottom is represented by the constant EAPFunction.BOTTOM.

Syntax

Bottom (Row, PropertyType, Column)

Parameter Description

Row The number of rows to return.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.ROW.

PropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.PROPERTYTYPE.

Column The column from which to retrieve the top values.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.COLUMN.

Example
Select value from Basic where Bottom ("3", "value", 1)

This example returns 3 rows with the lowest values from column 3.

BottomMost
This command sorts the result set by value of the specified column in descending order and
returns the specified number of rows starting at the bottom of the result set. Rows containing
#MISSING values in the sort column are discarded from the result set before the BottomMost
function is applied.

Note:

This works similarly to the Bottom command of Essbase Analytic Services Report Writer. For
more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference.
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Syntax
BottomMost(rows, column, rowGroupDimension)

Parameter Description

rows Positive integer that specifies the number of rows to be returned; must be greater than 0.

column The target column number; must be between 1 and the maximum number of columns in the
report.

rowGroupDimension Optional. Row grouping dimension that determines the rows to sort as a set. The default is the
inner row.

Example
This result set for this example contains 10 rows, with the lowest data values from column 2.

Select value From Basic where BottomMost("10","2")
PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Descendants("Year", "Year", false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts ON EDGE ROW 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario"), 
Member("Budget", "Scenario")) 
PROJECT Market  ON EDGE SLICER 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market"))

HybridAnalysisOff
Suppresses returning Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members returned in the
data query. This is relevant if the HAENABLE is set to True in your Essbase Analytic Services
configuration file which globally turns on the ability to retrieve members of a Hybrid Analysis
relational source. For more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference
Guide.

Note:

Hybrid Analysis provides the integration of a relational database with an Essbase Analytic
Services multidimensional database so that lower-level data remains in the relational database
and is mapped to summary-level data residing in the Essbase Analytic Services database.

Example
In this example, assume that some members of the Product dimension are present in a Hybrid
Analysis relational source and HAENABLE is set to True in your Essbase Analytic Services
configuration file. When the following data query is run, Hybrid Analysis members in the
Product dimension are not returned.
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Select value from Basic where HybridAnalysisOff()

HybridAnalysisOn
Returns Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members returned in the data query. If
there are no Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members returned, the data query
does not return an error message. Queries that include Hybrid Analysis members must be
symmetric.

Note:

Hybrid Analysis provides the integration of a relational database with an Essbase Analytic
Services multidimensional database so that lower-level data remains in the relational database
and is mapped to summary-level data residing in the Essbase Analytic Services database.

Example
In this example, assume that the children of the New_York dimension are present in a Hybrid
Analysis Relational Source. When the following data query is run, Hybrid Analysis members in
the New York dimension are returned.

Select value from Basic where HybridAnalysisOn() PROJECT Market ON EDGE 
COLUMN WITH Children("New_York", "Market", true) 

The member query must return the children of a member in order to return the Hybrid Analysis
members. For example the following data query will not return the Hybrid Analysis members,
because the member() function does not return children.

Select value from Basic where HybridAnalysisOn() PROJECT Market ON EDGE 
COLUMN WITH member("New_York", "Market", true)

Property
Returns a result set where the all the rows in the column satisfy the specified condition. To specify
the condition, you pass two values to be compared and a comparison operator.

Tip:

Property is represented by the constant EAPFunction.PROPERTY.

Syntax

Property ("TupleOrValue", "DataPropertyType", "TupleOrValue", 
"DataPropertyType", "PropertyOperator")

Parameter Description

TupleOrValue The value to be compared with the second TupleOrValue parameter. Pass either a number
or the word tuple followed by a space and the tuple number.
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Parameter Description

Tip: See the example, which uses a tuple for the first TupleOrValue parameter and a number
for the second TupleOrValue parameter.

DataPropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

TupleOrValue The value to be compared with the first TupleOrValue parameter. Pass either a number or the
word tuple followed by a space and the tuple number.

DataPropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

PropertyOperator Relational operators such as =, >, <, >=, <= .

Example
Select value from Basic Where Property ("tuple 1", "value", "5", "value", 
">")

In the following example, if the value of a row in column 1 is greater than 5, then the row is
included in the result set:

Sparse
Tells Essbase Analytic Services to use the sparse data extraction method, which optimizes
performance when a high proportion of the reported data rows are #MISSING. This data
extraction method is different from the regular method. Essbase Analytic Services cannot use
the sparse data retrieval optimization method on dynamic calc or dynamic calc and store
members.

Syntax
Select value from Basic Where sparse()

Example
sparse()

Essbase Analytic Services uses the sparse data extraction method, which optimizes performance
when a high proportion of the reported data rows are #MISSING.

SuppressMissing
Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only #MISSING values.

Syntax
SuppressMissing()
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Example
Select value From Basic where SuppressMissing()

This example does not display rows that contain only #MISSING values.

SuppressZero
Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only zero values.

Syntax
SuppressZero()

Example
Select value From Basic where SuppressZero()

This example does not display rows that contain only zero values.

Top
Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.

Tip:

Top is represented by the constant EAPFunction.TOP.

Syntax

Top ("Row", "PropertyType”, Column)

Parameter Description

Row The number of rows to return.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.ROW.

PropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.PROPERTYTYPE.

Column The column from which to retrieve the top values.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.COLUMN.

Example
Select value from Basic Where Top("3", "value", 1)

This example returns 3 rows with the highest values from column 1.
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TopMost
This command sorts the result set by value of the specified column in descending order and
returns the specified number of rows starting at the top of the result set. Rows containing
#MISSING values in the sort column are discarded from the result set before the TopMost
function is applied.

Note:

This works similarly to the Top command of Essbase Analytic Services Report Writer. For more
information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference.

Syntax
TopMost(rows, column, rowGroupDimension)

Parameter Description

rows Positive integer that specifies the number of rows to be returned; must be greater than 0.

column The target column number; must be between 1 and the maximum number of columns in the
report.

rowGroupDimension Optional. Row grouping dimension that determines the rows to sort as a set. The default is the
inner row.

Example
This result set for this example contains 10 rows, with the highest data values from column 2,
sorted by the accounts in the rows.

Select value From Basic where TopMost("10","2","Accounts")
PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Descendants("Year", "Year", false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts ON EDGE ROW 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario"), 
Member("Budget", "Scenario")) 
PROJECT Market  ON EDGE SLICER 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market")) 

Using Dynamic Time Series Functions
The ADM APS driver supports DTS functions that provide up to eight levels of period-to-date
reporting. You use these functions only with a time dimension member that is on the lowest
level in your outline. An administrator needs to enable these functions in your database using
Essbase Analytic Services Application Manager.
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You can determine which DTS functions are active by using the cube action GetCurrentDTS.
For more information, see “GetCurrentDTS” on page 335.

For example, your Essbase Analytic Services administrator can assign a DTS function to a
member in your database outline. You can use that DTS function with any member at the same
level.

HTD - history to date
YTD - year to date
STD - season to date
PTD - period to date
QTD - quarter to date
MTD - month to date
WTD - week to date
DTD - day to date
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Overview
The ADM Essbase Deployment Services (EDS) driver implements the ADM domain model
described in the Analytic Data Model Developer’s Guide; however, some of the implementation
details differ. This appendix describes specific ADM EDS driver implementation details for
Essbase Deployment Services.

Essbase Deployment Services is a native Java interface to Analytic Services and acts as a messenger
for client program requests to Analytic Services. Deployment Services includes the following
features:

l Full Java API for Essbase Deployment Services

l Clustering of Essbase Deployment Services applications that enable load balancing and
failover support

l Connection Pooling

l Load Balancing requests which are dynamically balanced across a cluster of Essbase cubes,
thereby ensuring optimal end-user performance
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l Failover support which enables Deployment Services to dynamically re-route requests to
the next cube in the cluster

Setting Up the Driver
The ADM EDS driver interfaces with Deployment Services Release 7.0.

ä To use the ADM EDS driver:

1 Install Essbase Deployment Services and the admees.jar file on the same machine.

2 Add the following files to your CLASSPATH:

l admees.jar

l ess_japi.jar

3 Set up the environment for ADM. For more information, see “Configuring ADM Settings” on page 141.

Logon Considerations for Essbase Analytic Services
The ADM EDS driver provides access to Analytic Services. However, since an Deployment Server
and an Analytic Server each has its own groups, user names, and passwords, you must
synchronize the logon credentials for both servers. In other words, to connect to Essbase Analytic
Services with the ADM EDS driver, a user name and password must be identical on both servers.

Caution!

Deployment Services passwords are case-sensitive, but Essbase Analytic Services passwords are
not.

Tip:

Deployment Services provides features to synchronize user names and passwords but not groups.
For more information, see the Deployment Services documentation.

Changing Passwords
ChangePassword and SetPassword are actions on the server object. For more information,
see “Server Actions” on page 434. The newPassword parameter is used in the connection URL.
For more information, see the newPassword in the tables in the sections following.

If you want to use the ChangePassword action, the SetPassword action, or the
newPassword connection parameter to simultaneously modify a user’s password on the
Deployment Server and the Analytic Server, you must set the following parameters in the
essbase.properties file located in the ESS_ES_HOME\bin directory:

l olap.server.autoChangePassword=true
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l olap.server.admin.name=username , where username is an administrator on the
Analytic Server.

If a password change on the Analytic Server fails, the Deployment Server password will
not be changed. This ensures that the passwords remain synchronized between the two
servers.

Caution!

When using the SetPassword action for a user other than the one currently connected, the
passwords on the two servers could be thrown out of synchronization. In this scenario, the
original password stored on the Deployment server is overwritten with the new password,
and that change is copied from the Deployment Server to the Analytic Server. If the change
on the Analytic Server fails, there is no way to reset the original password on the Deployment
Server, as it has already been overwritten. The result: the Deployment Server has the new
changed password but the Analytic Server still has the original password, so the two are out
of sync.

Connecting to EDS
The ADM EDS driver can connect to Deployment Services using the IAPServer or IAPDomain
interfaces that map to the ADM server model or the ADM domain model respectively.

l Use the IAPServer interface, if you want to access the Deployment Server, which contains
the following objects:

m Application Wrapper - An extension object that acts as a wrapper, which contains the
application and database names for an Analytic Server

m Server - An object that represents the Deployment Server

m Group - An object that represents a group on a Deployment Server

m User - An extension object that represents a user for EDS. This object is used for Essbase
data sources only.

Note:

For more information, see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429 and “Using the IAPServer
Interface” on page 292

l Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. For more
information, see “Domain Model ” on page 75 and “Using the IAPDomain Interface” on
page 296

Note:

For more information on connecting to the ADM, see Chapter 8, “Connecting With a
Driver.”
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Using the IAPServer Interface
The IAPServer interface provides access to Deployment Services user profiles that need to be
synchronized with Essbase Analytic Services users. You can either connect locally or connect
remotely with RMI. For details, see “Connecting Locally Using IAPServer” on page 292 and
“Connecting Remotely With IAPServer” on page 294.

Connecting Locally Using IAPServer

ä To connect locally to Deployment Services with the IAPServer interface, take the following steps:

1 Create an IAPServer instance with code similar to the following:

IAPServer adm = HssFactory.createServer(“my_Server”); 

Where my_Server = name of the Deployment Server.

2 Pass the URL information described in the following table to one of the
IAPServer.openConnection methods:

Table 56 URL Parameters to Connect Locally with IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver The driver name, which is
adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver:serverName:applicationName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver is the ADM EDS driver name.

l serverName is the computer location of the Analytic Provider Services

l applicationName is the Essbase application

user The user name for the Deployment Services domain.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s security platform, omit the password and user
parameters and instead use the cssToken and cssConfigFile parameters.

password The password for both the Deployment Server and Analytic Server.

Note: The user name and password must be valid for the Deployment Server and the Analytic
Server. Deployment Services provides several ways to synchronize users and passwords; for more
information, see the Deployment Services documentation.

newPassword A new password to be set in both the Deployment Server and Analytic Server.

Caution! If a password change on the Analytic Server fails, the Deployment Server password
will not be changed. This ensures that the passwords remain synchronized between the two
servers.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase Analytic Services. The valid list of languages are in
the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

domain The name of the Deployment Services domain. You can omit this parameter to use the default
domain, which is "essbase".

orbType Specify one of the following technologies:
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Parameter Description

l CORBA

l TCPIP

l HTTP - If Deployment Services is defined as a servlet in a location other than the root context,
the servlet’s URL should be passed to ADM as the Analytic server. For example, //
MyServer/HyperionEssbase/eds/MyEdsServlet.

l EJB

Note: To learn more about the advantages and disadvantages to using each of these
technologies, see Chapter 1, “Product Overview,” in the Analytic Deployment Services
Installation Guide.

If you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB, and you want to override the default port, use the port
parameter. If you specify CORBA, you do not need to specify a port number, as CORBA uses its
own port.

You can omit this parameter to use the default orbType, which is TCPIP.

port The port number. You can omit this parameter to use the default port, which is 5001.

This parameter applies only if you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB for the orbType parameter.

olapServer The name of the Analytic server. You can omit this parameter to use the default olapServer, which
is "localhost".

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using Hyperion’s
security platform. If you specify this parameter, include the cssConfigFile parameter and omit the
password and user parameters.

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single Sign-On”
on page 156.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you specify the cssToken parameter.

Note: The driver requires that the configuration file’s <trusted> tag be set to FALSE.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

Note: Before you can use the essbaseAgentPort parameter, you must specify a new Essbase
port number in the essbase.cfg file.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non-alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)
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Example

The following example connects to Deployment Services with the IAPServer interface. The
example uses the IAPConnectionURL interface to pass the URL:

IAPServer adsServer = HssFactory.createServer("localhost"); 
IAPConnectionURL objURL = adsServer.createURL();
objURL.setType("thin");
objURL.setDriver("com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver");
objURL.setServer("localhost");
objURL.setApplication("Demo");
objURL.setUser("system");
objURL.setPassword("password");
objURL.addParameter("orbType", "TCPIP");
objURL.addParameter("port", "5001");
objectURL.addParameter (essbaseAgentPort", "1423");
adsServer.openConnection(objURL);

Connecting Remotely With IAPServer

ä To connect remotely with RMI to Deployment Services with the IAPServer interface, take the
following steps:

1 Create an IAPServer instance with code similar to the following:

IAPServer adm = HssFactory.createServer(“my_Server”); 

Where my_Server = name of the Deployment Server.

2 Pass the URL information described in the following table to one of the
IAPServer.openConnection methods.

Table 57 URL Parameters to Connect Through RMI using IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver The ADM remote driver name, which is
adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverName:appli

cationName

l serverName is the computer location of the RMI Server

l applicationName is the Essbase application

user The user name for the Deployment Services domain.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s security platform, omit the password and user
parameters and instead use the cssToken and cssConfigFile parameters.

password The password for both the Deployment Server and Analytic Server.

Note: The user name and password must be valid for the Deployment Server and the Analytic
Server. Deployment Services provides several ways to synchronize users and passwords; for more
information, see the Deployment Services documentation.

newPassword A new password to be set in both the Deployment Server and Analytic Server.
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Parameter Description

Caution! If a password change on the Analytic Server fails, the Deployment Server password
will not be changed. This ensures that the passwords remain synchronized between the two
servers.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase Analytic Services. The valid list of languages are in
the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

domain The name of the Deployment Services domain. You can omit this parameter to use the default
domain, which is "essbase".

orbType Specify one of the following technologies:

l CORBA

l TCPIP

l HTTP - If Deployment Services is defined as a servlet in a location other than the root context,
the servlet’s URL should be passed to ADM as the Enterprise Server. For example, //
MyServer/HyperionEssbase/eds/MyEdsServlet.

l EJB

Note: To learn more about the advantages and disadvantages to using each of these
technologies, see Chapter 1, “Product Overview,” in the Essbase Deployment Services
Installation Guide.

If you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB, and you want to override the default port, use the port
parameter. If you specify CORBA, you do not need to specify a port number, as CORBA uses its
own port.

You can omit this parameter to use the default orbType, which is TCPIP.

port The port number. You can omit this parameter to use the default port, which is 5001.

This parameter applies only if you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB for the orbType parameter.

olapServer The name of the Analytic Server. You can omit this parameter to use the default olapServer, which
is "localhost".

remoteServer The computer location of the EDS Server

remoteDriver The ADM EDS driver name, which is com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver.

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using Hyperion’s
security platform. If you specify this parameter, include the cssConfigFile parameter and omit the
password and user parameters.

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single Sign-On”
on page 156.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you specify the cssToken parameter.

Note: The driver requires that the configuration file’s <trusted> tag be set to FALSE.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is dynamically
generated by the JVM.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;
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Parameter Description

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

Note: Before you can use the essbaseAgentPort parameter, you must specify a new Essbase
port number in the essbase.cfg file.

Note:

The essbaseAgentPort connection parameter is not used by the ADM Essbase Analytic
Deployment Services (EDS) Driver. However, the EDS Server must be configured to use an
AGENTPORT other than the default by including the same value in an essbase.cfg in the essbase
\bin directory of the EDS install location.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Sample URL
URL="adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Sample?
password=password;user=system;essbaseAgentPort=1423;remoteServer=localhost;
olapServer=myEssbaseServer;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver";

Using the IAPDomain Interface
Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. You can either connect
locally or remotely with RMI. For details, see “Connecting Locally With IAPDomain” on page
296 and “Connecting Remotely with IAPDomain” on page 300.

Connecting Locally With IAPDomain

ä To connect to Deployment Services locally using the IAPDomain interface, pass the URL
information described in the following table to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection()
methods:

Table 58 URL Parameters to Connect Locally Using IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.eds.Dr

iver:

serverName:applicationName

Where:
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Parameter Description

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.eds

.Driver is the ADM EDS driver name.

l serverName is the location where the
EDS Server is installed.

l applicationName is the EDS
application name.

password The password for both the Deployment Server
and Analytic Server.

Note: The user name and password must be
valid for the Deployment Server and the
Analytic Server. Deployment Services
provides several ways to synchronize users
and passwords; for more information, see the
Deployment Services documentation.

newPassword A new password to be set in both the
Deployment Server and Analytic Server.

Caution! If a password change on the
Analytic Server fails, the Deployment Server
password will not be changed. This ensures
that the passwords remain synchronized
between the two servers.

user The user for the Deployment Server.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase
Analytic Services. The valid list of languages
are in the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

domain The name of the Deployment Services
domain. You can omit this parameter to use
the default domain, which is "essbase".

olapServer The name of the Analytic Server. You can omit
this parameter to use the default olapServer,
which is "localhost".

orbType Specify one of the following technologies:

l CORBA

l TCPIP

l HTTP - If Deployment Services is defined
as a servlet in a location other than the
root context, the servlet’s URL should be
passed to ADM as the Enterprise Server.
For example, //MyServer/
HyperionEssbase/eds/

MyEdsServlet.

l EJB

Note: To learn more about the
advantages and disadvantages to using
each of these technologies, see Chapter
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Parameter Description

1, “Product Overview,” in the Essbase
Deployment Services Installation Guide.

If you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB, and you
want to override the default port, use the port
parameter. If you specify CORBA, you do not
need to specify a port number, as CORBA
uses its own port.

You can omit this parameter to use the default
orbType, which is TCPIP.

port The port number. You can omit this parameter
to use the default port, which is 5001.

This parameter applies only if you specify
TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB for the orbType parameter.

useConnPool Set to TRUE to implement Deployment
Services connection pooling, FALSE
otherwise. If you omit this parameter, the
driver defaults to FALSE.

connPerOp See the Essbase Deployment Services
Installation Guide for setting information.

Note: If you omit this parameter, the driver
defaults to FALSE.

useCluster Set to TRUE to use clusters, FALSE otherwise.
Deployment Services enables you to group
sets of Analytic Servers running applications
with identical databases and use them as a
single resource in your client programs.

l Clustering servers enables features such
as load balancing and failover support.

l Load balancing enables requests to
Analytic Servers to be distributed across
a cluster of Analytic Servers running
identical databases.

l Failover support detects service
interruptions in a cluster, and reroutes
requests to other available Analytic
Servers.

If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults
to FALSE.

useReportOption Set to TRUE if you are using Deployment
Services with the Java Virtual Machine, FALSE
otherwise. TRUE prevents a run-time
exception when executing reports.

If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults
to FALSE.

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon
credentials, included only if you are using
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Parameter Description

Hyperion’s security platform. If you specify
this parameter, include the cssConfigFile
parameter and omit the password and user
parameters.

For information on using ADM with the
security platform, see “Connecting with Single
Sign-On” on page 156.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file,
included only if you specify the cssToken
parameter.

Note: The driver requires that the
configuration file’s <trusted> tag be set to
FALSE.

removeLink = <True | False> Set removeLink to True to remove the <LINK
command for all single member selections
when you connect to ADM. If this omitted the
default value is False.When you remove the
<LINK command the report’s outline order is
parent members first. If you do not remove the
<LINK command the report’s outline order is
children members first.

convertLegacyDataQueryToMDX=true;
convertLegacyMemberQueryToMDX=true";

This parameter specifies whether to convert
an ALE query to an MDX query. Set the
convertLegacyDataQueryToMDX and
convertLegacyMemberQueryToMDX
parameters to True if you want to convert an
ALE query to MDX. This parameter overrides
the
CONVERT_LEGACY_DATAQUERY_TO_MDX
and
CONVERT_LEGACY_MEMBERQUERY_TO_M
DX variables in the ADM.properties .

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of
the ADM connection URL to specify a different
port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:loca
lhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=A
dmin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could
change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = 
adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter
("essbaseAgentPort", 
"1423");
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Parameter Description

Note: Before you can use the
essbaseAgentPort parameter, you must
specify a new Essbase port number in the
essbase.cfg file.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Example

The following example connects to Deployment Services with the IAPDomain interface. The
example uses the IAPConnectionURL interface to pass the URL:

IAPDomain adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 
EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION);

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

objURL.setType("thin");

objURL.setDriver("com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver");

objURL.setServer("localhost");

objURL.setApplication("Demo");

objURL.setUser("system");

objURL.setPassword("password");

objURL.addParameter("orbType", "TCPIP");

objURL.addParameter("port", "5001");

objectURL.addParameter (essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

adm.openConnection(objURL);

Connecting Remotely with IAPDomain

ä To connect to Deployment Services remotely with RMI using the IAPDomain interface, pass
the URL information listed below to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection() methods:

Table 59 URL Parameters to Connect with RMI Using IAPDomain 

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverNa

me:applicationName

Where:
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Parameter Description

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote is the
ADM remote driver name.

l serverName is the location where the RMI Server is installed.

l applicationName is the application name.

password The password for both the Deployment Server and Analytic Server.

Note: The user name and password must be valid for the Deployment Server and
the Analytic Server. Deployment Services provides several ways to synchronize users
and passwords; for more information, see the Deployment Services documentation.

newPassword A new password to be set in both the Deployment Server and Analytic Server.

Caution! If a password change on the Analytic Server fails, the Deployment Server
password will not be changed. This ensures that the passwords remain synchronized
between the two servers.

user The user for the Deployment Server.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase Analytic Services. The valid list of
languages are in the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

domain The name of the Essbase Analytic Services domain. You can omit this parameter to
use the default domain, which is "essbase".

olapServer The name of the Analytic Server. You can omit this parameter to use the default
olapServer, which is "localhost".

orbType Specify one of the following technologies:

l CORBA

l TCPIP

l HTTP - If Deployment Services is defined as a servlet in a location other than the
root context, the servlet’s URL should be passed to ADM as the Enterprise Server.
For example, //MyServer/HyperionEssbase/eds/MyEdsServlet.

l EJB

Note: To learn more about the advantages and disadvantages to using each of
these technologies, see Chapter 1, “Product Overview,” in the Essbase
Deployment Services Installation Guide.

If you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB, and you want to override the default port, use the
port parameter. If you specify CORBA, you do not need to specify a port number, as
CORBA uses its own port.

You can omit this parameter to use the default orbType, which is TCPIP.

port The port number. You can omit this parameter to use the default port, which is 5001.

This parameter applies only if you specify TCPIP, HTTP, or EJB for the orbType
parameter.

useConnPool Set to TRUE to implement Deployment Services connection pooling, FALSE otherwise.
If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults to FALSE.

connPerOp See the Essbase Deployment Services Installation Guide for setting information.

Note: If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults to FALSE.
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useCluster Set to TRUE to use clusters, FALSE otherwise. Deployment Services enables you to
group sets of Analytic Servers running applications with identical databases and use
them as a single resource in your client programs.

l Clustering servers enables features such as load balancing and failover support.

l Load balancing enables requests to Analytic Servers to be distributed across a
cluster of Analytic Servers running identical databases.

l Failover support detects service interruptions in a cluster, and reroutes requests
to other available Analytic Servers.

If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults to FALSE.

useReportOption Set to TRUE if you are using Deployment Services with the Java Virtual Machine, FALSE
otherwise. TRUE prevents a run-time exception when executing reports.

If you omit this parameter, the driver defaults to FALSE.

remoteServer The EDS server name.

remoteDriver The ADM EDS driver name, which is com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using
Hyperion’s security platform. If you specify this parameter, include the cssConfigFile
parameter and omit the password and user parameters.

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single
Sign-On” on page 156.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you specify the cssToken
parameter.

Note: The driver requires that the configuration file’s <trusted> tag be set to
FALSE.

removeLink = <True | False> Set removeLink to True to remove the <LINK command for all single member selections
when you connect to ADM. If this omitted the default value is False.When you remove
the <LINK command the report’s outline order is parent members first. If you do not
remove the <LINK command the report’s outline order is children members first.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is
dynamically generated by the JVM.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a
different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");
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Parameter Description

Note: Before you can use the essbaseAgentPort parameter, you must specify a new
Essbase port number in the essbase.cfg file. For information, see “Updating
essbase.cfg when Essbase Port is Changed” in the EDS install guide.

Note:

The essbaseAgentPort connection parameter is not used by the ADM Essbase Analytic
Deployment Services (EDS) Driver. However, the EDS Server must be configured to use an
AGENTPORT other than the default by including the same value in an essbase.cfg in the essbase
\bin directory of the EDS install location.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Sample URL
URL="adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Sample?
password=password;user=system;essbaseAgentPort=1423;remoteServer=localhost;
olapServer=myEssbaseServer;remoteDriver=com.hyperion.ap.eds.Driver";

Connection Pooling
You can use ADM connection pooling and Deployment Services connection pooling separately
or together. See the following documentation:

l For the ADM pooling UML diagram, see .

l You must set up the ADM pooling in an xml file. For more information, see the Hyperion
Application Builder System Administrator’s Guide.

l For Deployment Services pooling information, see the Deployment Services documentation.

Analytic Integration Services
The Analytic Integration Services (Integration Services) provides integration between relational
databases and Essbase Analytic Services multidimensional databases.

A drill-through feature is provided that accesses relational data through an Essbase Analytic
Services data source. See HssTestDrillThrough.java for sample code regarding how to get
Integration Server drill through data.
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Using the ALE Query Implementation
The ADM EDS driver implements the basic functionality described in this guide; however, some
of the implementation details differ. The following topics describe the ALE, XML, and expression
tree query implementation details for the ADM EDS driver:

l “Member Query Considerations” on page 304

l “Data Queries Considerations:” on page 304

Member Query Considerations
The following rules apply to ADM EDS driver member queries:

l If you use a member query in a data query, you are limited to the following properties in
the member query SELECT clause:

m “Name”, where Name is dynamic.

m “Alias table name”, where Alias table name is dynamic.

m * , which returns all properties

m “Name”, “Alias table name”, returns the name and alias table name of member. The
alias is returned as an edge cell property of type IAPEdgeCellProperty. The following
limitations apply to the data query:

o You must use this format “Name”, “Alias table name” for all the member queries
within the data query.

o You can only use one alias table within the data query.

l In the ORDERBY clause you can only sort by the Name property.

Data Queries Considerations:
The following rules apply to the WHERE clause in the data query.

l If you use select *, attributes are returned and internally the Essbase Analytic Services
API is used.

l If you use select value, attributes are not returned and internally the Essbase Analytic
Services API is used.

l The , (comma) operator can be used between data query functions only.

l The AND and OR operators can be used between tuples only.

Tip:

The valid operators are determined by the Essbase Analytic Services restrict() report
writer command.

l All tuple references must occur consecutively.

m The following example is valid because all the tuple references are listed consecutively:
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      WHERE TUPLE 7 < 4 OR 6 > TUPLE 5, TOP("TUPLE 6", "value", "3")

m The following example is invalid because the tuple references are not listed
consecutively:

      WHERE TUPLE 7 < 4 OR 6 > TUPLE 5, TOP("TUPLE 1", "value", 
"2"), TUPLE 8 < 3

Persistence
The ADM EDS driver supports the persistence of all metadata objects, the member selection
objects, and data. If errors occur when committing metadata changes, the driver saves any valid
metadata changes and returns exceptions that you can access with the APException class.

Using Metadata
This Essbase Analytic Services metadata objects use the constants in the com.hyperion.ap and
com.hyperion.ap.essbase packages to identify all classes, objects, properties, and
parameters. We recommend you use these constants in your code. These constants are in the
ADM Javadoc located in your <HAB Install Directory>\adm\docs directory. The
following items describe the constants:

l The constants and enumerations are implemented as public, static, and final fields. They are
grouped together into logically related groups and put in public final classes.

l All objects with the EAP prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap package.

l All objects with the EAPEss prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

The following information is described for each metadata object:

l EDSProperties - An attribute or field of the class. The class name, class type and description
are standard properties. For example, if you want to see all the application object’s properties,
see Table 62.

The following information applies to the properties:

m The constants in the Read/Write Access column are defined in the EAPAccessType
class and the constants in the Data Type column are defined in the EAPDataType class.

m The constants in the Validation column are defined in the EAPValidationType class.
A constant name and value is included for EAPValidationType.LIST or
EAPValidationType.LIST_EXTENDABLE.

m The * in the Constant column indicates that the property is required for persistence.

m The Value in the Constant column is the string value of the constant.

l EDSActions - An operation that you can perform on the class. For example, if you are using
the calc script action, see “Calc Script Object” on page 378.

l EDSFunctions - Filters the set of objects returned by a member or data query. You can
perform a query function on a member, hierarchy relationship, or data cell object. For
example, to see the ADM EDS driver’s member query functions, see “Using Member Query
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Functions” on page 393. To see the ADM EDS driver’s data query functions, see “Using
Data Query Functions” on page 403.

l Associations - Other classes to which this object is related. The solid lines on the metadata
model indicate associations. The following relationships are associations:

m Child - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.

m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Using Metadata Objects
The metadata objects include standard objects and extension objects. These objects are
summarized in “Using Standard Objects” on page 306 and “Using Extension Objects” on page
307.

Using Standard Objects
The following metadata objects described are standard for Essbase, which means they are
implemented for the ADM EDS driver and the ADM Analytic Services Native driver:

l Application - An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services application; it may
contain zero or more cubes.

l Cube - An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services database; it contains one or
more dimensions.

l Hierarchy - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy.

l Named group - An object that represents a named group which is mapped to an Essbase
Analytic Services level or generation.

l Member selection - An object that contains the XML representation of a member query.

l Cube region - An object that contains the XML representation of a data query.

l Data cell - An object that represents a data cell.

l Dimensions - Dimensions can be one of the following types:

m Dimension - An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase Analytic
Services dimensions.

m Attribute dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute
dimension.

m Non attribute dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non
attribute dimension.

m None dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services None
dimension.
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m Time dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Time
dimension.

m Account dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Account
dimension.

m Country dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Country
dimension.

m Currency partition dimension - An object that represents an Currency partition
dimension.

m Type dimension - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services Type
dimension.

m The Sample\Basic\Product\None dimension is an object that represents the Essbase
Analytic Services None dimension in the Sample Application, Basic cube. This example
demonstrates how to specify a dimension using metadata.

l Members - An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase Analytic
Services members. Members can be one of the following types:

m Attribute member - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute
dimension member

m Non attribute member - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non
attribute dimension member.

m The Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute member is an object that represents the
Essbase Analytic Services Non Attribute dimension member in the Sample Application,
Basic database. This example demonstrates how to specify a member using metadata.

l Hierarchy relationship - An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase
Analytic Services hierarchy relationships. Hierarchy Relationships can be one of the
following types:

m Attribute hierarchy relationship - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services
attribute dimension hierarchy relationship.

m Non attribute hierarchy relationship - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic
Services non attribute dimension hierarchy relationship.

m Account hierarchy relationship - An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services
Account dimension hierarchy relationship.

m Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute hierarchy relationship - An object that represents
the Essbase Analytic Services non attribute dimension hierarchy relationship in the
Sample application, Basic cube. This example demonstrates how to specify a hierarchy
relationship using metadata.

Using Extension Objects
The following extension objects are non-standard, they are implemented for ADM EDS driver
only:
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l “Drill-through Object” on page 380 - An object that contains drill-through information,
which provides access to Integration Services drill-through data.

l “Linked Reporting Object” on page 389 (LROs) - An object that contains information that
is linked to a data cell in an Essbase Analytic Services database. LROs can be cell notes,
partitions, URLs, or files that contain text, audio, video, or pictures.

l “Substitution Variable Object” on page 387 - An object that defines a variable you can use
to replace a query function parameter.

l “Calc Script Object” on page 378 - An object that contains calc script commands which
execute on all or part of a database.

l “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 382 - An object that contains driver information.

Object Relationships
Figure 28 shows the relationships between the metadata, data, and extension objects. The solid
lines represent associations.

Figure 28 Essbase Object Relationships

The following sections describe each object in the metadata model.
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Data Cell Object
An object that represents a data cell. For details, see the following topics:

l “Data Cell Properties” on page 309

l “Data Cell Actions” on page 309

l “Data Cell Functions” on page 309

l “Data Cell Associations” on page 309

Data Cell Properties
The following table describes the data cell properties:

Table 60 Data Cell Properties

Name Description Details

ClassType Class ID type Data type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.DATACELL    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DataValue Binary data value Data type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: None

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: None

Data Cell Actions
None

Data Cell Functions
None

Data Cell Associations
The following table describes the data cell associations:
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Table 61 Data Cell Associations

Object Child Constant See

LRO Yes EAPClassIDType.LRO “Linked Reporting Object” on page 389

DT Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION_VARIABLE “Substitution Variable Object” on page 387

Application Object
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services application; it may contain zero or more
cubes. For details, see the following topics:

l “Application Properties” on page 310

l “Application Actions” on page 311

l “Application Functions” on page 312

l “Application Associations” on page 312

Application Properties
The following table describes the application properties:

Table 62 Application Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Application name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.APP    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

PersistenceUserName Deprecated Data Type: TEXT

Access: WRITE_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.PERSISTENCE_
USERNAME

PersistencePassword Not used Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.PERSISTENCE_
PASSWORD

Locale Current locale Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.LOCALE

MembersInQueryNeedParents Not used Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.MEMBERS_IN_
QUERY_NEED_PARENTS

IsASO ASO, Aggregate Storage Database Data Type: Boolean

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.IS_ASO

Application Actions
None
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Application Functions
None

Application Associations
The following table describes the application associations:

Table 63 Application Associations

Object Child Constant See

Cube Yes EAPClassIDType.CUBE “Cube Object” on page 312

Substitution variable Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION
_VARIBALE

“Substitution Variable Object” on page
387

Driver capabilities Yes EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA “Driver Capabilities Object” on page
382

Cube Object
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services database; it contains one or more
dimensions. For details, see the following topics:

l “Cube Properties” on page 312

l “Cube Actions” on page 316

l “Cube Associations” on page 350

Cube Properties
The following table describes the cube properties:

Table 64 Cube Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Cube name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION
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Name Description Details

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.CUBE    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned. Do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DbType Specifies the type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Normal Value: 0

l Name: Currency Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
DATABASE_TYPE

AutoConfig String Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube. AUTOCONFIG

Case Sensitive Specifies if the cube members are case sensitive Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.CASE_
SENSITIVE

AliasTable Specifies the cube’s alias table names Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE
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Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.ALIAS_ TABLE

DbNotes A note or comment. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
DATABASE_NOTES

BucketingType Specifies the top or bottom of an attribute
member’s numeric range.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: TopsOfRanges Value: 0

l Name: BottomsOfRanges Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
BUCKETING_TYPE

DateFormat Specifies the date format for a date attribute
name.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: mm-dd-yyyy Value: 0

l Name: dd-mm-yyyy Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.DATE_ FORMAT

Delimiter Specifies the separator to use when generating a
long name for a boolean, date, or numeric
attribute name.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: _ Value: 0

l Name: | Value: 1

l Name: ^ Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube. DELIMITER

GenerateNameBySuffix Specifies whether to use a generation name as a
suffix or prefix when generating a long name name.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Note: If this is set to True, the generation name is
used as a suffix. If this is set to False, the generation
name is used as a prefix.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.GEN_
NAME_SUFFIX

UseNameOf Specifies which generation to use when
generating a long name for a boolean, date, or
numeric attribute name.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: Parent Value: 1

l Name: Grandparent Value: 2

l Name: Ancestor Value: 3

l Name: Dimension Value: 4

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.USE_ NAME_OF

CalcTwoPass Specifies whether Essbase Analytic Services
recalculates Two Pass members after other
database members have been consolidated.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false

l Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.TWO_
PASS_CALCULATION

AggregateMissingValues Specifies whether #MISSING values are
consolidated.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
AGGREGATE_MISSING_VALUES

CreateBlock Gets or sets the Create Block on Equations
database setting.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false

l Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.
CREATE_BLOCK_ON_EQUATIONS

IsNonUniqueName Whether the cube is non-unique name cube or
not.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false

l Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: FALSE

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.cube.IS_NONUNIQUE_NAME

TrueMemberName Gets or sets the name for all True members of
Boolean attribute dimensions.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.TRUE_
MEMBER_NAME

FalseMemberName Gets or sets the name for all False members of
Boolean attribute dimensions.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.cube.FALSE_
MEMBER_NAME

Cube Actions
The following actions on cubes are supported:
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l “Export” on page 318 - Use to dump the data values of a cube to an ASCII text file. If no
path is specified, the file is created in the ARBORPATH\app directory.

l “Report” on page 320 - Use to send a report script to the active cube as a single string.

l “BeginReport” on page 321 - Use to start sending a report script to the active cube.

l “SendString” on page 322 - Use to send report commands.

l “EndReport” on page 322 - Use to stop sending a report script being sent to the active cube.

l “ReportEx” on page 323 - Use to send a report script to the active cube as a single string
and return the report results in one or more strings. ReportEx is useful for reports with
results that are too large to return in one string.

l “GetReportResult” on page 324 - Use to return the report results for the ReportEx action.

l “BeginDataLoad” on page 324 - Use to starts sending data from memory into the active
cube and to unlock any data blocks locked for update.

l “EndDataLoad” on page 326 - Use to end an update specification being sent to the active
cube, and must be called after sending data using SendString.

l “Calc” on page 326 - Use to send and optionally execute a calc script against the active cube
as a single string.

l “LoadData” on page 327 - Use to load data from a file, located on the Analytic Server, into
the cube.

l “ClearData” on page 327 - Use to clear all data of the current cube.

l “SetCurrentAliasTable” on page 328 - Use to set an alias table as the primary table for
reporting and any additional alias requests.

l “GetCurrentAliasTable” on page 329 - Use to get the current alias table which is the primary
table for reporting and any additional alias requests.

l “ImportAliasTable” on page 329 - Use to load an alias table to the currently selected
database.

l “ExportAliasTable” on page 330 - Use to export an alias table by name

l “GetAliasTables” on page 332 - Use to returns a list of alias tables that are defined for the
currently selected database.

l “CreateAliasTables” on page 332 - Use to create an alias table.

l “DeleteAliasTables” on page 333 - Use to delete an alias table.

l GetProcessState - This action is not currently supported.

l “GetCurrentDTS” on page 335 - Use to get the current DTS functions.

l “ImportDataWithRules” on page 336 - Use to import a data file with rules into a cube.

l “UpdateDataFromLocalFile” on page 337 - Use to update data from a local file into a cube.

l “OtlAddDimension” on page 338 - Use to add a dimension to an outline.

l “OtlDisassociateAttributeDimension” on page 338 - Use to remove an association between
an attribute dimension from an outline.
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l “OtlAssociateAttributeDimension” on page 339 - Use to associate an attribute dimension
to an outline.

l “OtlDisassociateAttributeMember” on page 339 - Use to remove an association of an
attribute member from an outline.

l “OtlAssociateAttributeMember” on page 340 - Use to associate an attributed member to
an outline.

l “OtlSetMemberFormula” on page 340 - Use to set a formula for a member in an outline.

l “OtlDeleteMemberFormula” on page 341 - Use delete a member formula from an outline.

l “OtlDeleteUserAttribute” on page 341 - Use to delete user attributes from an outline.

l “OtlSetUserAttribute” on page 342 - Use to set a user attribute in an outline.

l “OtlDeleteMemberAlias” on page 342 - Use to delete the alias of a member.

l “OtlSetMemberAlias” on page 343 - Use to set an alias for a member.

l “OtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness” on page 344 - Use to determine if a member name
is unique.

l “OtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness” on page 344 - Use to determine if a dimension name
is unique.

l “OtlSetOriginalMember” on page 345 - Use to set an original member name to an extended
member.

l “OtlGetOriginalMember” on page 345 - Use to return the original member name of an
extended member.

l “OtlGetMemberUniqueName” on page 346 - Use to return the unique name of a member.

l “OtlGetMemberName” on page 346 - Use to return a member name.

l “OtlGetMemberInfo” on page 347 - Use to return information about a member.

l “OtlFindChild” on page 347 - Use to locate a child node.

l “OtlFindAlias” on page 348 - Use to locate an alias.

l “OtlGetParent” on page 349 - Use to get the parent.

l “OtlGetAssociatedAttributes” on page 349 - Use to get associated attributes.

l “OtlDeleteAllUDAs” on page 350 = Use to delete UDAs.

For information on data query functions, see “Using Data Query Functions” on page 403.

Export

The Export action dumps the data values of a cube to an ASCII text file. If no path is specified,
the file is created in the ARBORPATH\app directory.

This action transfers data across databases, which is a faster alternative to database archiving.
This command exports only the data, rather than the entire database. Because of this, it is more
complex to restore the database from an export file than from a true database archive. You must
reload and recalculate exported data if you use it to restore a database. The export file cannot
exceed the file-size limitations for your operating system.
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Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.EXPORT

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.PATHNAME - The path and name of the file to create to receive the exported
data.

EAPEssParameter.OPTIONS can be one of the following constants:

l ALL_DATA - Export all data

l INPUT_LEVEL_DATA - Export only level 0 blocks

l LEAF_LEVEL_DATA - Export only data from blocks with input data.

EAPEssParameter.COLUMNFORMAT can be true or false. For more information, see your
Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

Example Code

The testCubeActionExport method is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

static void testCubeActionExport(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception

{

IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();

IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic”,”Cube”);

IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.EXPORT);

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.PATHNAME, “c:\\temp\
\export_alldata.txt”);// export file name

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OPTIONS, 
EAPEssExportOptions.ALL_DATA ); //export all data.

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.COLUMNFORMAT, “false”);// do not 
use column format

transaction.begin();

((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);

transaction.commit();

}
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Report

The report action sends a report script to the active cube as a single string and returns the report
results in a string. This action is equivalent to the actions BeginReport(), followed by calls to
SendString() and finally EndReport(). The report data can be output, or the report script can
be verified and any errors returned.

Note:

The data blocks accessed by the report script are not locked.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.REPORT

Return Values

One of the following values are returned:

l Null. Throws an exception if an error is encountered

l String containing the report results or output

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC - The report script as a single string. This string must be less
than 64 kilobytes.

EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA - Set this to one of the following values:

l “true - data is output from the server, according to the specified report.

l “false” - no data is output. Use this if you want to verify that the report script is valid.

Example Code

The testCubeActionReport method is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

static void testCubeActionReport(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic”,”Cube”);
 IAPActionInstance action =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.REPORT);
 String script = 
 HssTestMemberQueries.readScriptFromFile("../Scripts/descendants.rep");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC , script);
 // report script
 // extract data as well. if this is “false”, you just want to verify the 
 report script
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA , “true”);    
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
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 transaction.commit();
 String result = action.getResultValue();
 System.out.println("Result for report:\n "+result);
 }

BeginReport

The BeginReport action starts sending a report script to the active cube. This action must be
followed by successive calls to SendString to send the report script, and finally by a call to
EndReport to end the report processing and return the report results or output.

You use BeginReport if you have a report script larger than 64 K bytes.

Also, the corresponding data blocks in the database can optionally be locked by this call (lock
for update).

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.BEGINREPORT

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA - Set this to one of the following values:

“true - if you want to extract the data from the report command.

“false” - if you just want to verify that the report command is valid.

Example Code for BeginReport, SendString and EndReport

The method testCubeActionBeginReport is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

/**This method shows the following actions: 
BeginReport - start processing the report script and specify wether you 
want to extract the data. 
SendString - place the report script in a string and execute it.
EndReport - end the report script processing
You use these actions if you have a potentially large report script (>64k). 
If you know your report script is <64k you can use the Report action to 
perform the same functionality.
*/
static void testCubeActionBeginReport(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
  {
  IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
  IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
  IAPActionInstance action_begin =
  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.BEGINREPORT );
  // extract data as well. if this is "false", you just want to verify the
  report script
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  action_begin.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA   , "true");    
  // send the report script
  // you could potentially pass more than one report scripts in.
  String script =
  HssTestMemberQueries.readScriptFromFile("../Scripts/descendants.rep");
  IAPActionInstance action1 =
  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING );                
  action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STRING, script);    
  // end sending report script
  IAPActionInstance action_end =
  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.ENDREPORT );                
  // run the report
  transaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action_begin);
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action1);
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action_end);
  transaction.commit();
  //get result
  System.out.println("Report result:");
  System.out.println(action_end.getResultValue());
  }

SendString

The SendString action sends the report commands to the active cube. You typically use the
SendString action with the following actions to run a report script that is larger than 64K:
BEGINREPORT to start report command processing, SendString to send the report commands,
and ENDREPORT to stop and return the report results.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING

Return Values

Calling this function except after successfully executing the BeginReport or BeginDataLoad
action will generate an error.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.STRING - Contains the report commands.

Example Code

See the section called “Example Code for BeginReport, SendString and EndReport”.

EndReport

The EndReport action stops sending a report script to the active cube and returns the report
results in a string. This function must be called after you send the report script, using the
SendString action.
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You typically use the EndReport action with the following actions to run a report script that is
larger than 64K: BeginReport to start report command processing, SendString to send the report
commands, and EndReport to stop the report processing.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.ENDREPORT

Return Values

One of the following values are returned:

l Null. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

l String containing the report results or output.

Parameters

None

Example Code

See the section called “Example Code for BeginReport, SendString and EndReport”.

ReportEx

The ReportEx action sends a report script to the active cube as a single string and returns the
report results in one or more strings; the number of strings is determined by the size of the report
results. You must get the report results with GetReportResult, which should be called until
it returns null. ReportEx is useful when the report results are too large to return in one string.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.REPORTEX

Return Value

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC - The report script as a single string. This string must be less
than 64 kilobytes.

EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA - Set this to one of the following values:

l “true” - Data is output from the server, according to the specified report.

l “false” - No data is output. Use this if you want to verify that the report script is valid.

Example

The following function takes an application object, a cube object, and a report string, and it uses
ReportEx and GetReportResult to print the report results to the window.
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static void printRptEx(IAPDomain cAdm, IAPMdCube cCube, String sScript) 
throws APException
{
  IAPActionInstance cAction =
  ((IAPAction)cCube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.REPORTEX);
  cAction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.REPORTSPEC,sScript );
  cAction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.OUTPUTDATA, "true");
  IAPTransaction cTransaction = ((IAPMdAdm)cAdm).createTransaction(); 
  cTransaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cCube).execute(cAction);
  cTransaction.commit();
  // get the result back
  IAPActionInstance cAction1 =
  ((IAPAction)cCube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.
  GETREPORTRESULT);
  String sResult = null;
  do {
     cTransaction.begin();
     ((IAPAction)cCube).execute(cAction1);
     cTransaction.commit();
     sResult = cAction1.getResultValue();
     System.out.println("Result: " + sResult);
     }
   while (sResult != null && sResult.length() > 0);
}

GetReportResult

The GetReportResult action returns the report results for the ReportEx action. To get the full
set of report results, you must call GetReportResult until it returns null.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.GETREPORTRESULT

Return Value

Returns the current string of the ReportEx action’s report results; throws an exception if an error
occurs.

Parameters

None.

Example

GetReportResult is used in the example for the ReportEx action.

BeginDataLoad

The BeginDataLoad action starts sending data from memory into the active cube and unlocks
any data blocks locked for update. The update data can either be stored in the cube or just verified
and any errors returned.
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You typically use the BeginDataLoad action to start the data load, SendString to send the
data, and EndLoadData to stop the data load.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.BEGINDATALOAD

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.STOREDATA - Controls storage of data. Set to one of the following values:

l TRUE to store data in the active cube.

l FALSE to verify data without storing it.

EAPEssParameter.UNLOCK - Controls unlocking of data blocks. If TRUE, all relevant blocks
that are locked will be unlocked (after data is stored, if necessary). If FALSE, no blocks are
unlocked.

EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR - If TRUE, data load stops on the first error. Otherwise,
data load continues.

Example Code for BeginDataLoad, SendString, EndDataLoad

The testCubeActionLoadDataWithoutFile method is in the common\adm\<release>
\samples\java\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to
pass in an ADM instance.

/**
* Demonstrates how to use BeginDataload, SendString, and EndDataload to 
load data without using data files.
*/
static void testCubeActionLoadDataWithoutFile(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
 IAPActionInstance action1 = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.BEGINDATALOAD);
 action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STOREDATA , "true" );
 // store the data on the server
 action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.UNLOCK , "false" );
 // unlock the data after loading
 action1.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR , "true" );
 // abort on errors
 String data = 
 HssTestMemberQueries.readScriptFromFile("../Scripts/data.txt");
 String data2 = "Jan Chicago Actual Sales VCR 125\n";
 IAPActionInstance action2 =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING );
 action2.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STRING , data );
 IAPActionInstance action3 =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.SENDSTRING );
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 action3.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.STRING , data2 );
 IAPActionInstance action4 = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.ENDDATALOAD   );
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action1);
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action2);
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action3);
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action4);
 transaction.commit();
}

EndDataLoad

The EndDataLoad action ends an update specification being sent to the active cube, and must
be called after sending data using SendString.

You typically use BeginDataLoad to start the data load, SendString to send the data, and
EndDataLoad to stop the data load.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.ENDDATALOAD

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

None

Example Code

See the section called “Example Code for BeginDataLoad, SendString, EndDataLoad”.

Calc

Use to send and optionally execute a calc script against the active cube as a single string. The
calculation can be initiated, or the calc script can just be verified and any errors returned.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.CALC

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.CALCSCRIPT - The calc script, as a single string (must be less than 64
kilobytes).
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EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE - Controls calculation of the calc script. If TRUE, the calc
script is executed.

Example Code

This method testExecuteCalcScript is in the common\adm\<release>\samples\java
\HssTestMain.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number. You need to pass in an
ADM instance.

static void testExecuteCalcScript(IAPDomain adm) throws APException 
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
 IAPActionInstance action =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.CALC );                
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CALCSCRIPT   , "Calc All;");
 // the calc script
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE   , "true");
 // We want to execute the calc script
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 }

LoadData

The LoadData action loads data from a file, located on the Analytic Server, into a cube.

Constant

EapEssAction.Cube.LOADDATA

Return Values

None. Throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.FILENAME - File that contains the data to load into the cube.

ClearData

Clears data in a cube.

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.CLEARDATA

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

None
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Example Code

The testCubeActionClearData method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java
\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created
adm instance.

static void testCubeActionClearData(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action =
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.CLEARDATA);
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

SetCurrentAliasTable

Set the current alias table for a cube.

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.SETCURRENTALIASTABLE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EapEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME - name of alias table to set as default

Example Code

The testCubeActionSetCurrentAliasTable method is from common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a
previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionSetCurrentAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.SETCURRENTALIAS
 TABLE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,"Default");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 }
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GetCurrentAliasTable

Lists the alias table name defined in the current database.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTALIASTABLE

Return Values

A string containing the name of the current alias table, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

None

Example Code

The testCubeActionGetCurrentAliasTable method is from common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a
previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionGetCurrentAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = (
 (IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTALIAS
TABLE);
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Result: " + action.getResultCount());
 for (int j=0; j<action.getResultCount(); j++)
  {
  System.out.println("\t"+"["+j+"]"+action.getResultValue(j));
  }
 }

ImportAliasTable

Creates and loads an alias table to the active database, using a structured text file.

Note:

The alias table encoding must be the same as the application encoding. For example, a Unicode
application can import Unicode alias tables only and a non-Unicode application can import
non-Unicode alias tables only.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.IMPORTALIASTABLE

Return Values

The name of the current alias table, throws an exception if an error occurs.
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Parameters

EapEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME - name of alias table to set as default

EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLEFILENAME - name of alias table file that

contains the name, value pairs for the member, alias name. The location

of the file is determined by the ISLOCALALIASTABLEFILE parameter.

Note:

The alias table file format or name, value pairs are documented in the Essbase documentation

EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALALIASTABLEFILE - a flag that is true or false

l If True - the alias table file is located on the local machine. The parameter
ALIASTABLEFILENAME must be a full path file name, for example, C:\alias\xyz.alt.

l If False - the alias table file is located on the server machine, the parameter
ALIASTABLEFILENAME must be a file name only; for example, abc.alt. This file must be
located in the same directory as the cube on the server machine. For example, C:\Hyperion
\Essbase\710\app\Sample_U\Basic\Nameschn.alt

Example Code

To load the contents of the xyz.alt file into the alias table called long_names, use the following
method which is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionImportAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =  ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild
(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE);
 IAPActionInstance action =  ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.IMPORTALIASTAB
 LE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME, "Long_Names");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLEFILENAME,
 "xyz.alt");
 vaction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALALIASTABLEFILE,
 "true");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

ExportAliasTable

Use to copy the contents of an alias table from the currently selected database to a file.
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Note:

The alias table encoding is the same as the application encoding. For example, a Unicode
application exports Unicode alias tables only and a non-Unicode application exports non-
Unicode alias tables only.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.EXPORTTALIASTABLE

Return Values

The name of the current alias table, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

EapEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME - name of the alias table, within the active 
databse,to copy into a file 

EAPEssParameter.ALIASPATHNAME - name and path of the file where the

contents are copied to

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionExportAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception

 {

 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();

 IAPBase cube =

 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE);

 IAPActionInstance action = ((

 IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.EXPORTALIASTABLE

  );

 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.PATHNAME, "xyzc.alt");

 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,

 "ChineseNames");

 transaction.begin();

 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);

 transaction.commit();

 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");

 }
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GetAliasTables

Use to get a list of all alias tables in the active database or cube.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.GETALIASTABLES

Return Values

A string that contains a list of all the alias tables in the active database; throws an exception if an
error occurs.

Parameters

None

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionGetAliasTables(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =  
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = ((
 ((IAPAction)cube).createActionInstance
 (EAPEssAction.Cube.GETALIASTABLES);
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Result: " + action.getResultCount());
 for (int j=0; j<action.getResultCount(); j++)
  {
  System.out.println("\t"+"["+j+"]"+action.getResultValue(j));
  }
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

CreateAliasTables

Use to create an empty alias table for the database

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.CREATEALIASTABLE

Return Values

none, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

ALIASTABLENAME - the name of the alias table being created
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Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionCreateAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception

 {

 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();

 IAPBase cube =  

  ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );

 IAPActionInstance action =((

  IAPAction)cube).

  createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.CREATEALIASTABLE);

 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,"JimZhu");

 transaction.begin();

 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);

 transaction.commit();

 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");

 }

DeleteAliasTables

Use to delete an alias table and clear all of its entries

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.DELETETALIASTABLE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

ALIASTABLENAME - the name of the alias table being created

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., where
<release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionDeleteAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube = 
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
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 IAPActionInstance action =
  ((IAPAction)cube).
  createActionInstance
  (com.hyperion.ap.essbase.EAPEssAction.Cube.DELETEALIASTABLE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLENAME,"Test1");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

CopyAliasTables

Use to copy one alias table to another alias table or merge the contents of two alias tables. The
source

Constant - EAPEssAction.Cube.COPYALIASTABLE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

SOURCEALIASTABLENAME - the source or name of the alias table being copied.

DESTALIASTABLENAME - the source or name of the alias table that is copied to. If the
destination alias table does not exist, it is created and initialized to blanks.

ISMERGEALIASTABLENAME

If True - the destination alias table is merged. The merge does not copy blank entries from the
source to the destination. So this is only relevant if the source has blank entries,

If False - the destination alias table is cleared, then the source alias table is copied to the
destination alias table.

Note:

The alias tables must be in the cube directory of the server machine. For example, C:\Hyperion
\Essbase\710\app\Sample_U\Basic\Nameschn.alt.

Example

The source alias table contains the following,:

l Jan--->"JanHal", Feb--->""(no alias for Feb), and Mar--->"MarHal"

The destination alias table contains the following:

l Jan--->""(no alias for Jan), Feb--->"FebHal", and Mar---->"HalMar"

If ISMERGEALIASTABLENAME is True then the result in the destination alias table is:

l Jan--->"JanHal"(copied), Feb---->"FebHal"(merged), and Mar--->"MarHal"(copied)
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Note:

Everything from the source alias table is copied, except for the blank entry in Feb

If ISMERGEALIASTABLENAME is False then the result in the destination alias table is:

l Jan--->"JanHal"(copied), Feb--->""(cleared), Mar--->"MarHal"(copied)

Example Code

This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java., 
where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created adm 
instance.
static void testCubeActionCopyAliasTable(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
 IAPBase cube =
 ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
 IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)cube)
  .createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.COPYALIASTABLE);
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.SOURCEALIASTABLENAME,
  "Long Names");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.DESTALIASTABLENAME,"Default");
 action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISMERGEALIASTABLE,"true");
 transaction.begin();
 ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
 transaction.commit();
 System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
 }

GetCurrentDTS

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTDTS

Get the active dynamic time series (DTS) functions.

Return Values

The names of the active DTS functions.

Parameters

None

Example Code

The testCubeActionGetCurrentDTS method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java
\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a previously created
adm instance

static void testCubeActionGetCurrentDTS(IAPDomain adm) throws APException, 
Exception
  {
  IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
  IAPBase cube =
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   ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic",EAPClassIDType.CUBE );
  IAPActionInstance action =((IAPAction)cube).
   createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.GETCURRENTDTS);
  transaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
  transaction.commit();
  System.out.println("Result: " + action.getResultCount());
  for (int j=0; j<action.getResultCount(); j++)
    {
    System.out.println("\t"+"["+j+"]"+action.getResultValue(j));
    }
}

ImportDataWithRules

Import data from a file using a rules file.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.IMPORTDATAWITHRULES

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.DATAFILENAME - The name of the data file. For the specific import file
format, see the Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

EAPEssParameter.RULESFILENAME - The name of the rules file.

Note:

The ADM enables you to create a rules file with createRuleFile (RuleFile class,
com.hyperion.ap.essbase package). For details, see the Hyperion Application Builder Analytic
Data Model Javadoc.

EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALDATAFILE - Whether the data file is on the local computer or the
server.

EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALRULESFILE - Whether the rules file is on the local computer or
the server.

EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR - Whether to abort if an error occurs.

Example

The following function takes an application object, a cube object, and the names and paths of
the data and rules files, then imports the data. The IMPORTDATAWITHRULES parameters are set
to load files from the local machine and to continue loading if an error occurs.

static void loadLocalData(IAPDomain cAdm, IAPMdCube cCube, String 
sDataPath, String sRulePath)
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 {
 try
  {
  IAPActionInstance action =
  ((IAPAction)cCube).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.
  IMPORTDATAWITHRULES);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.DATAFILENAME, sDataPath);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.RULESFILENAME, sRulePath);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALDATAFILE, "true");
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ISLOCALRULESFILE, "true");
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ABORTONERROR, "false");
  IAPTransaction cTransaction = ((IAPMdAdm)cAdm).createTransaction();
  cTransaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cCube).execute(action);
  cTransaction.commit();
  }
 catch (APException e)
  {
  for (e.first(); !e.done(); e.next())
    {
    APErrorMessage msg = e.item();
    System.out.println(msg.getErrorMessage());
   }
  }
 }

UpdateDataFromLocalFile

Updates data from a local file into a cube.

Constant - EapEssAction.Cube.UPDATEDATAFROMLOCALFILE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.LOCALFILENAME - The file name of the local file to import. For the specific
import file format, see the Essbase Analytic Services documentation.

Example Code

The testCubeActionUpdateDataFromLocalFile method is from common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssMainTest.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It uses a
previously created adm instance.

static void testCubeActionUpdateDataFromLocalFile(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
{
  IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
  IAPBase cube = ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,"Basic","Cube" );
  IAPActionInstance action =((IAPAction)cube).
   createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Cube.UPDATEDATAFROMLOCALFILE);
  action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.LOCALFILENAME, "" +
   java.io.File.separator + "ADM" + java.io.File.separator + "Scripts" +
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   java.io.File.separator + "TestLocal.txt");
  transaction.begin();
  ((IAPAction)cube).execute(action);
  transaction.commit();
  System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
}

OtlAddDimension

public static final java.lang.String OTLADDDIMENSION

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLADDDIMENSION

Parameters

EssOtlAddDimension()

Parameters for this action are:

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERINFO - MemberInfo structure content.

l EAPEssParameter.SIBLINGHANDLE - previous sibling handle, optional. If it's not
specified, will be added as the first dimension.

Returns

Return the new added dimension handle if succeed, otherwise APException

public IAPResultSet getUnitKeyLis

OtlDisassociateAttributeDimension

public static final java.lang.String
OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSIONEssOtlDisassociateAttributeDimension()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISSASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, base dimension handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, attribute dimension handle

Returns

void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION);
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action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseDim ); // base 
dimesion handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attDim ); // attribute dimesion handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlAssociateAttributeDimension

public static final java.lang.String
OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSIONEssOtlAssociateAttributeDimension().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - base dimension handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE - attribute dimension handle

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEDIMENSION);

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseDim ); // base 
dimesion handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attDim ); // attribute dimesion handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDisassociateAttributeMember

public static final
java.lang.StringOTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBEREssOtlDisassociateAttributeMem
ber()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - base member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE - attribute member handle
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Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDISASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER);

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseMember ); // 
base member handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attMem1 ); // Attribute member handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action );

OtlAssociateAttributeMember

public static final java.lang.String
OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBEREssOtlAssociateAttributeMember()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLASSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - base member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE - attribute member handle

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSSOCIATEATTRIBUTEMEMBER);

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, baseMember ); // 
base member handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ATTRIBUMEMEMBERHANDLE, 
attMem1 ); // Attribute member handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action );

OtlSetMemberFormula

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETMEMBERFORMULAEssOtlSetMemberFormula()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETMEMBERFORMULA
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Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.FORMULA - formula to set

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETMEMBERFORMULA); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERFORMULA, "@max
(Feb,Apr);" ); // formula 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDeleteMemberFormula

public static final java.lang.String
OTLDELETEMBERFORMULAEssOtlDeleteMemberFormula()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERFORMULA

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERFORMULA); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDeleteUserAttribute

public static final java.lang.String OTLDELETEUSERATTRIBUTEEssOtlDeleteUserAttribute()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEUSERATTRIBUTE
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Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, member handle

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEUSERATTRIBUTE); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlSetUserAttribute

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETUSERATTRIBUTEEssOtlSetUserAttribute().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETUSERATTRIBUTE

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.UDA - UDA to set

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETUSERATTRIBUTE); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.UDA, "Qtr6 UDA1" ); // UDA value 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlDeleteMemberAlias

public static final java.lang.String OTLDELETEMEMBERALIASEssOtlDeleteMemberAlias()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERALIAS
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Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE - which alias table to delete the alias

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEMEMBERALIAS ); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, "Long Names" ); // 
Alias table 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlSetMemberAlias

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETMEMBERALIASEssOtlSetMemberAlias().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTL

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE - which alias table to set the alias. optinal. If it's not set,
uses the current alias table.

l EAPEssParameter.ALIAS - alias value

Returns

Void

Example

action = ( (IAPAction) cube ).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETMEMBERALIAS); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle ); // member 
handle 

// without specifying EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, so we use the current 
alias table 

//action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, "Default" ); // 
Alias table 
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action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.ALIAS, "Quarter 6" ); // Alias 
name 

( (IAPAction) cube ).execute( action ); 

OtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness

public static final java.lang.String
OTLGETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSEssOtlGetDimensionNameUniqueness()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSE

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, dimension handle

Returns

l "True" - if the name in the dimension is unique (no duplicate name is allowed in this
dimension)

l "False" - if duplicate name is allowed in this dimension.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESS); 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, yearHandle); // 
dimension handle 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String unique = action.getResultValue( ); 

OtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness

public static final java.lang.String
OTLSETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSEssOtlSetDimensionNameUniqueness().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESSE

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - dimension handle

l EAPEssParameter.UNIQUE

m "true" - dimension doesn't allow duplicate name

m "false" - dimension allow duplicate name
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Returns

Void

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETDIMENSIONNAMEUNIQUENESS); 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, yearHandle); // 
dimension handle 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.UNIQUE, "false"); // whether it's 
unique or not, use value "true" or "false" 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

OtlSetOriginalMember

public static final java.lang.String OTLSETORIGINALMEMBEREssOtlSetOriginalMember().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETORIGINALMEMBER

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME - original member's full name for this extended shared
member

Returns

Void

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLSETORIGINALMEMBER); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, sharedJan); // 
member handle 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME, uniqueName); // 
extended shared member's original member name 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

OtlGetOriginalMember

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETORIGINALMEMBEREssOtlGetOriginalMember().

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETORIGINALMEMBER
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Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The original member's full name for the extended shared member.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETORIGINALMEMBER); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, sharedJan); // 
member handle 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String oriMember = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetMemberUniqueName

public static final java.lang.String
OTLGETMEMBERUNIQUENAMEEssOtlGetMemberUniqueName()

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERUNIQUENAME

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The member's unique name.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERUNIQUENAME); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, sharedJan ); // 
member handle 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String uniqueName = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetMemberName

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETMEMBERNAME

Get member name from its handle.

Constant
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EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERNAME

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The member name.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERNAME); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle); 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String name = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetMemberInfo

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETMEMBERINFOEssOtlGetMemberInfo(), get the
member info structure from its member handle.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERINFO

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE - member handle

Returns

The string that contains the member structure information. You need to call
MemberInfo.toMemberInfo() to convert the result string to a MemberInfo object.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERINFO); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle); 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

sMemberInfo = action.getResultValue(); 

MemberInfo mem = MemberInfo.toMemberInfo(sMemberInfo); 

OtlFindChild

public static final java.lang.String OTLFINDCHILD
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Find the child handle by its name under the parent. This could be useful if you want to find out
whether the parent contains the child or not. If it's a shared member, it will also return the right
shared member under the parent.

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.PARENTHANDLE - parent handle

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME - child name to look for

Returns

The child handle if found, otherwise null.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLFINDCHILD); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.PARENTHANDLE, parent); 

action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERNAME, childName); 

((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String handle = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlFindAlias

public static final java.lang.String OTLFINDALIASEssOtlFindAlias()

Return a member handle from its alias name.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLFINDALIAS

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.ALIAS - alias name to find.

l EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE - Alias table to search in. Use "Default" to search the default
alias table.

Returns

The member handle if found, otherwise null.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLFINDAlIAS); 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIAS, "Quarter 6"); // alias 

action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.ALIASTABLE, "Default"); // alias 
tables 
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((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 

String handle = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetParent

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETPARENT

EssOtlGetParent(), return parent handle of a member.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETPARENT

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE—member handle

Returns

the parent handle if found, otherwise null.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETPARENT); 
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, "Quarter 6"); // 
member handle 
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action); 
String handle = action.getResultValue(); 

OtlGetAssociatedAttributes

public static final java.lang.String OTLGETASSOCIATEDATTRIBUTES

EssOtlGetAssociatedAttributes(), returns all attribute members that are associated with a base
member or dimension.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETASSOCIATEDATTRIBUTES

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE—handle to the base member or base dimension.

Returns

All attribute members that are associated with a base member or dimension.

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETASSOCIATEDATTRIBUTES);
action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle);
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action);
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int count = action.getResultCount();
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) 
{
String attrHandle = action.getResultValue(i);

// get their names 
IAPActionInstance action1 = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLGETMEMBERNAME);
action1.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, attrHandle);
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action1);
String name = action1.getResultValue();
System.out.println("Associated attribute members:"+name);
}

OtlDeleteAllUDAs

public static final java.lang.String OTLDELETEALLUDAS

Delete All UDAs that belongs to this Member.

Constant

EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEALLUDAS

Parameters

l EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE—handle to the base member or base dimension.

Returns

Void

Example

action = ((IAPAction) cube).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.Cube.OTLDELETEALLUDAS);
action.setParameterValue( EAPEssParameter.MEMBERHANDLE, handle);
((IAPAction) cube).execute(action);

Cube Associations
The following table describes the cube associations:

Table 65 Cube Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Dim Yes EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION TBD

CubeRegion Yes EAPClassIDType.CUBE “Cube Region Object” on page 355

Substitution variable Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION
_VARIBALE

“Substitution Variable Object” on page
387

Calc script Yes EAPClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT “Calc Script Object” on page 378
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Member Selection Object
An object that contains the XML representation of a member query.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Member Selection Properties” on page 351

l “Member Selection Actions” on page 352

l “Member Selection Functions” on page 352

l “Member Selection Associations” on page 352

Member Selection Properties
The following table describes the member selection properties:

Table 66 Member Selection Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Member selection name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.MEMSELECTION    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned. Do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents The entire member selection in XML Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPEssProperty.CONTENTS
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Member Selection Actions
None

Member Selection Functions
None

Member Selection Associations
None

Hierarchy Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy. For details, see the following
topics:

l “Hierarchy Properties” on page 352

l “Hierarchy Action” on page 353

l “Hierarchy Functions” on page 353

l “Hierarchy Associations” on page 353

Hierarchy Properties
The following table describes the hierarchy properties:

Table 67 Hierarchy Properties  

Name Description Details

Name The hierarchy name, which is identical to the dimension name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHY    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE
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Hierarchy Action
None

Hierarchy Functions
None

Hierarchy Associations
The following table describes the hierarchy associations:

Table 68 Hierarchy Associations

Object Child Constant See

Hierarchy Relationship Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHYRELAT
ION

“Hierarchy Object” on page 352

Named Group Yes EAPClassIDType.NAMEDGROUP “Named Group Object” on page 353

Named Group Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services level or generation.

l A level is a branch within a dimension. The levels are numbered incrementally from the leaf
member (level 0) towards the root.

l A generation is a layer in a hierarchical tree structure that defines member relationships in
an Essbase Analytic Services database. Essbase Analytic Services orders generations
incrementally from the dimension (generation 1) down to the leaf members.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Named Group Properties” on page 353

l “Named Group Actions” on page 354

l “Named Group Functions” on page 355

l “Named Group Associations” on page 355

Named Group Properties
The following table describes the named group properties:

Table 69 Named Group Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Named group name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.NAMEDGROUP    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Number Refers to the level or generation number. Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPEssProperty.NG.NUMBER

Type Specifies whether the named group is a generation or
level.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Level Value: 0

l Name: Generation Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.NG.TYPE

IsAutoGenerated Specifies whether the named group is automatically
generated by Essbase Analytic Services or created by a
user.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 0

l Name: False Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.NG.IS_
AUTO_GENERATED

Named Group Actions
None
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Named Group Functions
None

Named Group Associations
None

Cube Region Object
An object that contains the XML representation of a data query.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Cube Region Properties” on page 355

l “Cube Region Actions” on page 356

l “Cube Region Functions” on page 356

l “Cube Region Associations” on page 356

Cube Region Properties
The following table describes the cube region properties:

Table 70 Cube Region Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Cube region name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.CUBEREGION    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents The XML representation of a data query Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.CONTENTS

Cube Region Actions
None

Cube Region Functions
None

Cube Region Associations
None

Using a Dimension
The dimension metadata model shows the inheritance relationships between the dimension
classes. All of these classes are abstract except for the example Sample\Basic\Product
\None dimension which represents the product dimension in the Essbase Analytic Services
Sample application, Basic cube. Each Essbase Analytic Services dimension is specified using
metadata properties in the following format:

application name\cube name\dimension name\dimension class ID type
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Figure 29 Dimension Metadata Model

Dimension Object
An object that contains the standard properties used in all Essbase Analytic Services dimensions.
For details, see the following topics:

l “Dimension Properties” on page 357

l “Dimension Actions” on page 359

l “Dimension Associations” on page 361

Dimension Properties
The following table describes the dimension properties:

Table 71 Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Dimension name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:
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Name Description Details

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.ACCOUNT Value: 1

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.TIME Value: 2

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.COUNTRY Value: 3

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.TYPE Value: 4

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.CURRENCY_
PARTITION Value: 5

l Name: EAPEssDimensionType.ATTRIBUTE Value: 6

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Type Dimension type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: NONE Value: 0

l Name: TIME Value: 2

l Name: ACCOUNT Value: 1

l Name: COUNTRY Value: 3

l Name: CURRENCY_PARTITION Value: 5

l Name: TYPE Value: 4

l Name: ATTRIBUTE Value: 6

l Name: ATTRIBUTE_CALC Value: 7

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.TYPE

IsOptional Indicates if this dimension is optional or required Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: true Value: 1

l Name: false Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.IS_
OPTIONAL

FlatHierarchies Indicates if this hierarchy is flat Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.FLAT_
HIERARCHIES

HAEnabled Indicates if the dimension’s leaf members have the
ability to use Hybrid Analysis.

Note:  Hybrid Analysis is a feature of Integration
Server that integrates an Essbase Analytic Services
multidimensional database with a relational
database.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.HA_ ENABLED

Dimension Actions

QUERYMEMBERS

The QUERYMEMBERS dimension action performs a report-style query to list database member
information. This action passes any member query string, that the Essbase Analytic Services API
EssQueryDatabaseMembers can accept, and returns the result string. This is the fastest way to
do member query if you just want the result as a string.

Note:

This action uses the EssQueryDatabaseMembers function. For more information, see the Essbase
Analytic Services API documentation.

Constant - EAPEssAction.Dimension.QUERYMEMBERS

Return Values

String, or throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.QUERYSCRIPT - a constant to specify the action

String mbrQuery ==: <selectionstring> [<sortcommand> [<outputcom>]]

l The valid values for <selectionstring> are:

    CHILDRENOF | ALLINSAMEDIM | DIMTOP | OFSAMEGENERATION |
ONSAMELEVELAS | ANCESTORSOF | PARENTOF | DESCENDANTSOF |ALLSIBLINGSOF | 
LSIBLINGOF

l The valid values for <sortcommand> are:
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    SORTASCENDING | SORTDESCENDING | SORTNONE | SORTMBRNAMES |
SORTALTNAMES | SORTMBRNUMBERS | SORTDIMNUMBERS | SORTLEVELNUMBERS | 
SORTGENERATION

l The form for <outputcommand> is:

    <outputcommand> ==: Item [separator] | FORMAT {<item> <separator> } 

m To obtain a one-item list of information on a member, use the following output
commands:

      <outputcommand> ==: MBRNAMES |  ALTNAMES 
|                               MBRNUMBERS | DIMNUMBERS | 
LEVELNUMBERS |                 GENERATIONS | CALCSTRINGS | <UCALCS 
|                              TABSEPARATED | SPACESEPARATED | 
COMMASEPARATED |                  NEWLINESEPARATED | ATTRIBUTES 

m To obtain a list of two or more items of information on a member, use a format
specification clause. Specify the items you want listed, their order, and what character
to use to separate them. The syntax for a format specification clause is:

      <FORMAT <item> [<separator>] {<item> [<separator>]}

o The valid values for <item> are:

          MBRNAMES | ALTNAMES | MBRNUMBERS | DIMNUMBERS 
|          LEVELNUMBERS | GENERATIONS | CALCSTRINGS | UCALCS 
|          ATTRIBUTES

Tip:

ATTRIBUTES are listed as the number of attributes followed by a tab-separated list
of attribute names.

o The valid values for <separator> are:

          TABSEPARATED | SPACESEPARATED | COMMASEPARATED 
|          NEWLINESEPARATED

Tip:

The default is TABSEPARATED.

Example

This example executes the query DESCENDANTSOF on the Year dimension and returns each
member’s name, alias name, level, and generation.

import com.hyperion.ap.*;
import com.hyperion.ap.essbase.*;
public class TestMemberQueryAction
  {
  public static void main(String[] args)
    {
    try
      {
      IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM
      ("ADM",EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION );
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      adm.openConnection( "HssEssDriver", "admin", "password",
      "LocalHost", "Demo" );
      IAPMdCube cube = (IAPMdCube) ((IAPComposite)adm).getChild(null,
       "Basic", EAPClassIDType.CUBE);
      IAPMdDimension dim = (IAPMdDimension)((IAPComposite)cube).
       getChild(null,"Year",EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION );
      /* create the query  
      String query = "<DESCENDANTSOF Year <FORMAT {MBRNAMES TABSEPARATED
       ALTNAMES TABSEPARATED LEVELNUMBERS TABSEPARATED GENERATIONS
       NEWLINESEPARATED }";
      /* create the transaction and execute the action
      IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
      IAPActionInstance action =
       ((IAPAction)dim).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.Dimension.
       QUERYMEMBERS);
      action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.QUERYSCRIPT , query );
      transaction.begin();
      ((IAPAction)dim).execute(action);
      transaction.commit();
      /* print out the query results
      String result = action.getResultValue();
      System.out.println(result);
      System.out.println("Action " + action.getName() + " Done");
      adm.closeConnection();
      }
    catch (Exception e)
     {
     e.printStackTrace();
     }
   }
  }

Output

        Jan             0               3
        Feb             0               3
        Mar             0               3
        Qtr1    Q1      1               2
        Apr             0               3
        May             0               3
        Jun             0               3
        Qtr2    Q2      1               2
        Jul             0               3
        Aug             0               3
        Sep             0               3
        Qtr3    Q3      1               2
        Oct             0               3
        Nov             0               3
        Dec             0               3
        Qtr4    Q4      1               2
        Year    Period  2               1
Action QueryMembers Done

Dimension Associations
All of the dimensions have the following associations:
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Table 72 Dimension Associations

Object Child Constant See

Member Yes Use the following values:

l Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Attribute Member Value: 1

“Member Object” on page 366

Member Selection Yes EAPClassIDType.MEMSELECTION “Member Selection Object” on page 351

Hierarchy Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHY “Hierarchy Object” on page 352

Attribute Dimension Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute dimension. For details, see the
following topics:

l “Attribute Dimension Properties” on page 362

l “Attribute Dimension Actions” on page 363

l “Attribute Dimension Associations” on page 363

Attribute Dimension Properties
The attribute dimension properties include the dimension properties in Table 71 and the
properties defined in the following table.

Table 73 Attribute Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

The name of the base dimension Name of the dimension Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension. BASEDIMENSIONNAME

DimensionType Specifies the data type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType. BOOLEAN
Value: 9

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType. DATETIME
Value: 11

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType. NUMBER
Value: 8

l Name: EAPEssAttributeDimensionDataType.TEXT Value: 10
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Name Description Details

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.
ATTRIBUTE_DATA_TYPE

Attribute Dimension Actions
None

Attribute Dimension Associations
The attribute associations are defined in Table 72.

Non-Attribute Dimension Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non attribute dimension. For details, see
the following topics:

l “Non-Attribute Dimension Properties” on page 363

l “Non-Attribute Dimension Actions” on page 364

l “Non-Attribute Dimension Associations” on page 364

Non-Attribute Dimension Properties
The properties include the dimension properties in Table 71 and the properties defined in the
following table.

Table 74 Non-Attribute Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

Type Dimension type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Dense Value: 0

l Name: Sparse Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.Dimension.TYPE

Associated Attribute Dimensions The attribute dimensions associated with this
dimension

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Dimension.
ASSOCIATED_ATTRIBUTE_DIMENSIONS

Non-Attribute Dimension Actions
None

Non-Attribute Dimension Associations
The dimension associations are defined in Table 72.

Using the Remaining Dimensions
The following dimensions are non-attribute dimensions.

l None dimension

l Time dimension

l Account dimension

l Country dimension

l Currency dimension

l Type dimension

Remaining Dimensions Properties
The properties include the dimension properties defined in Table 71 and Table 74 from the
dimension and non-attribute dimension classes, respectively.

Remaining Dimensions Actions
None

Remaining Dimensions Associations
The dimension associations are defined in Table 72.
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Using the Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services Product dimension, which is a None
dimension.

Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension Properties
The properties include the properties defined in Table 71 and Table 74 from the dimension and
non attribute dimension classes.

Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension Actions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\None Dimension Associations
The dimension associations are defined in Table 72.

Using Members
The member metadata model shows the relationships between the member classes. All of the
member classes are abstract except for the concrete class Sample\Basic\ Product\Non Attribute
Member, which represents the product dimension in the Essbase Analytic Services Sample
application, Basic cube. Each Essbase Analytic Services member is specified using metadata
properties in the following format:

application name\cube name\dimension name\member class ID type

Figure 30 Member Metadata Model

Member Properties
The following information applies to the member properties:
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l The description column contains a description and, optionally, a property type in italics. If
the property type is omitted, then the property does not have any special relationships. The
following property types are specified:

m UDA member - This property is a user-defined attribute.

m Associated attribute member - This property is an attribute dimension member.

Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of a dimension. For details, see
the following topics:

l “Member Properties” on page 366

l “Member Actions” on page 366

l “Member Functions” on page 367

l “Member Associations” on page 367

Member Properties
The following table describes the member properties:

Table 75 Member Properties

Name Description Details

Name Member name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Name: Attribute Member Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Member Actions
None
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Member Functions
The following member query functions are supported:

l The ADM’s standard member query functions

l The ADM EDS driver member query functions. For more information, see “Using Member
Query Functions” on page 393

l If the member is a time dimension member, the DTS functions are supported. For more
information, see “Using Dynamic Time Series Functions” on page 410.

Member Associations
None

Non Attribute Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of a non attribute dimension.
For details, see the following topics:

l “Non Attribute Member Properties” on page 367

l “Non Attribute Member Actions” on page 368

l “Non Attribute Member Functions” on page 368

l “Non Attribute Member Associations” on page 368

Non Attribute Member Properties
The properties include the properties defined in Table 75 from the member class and the
following table.

Table 76 Non Attribute Member Properties  

Name Description Details

Formula Formula or equation Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Member.FORMULA

UDA User defined attribute Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPEssProperty.Member.USER_DEFINED_ ATTRIBUTE
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Non Attribute Member Actions
None

Non Attribute Member Functions
None

Non Attribute Member Associations
None

Attribute Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of an attribute dimension
member.

Attribute Member Properties
The properties include the properties defined in Table 75 from the member class.

Attribute Member Actions
None

Attribute Member Functions
None

Attribute Member Associations
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services member of a dimension. For details, see
the following topics:

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Properties” on page 369

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Actions” on page 370

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Functions” on page 370

l “Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Associations” on page 370
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Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Properties
l The properties are defined in Table 75, and Table 76 from the member and non attribute

member classes, respectively.

l The properties in the following table are generated dynamically when you set up your Essbase
Analytic Services outline. The property names are the names of the attribute dimensions
that are associated with the member’s dimension defined in the Essbase Analytic Services
outline. For example, the caffeinated attribute dimension is associated with the product
dimension. Therefore, all the members of the product dimension will have a property called
caffeinated.

Table 77 Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Properties  

Name Description Details

Caffeinated An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Name: Caffeinated Value: 0

m Name: Caffeinated_True Value: 1

m Name: Caffeinated_False Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Ounces An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Name: Ounces Value: 0

m Name: Ounces_32 Value: 1

m Name: Ounces_20 Value: 2

m Name: Ounces_16 Value: 3

m Name: Ounces_12 Value: 4

Contains Multiple Values: False

Pkg type An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Name: Pkg Type Value: 0

m Name: Bottle Value: 1

m Name: Can Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Intro date An attribute dimension name Associated Attribute Member Data Type: DATETIME
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Name Description Details

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

m Intro Date Value: 0

m Name: Intro Date_03-25-1996 Value: 1

m Name: Intro Date_04-01-1996 Value: 2

m Name: Intro Date_09-27-1995 Value: 3

m Name: Intro Date_07-26-1996 Value: 4

m Name: Intro Date_12-10-1996 Value: 5

m Name: Intro Date_06-26-1996 Value: 6

m Name: Intro Date_10-01-1996 Value: 7

Contains Multiple Values: False

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Actions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Functions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Member Associations
None

Using a Hierarchy Relationship
The Hierarchy Relationship metadata model shows the relationships between the hierarchy
relationship classes. All of the hierarchy relationship classes are abstract except for the concrete
class Sample\Basic\ Product\Non Attribute hierarchy relationship, which represents the
Hierarchy Relationship for the product dimension in the Essbase Analytic Services Sample
application, Basic cube. Each Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy relationship is specified using
metadata properties in the following format:

application name\cube name\dimension name\HR class ID type
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Figure 31 Hierarchy Relationship Metadata Model

In addition to the property syntax defined in the “Using Metadata” on page 305, the following
information applies to the hierarchy relationship properties:

l The description column contains a description and, optionally, a property type in italics. A
hierarchy relationship property can be one of the following types:

m Alias Name - This property is a member’s alias name from an alias table.

m Account Property - This property is only defined for an account dimension.

Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services hierarchy relationship. For details, see the
following topics:

l “Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 371

l “Hierarchy Relationship Actions” on page 373

l “Hierarchy Relationship Functions” on page 373

l “Hierarchy Relationship Associations” on page 373

Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The following table describes the hierarchy relationship properties:

Table 78 Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Hierarchy relationship name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value: 0

l Name: Account Hierarchy Relationship Value: 1

l Name: Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Gen The hierarchy relationship’s generation Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.GENERATION

OriginalMember Returns the original member name of an
extended shared member. This property is only
meaningful for extended shared members.

It will return null for non extended shared
members.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 0

l Name: False Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.HierarchyRelationship.
ORIGINAL_MEMBER

Level The hierarchy relationship’s level Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.LEVEL

Default Alias name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE
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Name Description Details

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.HierarchyRelationship. DEFAULT

Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The following table describes the hierarchy relationship associations:

Table 79 Hierarchy Relationship Associations

Object Child Constants See

Hierarchy Relationship True Use one of the following values:

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship
Value:0

Account Hierarchy Relationship Value:1

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value:
2

“Using a Hierarchy Relationship” on
page 370

Member False Non Attribute Member Value: 0

Attribute Member Value: 1

“Member Object” on page 366

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services non attribute dimension hierarchy
relationship. For details, see the following topics:

l “Non-Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 373

l “Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions” on page 375

l “Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions” on page 375

l “Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations” on page 375

Non-Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The properties are defined in Table 78 from the hierarchy relationship class and the following
table:
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Table 80 Non-Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

Data Storage Types of data storage. For more information, see the Essbase Analytic
Services Application Manager documentation.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Store Data Value: 0

l Name: Dynamic Calc and Store Value: 4

l Name: Dynamic Calc Value: 5

l Name: Label Value: 2

l Name: Never Shared Value: 1

l Name: Shared Value: 3

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: DATA_STORAGE

Consolidation Consolidation operators, such as +, -, and so on. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: + Value: 0

l Name: - Value: 1

l Name: * Value: 2

l Name: / Value: 3

l Name: % Value: 4

l Name: ~ Value: 5

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: CONSOLIDATION

IsTwoPass Specifies if a calculation should be performed twice. Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: ISTWOPASS

HasHADesc Indicates if Hybrid Analysis descendants exist for the hierarchy
relationship.

Note: Hybrid Analysis is a feature of Integration Server that integrates an
Essbase Analytic Services multidimensional database with a relational
database.

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:
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Name Description Details

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: HAS_HA_DESCENDANTS

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Account Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services account hierarchy relationship. For details,
see the following topics:

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Properties” on page 375

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Actions” on page 377

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Functions” on page 377

l “Account Hierarchy Relationship Associations” on page 377

Account Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The properties are defined in Table 78 and Table 80 from the hierarchy relationship class and
non attribute hierarchy relationship class, respectively, and the following table.

Table 81 Account Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

IsExpense Account Property Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0
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Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: IS_EXPENSE

Currency Conversion Account Property Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: Category Value: 1

l Name: NoConversion Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: CURRENCY_CONVERSION

Time Balance Account Property Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: First Value: 1

l Name: Last Value: 2

l Name: Average Value: 3

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: TIME_BALANCE

Skip Account Property Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: None Value: 0

l Name: Zeros Value: 2

l Name: Missing Value: 1

l Name: Both Value: 3

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: SKIP

CurrencyCategory Account Property Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: CURRENCY_CATEGORY
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Account Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Account Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Account Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Object
An object that represents an Essbase Analytic Services attribute hierarchy relationship.

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The properties are defined in Table 78 from the hierarchy relationship class.

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy
Relationship Object
An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute
hierarchy relationship.

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties
The following table describes the Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship
properties:
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Table 82 Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

LONG NAMES Alias Name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Actions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Functions
None

Sample\Basic\Product\Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Associations
The associations are defined in Table 79.

Using Extension Objects
The following extension objects are non standard and supported for Essbase Analytic Services
only:

l “Calc Script Object” on page 378 - Objects that contains calc scripts that contain commands
to run on all or part of a database. For example, you can create a Calc script to populate
aggregate cells in a data source.

l “Drill-through Object” on page 380 - Objects that provides access to Integration Server
drill-through data.

l “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 382 - Objects that accesses driver information.

l “Linked Reporting Object” on page 389 (LRO) - Objects that contain information that is
linked to a data cell in an Essbase Analytic Services database. LROs can be cell notes,
partitions, URLs, or files that contain text, audio, video, or pictures.

l “Substitution Variable Object” on page 387 - Objects that defines a variable you can use to
replace a query function parameter.

Calc Script Object
The calc script object is a child of the cube object. You use the calc script object to specify calc
script commands to run on all or part of a database. For example, you can create a calc script to
populate aggregate cells in a data source. See the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference
Guide for a list of calc script commands.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT
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For details, see the following topics:

l “Calc Scripts Properties” on page 379

l “Calc Scripts Actions” on page 379

l “Calc Scripts Functions” on page 380

l “Calc Scripts Associations” on page 380

Calc Scripts Properties
The following table describes the calc script properties:

Table 83 Calc Scripts Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the calc script Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents The actual calc script Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: *EAPProperty.CONTENTS

Calc Scripts Actions
The Execute action on the calc script object is supported.

Execute

The Execute action runs or validates a specified calc script object. In most cases, a calc script
object represents a file containing calc script commands.
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Constant - EAPEssAction.CalcScript.EXECUTE

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error is encountered.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE - Controls calculation of the calc script. If TRUE, the calc
script is run; if FALSE, the calc script is validated without being run.

Example

The following function validates a calc script without running it. If the script is invalid, an error
is thrown and APException.printMessageStack prints the error information. The function
takes an application object, a cube object, and the name of the calc script object.

static void scanScript(IAPDomain cAdm, IAPMdCube cCube, String sScriptName)
{
 try
 {
   IAPBase cs =  ((IAPComposite)cCube).getChild(null, sScriptName,
    EAPEssClassIDType.CALC_SCRIPT);
   IAPActionInstance cAction =
    ((IAPAction)cs).createActionInstance(EAPEssAction.CalcScript.
   EXECUTE);
   cAction.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CALCULATE, "false");
   IAPTransaction cTransaction = ((IAPMdAdm)cAdm).createTransaction(); 
   cTransaction.begin();
   ((IAPAction)cs).execute(cAction);
   cTransaction.commit();
 }
 catch(APException e)
 {
   e.printMessageStack();
 }
}

Calc Scripts Functions
None

Calc Scripts Associations
None

Drill-through Object
The drill-through feature provides access to Integration Server drill-through data. The drill-
through object is a child of the data cell object.
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Tip:

Integration Server provides integration between relational and Essbase Analytic Services
multidimensional databases.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.DRILLTHROUGH

For details, see the following topics:

l “Drill-through Properties” on page 381

l “Drill-through Actions” on page 382

l “Drill-through Functions” on page 382

l “Drill-through Associations” on page 382

Drill-through Properties
The following table describes the drill-through properties:

Table 84 Drill-through Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the Drill-Through object Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DtReportId The report ID.

The Integration Server administrator defines this property.

Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: No constant for this property.

DtRowGoverner The number of rows to return for the Integration Server query.

The Integration Server administrator defines this property.

Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: No constant for this property.
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DtTimeGoverner The maximum time for the Integration Server query.

The Integration Server administrator defines this property.

Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: No constant for this property.

Drill-Through Example

This file common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HssTestDrillThrough.java
contains an example using the drill-through extension object to get Integration Server drill-
through data.

Note:

where <release> is the ADM release number.

Drill-through Actions
None

Drill-through Functions
None

Drill-through Associations
None

Driver Capabilities Object
The driver capabilities object is a child of the application object. You use the driver capabilities
object to view information about your driver. This object is read-only.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA

For details, see the following topics:

l “Driver Capabilities Properties” on page 383

l “Driver Capabilities Actions” on page 386

l “Driver Capabilities Function” on page 386

l “Driver Capabilities Associations” on page 387
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Driver Capabilities Properties
The following table describes the driver capabilities properties:

Table 85 Driver Capabilities Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the Driver Capabilities object Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Class description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: DriverCapabilities    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this
value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

ADMVersion ADM version or release Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
ADM_VERSION

Driver’s Version Version of the driver Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
DRIVER_VERSION
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EDSServerVersion EDS Server version or release Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
EDS_SERVER_VERSION

Is Support Persistence Data Indicates data persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE DATA

Is Support Persistence MetaData Indicates metadata persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE_METADATA

Is Support LRO Indicates LRO persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_LRO
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Is Support Zoom Indicates zoom support so you can move
up and down a hierarchy after you execute
a query

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_ZOOM

Is Support Substitution Variable Indicates substitution variable support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_SV

Is Support Calc Script Indicates calc script support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_CS

Driver Capabilities Example

The testDriverCapabilitiesProperty method prints out the driver capability properties
of a driver. This method is from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest
\HssTestMain.java, where <release> is the ADM release number. It accepts an adm instance.

static void testDriverCapabilitiesProperty(IAPDomain adm) throws 
APException, Exception
  {
  //* assumes you already created an adm instance 
  int[] ordinal = new int[1]; // index of returned item from iterator
  System.out.println("...Testing DriverCapabilities...");
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  IAPBase dc = ((IAPComposite) adm).getChild(null, 
EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA, EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA);
  // Get the property iterator for the dc
  IAPIterator propertyIterator = ((IAPPropertiedInstance)
dc).getPropertyIterator();
  // Iterate through the collection of properties of the driver
  for(propertyIterator.first(); propertyIterator.done() == False; 
propertyIterator.next())
    {
    IAPBase property = propertyIterator.item(ordinal);
    // Get the type of the property
    IAPPropertyType typeProp = (IAPPropertyType)property;
    // Get the value of the property
    IAPPropertyValue valueProp = (IAPPropertyValue)property;
    // Get the data type of the property
    int dataType = typeProp.getDataType();
    System.out.println("");
    System.out.println("Data Type: " + dataType);
    // Get the driver type from the property type
    int driverType = typeProp.getDriverType();
    System.out.println("Driver Type: " + driverType);
    // Check whether the property type is not multivalued.
    // If so, get the name of the type of the type of the property and its 
value.
    if(typeProp.isMultiValue() == False)
      {
      String propertyName = typeProp.getName();
      String propertyValue = valueProp.getValue();
      System.out.println("Property Name: " + propertyName);
      System.out.println("Property Value: " + propertyValue);
      }
    // If the property type is multivalued...
    else
      {
      String propertyName = typeProp.getName();
      System.out.println("Property Name: " + propertyName);
      // Get the number of values it contains.
      int valueCount = valueProp.getValueCount();
      for(int q = 0; q < valueCount; q++)
        {
        String s = valueProp.getValue(q);
        System.out.println("Property Value [q]: " + s);
        }
      }
    }
  }

Driver Capabilities Actions
None

Driver Capabilities Function
None
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Driver Capabilities Associations
None

Substitution Variable Object
The substitution variable object is a child of the server, application, or cube object.

Note:

The server object is part of the ADM Analytic server model which contains Essbase Analytic
Services specific objects. For more information, see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429.

The data source system administrator creates and assigns a value to the substitution variable.
For example, the substitution variable CurMnth can be created and updated to the current
month, at the beginning of each month. You can then use it with a time series function to access
information relevant to the current month.You can set the substitution variable CurMnth to be
the child of a server, application or cube, making it accessible at the server, application, or cube
level, respectively.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION_VARIABLE

For details, see the following topics:

l “Substitution Variables Properties” on page 387

l “Substitution Variable Actions” on page 388

l “Substitution Variable Functions” on page 389

l “Substitution Variable Associations” on page 389

Substitution Variables Properties
The following table describes the Substitution Variables properties:

Table 86 Substitution Variables Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Substitution variable name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST
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Validation List:

   Name: SV    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Value Substitution variable value Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPProperty.VALUE

Type Specifies the object with which the substitution variable is
associated.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: EAPClassIDType.CUBE Value: 0

l Name: EAPClassIDType.APPL Value: 1

l Name: EAPClassIDType.SERVER Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.TYPE

ALE Example

Use the following syntax to reference a substitution variable in a query function:

$substitution variable

Tip:

where substitution variable is the name of the variable created and set by the system
administrator. Each substitution variable is preceded with the $ character.

In this example $CurMonth is the substitution variable. The system administrator sets
$CurMonth to the current month, so this statement always returns members from the current
month.

select * from Year where member (“$CurMonth”, “Year”)

Substitution Variable Actions
None
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Substitution Variable Functions
None

Substitution Variable Associations
None

Linked Reporting Object
A Linked Reporting Object (LRO) is the additional information that is linked to a data cell in
an Essbase Analytic Services database. LROs can be cell notes, partitions, URLs, or files that
contain text, audio, video, or pictures. You can add LROs or retrieve them using the ADM.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.LRO

For details, see the following topics:

l “Linked Reporting Object Properties” on page 389

l “Linked Reporting Object Actions” on page 392

l “Linked Reporting Object Functions” on page 393

l “Linked Reporting Object Associations” on page 393

Linked Reporting Object Properties
The following table describes the linked reporting object properties:

Table 87 Linked Reporting Object Properties  

Name Description Details

Name LRO name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST
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Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.LRO    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned. Do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Contents Specifies the URL, cell notes, or file name. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CONTENTS

Update Date Specifies the most recent date of the LRO. Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.UPDATE_DATE

User Name Specifies user name that made the most recent change to
the LRO.

Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.USER_NAME

Access Level Specifies the access level. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   See “ACCESS_LEVEL Validation Values” on page 391.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.ACCESS_LEVEL

Object Type Specifies the LRO type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: EAPEssLROType.LROTYPE_CELLNOTE
Value: “Cell Note” or 0

l Name: EAPEssLROType.LROTYPE_FILE Value:
“File” or 1

l EAPEssLROType.LROTYPE_URL Value: “URL” or 2
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Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.LRO.OBJECT_TYPE

ACCESS_LEVEL Validation Values

Note:

See the Linked Reporting Object section in your Essbase Analytic Services documentation for
detailed information on these access levels.

[0]: Name: No privilege, Value: 0

[1]: Name: Read data, Value: 1

[2]: Name: Write data, Value: 2

[3]: Name: Calculate data, Value: 4

[4]: Name: Load/Unload databases, Value: 16

[5]: Name: Design databases, Value: 32

[6]: Name: Create/Delete/Edit databases, Value: 64

[7]: Name: Load/Unload applications, Value: 256

[8]: Name: Design applications, Value: 512

[9]: Name: Create/Delete/Edit applications, Value: 1024

[10]: Name: Create/Delete/Edit users, Value: 4096

[11]: Name: Access read, Value: 273

[12]: Name: Access write, Value: 275

[13]: Name: Access calc, Value: 279

[14]: Name: Access dbdesign, Value: 311

[15]: Name: Access dbcreate, Value: 375

[16]: Name: Access appdesign, Value: 887

[17]: Name: Access appcreate, Value: 1911

[18]: Name: Access filter, Value: 272

[19]: Name: Access dball, Value: 255

[20]: Name: Access appall, Value: 4095

[21]: Name: Supervisor, Value: 65535
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LRO Examples

The method testLro in common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest
\HSSTestJavaMain.java demonstrates how to use a data cell object to list all LROs, add new
LROs, change the contents and description of a LRO, and delete a LRO.

Note:

Where <release> is the ADM release number.

This section contains code snippets from testLro..java

Add a LRO Using a File to a Data Cell Example

The following snippet adds an LRO file to a data cell:

//* This is a section of code taken from the method testLro
// common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HSSTestJavaMain.java
//add File lro
IAPTransaction transaction = ((IAPMdAdm) adm).createTransaction();
transaction.begin();
IAPBase lro = ((IAPComposite)cell).createChild(EAPClassIDType.LRO);
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.NAME, "500");
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.CONTENTS, "../
Scripts/Lro1.txt");
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.LRO.OBJECT_TYPE, 
EAPLROType.LROTYPE_WINAPP_API);
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION, 
"This file contains some sample words");
((IAPComposite)cell).addChild(lro);        
transaction.commit();
System.out.println("After Add the File Lro:");        
// since the name of LRO can't be saved, we need to refresh LROs to get the 
correct information about LROs.
((IAPComposite)cell).refreshChildren(EAPClassIDType.LRO);        
getPropertiesForAllChildren((IAPBase)cell, 0);
System.out.println(" ");

Add LRO Using an Input Stream to a Data Cell Example

You can also set the LRO contents using an input stream. This is useful if you cannot use a file
or do not know the file name.

//* This is a section of code taken from the method testLro
// common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HSSTestJavaMain.java
/ this another way to set the content
FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream("../Scripts/Lro1.txt");
((IAPPropertiedInstance)lro).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.CONTENTS, 
(InputStream) in, ".txt");

Linked Reporting Object Actions
The following two actions work with LROs:
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l GetLroContentsToFile - Use this action to download a LRO file to a local file.

l GetLroContents - If the LRO is a text file, you can get its contents directly using this action.
There is a 64K limit on the size of the file.

GetLroContentsToFile

Use this action to download a LRO to a local file. This action is useful because it can handle any
type of data and transfer it to a local file.

Return values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

None

GetLroContents

If the LRO is a text file, you can get its contents directly using this action. There is a 64K limit
on the size of the LRO text file. You can place the contents in a file or output stream.

Return Values

Essbase Analytic Services error code and message - If the text file is not transferred successfully.

Parameters

None

Linked Reporting Object Functions
None

Linked Reporting Object Associations
None

Using Member Query Functions
This section lists the specific member query functions that are supported by the ADM EDS driver,
in addition to the following standard member query functions:

l AllMembers() - Returns all members in the hierarchy.

l Children() - Returns the members one level below the specified parent.

l Descendants() - Returns the members all levels below the specified parent.

l Member() - Returns the specified member.
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l SystemMemberList() - Returns all members in the specified system-defined member list.

l TopOfHierarchy() - Returns the members at the top of the hierarchy that have no parent
members.

The ADM EDS driver supported member query functions are:

l “Ancestors” on page 395 - Returns the members at all levels above the specified member in
the same branch.

l “BottomOfHierarchy” on page 396 - Returns the members at the bottom of the hierarchy
that do not have children.

l “Match” on page 396 - Returns the members that match a specified pattern.

l “OnSameLevelAs” on page 397 - Returns the members from the same level as the member
name. The members do not necessarily have the same parent.

l “OfSameGeneration” on page 397 - Returns members from the same generation as the
member-name.

l “Parent” on page 396 - Returns the member one level above the member-name in the same
branch.

l “Property” on page 398 - Returns the members with the specified property value.

l “Range” on page 400 - Returns consecutive members specified by a start member and end
member in a hierarchy.

l “RelativeMember” on page 401 - Returns one or more members. This can be used instead
of the member-name parameter in a member query function.

l “Siblings” on page 402 - Returns the members with the same parent on the same level as
the member-name parameter.

l “Suppress Shared Members” on page 402 - Suppress the return of the shared members, this
is applied to the data query.

l “UserMemberList” on page 403 - Returns all members in the specified user-defined member
selection. The user-defined member list is a saved query, stored on the server, and accessible
to clients.

Syntax
Enclosing strings in quotes is optional, unless the string contains the blank character. For
example, “long name” must be enclosed in quotes, but name does not need quotes.

Some of the strings in the following code examples is displayed on two text lines. However,
strings must be defined on only one line in your code.

Examples
All of the examples are based on the following Year dimension:
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Figure 32 Year Dimension

Ancestors
Returns the members at all levels above the specified member in the same branch.

Syntax
Ancestors (member-name, hierarchy, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive If True, the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False, the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
Ancestors (“Jan“, “Year“, “True“)

returns Q1
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BottomOfHierarchy
Returns the members that do not have children.

Syntax
BottomOfHierarchy (hierarchy)

where hierarchy is the hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy
is the dimension name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example
BottomOfHierarchy (“Year“)

returns Jan, Feb. Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Q3, Q4

Match
Returns the members that match a specified pattern.

Syntax
Match (pattern)

where pattern is text string. You can use any of the following wildcard characters

? - Matches one occurrence of any character

* - Matches zero or more characters. You can use the * at the end of string only.

Example
match (“Q?“)

returns Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4

Parent
Returns the member one level above the member-name in the same branch.

Syntax
Parent (member-name, hierarchy, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.
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Parameter Description

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive Set this to True or False.

If True, the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False, the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
parent (“Jun“, “Year”, “True”)

returns Jun, Q2

OfSameGeneration
Returns members from the same generation as the member-name.

Syntax
OfSameGeneration (member-name, hierarchy)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

OfSameGeneration (“Q1”, “Year”)
returns: Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4

OnSameLevelAs
Returns the members from the same level as the member-name. The members do not necessarily
have the same parent.

Syntax
OnSameLevelAs (member-name, hierarchy)
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Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

Example

OnSameLevelAs (“Q1”, “Year”)
returns: Q1, Q2

Property
Returns the members with the specified property value. There are two syntax specifications.

The following statement using syntax 2:

select * from Year where "Population" < 1000

is equivalent to the following statement using syntax 1:

select * from Year where Property("Population", 1000, "<")

Syntax 1
Property (property-type, property-value, optional operator)

Parameter Description

property- type Use one of the following values:

l “Name”

l “Attribute dimension name”, where Attribute dimension name is
dynamic.

l “UDA”

l “Alias table name”, where Alias table name is dynamic.

property- value The actual property value.

optional operator The operator is specified only if the property type is an attribute dimension name. The
default operator is equals. >, <, = , <>, !=, <=, >=

Example 1
The following examples use the Sample Application and Basic database that is installed with
Essbase Analytic Services.

Name

property (“Name“, “QTR1”)
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Returns Qtr1 which is the member where the name is equal to “Qtr1”

Attribute Dimension

property (“population“, “3000”, “>”)

Returns all members in the base dimension, where the population attribute is > 3000000

Results: New Hampshire, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico, Iowa

UDA

property (“UDA”, “major market”)

Returns all members with the UDA value “major market”

Alias Table

property (“long names“, “quarter 1”)

Returns Qtr1 which is the member whose alias in the alias table “long names” is equal to “quarter
1”

Syntax 2
You can also specify the property() member query function using the following syntax:

<"Property type"> <operator> <“value”>

Parameter Description

“property- type” Use one of the following values:

l “Name,” where Name is dynamic.

l “Attribute dimension name,” where Attribute dimension name is
dynamic.

l “UDA”

l “Alias table name,” where Alias table name is dynamic.

optional operator The operator is specified only if the property type is an attribute dimension name. The
default operator is the equal sign( = ). Use one of the following operators:

>, <, =, <>, !=, <=, >=

value The actual property value.

Example 2
The following examples use the Sample Application and Basic database that is installed with
Essbase Analytic Services.

Name

“Name” = “QTR1”
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Returns Qtr1 which is the member where the name is equal to “quarter 1”

Note:

Only the = operator is valid for the Name property type.

Attribute Dimension

“population”> “3000”

Returns all members in the base dimension, where the population attribute is > 3000000

Results: New Hampshire, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico, Iowa

Note:

All of the operators >, <, =, <>, !=, <=, >= are valid for the attribute dimension

UDA

“UDA” = “major market”

Returns all members with the UDA value “major market.”

Alias Table

“long names” = “quarter 1”

Returns Qtr1, which is the member whose alias in the alias table “long names” is equal to “quarter
1”

Range
Returns all members contained within the specified start member and end member. The start
and end members must be in the same generation.

Syntax
Range (Start-member-name, End-member-name, hierarchy)

Parameter Description

Start-member-name The Start-member-name for the beginning of the range. This member is included in
the result set.

End-member-name The End-member-name for the end of the range. This member is included in the result
set.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension
name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.
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Example
Range ( “Jan”, “May”, “Year”)

Returns all members from Jan through May in the Year hierarchy: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May.

RelativeMember
Returns one or more members. This can be used instead of the member-name parameter in a
member query function.

This function accesses members in a circular fashion. For example using the Year hierarchy in
Figure 32, if you specify Jun + 1, the month Jan is returned. Because Jun is the last month in the
Year hierarchy the function circles back to Jan.

Syntax
RelativeMember (member-name, offset, hierarchy, [<named-group>[,<start-
with-first>]])

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

offset The number used to offset a list of members.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension
name, because you cannot have different hierarchies.

<named-group> Optionally, you can use the named-group to specify the level or generation you want to
access.

start-with-first True start at the top of the named-group.

False start at the bottom of the named-group.

Example 1
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Children(RelativeMember("Q4", "          
-2","Year"),"Year", False)), 

returns the children of Q2: Apr, May, Jun

Example 2
member( (RelativeMember("Q1", "+2","Year"), ("Gen3,Year"), True),"Year")

ä To process the RelativeMember query function in Example 2:

1 Go to the named-group: “Gen3,Year” - which is the third generation of Year.

2 True - Start from the first child of this generation, which is Jan.
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3 +2 - go forward 2 members in the Year generation, which is Mar.

4 member (“Mar,” ,”Year”)

5 Mar is returned.

Siblings
Returns the members with the same parent on the same level as the member-name parameter.

Syntax
Siblings (member-name, hierarchy, inclusive)

Parameter Description

member-name The member name for the dimension.

hierarchy The hierarchy of the dimension. In Essbase Analytic Services, hierarchy is the dimension name,
because you cannot have different hierarchies.

inclusive Set this to True or False.

If True, the parameter member-name is also returned.

If False, the parameter member-name is not returned.

Example
siblings (“Jan“, “Year”, False)

returns Feb, Mar

Suppress Shared Members
Suppress the return of the shared members. This is applied to the data query.

Tip:

A shared member shares storage space with another member of the same name. The shared
member has a property that designates it as shared. The use of shared members prevents duplicate
calculation of members that appear in the outline more than once.

Syntax
SuppressSharedMembers ()

Example
This example uses the Sample Application and Basic database.
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WITH (Select * From Product Where OnSameLevelAs("100-10","Product" ), 
SuppressSharedMembers() ) 

The result is that the children of Diet are suppressed, because the children are shared members.

UserMemberList
Returns all members in the specified user-defined member query or MemberSelection object.
Only the WHERE clause in the member query is implemented. The user-defined member query
is saved, stored on the server, and accessible to clients.

Syntax
UserMemberList (list-name)

Parameter Description

list-name The name of the user defined list.

Example
UserMemberList (“AllChildrenOfMarket”)

returns all members from the Market dimension.

Note:

The query Children (“Market“, “Market“, True) was saved as a user member list named
AllChildrenOfMarket.

Using Data Query Functions
Data query functions are used to select and sort cube data cells based on cube data values. They
also affect the members returned, because if a data value does not meet the criteria then the
member combination that identifies the data value is omitted as well.

The following data query functions are implemented:

l Asym - Returns dimensions on a column in asymmetric format.

l Bottom - Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

l BottomMost - Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

l HybridAnalysisOff - Suppresses returning Hybrid Analysis members associated with the
members returned in the data query.

l HybridAnalysisOn - Returns Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members
returned in the data query.
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l Property - Returns a result set where the all the rows in the column satisfy the specified
condition.

l Sparse - Tells Essbase Analytic Services to use the sparse data extraction method, which
optimizes performance when a high proportion of the reported data rows are #MISSING.

l SuppressMissing - Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only #MISSING values.

l SuppressZero - Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only zero values.

l Top - Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.

l TopMost - Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.

Note:

The data query function examples in the following topics use the Essbase Analytic Services
Sample Application, Basic cube.

Asym
Returns dimensions on a column in asymmetric format. Both of the following conditions must
be True. Otherwise, a symmetric query is performed:

l The number of members for each dimension on the specified edge must be the same

l All members must be specified explicitly using the member() function

The default function is symmetric where all combinations of the dimensions on an edge are
satisfied. An asymmetric function returns the dimensions combined in the order specified in
the member query.

Tip:

You can use the SEGMENT clause to perform an asymmetric query on a column or row. For
more information, see the Analytic Data Model Developer’s Guide.

Syntax
asym()

Example

Select value From Basic where Asym()
PROJECT Year, Market ON EDGE COLUMN
WITH
(Select * From Year Where Member("Qtr1", "Year") , Member("Qtr2", 
"Year") ),
(SELECT * FROM Market WHERE Member("NewYork", "Market"), Member("Boston", 
"Market") )

The result on the column edge is:

Tuple 0: Qtr1 NewYork 
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Tuple 1: Qtr2 Boston 

If the asym() is omitted this query is symmetric and the result on the column edge is:

Tuple 0: Qtr1 NewYork 
Tuple 0: Qtr1 Boston 
Tuple 1: Qtr2 New York 
Tuple 1: Qtr2 Boston 

Bottom
Returns rows with the lowest values of a specified data column.

Note:

Bottom is represented by the constant EAPFunction.BOTTOM.

Syntax

Bottom (Row, PropertyType, Column)

Parameter Description

Row The number of rows to return.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.ROW.

PropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.PROPERTYTYPE.

Column The column from which to retrieve the top values.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.COLUMN.

Example
Select value from Basic where Bottom ("3", "value", 1)

This example returns 3 rows with the lowest values from column 3.

BottomMost
This command sorts the result set by value of the specified column in descending order and
returns the specified number of rows starting at the bottom of the result set. Rows containing
#MISSING values in the sort column are discarded from the result set before the BottomMost
function is applied.

Note:

This works similarly to the Bottom command of Essbase Analytic Services Report Writer. For
more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference.
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Syntax
BottomMost(rows, column, rowGroupDimension)

Parameter Description

rows Positive integer that specifies the number of rows to be returned; must be greater than 0.

column The target column number; must be between 1 and the maximum number of columns in the
report.

rowGroupDimension Optional. Row grouping dimension that determines the rows to sort as a set. The default is the
inner row.

Example
This result set for this example contains 10 rows, with the lowest data values from column 2.

Select value From Basic where BottomMost("10","2")
PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Descendants("Year", "Year", false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts ON EDGE ROW 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario"), 
Member("Budget", "Scenario")) 
PROJECT Market  ON EDGE SLICER 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market"))

HybridAnalysisOff
Suppresses returning Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members returned in the
data query. This is relevant if the HAENABLE is set to True in your Essbase Analytic Services
configuration file which globally turns on the ability to retrieve members of a Hybrid Analysis
relational source. For more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference
Guide.

Note:

Hybrid Analysis provides the integration of a relational database with an Essbase Analytic
Services multidimensional database so that lower-level data remains in the relational database
and is mapped to summary-level data residing in the Essbase Analytic Services database.

Example
In this example, assume that some members of the Product dimension are present in a Hybrid
Analysis relational source and HAENABLE is set to True in your Essbase Analytic Services
configuration file. When the following data query is run, Hybrid Analysis members in the
Product dimension are not returned.
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Select value from Basic where HybridAnalysisOff()

HybridAnalysisOn
Returns Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members returned in the data query. If
there are no Hybrid Analysis members associated with the members returned, the data query
does not return an error message. Queries that include Hybrid Analysis members must be
symmetric.

Note:

Hybrid Analysis provides the integration of a relational database with an Essbase Analytic
Services multidimensional database so that lower-level data remains in the relational database
and is mapped to summary-level data residing in the Essbase Analytic Services database.

Example
In this example, assume that the children of the New_York dimension are present in a Hybrid
Analysis Relational Source. When the following data query is run, Hybrid Analysis members in
the New York dimension are returned.

Select value from Basic where HybridAnalysisOn() PROJECT Market ON EDGE 
COLUMN WITH Children("New_York", "Market", true) 

The member query must return the children of a member in order to return the Hybrid Analysis
members. For example the following data query will not return the Hybrid Analysis members,
because the member() function does not return children.

Select value from Basic where HybridAnalysisOn() PROJECT Market ON EDGE 
COLUMN WITH member("New_York", "Market", true)

Property
Returns a result set where the all the rows in the column satisfy the specified condition. To specify
the condition, you pass two values to be compared and a comparison operator.

Tip:

Property is represented by the constant EAPFunction.PROPERTY.

Syntax

Property ("TupleOrValue", "DataPropertyType", "TupleOrValue", 
"DataPropertyType", "PropertyOperator")

Parameter Description

TupleOrValue The value to be compared with the second TupleOrValue parameter. Pass either a number
or the word tuple followed by a space and the tuple number.
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Parameter Description

Tip: See the example, which uses a tuple for the first TupleOrValue parameter and a number
for the second TupleOrValue parameter.

DataPropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

TupleOrValue The value to be compared with the first TupleOrValue parameter. Pass either a number or the
word tuple followed by a space and the tuple number.

DataPropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

PropertyOperator Relational operators such as =, >, <, >=, <= .

Example
Select value from Basic Where Property ("tuple 1", "value", "5", "value", 
">")

In the following example, if the value of a row in column 1 is greater than 5, then the row is
included in the result set:

Sparse
Tells Essbase Analytic Services to use the sparse data extraction method, which optimizes
performance when a high proportion of the reported data rows are #MISSING. This data
extraction method is different from the regular method. Essbase Analytic Services cannot use
the sparse data retrieval optimization method on dynamic calc or dynamic calc and store
members.

Syntax
Select value from Basic Where sparse()

Example
sparse()

Essbase Analytic Services uses the sparse data extraction method, which optimizes performance
when a high proportion of the reported data rows are #MISSING.

SuppressMissing
Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only #MISSING values.

Syntax
SuppressMissing()
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Example
Select value From Basic where SuppressMissing()

This example does not display rows that contain only #MISSING values.

SuppressZero
Suppresses the display of all rows that contain only zero values.

Syntax
SuppressZero()

Example
Select value From Basic where SuppressZero()

This example does not display rows that contain only zero values.

Top
Returns rows with the highest values of a specified data column.

Tip:

Top is represented by the constant EAPFunction.TOP.

Syntax

Top ("Row", "PropertyType”, Column)

Parameter Description

Row The number of rows to return.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.ROW.

PropertyType The only supported property is “value”, which returns a data value.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.PROPERTYTYPE.

Column The column from which to retrieve the top values.

This parameter is represented by the constant EAPParameter.COLUMN.

Example
Select value from Basic Where Top("3", "value", 1)

This example returns 3 rows with the highest values from column 1.
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TopMost
This command sorts the result set by value of the specified column in descending order and
returns the specified number of rows starting at the top of the result set. Rows containing
#MISSING values in the sort column are discarded from the result set before the TopMost
function is applied.

Note:

This works similarly to the Top command of Essbase Analytic Services Report Writer. For more
information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Technical Reference.

Syntax
TopMost(rows, column, rowGroupDimension)

Parameter Description

rows Positive integer that specifies the number of rows to be returned; must be greater than 0.

column The target column number; must be between 1 and the maximum number of columns in the
report.

rowGroupDimension Optional. Row grouping dimension that determines the rows to sort as a set. The default is the
inner row.

Example
This result set for this example contains 10 rows, with the highest data values from column 2,
sorted by the accounts in the rows.

Select value From Basic where TopMost("10","2","Accounts")
PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Year WHERE Descendants("Year", "Year", false)) 
PROJECT Product, Accounts ON EDGE ROW 
WITH (SELECT * FROM Product WHERE Children("Audio", "Product", false)), 
(SELECT * FROM Accounts WHERE Children("Profit", "Accounts", true)) 
PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Scenario WHERE Member("Actual", "Scenario"), 
Member("Budget", "Scenario")) 
PROJECT Market  ON EDGE SLICER 
WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member("New_York", "Market")) 

Using Dynamic Time Series Functions
The ADM EDS driver supports DTS functions that provide up to eight levels of period-to-date
reporting. You use these functions only with a time dimension member that is on the lowest
level in your outline. An administrator needs to enable these functions in your database using
Essbase Analytic Services Application Manager.
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You can determine which DTS functions are active by using the cube action GetCurrentDTS.
For more information, see “GetCurrentDTS” on page 335.

For example, your Essbase Analytic Services administrator can assign a DTS function to a
member in your database outline. You can use that DTS function with any member at the same
level.

HTD - history to date
YTD - year to date
STD - season to date
PTD - period to date
QTD - quarter to date
MTD - month to date
WTD - week to date
DTD - day to date
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Overview
The ADM OLE Database Connectivity (ODBC) driver is built using Open Database
Connectivity, an open standard Application Programming Interface (API) for accessing a
database, and accesses Microsoft Analysis Services (MSAS) data sources and SAP Business
Information Warehouse (SAP-BW) data sources.

Required Hyperion Software
To use this driver, you must have Analytic Data Model (ADM), Release 7.2 or later.

Setting Up the Driver
The ADM ODBO driver is installed with Analytic Data Model and it accesses the MSAS data
source and the SAP-BW data source.

ä To use the ADM ODBO driver:

1 Update your CLASSPATH with the following file and include the path:

l admodbo.jar

2 Update your PATH with the following file and include the path
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l HssODBOMsDriver.dll

3 Set up the environment for ADM. For more information, see “Configuring ADM Settings” on page 141.

4 Ensure you have an ODBO server installed and running and a valid user name and password to access it.

Note:

To use SAP BW, you need to install the SAP GUI client. To use MSAS you need to install MSAS.

Logon Considerations
You cannot use the single sign-on feature with the ADM ODBO driver. Single sign-on is only
applicable to ADM drivers that access Hyperion data sources.

ODBO Connection Information
The ADM ODBO driver can connect to Micro-Soft Analytic Services (MSAS) or SAP-BW using
the IAPServer or IAPDomain interfaces that map to the ADM server model or the ADM domain
model respectively. You can connect to MSAS or SAP-BW locally or remotely using RMI.

l Use the IAPServer interface, if you want to access the ADM server model. For more
information see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429.

l Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. For more
information, see “Domain Model ” on page 75.

Connecting With IAPDomain
Use IAPDomain to connect to the ADM Domain model, which gives access to metadata and
data.

Connecting Locally With IAPDomain
To connect to a data source using the IAPDomain interface, pass the URL information described
in the following table to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection() methods.

Table 88 URL Parameters to Connect Locally With IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver:serverName:applicationName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver is the ODBO driver name

l serverName is the computer location of the ODBO server.

l applicationName is the ODBO application name or catalog name
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Parameter Description

password The password for the ODBO server

user The user for the ODBO server

provider MSOLAP - use this for an MSAS data source

MDRMSAP - use this for a SAP-BW data source

locale The language you want to use with Essbase. The list of valid languages is in the
EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

Note: This parameter is optional

client SAP-BW client connection number. Use this for SAP only.

ssasimpersonate Enables you to log in as another user.

l true—SSAS authentication

l false—MSAS authentication

Example

l The following snippet is an ODBO connection URL for the MSAS sample application
FoodMart 2000.

URL = "adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver" + ":" + localhost + ":"

+ "FoodMart 2000" + "?password=" + password + ";user=" + admin +

";Provider=MSOLAP" +

";convertLegacyDataQueryToMDX=true;convertLegacyMemberQueryToMDX=tru

e";

l The following snippet an ODBO connection URL to a SAP-BW data source

URL = 
“adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver:servername:appname?;Provider=MDRM
SAP;user=username;password=password;client=clientNumber”
// *** Create an ADM instance and open a connection to an app
IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM("ADM");
adm.openConnection(URL, null);

Connecting With RMI and IAPDomain

Table 89 URL Parameters to Connect Remotely With IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverName:applic

ationName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote is the RMI driver
name.

l serverName is the computer location of the RMI server.
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Parameter Description

l applicationName is the ODBO application name.

password The password for the ODBO server.

user The user for the ODBO server.

provider “MSOLAP” The provider is Micro Soft OLAP

remoteServer The RMI server.

remoteDriver The ODBO driver name, which is com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is dynamically
generated by the JVM.

ssasimpersonate Enables you to log in as another user.

l true—SSAS authentication

l false—MSAS authentication

Example

The following snippet is an ODBO connection URL for the MSAS sample application FoodMart
2000.

URL = "adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote" + ":" + 
“ODBO_server:FoodMart 2000" + "?password=password" + “;user=admin";
URL += ";Provider=MSOLAP;remoteserver=RMI_server; 
remotedriver=com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver”;

Connecting with IAPServer
Use the IAPServer interface to access the ADM server model and its objects:

l Application Wrapper - An extension object that acts as a wrapper, which contains the
application and database names for a data source.

l Server - An object that represents the data source server.

Connecting Locally With IAPServer
To connect to a data source locally with the IAPServer interface, pass the URL information
described in the following table to one of the IAPServer.openConnection() methods.

Table 90 URL Parameters to Connect Using RMI With IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver:serverName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver is the ODBO driver name
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Parameter Description

l serverName is the computer location of the ODBO server

password The password for the ODBO server

user The user for the ODBO server

provider MSOLAP - use this for an MSAS data source

MDRMSAP - use this for a SAP-BW data source

locale The language you want to use with Essbase. The list of valid languages is in the
EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

Note: This parameter is optional

client The SAP-BW client connection number; use this for a SAP-BW data source only

ssasimpersonate Enables you to log in as another user.

l true—SSAS authentication

l false—MSAS authentication

Example

l The following URL is an ODBO connection string for the MSAS sample application
FoodMart 2000:

URL = "adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver" + ":" + localhost + "?

password=" + password + ";user=" + admin + ";Provider=MSOLAP" ;

l The following URL is an ODBO connection string for a SAP-BW data source:

URL = 
“adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver:servername:appname?;Provider=MDRM
SAP;user=username;password=password;client=clientNumber”

Connecting With RMI and IAPServer
To connect to a data source using RMI and the IAPServer interface, pass the URL information
described in the following table to one of the IAPServer.openConnection() methods.

Table 91 URL Parameters to Connect Using RMI With IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote is the RMI driver
name

l serverName is the computer location of the ODBO data source server

password The password for the ODBO server
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user The user for the ODBO server

provider MSOLAP - use this for an MSAS data source

MDRMSAP - use this for a SAP-BW data source

locale The language you want to use with Essbase. The list of valid languages is in the
EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

Note: This parameter is optional

client This is for SAP-BW data source only, set it to the SAP-BW client connection number

remoteServer The computer location of the RMI Server

remoteDriver The ODBO driver name, which is com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is dynamically
generated by the JVM.

ssasimpersonate Enables you to log in as another user.

l true—SSAS authentication

l false—MSAS authentication

Example

The following URL is an ODBO connection string for the MSAS sample application FoodMart
2000:

URL = "adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote" + ":" + 
“ODBO_server:FoodMart 2000" + "?password=password" + “;user=admin";
URL += ";Provider=MSOLAP;remoteserver=RMI_server; 
remotedriver=com.hyperion.ap.odbo.Driver”;

Using Queries
You can use MDX queries and ALE queries with the ADM ODBO driver

Using MDX Queries
The ADM ODBO driver implements the standard MDX functionality. For MDX details see the
data source MDX documentation or the MDX section in the Hyperion System 9 BI+ Analytic
Services Administrator’s Guide.

Using ALE Queries
You can use ALE queries with the ADM ODBO driver. An ALE query is automatically converted
to an MDX query when it is passed to the ADM ODBO driver. For query limitations, see
“Converting ALE queries to MDX” on page 124.
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Using Persistence
The ADM ODBO driver does not support persistence of any metadata objects or data.

Using Connection Pooling
You can use ADM connection pooling with the ADM ODBO driver. See the following
documentation:

l For the ADM pooling UML diagram, see “Pooling Model” on page 90.

l You must set up the ADM pooling in an xml file. For more information, see the Hyperion
Application Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

Using Metadata
The following metadata objects are standard for the ADM ODBO driver and the data sources it
connects to, which means they are implemented for MSAS and SAP-BW.

l Application - An object that represents the ODBO application or catalog; it may contain
zero or more cubes.

l DriverCapabilities - An object that contains descriptive information about the driver.

l Cube - An object that represents a ODBO database; it contains one or more dimensions.

l Hierarchy - An object that represents a ODBO hierarchy.

l Named Group - An object that represents a ODBO named group or level.

l Dimensions - An object that represents a ODBO dimensions.

The metadata objects use the constants in the com.hyperion.ap and
com.hyperion.ap.ODBO packages to identify all classes, objects, properties, and parameters.
We recommend you use these constants in your code. These constants are listed in the ADM
Javadoc. The following items describe the constants:

l The constants and enumerations are implemented as public, static, and final fields. They are
grouped together into logically related groups and put in public final classes.

l All constants with the EAP prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap package.

l All constants with the EAPODBO prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

The following information is described for each metadata object:

l Properties - An attribute or field of the class. The class name, class type and description are
standard properties. For example, if you want to see all the application object’s properties,
see Table 92.

The following information applies to the properties:

m The Data Type constants are defined in the EAPDataType class.

m The property Constants are defined the Constant Field Values listed in the Javadoc.
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l Associations - Other classes to which this object is related. The solid lines on the metadata
model indicate associations. The following relationships are associations:

m Child - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.

m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Figure 33 shows the relationships between the metadata and data objects. The solid lines
represent associations.

Figure 33 ODBO Object Relationships

Object Relationships
The following sections describe each object in the metadata model.
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Application Object
The following table describes the application or catalog properties:

Table 92 Application Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The ODBO name is CATALOG_NAME

Application name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description

The ODBO name is CATALOG_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.APP    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Locale Current locale Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.LOCALE

The following table describes the application associations:

Table 93 Application Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Cube Yes EAPClassIDType.CUBE “Cube Object” on page 425

Driver capabilities Yes EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 421

Driver Capabilities Object
The driver capabilities object is a child of the application object. You use the driver capabilities
object to view information about your driver. This object is read-only.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA

The following table describes the driver capabilities properties:

Table 94 Driver Capabilities Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the Driver Capabilities object Data Type: TEXT

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Class description Data Type: TEXT
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Name Description Details

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

ADMVersion ADM version or release Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
ADM_VERSION

Driver\'s Version Version of the driver Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
DRIVER_VERSION

Server\'s Version Version of the server Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
DRIVER_VERSION

Is Support Persistence Data Indicates data persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE DATA

Is Support Persistence MetaData Indicates metadata persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE_METADATA

Is Support LRO Indicates LRO persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_LRO
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Is Support MDX Indicates MDX support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support Zoom Indicates zoom support so you can move up and
down a hierarchy after you execute a query

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_ZOOM

Is Support Substitution Variable Indicates substitution variable support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_SV

Is Support Calc Script Indicates calc script support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_CS

Is Support User Member List Indicates user member list support Data Type: BOOLEAN
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Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support KeepOnly Indicates KeepOnly support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support RemoveOnly Indicates RemoveOnly support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support Segment Indicates Segment support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support Drill Through Indicates Drill Through support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Cube Object
The following table describes the cube properties:

Table 95 Cube Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The ODBO name is CUBE_NAME

Cube name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description

The ODBO name is CUBE_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Type

The ODBO name is CUBE_TYPE

Specifies the type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPODBOProperty.cube. TYPE

The following table describes the cube associations:

Table 96 Cube Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Dimension Yes EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION “Dimension Object” on page 425

Dimension Object
The following table describes the dimension properties:

Table 97 Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The ODBO name is DIMENSION_NAME

Dimension name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Description

The ODBO name is DIMENSION_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

Type

The ODBO name is DIMENSION_TYPE

Dimension type Data Type: TEXT

Validation List:

l Name: Unknown Value: 0
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l Name: TIME Value: 1

l Name: MEASURE Value: 2

l Name: OTHER Value: 3

Constant:
EAPODBOProperty.Dimension.T
YPE

Key

The ODBO name is DIMENSION_UNIQUE_NAME

Full path name of the object, such as
dimension.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.KEY

All of the dimensions have the following associations:

Table 98 Dimension Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Member Yes Use the following values:

l Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Attribute Member Value: 1

 

Member Selection Yes EAPClassIDType.MEMSELECTION  

Hierarchy Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHY “Hierarchy Object” on page 426

Hierarchy Object
The following table describes the hierarchy properties:

Table 99 Hierarchy Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The ODBO name is HIERARCHY_NAME

The hierarchy name, which is identical to the
dimension name

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Description

The ODBO name is HIERARCHY_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

Key

The ODBO name is HIERARCHY_UNIQUE_NAME

Full path name of the object, such as
dimension.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.KEY

The following table describes the hierarchy associations:
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Table 100 Hierarchy Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Level Yes EAPClassIDType.NAMEDGROUP “Named Group Object” on page 427

Named Group Object
The following table describes the level properties:

Table 101 Level Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The ODBO name is LEVEL_NAME

Named group name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description

The ODBO name is
LEVEL_CAPTION

Class description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Number

The ODBO name is
LEVEL_NUMBER

Refers to the level or generation
number.

Data Type: NUMBER

Constant: EAPODBOProperty.NG.NUMBER

Type

The ODBO name is LEVEL_TYPE

 Data Type: NUMBER

Constant: EAPODBOLevelType.

l Name: ALL Value: 1

l Name: CALCULATED Value: 2

l Name: REGULAR Value: 0

l Name: RESERVED1 Value: 8

l Name: TIME Value: 4

l Name: TIME_DAYS Value: 516

l Name: TIME_HALF_YEAR Value: 36

l Name: TIME_HOURS Value: 772

l Name: TIME_MINUTES Value: 1028

l Name: TIME_MONTHS Value: 132

l Name: TIME_QUARTERS Value: 68

l Name: TIME_SECONDS Value: 2052

l Name: TIME_UNDEFINED Value: 4100

l Name: TIME_WEEKS Value: 260

l Name: TIME_YEARS Value: 20

Note:  The LEVEL_TYPE column exists mainly as a means
to transmit formatting instructions to an application. For
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example, a level with a type of LEVEL_TYPE_TIME_DAYS
might indicate to an application that the members of the
level should be expressed in text format (that is, "Sunday",
"Monday", "Tuesday", and so on). LEVEL_TYPE_REGULAR
can be used to signify a level that does not require any
special formatting.

Key

The ODBO name is
LEVEL_UNIQUE_NAME

Full path name of the object, such
as dimension.member.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

MemberPropertyNames The names of the custom properties
on this level

Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPODBOProperty.NG.MEMBER_PROPERTY_NAMES

MemberPropertyCaptions: The descriptions of the custom
properties on this level

Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPODBOProperty.NG.MEMBER_PROPERTY_CAPTIONS

Sample Programs
The adm/samples/java/testODBOMDX.java program contains samples for the ADM ODBO
driver. It can be run with the MSAS or SAP-BW data source. It contains the following methods:

l testMetadata() - prints the cube, dimension, hierarchy and hierarchy name for a data source

l testMemberQuery() - creates and prints a member query

l testDataQuery() - creates, runs and prints the output of a data query

l testDriverCapabilitiesProperty() - prints the properties for the driver capabilities object
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Connection Information
You can connect to the ADM server model using the IAPServer interface. You can use this
interface with the following ADM drivers:

l ADM APS driver

l ADM Analytic Services Native driver

l ADM MSAS driver

l ADM Planning Details driver

l ADM Financial Management driver

Metadata Overview
The Analytic Services Services metadata objects use the constants in the com.hyperion.ap and
com.hyperion.ap.essbase packages to identify all classes, objects, properties, and
parameters. We recommend you use these constants in your code. These constants are in the
ADM Javadoc, which is located in your <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>
\docs directory.

Note:

Where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory in which you installed
Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

The following items describe the constants:

l The constants and enumerations are implemented as public, static, final fields. They are
grouped together into logically related groups and put in public final classes.

l All objects with the EAP prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap package.
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l All objects with the EAPEss prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

The following information is described for each metadata object:

l Properties - An attribute or field of the class. The class name, class type, and description are
standard properties. For example, if you want to see all the server object’s properties, see
“Server Properties” on page 433.

The following information applies to the properties:

m The constants in the Read/Write Access column are defined in the EAPAccessType
class, and the constants in the Data Type column are defined in the EAPDataType class.

m The constants in the Validation column are defined in the EAPValidationType class.
A constant name and value is included for EAPValidationType.LIST or
EAPValidationType.LIST_EXTENDABLE.

m The * in the Constant column indicates that the property is required for persistence.

l Actions - An operation that you can perform on the class. For example, if you want to see
the server actions, see “Server Actions” on page 434.

l Functions - Filters the set of objects returned by a member or data query. You can perform
a query function on a member, hierarchy, or data cell object. For example, to see the ADM
APS driver’s member query functions, see “Using Member Query Functions” on page 393.
To see the ADM APS driver’s data query functions, see “Using Data Query Functions” on
page 403.

l Associations - Other classes to which this object is related. The solid lines on the metadata
model indicate associations. The following relationships are associations:

m Children - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.

m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Metadata Objects
The following metadata objects are read-only and are described in this section:

l Application Wrapper - An extension object that acts as a wrapper, which contains the
application and database names for a data source.

l Server - An object that represents the data source server.

l User - An extension object that represents the data source user. This is valid for an Essbase
data source only.

l The Application object shown in Figure 34 is to give a point of reference to your other data
source metadata objects. For example, the Application object is a child of the server and is
also shown in Figure 28 on page 308 for Essbase.

Figure 34 shows the relationships between the ADM server model metadata objects.
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Figure 34 ADM Analytic server Model

Note:

The user object is applicable to an Essbase data source only. The application object and driver
capabilities object are described in the ADM APS driver appendix. For more information, see
“Application Object” on page 310 or “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 382.

The following sections describe the ADM Analytic server model objects.

Application Wrapper Object
The application wrapper object is an extension object that acts as a wrapper and contains the
application and database names for a server. The data source system administrator creates and
assigns a name to the application and database. This is a read-only object.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER

For details, see the following topics:

l “Application Wrapper Properties” on page 431

l “Application Wrapper Actions” on page 432

l “Application Wrapper Functions” on page 433

l “Application Wrapper Associations” on page 433

Application Wrapper Properties
The following table describes the application wrapper properties:

Table 102 Application Wrapper Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of application wrapper Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME
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ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DatabaseNames Cube or database names Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: True

Constant: EAPProperty.DBNAMES

Application Wrapper Examples

The sample common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest\HssServerTest.java
reads and prints an application wrapper object; where <release> is the ADM release number.

Note:

Where <release> is the ADM release number.

In addition, the following function shows how to create an Essbase Analytic Services application.
The function takes a server object and the name of the document to be created.

static void createApplication(IAPServer server, String appName) throws 
APException, Exception
 {
 IAPTransaction trans = server.createTransaction();
 trans.begin();
 IAPBase newApp = 
 ((IAPComposite)server).createChild(EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER);
 ((IAPPropertiedInstance)newApp).setPropertyValue(EAPProperty.
   NAME, appName);
 ((IAPComposite)server).addChild((IAPBase)newApp);
 trans.commit();
 }

Application Wrapper Actions
None
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Application Wrapper Functions
None

Application Wrapper Associations
None

Server Object
An object that represents the Analytic Server. This is a read-only object.

For details, see the following topics:

l “Server Properties” on page 433

l “Server Actions” on page 434

l “Server Functions” on page 437

l “Server Associations” on page 437

Server Properties
The following table describes the server properties:

Table 103 Server Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Server name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.SERVER    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.
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Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Server Actions
The following actions on the server object are supported:

l ChangePassword - Use to change a user’s password using the old password for verification.

l NeedToChangePassword - Use this action to determine if a user’s password needs to change.

l SetPassword - Use to set a user’s password, you do not need to know his current password.

l ValidateUser- Check to see if the user name and password are valid.

ChangePassword

Use to change a user’s password using the old password for verification.

Constant - EAPEssAction.CHANGEPASSWORD

Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.USERNAME - The username that you are checking.

EAPEssParameter.CURRENTPASSWORD - The user’s current password.

EAPEssParameter.NEWPASSWORD - The user’s new password.

Example Code

Note:

This is a code snippet from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java|serverTest
\HssServerActions.java which changes the user’s password; <release> is the ADM release
number.

IAPTransaction trans = myServer.createTransaction();
IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)myServer).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.CHANGEPASSWORD);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.USERNAME,testUser);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CURRENTPASSWORD,testPassword);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.NEWPASSWORD,testNewPassword);
trans.begin();
//any errors, throws exception
((IAPAction)myServer).execute(action);
trans.commit();
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NeedToChangePassword

Use this action to determine if a user’s password needs to change.

Constant - EAPEssAction.NEEDTOCHANGEPASSWORD

Return Values

0 - If the password does not need to change.

Essbase Analytic Services error code and message - if the password needs to be changed.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.USERNAME - The username that you are checking.

EAPEssParameter.CURRENTPASSWORD - The user’s current password.

Example Code

Note:

This is a code snippet from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java|serverTest
\HssServerActions.java; where <release> is the ADM release number.

IAPTransaction trans = myServer.createTransaction();
IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)myServer).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.NEEDTOCHANGEPASSWORD);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.USERNAME,testUser);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CURRENTPASSWORD,testPassword);
IAPTransaction trans = null;
IAPActionInstance action = null;
trans.begin();
((IAPAction)myServer).execute(action);
trans.commit();
trans.begin();
//any errors, throws exception
((IAPAction)myServer).execute(action);
trans.commit();
//if successful a "0" is returned
//else an Essbase error code is returned and printed
Count = action.getResultCount();
for (int i=0; i<resultCount; i++)
  {
  result = action.getResultValue(i);
  System.out.println(result);
  }

SetPassword

Use to set a user’s password. You do not need to know his current password. This can only be
called either by a user with create/delete user privileges or by the user himself.

Constant - EAPEssAction.SETPASSWORD
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Return Values

None, throws an exception if an error occurs.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.USERNAME - The username.

EAPEssParameter.NEWPASSWORD - The user’s new password.

Example Code

This is a code snippet from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\serverTest
\HssServerActions.java; where <release> is the ADM release number.

IAPTransaction trans = myServer.createTransaction();
IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)myServer).createActionInstance( 
EAPEssAction.SETPASSWORD);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.USERNAME,testUser);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.NEWPASSWORD ,testNewPassword);
IAPTransaction trans = null;
IAPActionInstance action = null;
trans.begin();
((IAPAction)myServer).execute(action);
trans.commit();
//if successful a "0" is returned
//else an Essbase error code is returned and printed
Count = action.getResultCount();
for (int i=0; i<resultCount; i++)
  {
  result = action.getResultValue(i);
  System.out.println(result);
  }

ValidateUser

Check to see if the user name and password are valid.

Constant - EAPEssAction.VALIDATEUSER

Return Values

0 - The user name and password are valid.

Essbase Analytic Services error code and message - If the user is not valid.

Parameters

EAPEssParameter.USER - The username that you are checking.

EAPEssParameter.CURRENTPASSWORD - The user’s current password.
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Example Code

Note:

This is a code snippet from common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java|serverTest
\HssServerActions.java; where <release> is the ADM release number.

IAPTransaction trans = myServer.createTransaction();
IAPActionInstance action = ((IAPAction)myServer).createActionInstance
(EAPEssAction.VALIDATEUSER);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.USER,testUser);
action.setParameterValue(EAPEssParameter.CURRENTPASSWORD,"wrong");
trans.begin();
((IAPAction)myServer).execute(action);
trans.commit();
//if successful a "0" is returned
//else an Essbase error code is returned and printed
Count = action.getResultCount();
for (int i=0; i<resultCount; i++)
  {
  result = action.getResultValue(i);
  System.out.println(result);
  }

Server Functions
None

Server Associations
The following table describes the server associations:

Table 104 Server Associations  

Object Child Constant See

AppWrapper Yes EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER “Application Wrapper Object” on page
431

Substitution Variable Yes EAPClassIDType.SUBSTITUTION_VARIABLE “Substitution Variable Object” on page
387

User Yes EAPEssClassIDType.USER “User Object” on page 437

User Object
The User object lists all users with access to the specified server. This is valid for Essbase only
and it is a read-only object.

Constant -EAPEssClassIDType.USER

For details, see the following topics:
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l “User Properties” on page 438

l “User Actions” on page 439

l “User Functions” on page 439

l “User Associations” on page 439

User Properties
The following table describes the user properties:

Table 105 User Properties  

Name Description Details

Name User name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.USER    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

UserType Specifies if the user is a supervisor. Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l EAPUserType.NORMALUSER

l EAPUserType.SUPERVISOR

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPEssProperty.USER.USER_TYPE

Example

This example prints the names of the user for a server object.

static void testUserList(IAPServer server) throws APException, Exception
  {
  System.out.println("---Begin to List Server Users--");            
  IAPIterator obji =
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   ((IAPComposite)server).getChildIterator(EAPClassIDType.USER);
  int[] p = new int[1];
  for (int i = 0; !obji.done(); obji.next(),i++)
    {
    IAPNamedObject user = (IAPNamedObject )obji.item(p);
    String userName = user.getName();
    int j = i+1;
    System.out.println("User Name "+j+" : "+userName);
    }
  System.out.println();
  System.out.println("--End of List Server Users--");
  }

User Actions
None

User Functions
None

User Associations
None
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Overview
The Analytic Data Model (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver implements the ADM domain
model described in this guide; however, some of the implementation details differ. For an
overview of the ADM domain model, see “Domain Model ” on page 75.

Essbase Analytic Services provides an online analytical processing (OLAP) solution that satisfies
the complex calculation requirements of end-user analysts across the enterprise in various
departments, including the financial, accounting, and marketing departments. Essbase Analytic
Services operates in a client-server computing environment on a local area network (LAN). This
environment enables multiple users to retrieve and analyze centralized data with the personal
computers they use every day. For more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services
documentation.

Setting up the Driver
The ADM Analytic Services Native driver file is named HssEssDriver700.dll on the
Windows platform, with the ADM release number replacing xxx in the file name. (Periods that
delimit release numbers are not included in the file name.) The ADM Analytic Services Native
driver file has a similar file name on the UNIX platform.
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Note:

In the following steps, <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you
installed Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

The ADM Analytic Services Native driver is installed with Application Builder J2EE.

ä To use the ADM Analytic Services Native driver:

1 If you are using Windows do the following:

l Add the following directory to your path: %ARBORPATH%/bin

l Update your path to include <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\bin.

2 If you are using UNIX, do the following steps:

l If you are using AIX, update LIBPATH to include <HAB Install Directory>\common
\adm\<release>\bin and $ARBORPATH/bin

l If you are using SOLARIS or LINUX, update LD_LIBRARY_PATH to include <HAB
Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\bin and $ARBORPATH/bin

l If you are using HP-UX, update SHLIB_PATH to include <HAB Install Directory>
\common\adm\<release>\bin and $ARBORPATH/bin

3 Ensure you have access to the Essbase Analytic Services server.

4 Install the Essbase Analytic Services run-time client on the same computer as the ADM Analytic Services
Native driver.

5 Set up the environment for the ADM. For more information, see “Configuring ADM Settings” on page 141.

Connecting to Essbase Analytic Services
The ADM Analytic Services Native driver can connect to Essbase Analytic Services using the
IAPServer or IAPDomain interfaces that map to the ADM server model or the ADM domain
model respectively.

l Use the IAPServer interface, if you want to access the ADM Analytic server model, which
contains the following objects.

m Application Wrapper - An extension object that acts as a wrapper, which contains the
application and database names for a Essbase Analytic Services server.

m Server - An object that represents the Essbase Analytic Services server

m Group - An object that represents a group on an Essbase Analytic Services server

m User - An extension object that represents a user for Essbase Analytic Services. This
object is used for Essbase data sources only.

Note:

For more information, see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429.
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l Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. For more
information on the ADM model, see “Domain Model ” on page 75.

Using the IAPServer Interface
To connect to the Analytic server model, you pass a URL representing the logon information to
one of the IAPServer.openConnection() methods. You can connect locally or remotely with
RMI; for details, see “Connecting Locally with IAPServer” on page 443 and “Connecting
Remotely with IAPServer” on page 444.

Connecting Locally with IAPServer

ä To connect locally to Essbase Enterprise Services with the IAPServer interface, take the following
steps:

1 Create an IAPServer instance with code similar to the following:

IAPServer myServer = HssFactory.createServer(String serverName);

Where serverName = name of the Essbase Analytic Services server.

2 Pass the URL information described in the following table to one of the
IAPServer.openConnection methods. The connection URL contains the following parameters:

Table 106 URL Parameters to Connect Locally with IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver adm:native:HssEssDriver:ServerName:applicationName

Where:

l adm:native:HssEssDriver is the ADM Analytic Services Native driver name

l ServerName is the location of the Essbase Analytic Services server.

l applicationName is the Essbase application

Tip: If you use HssEss6Driver or HssEss502Driver for the driver name, it is converted
internally to HssEssDriver to maintain backward compatibility.

password The password for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s single sign-on feature, omit the password and user
parameters and instead use the cssToken parameter.

user The user for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase Analytic Services. The valid list of languages is in the
EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using Hyperion’s
security platform. If you specify this parameter, omit the password and user parameters.

For releases earlier than Essbase 6.5.4, if you include this parameter you must also include the
cssConfigFile parameter.
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Parameter Description

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single Sign-On”
on page 156.

Note: For Essbase releases earlier than 6.5.4, the configuration file’s <trusted> tag must be
set to FALSE. For Essbase 6.5.4 and later, the <trusted> tag can be set to TRUE or FALSE.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you include the cssToken parameter
and are using an Essbase release earlier than 6.5.4.

Note: Essbase 6.5.4 and later releases provide native support of single sign-on, and for those
releases you should not include this parameter in the connection URL.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Connecting Remotely with IAPServer

ä To connect remotely with RMI to Essbase Analytic Services with the IAPServer interface, take
the following steps:

1 Create an IAPServer instance with code similar to the following:

IAPServer myServer = HssFactory.createServer(String serverName);

Where serverName = name of the Essbase Analytic Services server.

2 Pass the URL information described in the following table to one of the
IAPServer.openConnection methods. To connect using RMI, use the following URL parameters:

Table 107 URL for connecting Remotely with IAPServer

Parameter Description

driver The driver name, which you specify as
adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverName:appli

cationName

l serverName the location of the RMI server

l applicationName is the Essbase application
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Parameter Description

user The user for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s security platform, omit the password and user
parameters and instead use the cssToken parameter.

password The password for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase Analytic Services server. The valid list of languages
are in the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

Note: This parameter is optional.

remoteServer The Analytic server name.

remoteDriver The ADM Analytic Services Native driver name, which is HssEssDriver.

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using Hyperion’s
security platform. If you specify this parameter, omit the password and user parameters.

For releases earlier than Essbase 6.5.4, if you include this parameter you must also include the
cssConfigFile parameter.

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single Sign-On”
on page 156.

Note: For Essbase releases earlier than 6.5.4, the configuration file’s <trusted> tag must be
set to FALSE. For Essbase 6.5.4 and later, the <trusted> tag can be set to TRUE or FALSE.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you include the cssToken parameter
and are using an Essbase release earlier than 6.5.4.

Note: Essbase 6.5.4 and later releases provide native support of single sign-on, and for those
releases you should not include this parameter in the connection URL.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is dynamically
generated by the JVM.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. You can use the
java.net.URLEncoder class to encode the parameters. For information on encoding, see the
Javadoc.
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Using the IAPDomain Interface
Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. You can either connect
locally or remotely with RMI; for details, see “Connecting Locally With IAPDomain” on page
446 and “Connecting Remotely With IAPDomain” on page 448.

Connecting Locally With IAPDomain

ä To connect to Essbase Analytic Services locally using the IAPDomain interface, pass the URL
information described in the following table to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection()
methods:

Table 108 URL Parameters to Connect Locally With IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver adm:native:HssEssDriver:serverName:applicationName

Where:

l adm:native:HssEssDriver is the ADM Analytic Services Native driver name.

l serverName is the computer location of the Essbase Analytic Services server.

l applicationName is the Essbase application name.

Tip: If you use HssEss6Driver or HssEss502Driver for the driver name,
it is converted internally to HssEssDriver to maintain backward compatibility.

password The password for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s security platform, omit the password
and user parameters and instead use the cssToken parameter.

user The user for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase. The list of valid languages is in the
EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

Note: This parameter is optional.

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using
Hyperion’s security platform. If you specify this parameter, omit the password and
user parameters.

For releases earlier than Essbase 6.5.4, if you include this parameter you must also
include the cssConfigFile parameter.

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single
Sign-On” on page 156.

Note: For Essbase releases earlier than 6.5.4, the configuration file’s
<trusted> tag must be set to FALSE. For Essbase 6.5.4 and later, the
<trusted> tag can be set to TRUE or FALSE.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you include the cssToken
parameter and are using an Essbase release earlier than 6.5.4.

Note: Essbase 6.5.4 and later releases provide native support of single sign-on,
and for those releases you should not include this parameter in the connection URL.
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Parameter Description

messageLog = <True | False>

auditLog = <True | False>

If you are using ADM logging, you can set up your driver to generate its logging
messages to the ADM log. You specify this when you connect to the driver by including
the messageLog or auditLog. The default is false, so if the parameter is excluded,
the driver will not generate log messages for inclusion in the ADM's log.

Tip: This is currently implemented by the ADM EES driver and the ADM Analytic
Services Native driver for the DATAQRY and MEMQRY loggers for severity INFO.

removeLink = <True | False> Set removeLink to True to remove the <LINK command for all single member
selections when you connect to ADM. If this omitted the default value is False. When
you remove the <LINK command the report’s outline order is parent members first.
If you do not remove the <LINK command the report’s outline order is children
members first.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a
different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.

Example

The following example connects to Essbase, using the IAPConnectionURL interface to pass the
URL:

IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM ("ADM",EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, 
EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION );
IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();
objUrl.setType("adm:native");
objUrl.setDriver("HssEssDriver");
objUrl.setServer("localhost");
objUrl.setApplication("Demo");
objUrl.setUser("myUser");
objUrl.setPassword("myPassword");
adm.openConnection(objUrl);
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Connecting Remotely With IAPDomain

ä To connect to Essbase Analytic Services remotely with RMI using the IAPDomain interface,
pass the URL information listed below to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection() methods:

Table 109 URL Parameters to Connect Remotely WIth IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:serverNa
me:applicationName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote is the RMI driver
name.

l serverName is the location of the RMI server.

l applicationName is the Essbase data source application name.

user The user for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

Note: If you are connecting with Hyperion’s security platform, omit the password
and user parameters and instead use the cssToken parameter.

password The password for the Essbase Analytic Services server.

locale The language you want to use with Essbase Analytic Services server. The valid list of
languages are in the EAPProperty.LOCALE class.

Note: This parameter is optional.

remoteServer The Essbase Analytic Services server.

remoteDriver The ADM driver name which is HssEssDriver

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port is used, which is
dynamically generated by the JVM.

messageLog = <True | False>

auditLog = <True | False>

If you are using ADM logging, you can set up your driver to generate its logging
messages to the ADM log. You specify this when you connect to the driver by including
the messageLog or auditLog. The default is false, so if the parameter is excluded,
the driver will not generate log messages for inclusion in the ADM's log.

Tip: This is currently implemented by the ADM EES driver and the ADM Analytic
Services Native driver for the DATAQRY and MEMQRY loggers for severity INFO.

removeLink = <True | False> Set removeLink to True to remove the <LINK command for all single member
selections when you connect to ADM. If this omitted the default value is False. When
you remove the <LINK command the report’s outline order is parent members first.
If you do not remove the <LINK command the report’s outline order is children
members first.

cssToken The token containing the user’s logon credentials, included only if you are using
Hyperion’s security platform. If you specify this parameter, omit the password and
user parameters.

For releases earlier than Essbase 6.5.4, if you include this parameter you must also
include the cssConfigFile parameter.
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Parameter Description

For information on using ADM with the security platform, see “Connecting with Single
Sign-On” on page 156.

Note: For Essbase releases earlier than 6.5.4, the configuration file’s
<trusted> tag must be set to FALSE. For Essbase 6.5.4 and later, the
<trusted> tag can be set to TRUE or FALSE.

cssConfigFile The name and path of the configuration file, included only if you include the cssToken
parameter and are using an Essbase release earlier than 6.5.4.

Note: Essbase 6.5.4 and later releases provide native support of single sign-on,
and for those releases you should not include this parameter in the connection URL.

admRMIPort Set to an RMI port. If you omit this parameter the default RMI port , which is
dynamically generated by the JVM, is used.

essbaseAgentPort Use the essbaseAgentPort parameter of the ADM connection URL to specify a
different port.

For example:

adm:native:HssEssDriver:localhost:Sample?
essbaseAgentPort=1420;user=Admin;password=Password;

Using an IAPConnection object, you could change the port in the URL:

IAPConnectionURL objURL = adm.createURL();

...

objURL.addParameter("essbaseAgentPort", "1423");

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, the cssToken
and cssConfigFile parameters, as well as any parameters that contain non alphanumeric
characters, must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For information on encoding, see
the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Remote URL Example

Example code using the IAPDomain.openConnection() method with a remote connection
is located in the Javadoc. The following text is a remote URL example:

adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssConnSessionRemote:localhost:Demo?
password=solutions;user=Hyperion;locale=en;remoteServer:Demo;remoteDriver:H
ssEssDriver

Analytic Integration Services (AIS) Support
The Analytic Integration Services (AIS) provides integration between relational databases and
Essbase Analytic Services multidimensional databases.

A drill-through feature is provided that accesses relational data through a Essbase Analytic
Services data source. See HssTestDrillThrough.java for sample code regarding how to get
AIS drill through data.
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Using the ALE Query Implementation
The ADM Analytic Services Native driver implements the basic functionality described in
chapter 5 of this guide; however, some of the implementation details differ. The following topics
describe the ALE, XML, and expression tree query implementation details for the ADM Analytic
Services Native driver:

l “Member Query Considerations” on page 450

l “Data Queries Considerations” on page 450

Member Query Considerations
The following rules apply to ADM Analytic Services Native driver member queries:

l If you use a member query in a data query, you are limited to the following properties in
the member query SELECT clause:

m “Name”, where Name is dynamic

m “Alias table name”, where Alias table name is dynamic

m * , which returns all properties

m “Name”, “Alias table name”, returns the name and alias table name of member. The
alias is returned as an edge cell property of type IAPEdgeCellProperty. The following
limitations apply to the data query:

o You must use this format “Name”, “Alias table name” for all the member queries
within the data query.

o You can only use one alias table within the data query.

l In the ORDERBY clause you can only sort by the Name property.

Data Queries Considerations
The following rules apply to the WHERE clause in the data query.

l If you use select *, attributes are returned and internally the Essbase Grid API is used.

l If you use select value, attributes are not returned and internally the Essbase Main API
is used.

l The , (comma) operator can be used between data query functions only.

l The AND and OR operators can be used between tuples only.

Tip:

The valid operators are determined by the Essbase restrict() report writer command.

l All tuple references must occur consecutively.

m The following example is valid because all the tuple references are listed consecutively:

      WHERE TUPLE 7 < 4 OR 6 > TUPLE 5, TOP("TUPLE 6", "value", "3")
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m The following example is invalid because the tuple references are not listed
consecutively:

      WHERE TUPLE 7 < 4 OR 6 > TUPLE 5, TOP("TUPLE 1", "value", 
"2"), TUPLE 8 < 3 

Using Persistence
The ADM Analytic Services Native driver supports the persistence of all metadata objects, the
member selection objects and data.

Setting Environment Variables for ADM Analytic Services Native
driver

The ADM Analytic Services Native driver file is named HssEssDriverxxx.dll on the
Windows platform, with the ADM release number replacing xxx in the file name. (Periods that
delimit release numbers are not included in the file name.) This .dll file uses
ADM_TRACE_LEVEL to determine which ADM Analytic Services Native driver messages to print
to the console. Each message has an assigned level that is set within the ADM code.

Note:

The ADM Analytic Services Native driver file has a similar file name on the UNIX platform.

Syntax
ADM_TRACE_LEVEL = level

where level is one of the following variables:

0 - ALLINFO - All debugging messages are printed

2 - INFO - Only the Debug messages are printed

3 - WARNING - Only warnings are printed

4 - ERROR (the default) - Only normal errors are printed

7 - SERIOUS - Only serious errors are printed

8 - FATAL- Only fatal errors are printed

Once you set ADM_TRACE_LEVEL to a level, all messages assigned to that level or higher are
printed to the console. For example, if you set ADM_TRACE_LEVEL = 4, messages assigned to
level 4, 7, and 8 are printed to the console. Messages assigned to level 0, 2, and 3 are not printed.
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Using Metadata
This Essbase Analytic Services metadata objects use the constants in the com.hyperion.ap and
com.hyperion.ap.essbase packages to identify all classes, objects, properties, and
parameters. We recommend you use these constants in your code. These constants are in the
ADM Javadoc located in your <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\docs
directory.

Note:

In the following steps, <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you
installed Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the release number of the release.

The following items describe the constants:

l The constants and enumerations are implemented as public, static, and final fields. They are
grouped together into logically related groups and put in public final classes.

l All objects with the EAP prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap package.

l All objects with the EAPEss prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap.essbase package.

The following information is described for each metadata object:

l Properties - An attribute or field of the class. The class name, class type and description are
standard properties.

The following information applies to the properties:

m The constants in the Read/Write Access column are defined in the EAPAccessType
class and the constants in the Data Type column are defined in the EAPDataType class.

m The constants in the Validation column are defined in the EAPValidationType class.
A constant name and value is included for EAPValidationType.LIST or
EAPValidationType.LIST_EXTENDABLE.

m The * in the Constant column indicates that the property is required for persistence.

m The Value in the Constant column is the string value of the constant.

l Actions - An operation that you can perform on the class.

l Functions - Filters the set of objects returned by a member or data query. You can perform
a query function on a member, hierarchy relationship, or data cell object. For example, to
see the ADM Analytic Services Native driver’s member query functions, see “Using Member
Query Functions” on page 393 . To see the ADM Analytic Services Native driver’s data query
functions, see “Using Data Query Functions” on page 403.

l Associations - Other classes to which this object is related. The solid lines on the metadata
model indicate associations. The following relationships are associations:

m Children - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.

m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.
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m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Using Metadata Objects
The metadata objects include standard objects and extension objects. These objects are
summarized in “Using Standard Objects” on page 306 and “Using Extension Objects” on page
378.
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Overview
The Analytic Data Model (ADM) Star Schema driver implements the ADM model described in
this guide; however, some of the implementation details differ. This appendix describes specific
ADM Star Schema driver implementation details with the following data sources:

l A new star schema data source. You must create a new data source and define the metadata.
For more information, see “Creating a New Data Source Example” on page 467.

l An existing star schema data source. You must create new tables to hold the metadata for
the existing data source. For more information, see “Using an Existing Star Schema Data
Source” on page 471.

The classic star schema data source is characterized by the following components:

l A single "fact table" containing a compound primary key, with one segment for each
"dimension," and additional columns of additive, numeric facts.

l A single "dimension" table (for each dimension) with a generated key.

l The single fact table will contain detail (or "atomic") data, such as dollars, for a given
customer, for a given product, in a given time period.

l The fact table may also contain partially consolidated data, such as dollars for a territory,
for a given product, for a given time period.

The ADM Star Schema driver provides the following benefits:

l A multidimensional view of data stored in a relational database.
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l The analysis power of a multidimensional database using a relational database and its data.

l Consistency by using the ADM.

l The ability to utilize the sample application pages, such as grid, chart, and member selection,
to work seamlessly against relational data in a star schema.

l Easy to understand and easy to define hierarchies.

l Reduces the number of physical joins, uses very simple metadata, and has low maintenance.

Note:

The diagrams in this guide are drawn using Unified Model Language (UML) standards.

Persistence
If you create a new star schema data source, metadata and data persistence is supported.

If you use an existing star schema data source, data persistence is supported but metadata
persistence is not supported.

Member Query Functions
Member query functions are specified within a member query and filter the set of objects
returned by the execution of the query. The following six standard query functions are supported:

l AllMembers() - Returns all members in the hierarchy

l Children() - Returns the members one level below the specified parent

l Descendants() - Returns the members all levels below the specified parent

l Member() - Returns the specified member

l SystemMemberList() - Returns all members in the specified system-defined member list

l TopOfHierarchy() - Returns the members at the top of the hierarchy that have no parent
members

For more information on query functions, see “Standard Member Query Functions” on page
114.

Before You Begin
Review the following topics before you begin:

l “Supported Data Sources” on page 457

l “System Setup” on page 457

l “Connection Information” on page 457
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Supported Data Sources
The following relational data sources are supported:

l IBM DB2 v6.1 or later

l Oracle v8.1.6 or later

l MicroSoft SQL Server v7.0 or later

System Setup
This section describes how to set up your system environment and the SSDriver.xml file in
order to use the ADM Star Schema driver.

ä To set up your system environment:

1 Add the following files to your classpath:

l StarSchemaDriver.jar - All the Java packages are located in the
StarSchemaDriver.jar file. The ADM Star Schema driver is implemented in pure Java.

l SSDriver.xml - You use the SSDriver.xml file to specify the computer, log file, JDBC
drivers and URL, data, and metadata databases for your star schema data source.

l <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib

Note:

These files are located in <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib,
where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed
Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

2 Update your classpath and path settings for ADM. For more information see, “Configuring ADM Settings” on
page 141.

3 Install the JDBC driver for your data source according to the vendor’s instructions.

Connection Information
Before connecting to a star schema data source, you must specify database-related information
the SSDriver.xml file. Once this information has been specified, you can connect to the data
source locally or remotely. For more information, see the following topics:

l “Specifying Information in the SSDriver.xml File” on page 458

l “Connecting Locally” on page 461

l “Connecting Remotely with RMI” on page 462
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Specifying Information in the SSDriver.xml File
You use the SSDriver.xml file to specify the computer, log file, the JDBC drivers, the URL and
the data and metadata databases for your star schema data source.

A sample SSDriver.xml file is located in <HAB Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib,
where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed Application Builder
J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

Use the following format to set up the SSDriver.xml file:

  <SSHssServer>
    <name>...</name>
    <console_on>...</console_on>
    <log_to_file_on>...</log_to_file_on>
    <log_to_file_name>...</log_to_file_name>
    <is_case_sensitive>...</is_case_sensitive>
    <ss_database_type>...</ss_database_type>
    <ss_jdbc_driver>...</ss_jdbc_driver>
    <ss_url>...</ss_url>
    <ssmd_database_type>...</ssmd_database_type>
    <ssmd_jdbc_driver>...</ssmd_jdbc_driver>
    <ssmd_url>......</ssmd_url>
  </SSHssServer>

The following table lists the SSDriver.xml tags along with their descriptions.

Table 110 SSDriver.xml Tags and Descriptions  

Tag Description

<SSHssServer> Specifies a star schema data source.

<name> Specifies the data source ID of your star schema data source.

<console_on> Displays logging information on the console:

Set to True to display logging information on the screen.

Set to False to hide logging information on the screen.

<log_to_file_on> Writes logging information into a file:

Set to True to write logging information into a log file.

Set to False if you do not want to write logging information into a log file.

<log_to_file_name> Specifies the log file name.

<is_case_sensitive> Specifies if the data source objects are case sensitive.

Set to True if the data source objects are case sensitive.

Set to False if the data source objects are not case sensitive.

<ss_database_type> Specifies the data repository, which is the database where the data is stored. Use one of
the following types:

SQLServer

DB2
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Tag Description

ORACLE

<ss_jdbc_driver> Specifies the JDBC driver for the data repository. For more information, see the JDBC Syntax
appendix in the Application Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

<ss_url> Specifies the JDBC URL for the data repository. For more information, see the JDBC Syntax
appendix in the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

<ssmd_database_type> Specifies the metadata repository, which is the database where the metadata is stored.
Use one of the following types:

SQLServer

DB2

Oracle

This value must match the value set with the ss_database_type tag, and the data and
metadata must be stored in the same database. In future releases, you will be able to
store the data and metadata in different databases.

<ssmd_jdbc_driver> Specifies the JDBC driver for the metadata repository. For more information, see the JDBC
Syntax appendix in the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

This value must match the value set with the ss_jdbc_driver tag, and the data and
metadata must be stored in the same database. In future releases, you will be able to
store the data and metadata in different databases.

<ssmd_url> Specifies the JDBC URL for the metadata repository. For more information, see the JDBC
Syntax appendix in the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

This value must match the value set with the ss_url tag and the data and metadata must
be stored in the same database. In future releases, you will be able to store the data and
metadata in different databases.

SSDriver.xml File Example

The following example sets up four data source for connections, which are identified with the
following data source IDs:

l localhost

l db2server1

l sqlserver1

l oracleserver1

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SSHssServers>
  <!-- Set up a SQLServer data source on localhost -->
  <SSHssServer>
          <name>localhost</name>
    <console_on>true</console_on>
    <log_to_file_on>false</log_to_file_on>
    <log_to_file_name>admss.log</log_to_file_name>
    <is_case_sensitive>False</is_case_sensitive>
    <ss_database_type>SQLServer</ss_database_type>
    <ss_jdbc_driver>com.ms.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver
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    </ss_jdbc_driver>
    <ss_url>jdbc:odbc:StarSchemaDatawarehouse</ss_url>
    <ssmd_database_type>SQLServer</ssmd_database_type>
    <ssmd_jdbc_driver>com.ms.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver
    </ssmd_jdbc_driver>
    <ssmd_url>jdbc:odbc:StarSchemaDatawarehouse</ssmd_url>
  </SSHssServer>
  <!-- Set up a DB2 Star Schema data source on db2server -->
  <SSHssServer>
    <name>db2server1</name>
    <console_on>true</console_on>
    <log_to_file_on>false</log_to_file_on>
    <log_to_file_name>admss.log</log_to_file_name>
    <is_case_sensitive>True</is_case_sensitive>
    <ss_database_type>DB2</ss_database_type>
    <ss_jdbc_driver>COM.ibm.db2.jdbc.net.DB2Driver
    </ss_jdbc_driver>
    <ss_url>jdbc:db2://localhost:6789/SSDB</ss_url>
    <ssmd_database_type>DB2</ssmd_database_type>
    <ssmd_jdbc_driver>COM.ibm.db2.jdbc.net.DB2Driver
    </ssmd_jdbc_driver>
    <ssmd_url>jdbc:db2://localhost:6789/SSDB</ssmd_url>
  </SSHssServer>
  <!-- Set up a SQLServer Star Schema data source on sqlserver1 -->
  <SSHssServer>
    <name>sqlserver1</name>
    <console_on>true</console_on>
    <log_to_file_on>false</log_to_file_on>
    <log_to_file_name>admss.log</log_to_file_name>
    <is_case_sensitive>False</is_case_sensitive>
    <ss_database_type>SQLServer</ss_database_type>
    <ss_jdbc_driver>com.ms.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver
    </ss_jdbc_driver>
    <ss_url>jdbc:odbc:StarSchemaDatawarehouse</ss_url>
    <ssmd_database_type>SQLServer</ssmd_database_type>
    <ssmd_jdbc_driver>com.ms.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver
    </ssmd_jdbc_driver>
    <ssmd_url>jdbc:odbc:StarSchemaDatawarehouse</ssmd_url>
  </SSHssServer>
  <!-- Set up a Oracle Star Schema data source on oracleserver1-->
  <SSHssServer>
    <name>oracleserver1</name>
    <console_on>true</console_on>
    <log_to_file_on>false</log_to_file_on>
    <log_to_file_name>admss.log</log_to_file_name>
    <is_case_sensitive>True</is_case_sensitive>
    <ss_database_type>ORACLE</ss_database_type>
    <ss_jdbc_driver>oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
    </ss_jdbc_driver>
      <ss_url>jdbc:oracle:thin:@(description=(address=(host=Stargate3)
      (protocol=tcp)(port=1521))(connect_data=(sid=SSDB)))
      </ss_url>
      <ssmd_database_type>ORACLE</ssmd_database_type>
      <ssmd_jdbc_driver>oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
    </ssmd_jdbc_driver>
    <ssmd_url>jdbc:oracle:thin:@(description=(address=(host=Stargate3)
    (protocol=tcp)(port=1521))(connect_data=(sid=SSDB)))
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    </ssmd_url>
  </SSHssServer>
</SSHssServers>

Connecting Locally
To connect locally, pass the driver URL information listed in the following table to one of the
IAPDomain.openConnection methods.

Note:

For more information on connecting to the ADM, see Chapter 8, “Connecting With a Driver.”

Table 111 URL Parameters  

Parameter Description

driver The name of the star schema driver, which is adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.starschema.
SSHssDriver.

domain The domain that has access to the star schema data source server.

application The application name.

password The password for the domain.

user The user for the domain.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, any parameters
that contain non alphanumeric characters must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For
information on encoding, see the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Example: Connecting Locally

This Java code example opens a local connection to a star schema data source.

public static void main(String args[])
  {
  String user = "starschemausername";
  String password = "starschemapassword";
  try
    {
    // Create an ADM instance
    IAPDomain adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM",
     EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION);
    // this uses the openConnection method that takes the 
    // user and password as parameters, NOT as part of the URL
    adm.openConnection(adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.starschema.SSHssDriver:
     localhost:Demo",user,password);
    adm.setDebugLevel(EAPDebugLevel.ERROR);
    //do all the operations
    ….
    adm.closeConnection();
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    }
  catch (APException e) 
    {
    e.printMessageStack();
    e.printStackTrace();
    }
  }

Connecting Remotely with RMI
To connect remotely with RMI, pass the driver URL information listed in the following table to
one of the IAPDomain.openConnection methods.

Note:

For more information on connecting to the ADM, see Chapter 8, “Connecting With a Driver.”

Table 112 URL Parameters  

Parameter Description

driver The name of the ADM remote driver name, which is adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.adm.
HssConnSessionRemote.

domain The domain that has access to the star schema data source server.

application The application name.

password The password for the domain.

user The user for the domain.

remoteServer The remote server name.

remoteDriver The name of the star schema driver, which is
com.hyperion.ap.starschema.SSHssDriver.

If you pass the URL as a string instead of using the IAPConnectionURL interface, any parameters
that contain non alphanumeric characters must be in the x-www-form-urlencoded format. (For
information on encoding, see the Javadoc for the java.net.URLEncoder class.)

Creating a New Star Schema Data Source
You can create a star schema data source to use with the ADM Star Schema driver. This section
describes how to create a new star schema data source. You must have administrative privileges
for the data source you are creating.

You use a schema definition to create objects and set their properties. The objects you create
correspond to your metadata. For example, you create a dimension object for each dimension
in your data source.
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The following schema definition files contain information to create the Demo application, Basic
cube as a new data source. You can use these files as a reference. They are installed in the
<HAB Install Directory>\adm\lib directory.

l The createdemobasic.xml file contains the objects and properties to create the Demo
application, Basic cube.

l The deletedemobasic.xml file contains the object and properties to delete the Demo
application, Basic cube.

ä To create a new star schema data source follow these procedures:

1 “Creating Objects and Setting Properties” on page 464.

2 “Updating Data” on page 468.

3 “Using the Persistence Java Class” on page 469.

4 Optionally, “Deleting a Data Source” on page 470.

All the examples in this section are based on the Demo application, Basic cube. This database is
installed automatically with Essbase Analytic Services. There are 5 dimensions: Year, Market,
Accounts, Product, and Scenario. The dimensions and their parent/child relations are shown in
the following figure. Each hierarchy is shown in bold, and the hierarchy relations are indicated
with indentations.
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Figure 35 Demo Basic Data Source

Creating Objects and Setting Properties
The following figure shows objects, their properties, and the relationships between objects which
are used to define the schema for a new star schema data source.
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Figure 36 Objects and Properties

Creating Objects
You can create the following objects: Application, Cube, Dimension, Hierarchy, Member, and
Hierarchy Relations. You assign a name to the object when you create it.

Tip:

The <is_case_sensitive> tag that you set in the SSDriver.xml file, determines if the object names
are case sensitive. For more information, see “Connection Information” on page 457.

All XML tags are case sensitive. You create an object and set its properties using the following
XML syntax and tags:

<SSDBScript>
  <SSObject>
    <path>\object type\name\object type\name...</path>
    <status>create</status>
    <description>descriptive text</description>
    <isTime>Yes</isTime>
    <isMeasure>Yes</isMeasure>
  </SSObject>
</SSDBScript>

The following table describes the XML tags.
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Table 113 XML Tags  

XML tag Value Use with these Objects Description

<SSDBScript>  encompasses all objects in the
XML file.

Specifies a schema definition.

<SSObject>  All objects. Specifies an object.

<path> object type\name\object
type\name...

All objects. Specifies the object type and
name.

Table 114 lists the valid object
types.

For a cube and dimension
name, you must follow your
relation database table naming
conventions.

For the measure dimension
member names, you must
follow your relation database
table column naming
conventions. For example, you
cannot use a % or space
character for certain
databases.

<status> Create Delete Update All objects. Specifies the action for an
object or data cell.

Use the create or delete action
for an object.

Use the update action for a
data value or setting properties
for an existing object.

<description> text description Application, Cube, or
Dimension.

Specifies a description for an
object. The application and
cube description appears in
your data source page in
Application Builder J2EE.

<isTime > Yes Dimension. Creates a Time dimension.

<isMeasure> Yes Dimension. Creates a Measure dimension.

You use object types with the <path> XML tag, to specify the object you are creating. The
following table describes the object types:

Table 114 Object Types  

Object Type Description

App Defines an application

Cube Defines a cube
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Dim Defines a dimension

Mem Defines a member

Hi Defines a hierarchy

HR Defines a hierarchy relation

You must create only one application, and one cube. For each dimension that you create, you
must create at least one hierarchy. You must also assign each member to a hierarchy relation.

The following example creates the Demo application and Basic cube.

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Demo application description</description> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Basic cube description</description> 
</SSObject>

The following example creates the Year dimension and sets the properties isTime and
description.

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Year</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Year dimension description</description> 
  <isTime>Yes</isTime> 
</SSObject>

Creating a New Data Source Example
This example is an excerpt from the createdemobasic.xml file which contains information
to create the Demo application, Basic cube shown in Figure 35 on page 464 .

Note:

The createdemobasic.xml file is installed in the <HAB Install Directory>\common
\adm\<release>\lib directory, where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory
where you installed Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

Tip:

<!-- Create the Application Demo and specify a description for
it -->
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo</path> 
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  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Demo application description</description> 
</SSObject>

<!-- Create the Cube Basic and specify a description for it -->

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Basic cube description</description> 
</SSObject>
<!--Create the scenario measure dimension -->
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Scenario</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Scenario dimension description</description> 
  <isMeasure>Yes</isMeasure> 
</SSObject>

<!--Create the year time dimension -->

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Year</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>Year dimension description</description> 
  <isTime>Yes</isTime> 
</SSObject>

<!--Create the Quarter1 member under Year -->

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Year\Mem\Quarter1</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>

<!--Create a hierarchy for Year -->

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Year\Hi\Year</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>
<!--Define the hierarchy relation for member Year in the hierarchy Year -->
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Year\Hi\Year\HR\Year</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>

Updating Data
You can update data using the following tools:

l A database administration tool. For more information, see your database documentation.

l A schema definition file. Define the data intersection in your schema definition file, specify
an update status, then specify the data value. The following examples show updating data:
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m The following example sets a data value in the Demo application, Basic cube.

      <SSObject>
        <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic|Dim\Product\Mem\Stereo|Dim
\Accounts\
 Mem\Margin|Dim\Year\Mem\January|Dim\Scenario\Mem\Actual|Dim\Market
\Mem\New York</path> 
        <status>update</status> 
        <dataValue>1000</dataValue> 
      </SSObject>

m The following example sets a data value in the Sample application, Order cube.

      <SSObject>
      <path>\App\sample\Cube\order|Dim\customer\Mem\Stero|Dim\
       Accounts\Mem\Margin|Dim\Year\Mem\January|Dim\Scenario\Mem\
       Actual|Dim\Market\Mem\New York</path> 
      <status>update</status> 
      <dataValue>1000</dataValue> 
    </SSObject>

l An Application Builder J2EE application.

To make the cells in a data source editable, from Quick Builder you need to do one of the
following tasks:

l check the Editable checkbox on the Grid component.

l check the Grid Editable checkbox on the GridChart component.

To make the cells in a data source editable, using tag libraries you need to do one of the following
tasks:

l Set gridEditable="true" in the useGridChartBean tag

l Set editable="true" in the useGridBean tag.

Using the Persistence Java Class
The ADM Star Schema driver provides the
com.hyperion.ap.starschema.SSHssPersist persistence Java class to create and delete a
star schema data source. Use the following syntax:

java com.hyperion.ap.starschema.SSHssPersist <DataSourceId> 
<Application> <User> <Password> <SchemaDefinition File>

The following table describes the Persistence Java Class parameters

Table 115 Persistence Java Class Parameters  

Parameter Description

DataSourceId The data source ID defined with the <name> tag in the SSDriver.xml
configuration file.

Application The name of the application.
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Parameter Description

User The data source administrative user.

Password The data source administrative password.

SchemaDefinition File The XML file that contains the schema definition.

Deleting a Data Source
You can delete the data source, objects, and data within your star schema data source. Use one
of the following methods for deletion:

ä To delete the data source, do one of the following tasks:

l Manually delete all the tables that begin with CWM_ and SS_. You must have access rights
to these tables.

l Create a schema definition to delete objects and data.

m To delete objects, use the <status>delete<\status> XML tag and the syntax defined in
“Creating Objects and Setting Properties” on page 474.

m To delete data, use the <status>delete<\status> XML tag and the syntax defined in
“Updating Data” on page 468.

m Run the Persistence Java class. See “Using the Persistence Java Class” on page 469.

Tip:

When you delete an object, its data values and descriptions are automatically deleted.
When you delete a root HR, all the HRs defined under it are automatically deleted.

Deleting an Existing Data Source Example
The deletesampleorder.xml file contains information to delete the Sample Order database
shown in Figure 38 on page 474. The deletesampleorder.xml file is installed in the <HAB
Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib directory, , where <HAB Install
Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed Application Builder J2EE and
<release> is the ADM release number.

Deleting a New Data Source Example
This example is an excerpt from the deletedemobasic.xml file which contains information
to delete the Demo application, Basic cube shown in Figure 35 on page 464.
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Tip:

The deletedemobasic.xml file, is installed in the <HAB Install Directory>\common
\adm\<release>\lib directory, , where <HAB Install Directory> is the drive and directory
where you installed Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM release number.

<!-- Delete a data cell value -->
<SSObject>
   <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic|Dim\Product\Mem\Stereo|Dim\Accounts\
     Mem\Margin|Dim\Year\Mem\January|Dim\Scenario\Mem\Actual|Dim\Market
     \Mem\New York</path> 
   <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>
<!-- Delete the Hi scenario -->
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Product\Hi\Product\HR\Product</path> 
  <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Product\Hi\Product</path> 
  <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>
<!-- Delete dimension members -->
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Scenario\Mem\Variance</path> 
  <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Scenario\Mem\Budget</path> 
  <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Scenario\Mem\Actual</path> 
  <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Basic\Dim\Scenario\Mem\Scenario</path> 
  <status>delete</status> 
</SSObject>

Using an Existing Star Schema Data Source
This section describes how to use an existing star schema data source with the Analytic Data
Model (ADM) Star Schema driver, and includes examples. In order to use an existing data source,
you must create a new data source to hold the metadata. To do so, map the metadata from your
existing data source to the new data source using a schema definition. The following figure shows
how the data and metadata is accessed.
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Figure 37 Accessing Data and Metadata

Tip:

The data and metadata must be stored in the same physical database.

All the examples in this chapter refer to the Sample Order database shown in Figure 38 on page
474.

Tip:

You must have administrative privileges for the data source you are creating.

You use a schema definition to create objects and set their properties. The objects you create
correspond to your metadata. For example, you create a dimension object for each dimension
in your star schema database. The following schema definition files installed with Application
Builder J2EE contain information to use the Sample application, Order cube as an existing star
schema data source.

l The createsampleorder.xml file contains the objects and properties to create the Sample
application, Order cube.

l The deletesampleorder.xml file contains the object and properties to delete the Sample
application, Order cube.
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Tip:

These two schema definition files are installed in the <HAB Install Directory>
\common\adm\<release>\lib directory, , where <HAB Install Directory> is the
drive and directory where you installed Application Builder J2EE and <release> is the ADM
release number.

To use an existing star schema data source, use the following tasks:

l “Creating Objects and Setting Properties” on page 474

l “Updating Data” on page 468

l “Using the Persistence Java Class” on page 469

l Optionally “Deleting a Data Source” on page 470

All the examples in this chapter are based on the Sample Order star schema database shown in
Figure 38. This database is generated automatically in MS-SQL Server, when you create a default
star schema database. There are 4 dimension tables: Date, Product, Customer, and Salesperson.
There is also one Fact table which contains the measure dimension. The keys and column names
are listed in each table. For example, the product dimension contains the key: product_key, and
the member name: product. The database administrator (DBA) specifies one key and one
member name for each dimension table.

The following figure illustrates the Sample Order database schema:
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Figure 38 Sample Order Star Schema Database

Creating Objects and Setting Properties
The following figure shows objects, their properties, and the relationships between objects which
are used to define the schema for the metadata.
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Figure 39 Objects and Properties

Creating Objects
You can create the following objects: Application, Cube, Dimension, Hierarchy, Member,
Hierarchy Relation, and Named Group. You specify the object name when you create it.

Tip:

The <is_case_sensitive> tag that you set in the SSDriver.xml file determines if the object names
are case sensitive. For more information, see “Connection Information” on page 457.

All XML tags are case sensitive. You create an object and set its properties using the following
XML syntax:

<SSDBScript>
  <SSObject>
    <path>\object type\name\object type\name...</path>
    <status>create</status>
  </SSObject>
</SSDBScript>

The following table defines the XML tags used in the previous example.
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Table 116 XML Tags  

XML tag Value Use with these Objects Description

<SSDBScript>  Encompasses all objects in the
XML file.

Use only once in the schema
definition file to specify the
schema definition.

<SSObject>  All objects. Specifies an object.

<path> object type\name\object
type\name...

All objects. Specifies the object type and
name.

Table 114 lists the valid object
types.

<status> Create Delete Update All objects. Specifies the action for an
object or data cell.

Use the create or delete action
for an object.

Use the update action for a data
value or setting properties on an
existing object.

You use object types with the <path> XML tag, to specify the object you are creating. The
following table describes the object types:

Table 117 Object Types  

Object Type Description

App Defines an application

Cube Defines a cube

Dim Defines a dimension

Mem Defines a member

Hi Defines a hierarchy

HR Defines a hierarchy relation

The following example creates the Sample application and the Order cube:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Sample</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\Demo\Cube\Order</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>
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Application Objects and Properties
You must create only one application and, optionally, set its properties. The following example
creates an application named Sample with a description

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>sample application description</description> 
</SSObject>

The following table describes the application properties:

Table 118 Application Properties  

Property Value Required or Optional Description

<description> text description optional Specifies a description for an object. The application and
cube description are displayed in the data source page
in a Application Builder J2EE application.

Cube Objects and Properties
You must create only one cube, specify the Fact table, and optionally, specify the description.
The following table describes the cube properties:

Table 119 Cube Properties  

Property Value Required or Optional Description

<description> Text description Optional Specifies a description for an object. The application and
cube description are displayed in the data source page
in a Application Builder J2EE application.

<factTable> Text Required Defines the Star Schema Fact table.

The following example creates a cube named Order, specifies a description, and creates a fact
table.

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>order cube description</description> 
  <factTable>order_facts</factTable> 
</SSObject>

Dimension Objects and Properties
You must create a dimension and set its properties for each dimension table in your star schema
database. You must also create one measure dimension and set the IsMeasure property. For
more information, see “Measure Dimensions” on page 478.

The following table describes the dimension properties:
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Table 120 Dimension Properties 

Property Value Required or Optional Description

<description> Text description Optional Specifies a description for an object.

<isTime> Yes Optional Creates a Time dimension.

<default Hierarchy> Text Optional The default hierarchy for a dimension.

<factKeyColumn> Text Required The column name of the key in the fact
table for the dimension.

<dimensionTable> Text Required The table where the dimension is stored.

<memberKeyColumn> Text Required The column name of the key in the table
where the dimension is stored
(DimensionTable).

<memberKeyTypeColumn> EAPData Type Required The EAPDataType for the
MemberKeyColumn. For specific codes,
see Table 124 on page 484.

<memberNameColumn> Text Required The column name of the dimension in the
Dimension Table.

<memberNameTypeColumn> EAPData Type Required The EAPDataType for the
MemberNameColumn. For specific
codes, see Table 124.

<memberDescColumn> Text Optional A description for the
MembernameColumn.

The following example creates the date dimension, specifies the fact table key, and specifies the
date table key and member:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\date</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>date dimension description</description> 
  <isTime>Yes</isTime> 
  <factKeyColumn>order_date_key</factKeyColumn> 
  <dimensionTable>date</dimensionTable> 
  <memberKeyColumn>day_key</memberKeyColumn> 
  <memberKeyTypeColumn>7</memberKeyTypeColumn> 
  <memberNameColumn>date</memberNameColumn> 
  <memberNameTypeColumn>0</memberNameTypeColumn> 
</SSObject>

Measure Dimensions
You must create one measure dimension and set the isMeasure property, and optionally set the
description property. These are the only two properties that can be set for the measure
dimension. The following table describes the measure dimension properties:
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Table 121 Measure Dimension Properties  

Property Value Required or Optional Description

<description> Text description Optional Specifies a description for an object.

<isMeasure> Yes Required Creates a Measure dimension.

    

The following example creates a Measure dimension, sets the description, and sets the isMeasure
property:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <description>measure dimension description</description> 
  <isMeasure>Yes</isMeasure> 
</SSObject>

Measure Objects and Properties

You must create one or more members and set their properties for the Measure dimension stored
in the fact table. The following table describes the member properties:

Table 122 Member Properties

Property Value Required or Optional Description

<measureColumn> Text Required The column name of the measure dimension in
the fact table.

<measureColumnType> EAPDataType Required The EAPDataType for the MeasureColumn. For
specific codes, see Table 124 on page 484.

The following example creates the member order_dollar and sets its properties.

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure\Mem\order_dollars</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <measureColumn>order_dollars</measureColumn> 
  <measureColumnType>2</measureColumnType> 
</SSObject>

Hierarchy Objects
A hierarchy is a group of parents and children. A hierarchy object is used to identify each
hierarchy that you specify. The hierarchy object does not have properties. You must create at
least one hierarchy and set its properties for each dimension.

You must create only one hierarchy for the measure dimension.
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Examples

This example uses 2 hierarchies for the product dimension. The following figure shows the
Product1 hierarchy:

Figure 40 Product1 Hierarchy

The following figure shows the Product2 hierarchy:

Figure 41 Product2 Hierarchy

The following example creates the two hierarchies shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41 for the
product dimension:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\product\Hi\product1</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  </SSObject>
  <SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\product\Hi\product2</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>
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The following example creates one hierarchy for the measure dimension:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure\Hi\measure1</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>

Hierarchy Relation Objects
A hierarchy relation defines the parent/child relationship for the Measure dimension only. You
must define only one hierarchy relation for the Measure dimension. The hierarchy relation object
does not have properties.

Example

The following figure shows the hierarchy relations for the measure1 hierarchy. The parent child
relationships between the measure members are defined with arrows.

Figure 42 Measure1 Hierarchy and Hierarchy Relations

The following example creates the hierarchy relations for the measure1 hierarchy:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure\Hi\measure1\HR\
    margin_dollars</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure\Hi\measure1\HR\
    quantity_ordered</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure\Hi\measure1\HR\
    margin_dollars\HR\order_dollars</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
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</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\measure\Hi\measure1\HR\
    margin_dollars\HR\extended_cost</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
</SSObject>

Named Group Objects and Properties
You must create a named group and set its properties for each level in your hierarchy. You must
set the named groups’ name equivalent to the dimension member’s column name on that level.

Do not assign named groups to the measure dimension hierarchies.

The following table describes the named group properties:

Table 123 Named Group Properties  

Property Value Required or Optional Description

<hRParentTable> Text Required The table name where the Parent
dimension is stored.

<hRParentKeyColumn> Text Required The column name for the Parent
dimension’s key. Only leaf members have
a key. This is always NULL.

<hRParentKeyTypeColumn> EAPData Type Required The EAPDataType for the
hRParentKeyColumn. For specific codes,
see Table 124 on page 484.

<hRParentNameColumn> Text Required The name of the parent named group.

<hRParentNameTypeColumn> EAPData Type Required The EAPDataType for the
hRParentNameColumn. For specific
codes, see Table 124 on page 484.

<hRTable> Text Required The table where the named group
members are stored.

<hRKeyColumn> Text Required The key for the leaf member.

<hRKeyTypeColumn> EAPData Type Required The EAPDataType for the hRKeyColumn.
For specific codes, see Table 124 on page
484.

<hRNameColumn> Text Required The column name for the leaf members.

<hRNameTypeColumn> EAPData Type Required The EAPDataType for the
hRNameColumn. For specific codes, see
Table 124 on page 484.

Examples:

The following figure shows the dimension date, hierarchy: date2 which contains 3 levels or
named groups (NG): year, day_of_week_name, and date.
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Figure 43 Named Group Example

The following schema definition creates the named groups: year, day_of_week_name, and date:

<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\date\Hi\date2\NG\year</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <hRParentTable>null</hRParentTable> 
  <hRParentKeyColumn>null</hRParentKeyColumn> 
  <hRParentKeyTypeColumn>-1</hRParentKeyTypeColumn> 
  <hRParentNameColumn>null</hRParentNameColumn> 
  <hRParentNameTypeColumn>-1</hRParentNameTypeColumn> 
  <hRTable>date</hRTable> 
  <hRKeyColumn>null</hRKeyColumn> 
  <hRKeyTypeColumn>-1</hRKeyTypeColumn> 
  <hRNameColumn>year</hRNameColumn> 
  <hRNameTypeColumn>3</hRNameTypeColumn> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\date\Hi\date2\NG\day_of_week_name<
   /path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <hRParentTable>date</hRParentTable> 
  <hRParentKeyColumn>null</hRParentKeyColumn> 
  <hRParentKeyTypeColumn>-1</hRParentKeyTypeColumn> 
  <hRParentNameColumn>year</hRParentNameColumn> 
  <hRParentNameTypeColumn>3</hRParentNameTypeColumn> 
  <hRTable>date</hRTable> 
  <hRKeyColumn>null</hRKeyColumn> 
  <hRKeyTypeColumn>-1</hRKeyTypeColumn> 
  <hRNameColumn>day_of_week_name</hRNameColumn> 
<hRNameTypeColumn>3</hRNameTypeColumn> 
</SSObject>
<SSObject>
  <path>\App\sample\Cube\order\Dim\date\Hi\date2\NG\date</path> 
  <status>create</status> 
  <hRParentTable>date</hRParentTable> 
  <hRParentKeyColumn>null</hRParentKeyColumn> 
  <hRParentKeyTypeColumn>-1</hRParentKeyTypeColumn> 
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  <hRParentNameColumn>day_of_week_name</hRParentNameColumn> 
  <hRParentNameTypeColumn>3</hRParentNameTypeColumn> 
  <hRTable>date</hRTable> 
  <hRKeyColumn>day_key</hRKeyColumn> 
  <hRKeyTypeColumn>7</hRKeyTypeColumn> 
  <hRNameColumn>date</hRNameColumn> 
  <hRNameTypeColumn>0</hRNameTypeColumn> 
</SSObject>

EAPDataType
The following table specifies the data type enumerations for the object properties. You use the
code in your schema definition to specify a data type enumeration

Table 124 EAPDataType  

EAPDataType Codes

Date 0

DateTime 1

Number 2

Text 3

Boolean 4

Blob 5

Object 6

Float 7

Double 10

Void 100

NULL -1

Creating a Metadata Data Source Example
The createsampleorder.xml file contains information to create the Sample Order metadata
shown in Figure 38 on page 474. The createsampleorder.xml file is installed in the <HAB
Install Directory>\common\adm\<release>\lib directory, , where <HAB Install
Directory> is the drive and directory where you installed Application Builder J2EE and
<release> is the ADM release number.
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Overview
This appendix describes the ADM SAP-BW Business Application Programming Interface
(BAPI) Database Connectivity driver which accesses the SAP Business Information Warehouse
(SAP-BW) data source.

This driver is built using Open Database Connectivity an open standard Application
Programming Interface (API) for accessing a database.

Required Hyperion Software
To use this driver, you must have Analytic Data Model (ADM), Release 7.3 or later.

Setting Up the Driver
The ADM BAPI driver is installed with Analytic Data Model and it accesses the SAP-BW data
source.

ä To use the ADM BAPI driver:

1 Install the SAP Java Connector (SAP JCo) and perform the following:

l Update your CLASSPATH with the following file and include the path, sapjco.jar
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l Update your PATH with the following files and include the path:

m sapjcorcfc.dll

m librfc32.dll

Note:

The SAP Java Connector can be downloaded from the SAP website (www.sap.com).

2 Update your CLASSPATH with the following file and include the path, admbapi.jar

3 Set up the environment for ADM. For more information, see “Configuring ADM Settings” on page 141.

4 Ensure you have an SAP-BW server installed and running and a valid user name and password to access it.

Logon Considerations
You cannot use the single sign-on feature with the ADM SA-BW BAPI driver. Single sign-on is
only applicable to ADM drivers that access Hyperion data sources.

Connection Information
The ADM BAPI driver can connect to SAP-BW using the IAPServer or IAPDomain interfaces
that map to the ADM server model or the ADM domain model respectively.

l Use the IAPServer interface, if you want to access the ADM server model. For more
information see “ADM Server Model ” on page 429.

l Use the IAPDomain interface if you want to access the ADM model only. For more
information, see “Domain Model ” on page 75.

Connecting With IAPDomain
Use IAPDomain to connect to the ADM Domain model, which gives access to metadata and
data.

Connecting Locally With IAPDomain
To connect to a data source using the IAPDomain interface, pass the URL information described
in the following table to one of the IAPDomain.openConnection() methods.

Table 125 URL Parameters to Connect Locally With IAPDomain  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.bapi.BAPIDriver:/SAPRouterString/
serverName:applicationName

Where:
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Parameter Description

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.bapi.BAPIDriver is the BAPI driver name

l SAPRouterString is the SAP Router.

l serverName is the computer location of the SAP-BW server.

l applicationName is the BAPI application name or catalog name

user The user for the SAP BW server

password The password for the SAP BW server

sapclient SAP logon client

sapsysnum SAP system number

saplang Optional. SAP logon language.

Default = ‘en’

sappool Optional. JCo (Java Connector) pool name.

If this is not specified, then the BAPI driver will not use the JCO connection pool.

sapmaxconns Optional. Maximum connections to the JCO pool. For use only if sappool is active.

Default = 20

Example

l The following snippet is a BAPI connection URL to a SAP-BW data source

URL="adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.bapi.BAPIDriver:/H/206.65.94.125/H/194.
117.106.130/S/3297/H/172.20.11.7:$INFOCUBE?
user=username;password=password;sapclient=800;sapsysnum=30”;
// *** Create an ADM instance and open a connection to an app
IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM("ADM");
adm.openConnection(URL, null);

Connecting with IAPServer
Use the IAPServer interface to access the ADM server model and its objects:

l Application Wrapper - An extension object that acts as a wrapper, which contains the
application and database names for a data source.

l Server - An object that represents the data source server.

Connecting Locally With IAPServer
To connect to a data source locally with the IAPServer interface, pass the URL information
described in the following table to one of the IAPServer.openConnection() methods.
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Table 126 URL Parameters to Connect Using RMI With IAPServer  

Parameter Description

driver adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.bapi.BAPIDriver:/SAPRouterString/serverName

Where:

l adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.bapi.BAPIDriver is the BAPI driver name

l serverName is the computer location of the SAP-BW server.

user The user for the SAP BW server

password The password for the SAP BW server

sapclient SAP logon client

sapsysnum SAP system number

saplang Optional. SAP logon language.

Default = ‘en’

sappool Optional. JCO pool name.

If this is not specified, then the BAPI driver will not use the JCO connection pool.

Example

l The following URL is a BAPI connection string for a SAP-BW data source:

URL="adm:thin:com.hyperion.ap.bapi.BAPIDriver:/H/206.65.94.125/H/194.
117.106.130/S/3297/H/172.20.11.7?
user=username;password=password;sapclient=800;sapsysnum=30”;
// *** Create an ADM instance and open a connection to an app
IAPServer adm = HssFactory.createADM("ADM");
adm.openConnection(URL, null);

Using Queries
You can use MDX queries with the ADM BAPI driver

Using MDX Queries
The ADM SAP-BW BAPI driver implements the standard MDX functionality. For MDX details
see the data source MDX documentation.

Using Persistence
The ADM SAP-BW BAPI driver does not support persistence of any metadata objects or data.
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Using Connection Pooling
You can use ADM connection pooling with the ADM BAPI driver. See the following
documentation:

l For the ADM pooling UML diagram, see “Pooling Model” on page 90.

l You must set up the ADM pooling in an xml file. For more information, see the Hyperion
Application Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

Using Metadata
The following metadata objects are standard for the ADM BAPI driver and the data sources it
connects to, which means they are implemented for SAP-BW.

l App - Application. An object that represents the BAPI application or catalog; it may contain
zero or more cubes.

l DriverCapabilities - An object that contains descriptive information about the driver.

l Cube - An object that represents a BAPI database; it contains one or more dimensions.

l Hierarchy - An object that represents a BAPI hierarchy.

l Named Group - An object that represents a BAPI named group or level.

l Dimensions - An object that represents a BAPI dimensions.

The metadata objects use the constants in the com.hyperion.ap and
com.hyperion.ap.bapi packages to identify all classes, objects, properties, and parameters.
We recommend you use these constants in your code. These constants are listed in the ADM
Javadoc. The following items describe the constants:

l The constants and enumerations are implemented as public, static, and final fields. They are
grouped together into logically related groups and put in public final classes.

l All constants with the EAP prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap package.

l All constants with the EAPBAPI prefix are in the com.hyperion.ap.bapi package.

The following information is described for each metadata object:

l Properties - An attribute or field of the class. The class name, class type and description are
standard properties. For example, if you want to see all the application object’s properties,
see Table 127.

The following information applies to the properties:

m The Data Type constants are defined in the EAPDataType class.

m The property Constants are defined the Constant Field Values listed in the Javadoc.

l Associations - Other classes to which this object is related. The solid lines on the metadata
model indicate associations. The following relationships are associations:

m Child - The child in a parent/child relationship. For example, a cube is a child of an
application, and a cube is associated with an application.
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m Friend - An arbitrary relationship. For example, a member is a friend of a hierarchy
relationship, and a member is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

m Reflexive - A relationship to yourself. For example a hierarchy relationship is reflexive,
and a hierarchy relationship is associated with a hierarchy relationship.

Figure 44 shows the relationships between the metadata and data objects. The solid lines
represent associations.

Figure 44 BAPI Object Relationships

Object Relationships
The following sections describe each object in the metadata model.

Application Object
The following table describes the application or catalog properties:
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Table 127 Application Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Application name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.APP    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Locale Current locale Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPEssProperty.App.LOCALE

The following table describes the application associations:

Table 128 Application Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Cube Yes EAPClassIDType.CUBE “Cube Object” on page 495

“Sample Programs” on page 525

Driver capabilities Yes EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA “Driver Capabilities Object” on page 491

InfoSet Yes EAPBAPIClassIDType.INFOSET_CU
BE

“Sample Programs” on page 525

ODS Yes EAPBAPIClassIDType.ODS_CUBE “Sample Programs” on page 525

Driver Capabilities Object
The driver capabilities object is a child of the application object. You use the driver capabilities
object to view information about your driver. This object is read-only.

Constant - EAPClassIDType.DRIVERCAPA

The following table describes the driver capabilities properties:

Table 129 Driver Capabilities Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Name of the Driver Capabilities object Data Type: TEXT

Constant: *EAPProperty.NAME
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Name Description Details

Description Class description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

ADMVersion ADM version or release Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
ADM_VERSION

Driver\'s Version Version of the driver Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
DRIVER_VERSION

Server\'s Version Version of the server Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
DRIVER_VERSION

Is Support Persistence Data Indicates data persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE DATA

Is Support Persistence MetaData Indicates metadata persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_PERSISTENCE_METADATA

Is Support LRO Indicates LRO persistence support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_LRO

Is Support MDX Indicates MDX support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support ALE Indicates ALE support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support Zoom Indicates zoom support so you can move up and
down a hierarchy after you execute a query

Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_ZOOM

Is Support Substitution Variable Indicates substitution variable support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_SV

Is Support Calc Script Indicates calc script support Data Type: BOOLEAN
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Name Description Details

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant:
EAPEssProperty.DriverCapabilities.
IS_SUPPORT_CS

Is Support User Member List Indicates user member list support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support KeepOnly Indicates KeepOnly support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support RemoveOnly Indicates RemoveOnly support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Is Support Segment Indicates Segment support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False
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Name Description Details

Is Support Drill Through Indicates Drill Through support Data Type: BOOLEAN

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: True Value: 1

l Name: False Value: 0

Contains Multiple Values: False

Cube Object
The following table describes the cube properties:

Table 130 Cube Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The BAPI name is CUBE_NAME

Cube name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description

The BAPI name is CUBE_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Type

The BAPI name is Type

Specifies the type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPBAPIProperty.cube.TYPE

The following table describes the cube associations:

Table 131 Cube Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Dim Yes EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION “Dimension Object” on page 495

Dimension Object
The following table describes the dimension properties:

Table 132 Dimension Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Dimension name Data Type: TEXT
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Name Description Details

The BAPI name is DIMENSION_NAME Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description

The BAPI name is DIMENSION_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Type

The BAPI name is DIMENSION_TYPE

Dimension type Data Type: TEXT

Validation List:

l Name: Unknown Value: 0

l Name: TIME Value: 1

l Name: MEASURE Value: 2

l Name: OTHER Value: 3

Constant:
EAPBAPIProperty.Dimension.T
YPE

Key

The BAPI name is DIMENSION_UNIQUE_NAME

Full path name of the object, such as
dimension.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.KEY

All of the dimensions have the following associations:

Table 133 Dimension Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Member Yes Use the following values:

l Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Attribute Member Value: 1

“Member Object” on page 366

Member Selection Yes EAPClassIDType.MEMSELECTION “Member Selection Object” on page 351

Hierarchy Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHY “Hierarchy Object” on page 496

Hierarchy Object
The following table describes the hierarchy properties:

Table 134 Hierarchy Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The BAPI name is HIERARCHY_NAME

The hierarchy name, which is identical to the
dimension name

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME
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Name Description Details

Description

The BAPI name is HIERARCHY_CAPTION

Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

Key

The BAPI name is HIERARCHY_UNIQUE_NAME

Full path name of the object, such as
dimension.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.KEY

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

The following table describes the hierarchy associations:

Table 135 Hierarchy Associations  

Object Child Constant See

Level Yes EAPClassIDType.NAMEDGROUP “Named Group Object” on page 497

Named Group Object
The following table describes the level properties:

Table 136 Named Group Properties  

Name Description Details

Name

The BAPI name is LEVEL_NAME

Named group name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Description

The BAPI name is LEVEL_CAPTION

Class description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Number

The BAPI name is LEVEL_NUMBER

Refers to the level or generation
number.

Data Type: NUMBER

Constant: EAPBAPIProperty.NG.NUMBER

Type

The BAPI name is LEVEL_TYPE

Class ID type Data Type: NUMBER

Constant: EAPBAPILevelType.Type

l Name: ALL Value: 1

l Name: CALCULATED Value: 2

l Name: REGULAR Value: 0

l Name: RESERVED1 Value: 8

l Name: TIME Value: 4
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Name Description Details

l Name: TIME_DAYS Value: 516

l Name: TIME_HALF_YEAR Value: 36

l Name: TIME_HOURS Value: 772

l Name: TIME_MINUTES Value: 1028

l Name: TIME_MONTHS Value: 132

l Name: TIME_QUARTERS Value: 68

l Name: TIME_SECONDS Value: 2052

l Name: TIME_UNDEFINED Value: 4100

l Name: TIME_WEEKS Value: 260

l Name: TIME_YEARS Value: 20

Note:  The LEVEL_TYPE column exists mainly as a means
to transmit formatting instructions to an application. For
example, a level with a type of LEVEL_TYPE_TIME_DAYS
might indicate to an application that the members of the
level should be expressed in text format (that is, "Sunday",
"Monday", "Tuesday", and so on). LEVEL_TYPE_REGULAR
can be used to signify a level that does not require any
special formatting.

Key

The BAPI name is
LEVEL_UNIQUE_NAME

Full path name of the object, such
as dimension.member.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

MemberPropertyNames The names of the custom properties
on this level

Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPBAPIProperty.NG.MEMBER_PROPERTY_NAMES

MemberPropertyCaptions: The descriptions of the custom
properties on this level

Data Type: TEXT

Constant:
EAPBAPIProperty.NG.MEMBER_PROPERTY_CAPTIONS

Hierarchy Relationship Object
The following table describes the hierarchy relationship properties:

Table 137 Hierarchy Relationship Properties  

Name Description Details

Name Hierarchy relationship name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME
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Name Description Details

Key Full path name of the object, such as
dimension.member

Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.KEY

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

MEMBER_CAPTION Member caption Data Type: TEXT

Constant: n/a

LEVEL_UNIQUE_NAME Level key Data Type: TEXT

Constant: n/a

CHILDREN_CARDINALITY Children cardinality Data Type: TEXT

Constant: n/a

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Non Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value:
0

l Name: Account Hierarchy Relationship Value: 1

l Name: Attribute Hierarchy Relationship Value: 2

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Gen The hierarchy relationship’s generation Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.GENERATION

Level The hierarchy relationship’s level Data Type: NUMBER

Access: READ_ONLY

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.LEVEL

The following table describes the hierarchy relation associations:
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Table 138 Hierarchy Associations  

Object Child Constant See

HR Yes EAPClassIDType.HIERARCHYRELATION “Hierarchy Object” on page 352

Mem No Use the following values:

l Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Attribute Member Value: 1

“Member Object” on page 366

Member Object
The following table describes the member properties:

Table 139 Member Properties

Name Description Details

Name Member name Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.ANY

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME

Key Full path name of the object, such as dimension.member Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.KEY

ClassType Class ID type Data Type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

l Name: Non Attribute Member Value: 0

l Name: Attribute Member Value: 1

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

Server Object
The following table describes the server properties:

Table 140 Server Properties

Name Description Details

Name Server Object name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME
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Name Description Details

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class type Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

The following table describes the server associations:

Table 141 Server Associations  

Object Child Constant See

AppWrapper Yes EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER “Application Wrapper Object” on page 431

Data Cell Object
The following table describes the data cell properties:

Table 142 Data Cell Properties

Name Description Details

ClassType Class ID type Data type: TEXT

Access: READ_WRITE

Validation: EAPValidationType.LIST

Validation List:

   Name: EAPClassIDType.DATACELL    Value: 0

Note: The classtype is returned, do not change this value.

Contains Multiple Values: False

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DataValue Binary data value Data type: TEXT

Constant: None

Application Wrapper Object
The following table describes the application wrapper properties:

Table 143 Application Wrapper Properties

Name Description Details

Name Application Wrapper Object name Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.NAME
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Name Description Details

Description Description Data Type: TEXT

Constant: EAPProperty.DESCRIPTION

ClassType Class ID type Data type: TEXT

Constant: *EAPProperty.CLASSTYPE

DatabaseNames Cube name Data Type: TEXT

ADM SAP-BW BAPI Driver Interfaces
The ADM BAPI driver contains several interfaces for use in accessing data in an SAP BW data
source:

l “com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPIServerTabularFunctions” on page 502

l “com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPIDimTabularFunctions” on page 519

l “com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPICubeTabularFunctions” on page 523

com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPIServerTabularFunctions
The IBAPIServerTabularFunctions interface contains functions for use in currency conversion
and retrieving ODS object information. An ODS object is a type of container in an SAP BW data
source.

The adm/samples/com/hyperion/ap/samples/bapi/tabular directory contains the
following sample programs for using the IBAPIServerTabularFunctions interface:

l ServerTabularFunctions.java

Contains samples for getting currency conversion information and accessing ODS data.
When you compile and run this program, it generates the servertabular.html file
containing output from the SAP BW data source.

l ServerTabularFunctionsUsingAPP.java

Contains samples for getting currency conversion information and accessing ODS data using
an ADM application. When you compile and run this program, it generates the
ServerTabularFunctionsUsingAPP.html file containing output from the SAP BW data
source.

The following functions are supported by the IBAPIServerTabular interface:

l “getCurrencyList()” on page 503

l “getCurrencyDecimals()” on page 504

l “getRateTypeList()” on page 506

l “getCurrentRates()” on page 508

l “getRateDetails()” on page 510
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l “getODSList()” on page 512

l “getODSDetail()” on page 514

l “getODSData()” on page 516

l “getUnitConversionRates()” on page 517

l “getUnitKeyList()” on page 519

getCurrencyList()
Returns a list of currencies from the SAP BW data source.

Constant

None

Parameters

None.

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information for each currency available in the SAP BW data source:

Table 144 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

CURRENCY The SAP BW currency key

CURRENCY_ISO The standard ISO currency key

ALT_CUR Alternate currency

VALID_TO Date in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD

LONG+TEXT Description

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);
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      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getCurrencyList(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }

      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {

        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getCurrencyDecimals()
Returns the decimal place location configured for the specified key from the SAP BW data source.

Constant

None

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getCurrencyString(String rstCurrencyKey)

l rstCurrencyKey - String
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Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 145 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

CURRENCY The SAP BW currency key

CURDECMALS The current decimal place location in the SAP BW data source

CURRENCY_ISO The standard ISO currency key

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getCurrencyDecimals(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }

      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {
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        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getRateTypeList()
Returns all existing exchange rate types.

Constant

None

Parameters

None

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 146 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

RATE_TYPE Exchange rate type

TEXT Description

INVR_ALLOW Indicates if inverted calculation are permitted:

l ‘X’ = on

l Other = off

BASE_CURR Reference currency

BCURR_FROM Indicates if currency is from a currency in the exchange rate table:

l ‘X’ = on

l Other = off

BUY_RT_FOR Average rate used to determine buying rate.

SEL_RT_FOR Average rate used to determine selling rate.

FIXED_RATE Indicates if rate types use fixed exchange rates:
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Return Value Description

l ‘X’ = on

l Other = off

EMU_CONV Indicates if rate types use a special translation model:

l ‘X’ = on

l Other = off

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getRateTypeList(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }

      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {

        e.printStackTrace();

      }
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    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getCurrentRates()
Returns a list of exchange rates.

Constant

None

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getCurrentRates ( String rstRateType,

                                      String rstDate,

                                      String rstDateType,

                                      String rstFromCurr,

                                      String rstToCurr

)

l rstRateType - String. The required exchange rate type. This parameter can be null.

l rstDate - String. The date the exchange rate becomes valid. Format: YYYYMMDD

l rstDateType - String. The date type for selecting exchange rates. Options:

m V - Return exchange rates that are valid on the specified date.

m E - Return exchange rates that are valid after the specified date.

l rstFromCurr - String.

l rstToCurr - String.

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 147 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

RATE_TYPE Exchange rate type

FROM_CURR Source currency
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Return Value Description

TO_CURRNCY Destination currency

VALID_FROM Starting date for exchange rate to be valid

EXCH_RATE Exchange rate

FROM_FACTOR Ratio for the translation source currency units

TO_FACTOR Ratio for the translation destination currency units

EXCH_RATE_V Indirect exchange rate

FROM_FACTOR_V Indirect ratio for the translation source currency units

TO_FACTOR_V Indirect ratio from the translation destination currency units

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getCurrentRates(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }
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      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {

        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getRateDetails()
Returns a list of details about exchange rates.

Constant

None.

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getCurrentRates ( String rstRateType,

                                      String rstDate,

                                      String rstFromCurr,

                                      String rstToCurr

)

l rstRateType - String. The required exchange rate type. This parameter can be null.

l rstDate - String. The date the exchange rate becomes valid. Format: YYYYMMDD

l rstFromCurr - String.

l rstToCurr - String.

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 148 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

RATE_TYPE Exchange rate type

FROM_CURR Source currency
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Return Value Description

TO_CURRNCY Destination currency

VALID_FROM Starting date for exchange rate to be valid

EXCH_RATE Exchange rate

FROM_FACTOR Ratio for the translation source currency units

TO_FACTOR Ratio for the translation destination currency units

EXCH_RATE_V Indirect exchange rate

FROM_FACTOR_V Indirect ratio for the translation source currency units

TO_FACTOR_V Indirect ratio from the translation destination currency units

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getRateDetails(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }
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      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {

        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getODSList()
Returns a list of ODS objects in the SAP BW data source.

Constant

None

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getODSList (String rstVersion)

l rstVersion - String. Options:

m A - Active

m M - Modified

m D - Delivered by SAP as content

m % - All of the above

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 149 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

ODSOBJECT ODS object name

OBJVERS ODS object version

TEXTLONG Description

OBJSTAT Object status:

l ACT - Active
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Return Value Description

l INA - Inactive

l OFF - Switched off

l PRO - Productive

ACTIVEFL n/a

INFOAREA Information area

ODSOTYPE Empty string standard:

l T - Transactional

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getODSList(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }

      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {
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        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getODSDetail()
Returns the details of an ODS object.

Constant

None

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getODSDetail ( String rstODSName,

                                   String rstVersion

)

l rstODSName - String. ODS object name.

l rstVersion - String. ODS object version.

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 150 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

ODSOBJECT ODS object name

POSIT Position of the field in the result set

KEYFLAG Indicates if the object is a key field:

l ‘X’ = yes

l Other = no

INFOOBJECT Information object name

IOBJTP Information object type:

l CHA - Characteristics
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Return Value Description

l KYF - Key figures

l TIM - Time

l UNI - Units

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        getODSDetail(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }

      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {

        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)
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    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getODSData()
Returns a list of ODS objects.

Constant

None

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getODSData ( String      rstODSName,

                                 int         iMaxRows,

                                 boolean     bAllInfoObjects,

                                 String[]    arstInfoObjectNames,

                                 ReadODSSelectionCriteria[]   arCriteria,

                                 String[]    arstOrderByInfoObjectNames

)

l rstODSName - String. ODS object name.

l iMaxRows - Integer. Maximum number of rows to be returned.

l bAllInfoObjects - Boolean. Indicates whether or not to return all InfoObjects.

l arstInfoObjectNames - An Array of strings. The names of the selected InfoObjects.

l arCriteria - An array. Selection criteria.

l arstOrderByInfoObjectNames - An array of strings. Sorting information.

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Where IAPResultSet is a table in which each column is a selected InfoObject from the returned
result set.

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

    try

    {

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);
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      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      System.out.println("Open connection");

      System.out.println(URL);

      //open connection

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      try

      {

        java.io.FileWriter rWriter = new java.io.FileWriter
("ServerTabularUsingAPP.html");

        java.io.PrintWriter rPWriter = new java.io.PrintWriter(rWriter);

        rPWriter.print("<html><body>");

        readODSData(rPWriter, adm);

        rPWriter.print("</body></html>");

        rPWriter.close();

      }

      catch (java.io.IOException e)

      {

        e.printStackTrace();

      }

    }

    catch (Exception e)

    {

      e.printStackTrace();

    }

getUnitConversionRates()
Returns a list of unit conversion rates to support data query unit conversion. The SAP-BW
quantity key figures are stored with the base unit of measure of materials. The base unit of
measure for each data cell is returned as a property of data cell and can be retrieved as follows:

DataCellsProperty rProperty=cv.getDataCellsProperty("UNIT"); 
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Note:

To use this function, the InfoObject 0MAT_UNIT has to be loaded to the BW system.

In some cases, you may want to display the data query result using an alternate unit of measure
instead of using base units of measure.

ä To display the result in an alternate unit of measure:

1 Set unique member names of [0Material] dimension returned in a data query to the parameter arstMaterial.
Make sure there are no duplicate Unique member names.

2 Set unit keys returned in the data query to the parameter arstFromUnits. Make sure there are no duplicate
unit keys.

3 Set the alternate unit key to rstToUnit.

4 Run the function.

For each data cell, find the conversion rate from the returned list using the [0Material] unique
member name and the unit key of this data cell. Multiple conversion rate to the value of this
data cell.

Note:

The conversion rate is not always available.

Constant

None

Parameters

public IAPResultSet getUnitConversionRates(String[] arstMaterial,

                                           String[] arstFromUnits,

                                           String rstToUnit)

l arstMaterial - String[]. A list of unique member names of dimension [0MATERIAL].

l arstFromUnits - String[]. A list of base Unit Keys.

l rstToUnit - String. The alternate Unit Key.

Return Parameters

IAPResultSet

The description of each column in the returned IAPResultSet, MATERIAL UNIQUE_NAME
[0MATERIAL] member unique name:
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Table 151 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

UNIT_KEY Unit key

CONVERSION_RATE Conversion rate

getUnitKeyList()
Returns a list of units on the SAP BW system.

Constant

None

Parameters

None

public IAPResultSet getUnitKeyList()

Returns

IAPResultSet

com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPIDimTabularFunctions
The IBAPIDimTabularFunctions interface contains a function for implementing wildcard
searches. The adm/samples/com/hyperion/ap/samples/bapi/tabular directory
contains the following sample program using the IBAPIDimTabularFunctions interface:

l DimTabularFunctions.java

Contains samples using wildcards. When you compile and run this program, it generates
the getmembers.html file containing output from the SAP BW data source.

The following functions are supported:

l “getMembers()” on page 520

l “getDimProperties()” on page 519

getDimProperties()
public IAPResultSet getDimProperties() throws APException

Return Value

IAPResultSet
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getHierarchies()
public IAPResultSet getHierarchies() throws APException

Return Value

IAPResultSet

getMembers()
For use in wildcard searches.

Constant

None

Parameters

public com.hyperion.IAPResultSet getMembers ( String      rstHIUName,

                                 String        rstLevelUName,

                                 int           iLevelNumber,

                                 String        rstMemberCaption,

                                 String        rstMemberName,

                                 String        rstMemberType,

                                 String        rstMemberUName,

                                 int           iTreeOP,

                                 String        rstAllProperties,

                                 String[]      arstSelectedProperties,

                                 GetMemberRestrictions      rRestrictions,

                                 int           iStartRow,

                                 int           iEndRow

)

l rstHIUName - String. The hierarchy key.

l rstLevelUName - String. The level key.

l iLevelNumber - Integer. The level number.

l rstMemberCaption - String. Short description of member.

l rstMemberName - String. The name of the member.

l rstMemberType - String. The type of member.

l rstMemberUName - String. The member key.

l iTreeOP - Integer
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For constants with names beginning in TREEOP_, these names can be concatenated.

For example: TREEOP_CHILDREN+TREEOP_SELF

l rstAllProperties - String

m A - All

m S - Specified.

m blank - none

l arstSelectedProperties - An array of strings. Selected property names.

l rRestrictions - Retrieves member restrictions.

l iStartRow - Integer. To indicate the starting row.

l iEndRow - Integer. To indicate the ending row.

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 152 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

LVL_NUMBER The level number

MEM_NAM The member name

MEM_UNAM The member key

MEM_TYPE The member type

MEM_UID -

MEM_CAP Short description of member

MEM_ORDINAL -

CHILDREN Number of children

PARENT_LVL The level of the parent

PARENT_UNAM The key of the parent

DSCRPTN Long description of member

Optional Properties Selected properties

... Selected properties

Example Code

    IAPDomain adm = null;

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);
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      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      String rstCubeName = "$0D_PP_C01";

      String rstDimName = "0BASE_UOM";

      IAPComposite rCube = (IAPComposite) ( (IAPComposite) adm).getChild
(null,

        rstCubeName, EAPClassIDType.CUBE);

      com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IAPBAPIMdDimension rDim = 
(com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IAPBAPIMdDimension) ( (

        IAPComposite) rCube).getChild(null, rstDimName, 
EAPClassIDType.DIMENSION);

      IBAPIDimTabularFunctions rDimFunctions = rDim.getTabularFunctions();

      //Sample for 'wildcard search'

      IBAPIDimTabularFunctions.GetMembersRestrictions rRestriction = new 
IBAPIDimTabularFunctions.

        GetMembersRestrictions();

      rRestriction.setSign("I");

      rRestriction.setOption("CP");

      rRestriction.setLow("K*"); // using wildcard

      rRestriction.setHigh("");

      rRestriction.setPropertyName("MEMBER_NAME");

      IAPResultSet rResultSet = rDimFunctions.getMembers

                                (null, //String rstHIUName,

                                 null, //String rstLevelUName,

                                 -1, //0,//-1, //int iLevelNumber,

                                 null, //String rstMemberCaption,

                                 null, //String rstMemberName,

                                 null, // String rstMemberType,

                                 null, //String rstMemberUName,

                                 -1, //int iTreeOP,

                                 "A", //String rstAllProperties,

                                 null, //String[] arstSelectedProperties,
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                                 rRestriction, //GetMembersRestrictions 
rRestrictions,

                                 -1, //int iStartRow,

                                 -1 //int iEndRow

                                 );

      printToHtml("getmembers.html", rResultSet);

com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPICubeTabularFunctions
The IBAPICubeTabularFunctions interface contains a function for retrieving SAP variables.

The adm/samples/com/hyperion/ap/samples/bapi/tabular directory contains the
following sample program for using the IBAPICubeTabularFunctions interface:

l CubeTabularFunctions.java

Contains samples for listing SAP variables. When you compile and run this program, it
generates the variables.html file containing output from the SAP BW data source.

The following functions are supported:

l “getVariables()” on page 524

l “getQueryCubeProperites()” on page 523

getQueryCubeProperites()
This function returns the 'reverse sign' of the query cube.

Constant

None

Parameters

None

public IAPResultSet getQueryCubeProperties()throws APException

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 153 Return Values of getQueryCubeProperites()

SIGNPRSNT 0 no sign is used; 1 -X; 2 X-; 3 (X)

KEYDATEFLAG 0 no keydate is set

KEYDATE Member Key
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Example Code

getVariables()
This function returns a list of SAP variables.

Constant

None

Parameters

None

public com.hyperion.IAPResultSet getMembers()

Return Values

IAPResultSet

Returns the following information:

Table 154 Return Values for IAPResultSet

Return Value Description

SIGN l I—include

l E—exclude

OPT l EQ—equal

l NE—not equal

LOW —

LOWTXTLG —

HIGH —

HIGHTXTLG —

CATALOG_NAME The name of the catalog where the cube resides.

SCHEMA_NAME —

CUBE_NAME The name of the selected cube.

VARIABLE_NAME The name of a variable.

VARIABLE_CAPTION A description of a variable.

VARIABLE_UID A variable GUID.

VARIABLE_ORDINAL An ordinal number assigned to one variable in a group of variable in a cube.

VARIABLE_TYPE The type of variable.
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Return Value Description

DATA_TYPE The type of variable values.

CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_LENGTH The maximum length of character variables

VARIABLE_PROCESSING_TYPE The processing type for a variable.

VARIABLE_SELECTION_TYPE The variable selection type.

VARIABLE_ENTRY_TYPE Indicates if replacing a variable is optional.

REFERENCE_DIMENSION A DIMENSION_UNIQUE_NAME for SAP_VAR_TYPE_HIERARCHY.

REFERENCE_HIERARCHY A HIERARCHY_UNIQUE_NAME for SAP_VAR_TYPE_NUMBER.

DEFAULT_LOW A default low value for the variable.

DEFAULT_LOW_CAP A description of the default member.

DEFAULT_HIGH A default high value for the variable.

DEFAULT_HIGH_CAP A description of the default member.

DESCRIPTION A description of the variable.

Example Code

      System.out.println("URL:  " + URL);

      System.out.println("\nCLASSPATH = " + System.getProperty
("java.class.path"));

      adm = new com.hyperion.ap.adm.HssAdm("ADM", 4, 0);

      adm.openConnection(URL, null);

      com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IAPBAPIMdCube rCube = 
(com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IAPBAPIMdCube) ( (IAPComposite) adm).

                                                 getChild(null, "0APO_C01/
PIYUSH1", EAPClassIDType.CUBE);

      IBAPICubeTabularFunctions rCubeFunctions = rCube.getTabularFunctions
();

      IAPResultSet rResultSet = rCubeFunctions.getVariables();

      printToHtml("variables.html", rResultSet);

Sample Programs
The TestBAPIDriver.java program contains samples for the ADM BAPI driver for accessing
information from an SAP-BW data source. It can be found in the following filepath:

adm/samples/com/hyperion/ap/samples/bapi/TestBAPIDriver.java
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The TestBAPIDriver.java program contains sample queries using the following associations:

l EAPClassIDType.CUBE

l EAPBAPIClassIDType.INFOSET_CUBE

l EAPBAPIClassIDType.ODS_CUBE

The TestBAPIDriver.java program contains the following methods:

l testMemberQuery()- creates and prints a member query.

l testMDXMemberQuery() - creates and prints a member query.

l testMetadata() - prints the cube, dimension, hierarchy and hierarchy name for a data
source.

l testDriverCapabilitiesProperty() - prints the properties for the driver capabilities
object.

l testDataQuery() - creates, runs, and prints the output of a data query.

l listApplicationsAndCubes() - List applications and cubes using ADM Server Model.
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Locating Error Codes

ä To search for a specific error code, do one of the following steps:

l Use the Search function to search for an error code or an error message

l Use the Index and browse through the numeric entries for the error code.

Note:

Internal diagnostic error codes occur infrequently. If the error code is an internal diagnostic
error, please report the error code to technical support.

Error Codes in Numerical Order

2 Invalid Cursor
When you start a member query, data query, or transaction a cursor is returned by the driver.
If this fails you will get this error.

Possible Solution:

This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

120 Property value is too long {0} > {1} , please consider
increasing MAX_PROPERTY_VALUE_LENGTH in
ADM.Properties
You retrieved a property value that is longer than the length specified in the
MAX_PROPERTY_VALUE_LENGTH variable in the ADM.properties file.
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Possible Solution:

Update the MAX_PROPERTY_VALUE_LENGTH variable in the ADM.properties file to a
larger number

201 Only one alias property can be selected in a Member
Query
You can only specify one alias table for the property function in a member query. For example,
the function declarations property ( ... “longnames”...) and property( ...
“default”...) would cause the query to fail.

Possible Solutions:

Ensure that the member query function you are using is supported by your ADM driver.

l For a list of functions for the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“Using Member Query Functions” on page 393.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management 3.5 Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
3.5 Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

202 Dimension {0} not found in query
The dimension name in the query is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that you spelled the dimension correctly and that it exists in the cube you are using. Use
the IAPMdCube.getDimensions() method to return a list of dimensions.

203 Invalid property {0} specified in sort
The property name is invalid in the ORDER BY clause of a data query. The ORDER BY clause
is optional, and specifies a sorting order for the returned objects. A comma-separated list of
order expressions can be used to specify a cascading sort where the first property is the primary
sort key, and additional sorts are applied in turn.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the property name is spelled correctly and that it exists for the dimension
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204 Attribute Dimension properties are not sortable
You cannot specify a attribute dimensions property in the ORDER BY clause of a data query.

Possible Solution:

Update the data query to use a dimension attribute in the ORDER BY clause.

205 Only one Alias property at a time can be specified in a
sort
You cannot specify more than one alias property in the ORDER BY clause of a data query.

Possible Solution:

Update the data query to use one alias property in the ORDER BY clause.

206 Serious internal error encountered while parsing query
The query syntax is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Update the query syntax. For more information, see “ALE Queries” on page 102 or the ALE
query sample files in the common\adm\<release>\Samples\Scripts directory, where <release> is
the ADM release number.

207 Property type {0} not found
The property type specified in the property function is invalid

Possible Solutions:

Ensure that the member query function you are using is supported by your ADM driver.

l For a list of functions for the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“Using Member Query Functions” on page 393.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.
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209 Invalid function: {0} in query
The member query function or data query function is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

Ensure that the function is spelled correctly and that is supported by your driver.

l For a list of functions for the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“Using Member Query Functions” on page 393 or “Using Data Query Functions” on
page 403.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

210 Dynamic Time Series (DTS) function cannot be evaluated
in a member query
A DTS function is specified in a member query.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that DTS functions are only specified in a data query. For more information, see “Using
Dynamic Time Series Functions” on page 410.

211 Cube {0} in query was not found
An invalid cube was specified in a query.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the cube name is spelled correctly and that it exists in the application. Use
IAPDomain.getCubes to retrieve a list of cubes for an application.

214 Nested operator is not supported in data query filter
You cannot use both the AND and OR operator in a data query filter.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the data query filter does not use both AND and OR operators. For example the
following statement is invalid:

WHERE TUPLE 3 <= 6.4 AND 6.35 > TUPLE 8 OR TUPLE 5 > 10
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For more information, see the WHERE <filter-expression> clause in “ALE Data Query” on page
106.

215 NamedGroup {0} in query was not found
The named group specified in the relative member query function is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

Update the relative member query function. For more information, see the following
documentation:

l For the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“RelativeMember” on page 401.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Download
Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

216 Member {0} has no descendant or ancestor in
NamedGroup {1}
This occurs when you use a member selection using a member name and query for its parent or
child.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that a parent or child exists for the member specified in the member selection. The
member selection may be part of a member query or a data query.

217 Offset out of range in RelativeMember function
The offset in the RelativeMember() member query function is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the offset is valid for the list of members. For more information, see
“RelativeMember” on page 401.

218 Member {0} in query was not found
Possible Solution:
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Ensure that the member specified in the member selection exists for the dimension and cube
and is spelled correctly.

219 The function {0} can't be used as a nested function
The only member query function you can nest is the RelativeMember() function.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the nested function is RelativeMember() only. For more information, see
“RelativeMember” on page 401.

220 {0} and {1} are not in the same generation
This occurs if you use the range() function and the members specified are not in the same
generation.

Possible Solution:

Ensure the members in the Range function are in the same generation. For more information,
see “Range” on page 400.

221 Member name is empty in function {0}
This occurs if you use the range() function or RelativeMember() function and the member
parameter is omitted.

Possible Solution:

Ensure the member parameter is specified. For more information, see “Range” on page 400 or
“RelativeMember” on page 401.

301 Requested directory {0} is out of the valid range
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.
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302 Requested directory {0} is not a directory
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm\<release>
\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

303 Requested file {0} not found
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

304 Error in directory format
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.
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l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, , where <release> is the ADM release number.

305 Directory has not been locked
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, , where <release> is the ADM release number.

306 Directory {0} already exists
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

307 File {0} does not exist
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:
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l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

308 Error writing file {0}
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. Only the WHERE clause in the
member query is implemented. The user-defined member query is saved as a file, stored on the
server, and accessible to clients. If you try to access the file and it is not found or you do not have
access rights you will get this error.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to access the file on the server.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

309 Error opening file {0}
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

310 Error reading file {0}
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.
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Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

311 Can't get the subdirectory {0}
This occurs when you use the UserMemberList() function, which returns all members in the
specified user-defined member query or member selection object. The specified user-defined
member query or member selection object is saved in a file, and stored on the Analytic server.
If the UserMemberList() function cannot access this file, it may be missing, invalid or you may
not have access rights.

Possible Solution:

l Change the users permissions to the file on the server. This file is given a random name in
the format of ADM*.txt and it is located in the <server name>/<application name>/<cube
name> directory. The Essbase .OTL files are also in this directory.

l You can recreate the member selection object. See the sample code
HssPersistentObjects.testPersistentMemberSelection() in the common\adm
\<release>\samples\java directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

401 Requested page out of range
This occurs when you use an invalid page index with the
getDataCellAttributesViaCoordinates(int[]) method or
getDataCellsViaCoordinates(int[]) method on the IAPQryCubeView interface.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that your page index is valid for the data query results.

402 Requested row out of range
This occurs when you use an invalid row index with the
getDataCellAttributesViaCoordinates(integer array[]) method or
getDataCellsViaCoordinates(integer array[]) method on the IAPQryCubeView
interface.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that your page index is valid for the data query results. The edges should be specified in
the integer array in the order specified in EAPQryEdgeType in the Javadoc. For example, ROW
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is set in array[0]; COLUMN is set in array[1]; PAGE is set in array[2]; SLICER is set in
array[3]; MAXEDGETYPES is set in array[4];

403 Requested edge out of range
This occurs when you use an invalid edge index with the
getDataCellAttributesViaCoordinates(integer array[]) method or
getDataCellsViaCoordinates(integer array[]) method on the IAPQryCubeView
interface.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that your page index is valid for the data query results. The edges should be specified in
the integer array in the order specified in EAPQryEdgeType in the Javadoc. For example, ROW
is set in array[0]; COLUMN is set in array[1]; PAGE is set in array[2]; SLICER is set in
array[3]; MAXEDGETYPES is set in array[4];

404 Requested layer out of range
This occurs when you use an invalid layer with the
com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.EdgeView.getEdgeCellProperties() method.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that your layer is valid for the data query results.

405 Requested tuple out of range
This occurs when you use an invalid tuple with the
com.hyperion.ap.dataquery.EdgeView.getEdgeCellProperties() method.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that your layer is valid for the data query results.

406 Report error parsing page header
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the string and grammar type match when you use the
IAPQrySupportExpressionssetExpressionString(int grammarType,

java.lang.String expressionString) method. For example, if you use an ALE query
and set the grammerType to MDX this error occurs. For more information, see the Javadoc.

407 Report error parsing slicer header
Possible Solution:
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Ensure that the string and grammar type match when you use the
IAPQrySupportExpressionssetExpressionString(int grammarType,

java.lang.String expressionString) method. For example, if you use an ALE query
and set the grammerType to MDX this error occurs. For more information, see the Javadoc.

408 Report error parsing column header
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the string and grammar type match when you use the
IAPQrySupportExpressionssetExpressionString(int grammarType,

java.lang.String expressionString) method. For example, if you use an ALE query
and set the grammerType to MDX this error occurs. For more information, see the Javadoc.

409 Report error parsing row header
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the string and grammar type match when you use the
IAPQrySupportExpressionssetExpressionString(int grammarType,

java.lang.String expressionString) method. For example, if you use an ALE query
and set the grammerType to MDX this error occurs. For more information, see the Javadoc.

410 Report error parsing data row
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the string and grammar type match when you use the
IAPQrySupportExpressionssetExpressionString(int grammarType,

java.lang.String expressionString) method. For example, if you use an ALE query
and set the grammerType to MDX this error occurs. For more information, see the Javadoc.

411 Can not get attributes because you only asked for the
value in your query
Possible Solution:

Ensure that you ask for attribute in your data query. For example, if you use SELECT value in
an ALE query, values only are returned. If you use SELECT * in an ALE query, values and all
attributes are returned. For more information, see

“ALE Data Query” on page 106.

501 Unknown exception encountered
Possible Solution:
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Ensure that the data source server is running.

502 Invalid object path specified
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the object exists within the path context. For example, ensure that a dimension exists
for the cube and application in the path.

601 Persistence not supported on object
Possible Solutions:

Ensure that the persistence transaction of for an object and ADM driver that support persistence.
For more information, see the following documentation:

l For the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“RelativeMember” on page 401.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Download
Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

602 No such property {0}
The value specified in the data query for the SELECT clause is invalid. For more information,
see “ALE Queries” on page 102.

603 Set association value error on object {0}, role {1}
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

604 Execute action {0} error
The parameter sent to the IAPAction.execute() method is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the parameters sent to the IAPAction.execute() method are valid. This error is
generated when the action is executed in Essbase. For example, if you sent a calc scrip, or a user
name that is invalid for Essbase this error is generated.
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605 Delete object {0} error
The object you are trying to delete makes another object invalid. The Essbase outline rules apply
here.

Possible Solution:

Determine if other objects depend upon the object you are deleting. For example, if you try to
delete a base dimension and it is used for an attribute dimension this error occurs.

606 Set object position error on object {0}
This occurs within a transaction.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the member in the outline you are changing does not violate the Essbase outline
rules. For example, if you try to move a dimension member to the bottom of the hierarchy this
error occurs. For more information, see the Essbase documentation.

607 Can not find the sibling
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

608 Can not delete the top level Hierarchy Relationship {0}
This occurs if you try to delete the top level hierarchy object

Possible Solution:

Delete the dimension object instead of the top level hierarchy object

609 Can not create another top level Hierarchy Relationship
{0}
This occurs if you try to create a member with the same name as the dimension object or top
level hierarchy object.

Possible Solution:

Create a member with a name unique in regards to the dimension names.

610 Error creating object, object {0} already exists
Each object in an Essbase outline must have a unique name.

Possible Solution:

Create an object with a name unique within the outline.
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611 Error ASO Update
You cannot persist data on an Aggregate Storage Plan (ASO) cube

Possible Solution:

Do not execute a transaction on an Aggregate Storage Plan (ASO) cube

801, Error parsing {0}: {3}
This occurs if there is an error parsing an XML query

Possible Solution:

Ensure that your XML query is valid. For more information, see “XML and Expression Tree
Queries” on page 127.

1000, { Invalid session handle }
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1000, Error: Could not create session
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1001, { Unknown application specified }
The application name is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Check the spelling for the application and ensure that it exists.

l Use the following method to get a list of applications for your Analytic server.

//New ADM server with server name
IAPServer myServer = HssFactory.createServer(server);
//open connection
myServer.openConnection(URL, null);
//get children(applications of myServer)
IAPIterator appWrapperIterator =((IAPComposite)
myServer).getChildIterator(EAPClassIDType.APPLWRAPPER);
//Iterate through application names
int[] ordinal = new int[1];
for (appWrapperIterator.first(); appWrapperIterator.done() == false;
 appWrapperIterator.next())
 {
 //Get application wrapper
 IAPAppWrapper appObj =
 (IAPAppWrapper)(appWrapperIterator.item(ordinal));
 //Get application name
 String appName = ((IAPNamedObject) appObj).getName();
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 System.out.println();
 System.out.println("Application Name "+appName);
 System.out.println();
 //get database names from application wrapper
 System.out.print("Database Names  :  ");
 String value = null;
 String name = "DatabaseNames";
 int count = ((IAPPropertiedInstance)
 appObj).getPropertyValueCount(name);
 for (int i = 0; i < count; i++)
   {
   value = ((IAPPropertiedInstance) appObj).getPropertyValue(name,i);
   if (i > 0)
   System.out.print(" , ");
   System.out.print(value);
   }
 System.out.println();
 }

1002, { OpenConnection failed closing previous connection }
You can only have one connection open at a time. For example, you connected to localhost, did
not close that connection, and are now trying to connect to another machine.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the data source server is running

l Ensure that the application name is correct.

1003, { Invalid Essbase context handle }
Only one connection should be open at a time.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that there is only one instance of ADM created. For example, you create an adm domain
with the following code:

IAPDomain adm = HssFactory.createADM ("ADM",EAPVersion.MAJOR_VERSION, 
EAPVersion.MINOR_VERSION);

1004, Error: Session handle is invalid
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1005, { Error getting member }
Invalid member in a member query

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the member name is spelled correctly and exists in the application.
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l Check you query to ensure that the select clause matches the dimension set in the
IAPQryMemberSelection.setDimension method. For example, if you set the market
dimension with the IAPQryMemberSelection.setDimension method and then use the
query SELECT * from Year, the dimension Market and Year conflict.

1006, Error: Destroy session failed
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1007, Error: Close operation failed
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1008, Error: Select members failed
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1009, Error: Open outline failed
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1010, Error: Close select members failed
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1011, Error: HssAdm::openConnection: Connection not open
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1012, Error: getDimensions() not implemented in HssAdm
Possible Solutions:

You must create a cube instance before you can access its dimensions. Use the
IAPMetadataCube.getCubes() interface to create a cube instance.

1013, Severe: Object does not have children of this type
Possible Solution:

You must create a parent instance before you access its children. For example, you must create
a cube instance before you can access its dimensions. Use the IAPMetadataCube.getCubes
() interface to create a cube instance.
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Note:

The error code 1013 is used in the following error message also.

1013, { Error logging into Essbase }
The server, application or connection URL are invalid.

Note:

The error code 1013 is used in the preceding error message also.

Possible Solutions:

l Check the URL string to ensure it is correct. For more information, see the following
documentation.

m For the ADM APS driver connection, see“Setting Up the Driver” on page 290.

m For the ADM Analytic Services Native driver connection, see“Setting up the Driver” on
page 441.

m For the ADM Financial Management driver connection, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

m For the ADM Planning Details driver connection, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Download
Center, on the Hyperion Application Builder J2EE page.

1014, Error: MemberSelection requires an associated
dimension
Possible Solution:

You can create a valid member selection by calling createMemberSelection on the
IAPMetadataDimension interface.

Note:

The error code 1014 is used in the following error message also.

1014 , { Found disallowed function }
The data query function is invalid for the driver.
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Note:

The error code 1013 is used in the preceding error message also.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the data query is spelled and used correctly

l Ensure that the data query is supported for the data source you are using.

m For the ADM EDS, see“Using Data Query Functions” on page 403.

m For the ADM Analytic Services Native driver connection, see “Using Data Query
Functions” on page 403 and “Data Queries Considerations” on page 450.

m For the ADM Financial Management driver connection, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

m For the ADM Planning Details driver connection, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

1015, { Missing required function }
The grammar type and the query are not compatible in the
IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString() method.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the grammar type is set correctly so that it matches the query. For example, if you
are using an MDX query ensure it is specified along with an MDX query string. For more
information, see com.hyperion.ap.EAPQryGrammarType in the Javadoc.

1015, Error: A query has not been specified
You must call IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString() for a query before
you call IAPQryBase.performOp().

1016, Error: Cannot alter a query that has been executed
You cannot alter a member selection after you call IAPQryBase.performOp()
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1017, Error: Must add a Cube to CubeView before this
operation
You must create a cube in order to use a cubeView object.

Possible Solutions:

l Use the cube.createCubeView method on the IAPMDCube interface.

l For more information, see “Member Query Model” on page 78.

1018, Error: PerformOperation failed
The query that is being executed is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Set a valid query using IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString()

l Check to ensure that your query syntax is correct, for more information see “ALE Member
Query” on page 103 or “ALE Data Query” on page 106.

1019, Severe: createChild cannot instantiate requested
object
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1020, Error: cannot add two edges with the same edge type
The data query defines the same edge more than once. For example, the 
following data query generates this error: 
Select value From Basic 
  PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN WITH (SELECT * FROM Year)
  PROJECT Product ON EDGE COLUMN WITH (SELECT * FROM Product)
  PROJECT Measures ON EDGE ROW WITH (SELECT * FROM Measures )
  PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE WITH (SELECT * FROM Year)
  PROJECT Market  ON EDGE SLICER WITH (SELECT * FROM Year)

Possible Solutions:

l All edges must be defined once only, using the project clause. The edges are row, column,
page, and slicer

l Each dimension must be placed on one edge only, and all dimensions of the cube must be
represented on an edge.

1021, Error: Too many edges added to Cube View
The data query defines the same edge more than once. For example, the 
following data query generates this error: 
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Select value From Basic 
  PROJECT Year ON EDGE COLUMN WITH (SELECT * FROM Year)
  PROJECT Product ON EDGE COLUMN WITH (SELECT * FROM Product)
  PROJECT Measures ON EDGE ROW WITH (SELECT * FROM Measures )
  PROJECT Scenario ON EDGE PAGE WITH (SELECT * FROM Year)
  PROJECT Market  ON EDGE SLICER WITH (SELECT * FROM Year)

Possible Solutions:

l All edges must be defined once only, using the project clause. The edges are row, column,
page, and slicer

l Each dimension must be placed on one edge only, and all dimensions of the cube must be
represented on an edge.

1022, Error: Method not supported
This method is in the class however it is empty or not implemented. This may occur if the method
in inherited from a super class and not needed or applicable

Possible Solution:

Use a different method. For more information, see the Analytic Data Model (ADM) Javadoc.

Note:

The error code 1022 is used in the following error message also.

1022 { Error running report }
The report script processing failed

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the server is up and running

Note:

The error code 1022 is used in the preceding error message also.

1023 { Requested Application not found }
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1024 { Error loading Property Values }
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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1025, Error: Unknown function not supported by
MemberSelection.
The member query specifies a function that is not supported by the driver. For example, the
member query function onSameLevelAs is supported for Essbase Deployment Services and not
for Financial Management.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the member query function you are using is supported by your ADM driver.

l For a list of functions for the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“Using Member Query Functions” on page 393.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Download
Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

1026, Error: getDataCellsViaCoordinates(): coordinate array
not big enough
The array you are using with the getDataCellsViaCoordinates() method is not big enough.

Possible Solution:

Set the array size to EAPQryEdgeType.MAXEDGETYPE -1

1027, Error: getDataCellsViaCoordinates(): error getting
data
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1028, Error: Member does not belong to the dimension set
for the MemberSelection
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support
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1029, Error: Selections for all dimensions must be included
in the query
All dimensions must be specified in a query.

Note:

For Analytic Services all base dimensions must be specified in a query

Possible Solutions:

Ensure that the following conditions are met in the query:

l All dimensions of the cube must be projected onto an edge. A dimension can be placed on
one edge only.

l All edges must be defined once only, using the project clause

1030, Error: Member selections for slicer dimension layers
cannot select more than a single member
The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions, but only one member can be specified for
each dimension.

Possible Solutions:

Ensure that only one member is specified for each dimension on the slicer edge. For example,
the following clause is valid:

l PROJECT Market ON EDGE SLICER

l WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Member(New_York, Market))

The following clause generates error code 1030

l PROJECT Market ON EDGE SLICER

l WITH (SELECT name FROM Market WHERE Children(New_York, Market,true))

1031, Error: Object is not a child of this composite object
Possible Solutions:

You must create a parent instance before you access its children. For example, you must create
a cube instance before you can access its dimensions. For more information, see the Object
Relationship diagram for your driver.

l For the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver, see“Object
Relationships” on page 308.

l For ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial Management Driver
Guide.
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l For the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details 3.5 Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM driver guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the b page.

1032, Severe: isInstanceOf not implemented, use Java
instanceOf operator instead
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1034, Error: Error loading cubes
Possible Solutions:

l Verify that the cube name is spelled correctly

l Verify that the cube exists

1035, Error: Error loading dimensions
Possible Solutions:

l Verify that the dimension name is spelled correctly

l Verify that the dimension exists

1036, Error: Error loading hierarchies
Possible Solutions:

l Verify that the hierarchy name is spelled correctly

l Verify that the hierarchy exists

1037, Error: Error loading named groups
Possible Solutions:

l Verify that the named group is spelled correctly

l Verify that the named group exists

1038, Error: Error loading functions and parameters
Possible Solutions:
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Ensure that the member query function you are using is supported by your ADM driver.

l For a list of functions for the ADM APS driver or the (ADM) Analytic Services Native driver,
see“Using Member Query Functions” on page 393.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Financial Management driver, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

l For a list of functions for the ADM Planning Details driver, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

1039, Error: Error running report
Possible Solutions:

Verify that the member query and data query are valid.

l The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions, but only one member can be specified
for each dimension.

l The row edge and column edge are required in queries.

l All dimensions of the cube must be represented on one of the edges. Each dimension must
be placed on one edge only.

l For more information, see “Queries” on page 97.

1040, Error: Setting message level
An invalid debug level was set.

Possible Solutions:

Reset your debug level, for more information, see:

l EAPDebugLevel in the Javadoc

l See “Setting Environment Variables” on page 142.

1041, Error: Exception connecting to remote server
Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the RMI server is running

l Ensure that the connection string for your driver, is set correctly.

m For the ADM APS driver connection, see“Connecting Remotely With IAPServer” on
page 294.
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m For the ADM Analytic Services Native driver connection, see“Connecting Remotely
with IAPServer” on page 444.

m For the ADM Financial Management driver connection, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

m For the ADM Planning Details driver connection, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

1042, Severe: Exception making remote method call
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the RMI server is running

1043, Error: Invalid XML document set on this object
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1044, Error: XML document does not follow the ADM
expression structure
Possible Solutions:

Verify that the member query and data query are valid:

l The row edge and column edge are required in queries.

l Each dimension must be placed on one edge only.

l All dimensions of the cube must be represented on one of the an edges.

l The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions, but only one member can be specified
for each dimension.

l For more information, see “Queries” on page 97.

1045, Error: XML document does not contain a MemberQuery
operation
Your XML member query does not have a filter element.

Possible Solution:

Update the Filter tag to an aggregate of ”<AND, OR, LIST, NOT>” clauses.
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1046, Error: XML syntax error: incorrect function parameter
type
Check the meta meta-data for the driver.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the property type for the object is correct.

1047, Error: ALE syntax error
Possible Solutions:

Verify that the ALE query is valid.

l The slicer edge can contain one or more dimensions, but only one member can be specified
for each dimension.

l The row edge and column edge are required in queries.

l All dimensions of the cube must be represented on one of the edges. Each dimension must
be placed on one edge only.

l Check for syntax errors, for more information, see “Queries” on page 97.

1048, Error: Errors validating XML document
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1049, Error: XML syntax error: unexpected or missing node
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1050, Error: XML syntax error: unsupported binary operator
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the operator in your ALE query is AND, OR, NOT or List . List performs a duplicate
OR operation, List may be denoted using a comma.

1051, Error: Cube View: Edge does not contain any Segments
Possible Solutions:

Ensure that a dimension is specified in the project clause of your ALE query.

The project clause syntax is PROJECT <dimension> [,<dimension>]... ON EDGE
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1052, Error: Cube View: Edge: Segments do not contain the
same number of layers
The ALE query is invalid. Tuples must have the same number of layers on each edge.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the member selections for each segment on an edge have the same number of
member queries.

1053, Error: Cube View: Edge: Segment layers must point to
same Dimension
The ALE query is invalid. Dimensions must be placed on segments in the same order.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that member queries, for segments on the same edge, place the dimensions on each
segment in the same order. For example if a segment 1 and segment 2 contain Year and Product.
The member queries for each segment must project Year and Product on the segments in the
same order. (Year then Product,; not Product then Year)

1054, Error: Invalid expression, function has a parameter
with an unsupported data type
Possible Solutions:

Ensure that all query function parameters are of type string, integer or Boolean

1055, Error: Invalid expression, unsupported operator type
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the operator in your ALE query is AND, OR, NOT or List . List performs a duplicate
OR operation, List may be denoted using a comma.

1056, Error: Invalid expression, binary operator requires two
child nodes
The ALE query is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the correct number of arguments are specified for each operator in the ALE query.
Valid operators are AND, OR, NOT or List.
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1057, Error: Invalid expression, list operator requires at least
one child node
The ALE query is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that at least one argument is specified for the List operator in the ALE query.

1058, Error: Invalid expression, nodes need to have set either
a FunctionInstance or an Operator
The ALE query is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the correct arguments are specified for operator in the ALE query. For more
information, see .

1059, Error: Error loading member selections
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1060, Error: Error accessing member selection contents
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1061, Error: Error saving member selection
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1062, Error: Error deleting member selection
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1063, Error: Error locking/unlocking member selection
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support .

1064, Error: Error attempting to save without changing the
query
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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1065, Error: Error Query already exists
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1066, Error: Error Member selection already locked
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1067, Error: Error loading cube region
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1068, Error: Error accessing cube region contents
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1069, Error: Error saving cube region
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1070, Error: Error deleting cube region
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

Possible Solutions:

1071, Error: Error locking/unlocking cube region
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1072, Error: Error loading Dimension properties
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1073, Error: Property value index out of bounds
The index for a property that contains multiple values.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the index passed to the IAPPropertyValue.getValue method is valid. For
example, the property DatabaseNames contains multiple values. If you use an index of 4 and
there are only 2 data base names you will get this error. For more information, see the object
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property table in the appropriate driver appendix or guide. For example, see “Application
Wrapper Properties” on page 431 for the application wrapper property table.

1074, Error: Member Selection with specified name already
exists
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1075, Error: Cube Region with specified name already exists
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1076, Error: Objects which are compared are not same
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1077, Error: IAPIterator.getCount() is not same as number
of elements in the collection
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1078, Error: MemberRefence requires a dimension to find
the referenced member
The member reference must be associated with a dimension

Possible Solution:

To ensure that the dimension and member reference are accurate, use the
IAPQryMemberReference.setDimension .

1079, Error: Member specified by MemberRefence cannot be
found
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1080, Error: File name should not be blank for the persisted
member selection
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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1081, Error: File name should not be blank for the persisted
cube region
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1082, Error: Error loading class metadata
The metadata name is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Correct the spelling of the name

l Ensure that the object exists

1083, Error: Error inserting, updating, or deleting object
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1084, Error: Error closing Cube View
You may have run out of memory or there may be a problem on the server

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that your server is up and running.

1085, Error: Error creating object
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the child you are creating is valid

1086, Error: Error getting class factory
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1087, Error: Query exceeds maximum size of 64K
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1090, Error: HssQryCubeView::getDataCell(): wrong size of
coordinate array
The array you are using with the getDataCellsViaCoordinates() method is not big enough.
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Possible Solutions

Set the array size to EAPQryEdgeType.MAXEDGETYPE -1

1091, Error: HssQryCubeView:getDataQueryResult(): wrong
string type
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1092, Error: HssQryCubeView::getDataCell(): cube has not
been set for the cubeview
You must create a cube for a cubeview object.

Possible Solutions:

l Use IAPMDCube.createCubeView to create a cube

1093, Error: you have to call transaction.begin() before
commit() or abort()
Possible Solution:

You must call IAPTransaction.begin() before you call IAPTransaction.commit or
IAPTransaction.abort.

1094, Error: you have to call transaction.begin() before doing
any persistence
Possible Solution:

You must call IAPTransaction.begin() before you call IAPTransaction.commit or
IAPTransaction.abort.

1095, Error: Error Opening transaction
Possible Solution:

You must call IAPTransaction.begin() before you call IAPTransaction.commit or
IAPTransaction.abort.

1096, Error: Error in GetObject()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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1097, Error: Error in SetObjectPropertyValue()
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the property value is valid for the property type

1098, Error: Error in Closing transaction
Possible Solution:

Ensure that your server is up and running

1099, Error: Invalid version number
You must compile and run your program with the same release of the ADM.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the release of the ADM that compiled the program is the same as the release . For
example, you cannot compile a program with ADM release 4.0 and run it with ADM release 3.0.

1100, Error: Transaction has begun
You cannot open two transactions at the same time.

Possible Solution:

You must call IAPTransaction.commit or IAPTransaction.abort after
IAPTransaction.begin().

1101, Error: Need to open transaction first
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1102, Error: Parent must have name to create child
The parent object must have a name.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that parent of the child you are creating has a name.

1103, Error: Must have name first
In order to persist objects the object must have a name

Possible Solutions:

Ensure that object you are persisting has a name.
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1104, Error: Class type invalid
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1105, Error: Class component association name invalid
The association you are retrieving does not exist for the object.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the association name exists for the object.

l Ensure that the association name is spelled correctly

1106, Error: Class component property name invalid
The property you are retrieving does not exist for the object.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the property name exists for the object.

l Ensure that the property name is spelled correctly

1107, Error: Class component action name invalid
The action you are retrieving does not exist for the object.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the action name exists for the object.

l Ensure that the action name is spelled correctly

1108, Error: Class component function name invalid
The query function you are retrieving does not exist for the object.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the function name exists for the object.

l Ensure that the function name is spelled correctly

1109, Error: Property value invalid
The property value is invalid

Possible Solution:

Ensure the property value matches the data type and validation list. For example, a dimension
name is text so it must be set to a text string. For more information, see the object property table
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in the appropriate driver appendix or guide. For example, see “Dimension Properties” on page
357 for the dimension property table for the APS driver.

1110, Error: Property value is unreadable
The data cannot be read by the current user.

Possible Solutions:

l Verify that the user has read privileges to the data. For more information, see your data
source Administrator’s Guide.

1111, Error: Property value is unwritable
The data cannot be persisted by the current user.

Possible Solution:

l Verify that the user has access privileges to update the data. For more information, see your
data source Administrator’s Guide.

1112, Error: Parameter type invalid
An invalid parameter is passed to an action. For example, the Calc Script object has an Execute
action that needs a parameter set to True or False. if the parameter is not set correctly error 1112
is generated.

Possible Solution:

See the Metadata objects section in your driver documentation. For example, if you are using
the ADM APS driver see “Using Metadata Objects” on page 306.

1113, Error: Object is not associated to this composite object
The relationship between the object and child is invalid using the IAPComposite.getChild
method.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the association is valid between the object and child. For example, a dimension is a
child of a cube and it is not a valid child of a ADM.

1114, Error: Object is already exist
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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1115, Error: Can not refresh children while a transaction is
in process
Possible Solution:

You must call IAPTransaction.commit or IAPTransaction.abort to close the transaction.
You cannot refresh children in the middle of a transaction.

Note:

The call IAPTransaction.begin() opens a transaction.

1120, Error: Error in GetObjectPropertyValues()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1121, Error: Error in CloseObjectQueryCursor()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1139, Error: Error opening transaction
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1140, Error: Error creating new object {0}
The object you are trying to create is not a valid object or the name you are specifying is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the object type is valid. Valid object types are specified in your driver
documentation.

l Ensure that the object name is valid and does not contain any special characters that are
invalid. Valid object names are specified in your driver documentation.

1141, Error: Error deleting object
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1142, Error: Error SetObjectPropertyValue
The property value you are assigning to an object is invalid.

Possible Solutions:
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l Ensure that the value matches the property type. For example, if the property type has a
predefined list you must set the property to one of those values. For example a boolean
property type can be set to True or False only.

1143, Error: Error executing action
The action you are using is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the action is supported for the object type.

l Ensure that the parameters for the action are valid.

1144, Error: Error getting object
The object you are trying to access is not a valid object or its name is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the object exists

l Ensure that the object name is spelled correctly

1145, Error: Error changing object position
The relationship between the objects is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the association is valid between the ancestors, parent, child, and siblings. For
example, a dimension is a child of a cube and it is not a valid child of a ADM.

1146, Error: Error setting object association value
The relationship between the objects is invalid.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the association is valid between the ancestors, parent, child, and siblings. For
example, a dimension is a child of a cube and it is not a valid child of a ADM.

1147, Error: Error releasing object
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support
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1148, Error: Cannot passivate ADM when transaction is
active
You cannot passivate ADM when a transaction is open.

Possible Solution:

You must call IAPTransaction.commit or IAPTransaction.abort to close the transaction.
You cannot refresh children in the middle of a transaction.

1149, Error: Cannot passivate ADM when {0} cube views are
open
You cannot passivate ADM when a query is open with IAPMdCube.CreateCubeView.

Possible Solutions

You need to call IAPQryBase to close the query.

1170, Error: Licence key is already exist
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1180, Error: member selection expression is NULL
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

1201, Error: Pooled connection can not reconnnect
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

1203, Error: Connection Pool overflow
This error occurs if you try to use more connections than your license allows or if you try to use
more connections than your pooling XML configuration file allows.

Possible Solutions:

l Increase the maximum number of connections specified for the data source pool. This is
specified in your data source XML file. For set-up instructions see the Hyperion Application
Builder J2EE System Administrator’s Guide.

l Ensure that the maximum setting for connections does not exceed the connections allowed
by your license key.
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1210, Error: Thank you for evaluating Hyperion Application
Builder J2EE. Your evaluation copy has expired. Please
contact your Hyperion sales representative to leverage the
power and productivity benefits of Application Builder J2EE
for your custom business analysis application.
Your license key is for an evaluation copy of the software operates for a limited time period.

Possible Solution:

Contact your Hyperion sales representative to the renew your license key.

1211, Error: You have exceeded the maximum licensed
concurrent connections. Please contact Hyperion Solutions
Corporation to purchase more connections
You have exceeded the maximum number of users enabled by your license key.

Possible Solutions:

l Limit the number of users that access your application to be less than or equal to the amount
of users enabled by your license key.

l Contact your Hyperion sales representative to upgrade your license key to allow more users.

1212, Error: Error with license. Please ensure that
HABADM.lic contains a valid license key
Your license key is invalid or it has expired.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the correct license key number is typed into the HABADM.lic file.

l Ensure that the location of the HABADM.lic file is specified on your classpath.

l Contact your Hyperion sales representative to the renew your license key.

1213, Error: Error loading license file
The license key file, HABADM.lic cannot be found.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the valid license key number is typed into the HABADM.lic file.

l Ensure that the location of the HABADM.lic file is specified on your classpath.
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1230, Error: Invalid URL specified; part 0 invalid: 1. Syntax:
adm:[thin|native|corba]:<driver>:<server>:<application>
The IAPDomain.openconnection method or the IAPADM.openconnection failed.

Possible Solution:

The connection URL is incorrect. See your ADM driver documentation for connection URL
examples.

1240, Error: Invalid URL specified; part {0} invalid: {1}.
Syntax: adm:[thin|native|corba]:<driver>
The URL you are using to connect to a data source is invalid.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the connection string for your driver, is set correctly.

m For the ADM APS driver connection, see“Connecting Remotely With IAPServer” on
page 294.

m For the ADM Analytic Services Native driver connection, see“Connecting Remotely
with IAPServer” on page 444.

m For the ADM Financial Management driver connection, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

m For the ADM Planning Details driver connection, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

7101, Error: Error in
HssQryEstimateMemberQueryResultCount()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support .

7102, Error: Error in HssQryMemberPerformOp()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7103", Error: Error in HssQryGetMemberQueryResultCount()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support
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7104, Error: Error in HssQryGetMemberPropertyCount()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7105, Error: Error in HssQryGetMemberPropertyTypes()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7106, Error: Error in HssQryGetMemberPropertyEnumCount
()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7107, Error: Error in HssQryGetMemberPropertyEnum()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7108, Error: Error in HssQryGetMemberProperty()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7109, Error: Error in HssQryGetLayerPropertyCount()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7110, Error: Error in HssQryGetLayerPropertyTypes()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

7111, Error: Error in HssQryGetLayerProperty()
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support

2123, Error: Member Query cursor is closed
This occurs if you invoke a method from com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.MemberSelection
after com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.MemberSelection.close() .

Possible Solutions:

l Invoke com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.MemberSelection methods before
com.hyperion.ap.memberquery.MemberSelection.close()
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15001, Too many edges specified in data query: {0}

The MDX data query contained 4 or more edges. You can only define 3 edges: page, row and
column.

Possible Solutions:

l Correct the MDX query

15002, Only a single edge may be specified in member query

The MDX query is invalid, it contains more than one edge in the SELECT clause. You can only
specify 1 edge in a SELECT clause. The following clause will cause this error:

l error: SELECT (Qtr on columns, budget on rows FROM Time)

l correction: SELECT (Qtr on columns FROM Time)

Possible Solutions:

l Correct the MDX query

15003, Error in EssMdxFreeQuery
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

15004, Only a single layer may be specified in member query

The MDX query is invalid, it specifies two dimensions in the SELECT clause. You can only
define 1 dimension in the SELECT clause. The following clause will cause this error:

l error: SELECT (Qtr1, Budget) on COLUMNS

l correction: SELECT (Qtr1,) on COLUMNS

Possible Solutions:

l Correct the MDX query

2000, Error: getDataCellAttributesViaCoordinates(): error
getting data cell attributes
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

2001, Error: edge type out of range
The edge type is invalid.
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Possible Solution:

Cube view edges values are documented in EAPQRYEdgeType in the Javadoc, and are as follows:

l ROW = 0;

l COLUMN = 1;

l PAGE = 2;

l SLICER = 3;

Note:

The error code 2001is also used in the following message.

2001: Error loading essbase dlls
Possible Solution:

Ensure that the ARBORPATH environment variable is set to correct Essbase directory.

Note:

The error code 2001is also used in the preceding message,

2002, Error: tuple number out of range
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

2003, Error: cell index out of range
The tuple index must be valid for the edge in the query result.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the tuple index is 0 based.

Note:

This error is returned when the layer number is invalid for the
APQryCubeViewEdge.getIndexMember method, which returns an iterator on the collection
of member references in the specified layer.

2004, Error: layer number out of range
The layer number must be valid for the edge in the query result.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the layer number is 0 based.
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Note:

This error is returned when the layer number is invalid for the
APQryCubeViewEdge.getLayerMembers method, which returns an iterator on the collection
of member references in the specified layer.

2100, Error: Index {0} out of range
The layer number must be valid for the edge in the query result.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the layer number is 0 based.

Note:

This error is returned when the layer number is invalid for the
APQryCubeViewEdge.getLayerMembers method, which returns an iterator on the collection
of member references in the specified layer.

2101, Error: No such column name {0}
This occurs when you use a drill-through query with the IAPDrillThrough.executeQuery
() method and you try to access a specific column with IAPResultSet.getValue().

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the relational table column name is valid. For an example of a relational drill-
through, see the common\adm\<release>\Samples\Java\HssTestDrillThrough.java file, where
<release> is the ADM release number.

2102, Error: Invalid classtype
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support .

2103, Error: next() has not been called
This occurs if you do not use the next method to iterate through a relational query result.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that you execute the relational query and then iterate through the result set using the
following methods:

// execute the drill-through on a cell
IAPIterator it = ((IAPComposite)cell).getChildIterator
(EAPClassIDType.DRILLTHROUGH );
//get the data result set
IAPResultSet resultSet = ((IAPDrillThrough)dt).executeQuery(); 
//iterate through the data result set
while (resultSet.next()) ......
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For an example of a relational drill-through Java code, see the common\adm\<release>\Samples
\Java\HssTestDrillThrough.java file, where <release> is the ADM release number.

2104, Error: last row has been reached
This occurs if you iterate through a relational query result beyond the last row.

Possible Solution:

For an example of a relational drill-through Java code, see the common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssTestDrillThrough.java file, where <release> is the ADM release
number.

2105, Error: executeQuery() has not been called
This occurs if you do try to iterate through a query result before you execute the query.

Possible Solution:

For an example of a relational drill-through Java code, see the common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Java\HssTestDrillThrough.java file, where <release> is the ADM release
number.

2106, Error: We only support zoom rows and columns
You can zoom on a row or column but not on the page or slicer edges.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that you are passing the edge types: row = 0, or column = 1 to the
IAPQryCubeView.zoomIn and IAPQryCubeView.zoomOut methods. For more
information, see EAPQryEdgeType in the Javadoc.

2107, Error: Error running zoom
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

2108, Error: Error running pivot
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

2109, Error: Dimension in query must match Member
Selection
The dimension set with the IAPQryMemberSelection.setDimension method must be the
same dimension used in the SELECT clause of the query.
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Possible Solution:

Check you query to ensure that the select clause matches the dimension set in the
IAPQryMemberSelection.setDimension method. For example, if you set the market
dimension with the IAPQryMemberSelection.setDimension method and then use the
query SELECT * from Year, the dimension Market and Year conflict.

2110, Error: We only support keepram rows and columns
You can zoom on a row or column but not on the page or slicer edges.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that you are passing the edge types: row = 0 or column = 1 to the
IAPQryCubeView.keepOnly and IAPQryCubeView.removeOnly methods.

2111, Error: Error running keepram
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

3000, Error: cursor is null
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

3100, Error: Grammar Type not supported on this object
Ensure that you are using the appropriate query grammar with a valid object. For example, you
can use an ALE query with a cube, dimension or member object.

Possible Solution:

For a list of valid query types, see EAPQryGrammerType in the Javadoc.

3101, Error: Invalid prompt type {0} specified
The prompting clause specified in a query failed. For more information on prompting in both
member queries and data queries, see “Prompting” on page 119.

Possible Solution:

The user entered an invalid prompt type. For a list of valid prompt types, see
EAPQryPromptTypes in the Javadoc.

3102, Error: Unresolved prompt in query
The prompting clause specified in a query failed. For more information on prompting in both
member queries and data queries, see “Prompting” on page 119.
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Possible Solution:

Ensure that the user enters a value for a prompt before the query is executed.

3103, Error: Passed prompts inconsistent with query state
The prompting clause specified in a query failed. For more information on prompting in both
member queries and data queries, see “Prompting” on page 119.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the user enters one prompt value for each prompt.

3104, Error: Invalid number of parameters {0} specified in
prompt
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

3105, Error: Invalid allowable values type {0} specified in
prompt
The prompting clause specified in a query failed. For more information on prompting in both
member queries and data queries, see “Prompting” on page 119.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the values entered by the user match the prompt type. For a list of valid prompt
values, see EAPPromptAllowableValuesTypes in the Javadoc.

3106, Error: Invalid value {0} specified for prompt
The prompting clause specified in a query failed. For more information on prompting in both
member queries and data queries, see “Prompting” on page 119.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that the values entered by the user match the prompt type. For a list of valid prompt
values, see EAPPromptAllowableValuesTypes in the Javadoc.

3108, Error: No statement set
The method IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString() was called with a
NULL string.

Possible Solution:

Ensure that you call the setExpressionString method correctly. For more information, see
IAPQrySupportExpressions.setExpressionString() in the Javadoc.
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3109, Error: Invalid filter specified in member query
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

3110, ALE syntax error near: {0}
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

3520, Error: Edge with specified type does not exist
The specified query is using an invalid value for the edge.

Possible Solutions:

The specified edge is invalid, for a list of valid edges see the following:

l For ALE queries, see “ALE Data Query” on page 106 or EAPEdges in the Javadoc.

l For MDX queries, see “MDX Queries” on page 99

l For XML and expression tree queries, see “XML and Expression Tree Queries” on page
127

3521, Error: Specified Segment does not exist
The segment specified in the query is invalid. Segments are used to specify an asymmetric query
for rows or columns. You use the on segment clause in a data query and specify a letter or
number to identify the segment. For example, you can use A-Z or 1-9 to identify segments. If
you do not use the on segment clause, a default symmetrical query is implemented such that all
combinations of the dimensions on the row are satisfied.

Possible Solutions:

l For more information, see “ALE Data Query” on page 106.

l For an example of an asymmetric query using segments, see
ALE_DataQueryAsymmetry.txt located in the common\adm\<release>\Samples
\Scripts\ directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.

3522, Error: Invalid pivot to slicer
The slicer specified in the query is invalid. The slicer edge can contain only a single tuple.

Possible Solutions:

l Update the query so that the slicer edge has a single tuple only.

l For an example of valid data and member queries, see the common\adm\<release>
\Samples\Scripts\ directory, where <release> is the ADM release number.
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4000, Error: Unable to load Logger Configuration File: {0}
The log file is loaded when the ADM initializes.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the admlog4j.properties file exists.

l Ensure that the directory, where the admlog4j.properties file is located, is on your classpath.

4001, Error: Native cubview handle is invalid
Ensure the executeQuery() is called.

4001, Error: Invalid connection value
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

4003, Error: Object handle is invalid
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

4004, Error: Property value index out of bounds
Ensure the index you are passing is >= 0 and < Maximum Property Value count.

4005, Error: Invalid object path
Ensure you are passing the correct object (cube, dimension) name.

4006, Error: Invalid application name
Ensure you have the correct application name in the connection URL string.

4007, Error: Fail to load child type
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

4008, Error: No such property type
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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4009, Error: Edge number is out of order
Check your MDX query to ensure you are not skipping any edges.

4010, Error: Only a single dimension may be specified in
member query
Check your MDX query to ensure only one dimension is used in the member query.

4010, Error: Error getting CSS support information for driver
The environment is not set correctly for the driver you are using. This occurs the first time the
ADM driver is utilized.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that the environment and paths for your driver, are set correctly.

m For the ADM APS driver connection, see“Setting Up the Driver” on page 290.

m For the ADM Analytic Services Native driver connection, see“Setting up the Driver” on
page 441.

m For the ADM Financial Management driver connection, see the Hyperion Financial
Management Driver Guide.

m For the ADM Planning Details driver connection, see the Hyperion Planning Details
Driver Guide.

Note:

The ADM guides for Planning and Financial Management are posted on the Hyperion
Download Center, on the Application Builder J2EE page.

4011, Error: Only a single edge may be specified in a member
query
Check your MDX query to ensure only one edge is specified in the member query.

4012, Error: CSS Configuration File URL Required
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.

7201, Error: The specified tabular function doesn’t exist
This is an internal error, report the error code to Technical Support.
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14000 {0}: Illegal name
Metadata persistence failed due to an invalid name. The invalid name could be for any of the
metadata specified in the query.

Possible Solution:

l For the rules for naming metadata, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14001{0}: Duplicate name
Metadata persistence failed due to a duplicate name.

Possible Solution:

Ensure the name is spelled correctly and does not already exist. Use the Essbase Application
Manager to view your outline.

14002 {0}: Illegal currency member
Metadata persistence failed because the specified currency member name is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid currency name conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14003 {0}: Illegal default alias name
Metadata persistence failed because the specified the default alias name is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid alias name conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14004 {0}: Illegal combinational alias name
Metadata persistence failed because the specified alias name is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid alias name conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14005 {0}: Illegal alias string
Metadata persistence failed because the specified alias name is invalid.
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Possible Solution:

For the valid alias name conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14006 {0}: Illegal dimension tag
Metadata persistence failed because the specified dimension name is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid dimension name conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14007 {0}: No time dimension defined (can't do time balance
operations without a time dimension
Metadata persistence failed because the specified dimension must be a time dimension.

Possible Solutions:

l Ensure that you are using a valid time dimension with a time balance operation.

l Check your outline and ensure that the specified dimension has the time property set.

14008 {0}: Duplicate alias
Metadata persistence failed because the specified alias table is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid currency name conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14009 {0}: Illegal member formula
Metadata persistence failed because the member formula syntax is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid member formula syntax, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14010 {0}: Can not created none-leaf shared member
Metadata persistence failed because a shared member must be a leaf or level 0 member.

Possible Solution:
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For the valid member conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14011 {0}: Shared member with no actual member
Metadata persistence failed because the specified member to set to a shared member was omitted.

Possible Solution:

l Check your outline and reset the shared member transaction

l For the valid shared member rules, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14012 {0}: Accounts dimension is dense and time dimension
sparse
Metadata persistence failed because the accounts and time dimension are not defined accurately.

Possible Solution:

For the valid dimension settings, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14013 {0}: Leaf member defined as a label member
Data persistence failed because a label member cannot be persisted. It does not contain data.

Possible Solution:

For the valid member settings and rules, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services
Database Administrator’s Guide.

14014 {0}: A shared member cannot have an alias
Data persistence failed because a shared member cannot have an alias.

Possible Solution:

For the valid member settings and rules, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services
Database Administrator’s Guide.

14015 {0}: Illegal time balance value
Persistence failed because the time balance value for the account dimension is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid time balance options, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services
Database Administrator’s Guide.
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14016 {0}: Illegal time balance skip value
Persistence failed because the time balance skip value for the account dimension is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid time balance options, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services
Database Administrator’s Guide.

14017 {0}: Illegal share value
Persistence failed because the shared member is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For the valid share value options, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services
Database Administrator’s Guide.

14018 {0}: Illegal dimension storage value
Persistence failed because the data storage value is invalid for the transaction.

Possible Solution:

For the storage settings, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14019 {0}: Illegal category value
Persistence failed because the currency conversion category is invalid for the transaction. This
only happens with currency dimensions.

Possible Solution:

For the storage settings, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14020 {0}: Illegal storage category value
Persistence failed because the data storage for a currency dimension is invalid for the transaction.

Possible Solution:

For the storage settings, check your outline and see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.
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14021 {0}: Too many dimensions in a currency outline A
currency outline is limited to four dimensions
Persistence failed because the currency outline is invalid for the transaction.

Possible Solution:

For the currency outline rules, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14022 {0}: Can not create formula for shared member
Persistence failed because you cannot use a formula with a shared member in a transaction. The
formula syntax checker validates only the language (or syntax) of the formula; this is a logic
(semantic) error.

Possible Solution:

For the formula conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14023 {0}: Can not created UDA for shared member
Persistence failed because you cannot use a formula with a shared member in a transaction. The
formula syntax checker validates only the language (or syntax) of the formula; this is a logic
(semantic) error.

Possible Solution:

For the formula conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14024 {0}: Cannot add, rename, or set a member name or
alias that duplicates a generation or level name
Persistence failed because you cannot are trying to create a member or alias using an existing
generation or level name.

Possible Solution:

For the member naming conventions, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s
Guide.

14025 {0}: Not level 0
Persistence failed because you can persist to a level 0 only. The member you tried to persist is
not level 0.

Possible Solution:

For the member creation rules, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.
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14026 {0}: Level mismatch
Persistence failed because the level of the object you are trying to persist is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For data writing information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14027 {0}: Illegal order
Persistence failed because the order of the object you are trying to persist is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For data writing information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14028 {0}: Illegal data type
Persistence failed because the date type of the object you are trying to persist is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For data writing information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14029 {0}: Data type mismatch
Persistence failed because the data type of the object you are trying to persist does not match in
the transaction.

Possible Solution:

For data writing information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14030 {0}: Illegal attribute parent
Persistence failed because the attribute dimension parent is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For attribute associations, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14031 {0}: Attribute dimension must be associated with a
base dimension
Persistence failed because the attribute dimension is not associated with a base dimension.

Possible Solution:

For attribute associations, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.
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14032 {0}: Illegal UDA
Persistence failed because the UDA is invalid. Attributes and UDAs both enable analysis based
on characteristics of the data.

Possible Solution:

For UDA information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14033 {0}: Illegal child count
Persistence failed because the number of children is invalid for the object in the transaction.

Possible Solution:

For parent child relationship information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database
Administrator’s Guide.

14034 {0}: Illegal attribute calc
Persistence failed because the calc attribute is set on an object where it is invalid. Analytic Services
does not reserve memory space for a dynamically calculated value and, therefore, cannot assign
a value to it.

Possible Solution:

For calc attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14035 {0}: Duplicate attribute calc
Persistence failed because the calc attribute is set on an object where it is invalid. Analytic Services
does not reserve memory space for a dynamically calculated value and, therefore, cannot assign
a value to it.

Possible Solution:

For calc attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14036 {0}: Illegal attribute set
Persistence failed because the attribute set on an object is invalid.

Possible Solution:

For more information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.
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14037 {0}: Illegal attribute calc set
Persistence failed because the calc attribute is set on an object where it is invalid. Analytic Services
does not reserve memory space for a dynamically calculated value and, therefore, cannot assign
a value to it.

Possible Solution:

For calc attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14038 {0}: No attribute
Persistence failed because the attribute is invalid. Attributes describe characteristics of data such
as the size and color of products. Through attributes you can group and analyze members of
dimensions based on their characteristics.

Possible Solution:

For attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14039 {0}: Attribute calc is missing
Persistence failed because the calc attribute is not set on an object and it is required for the
transaction to succeed.

Possible Solution:

For calc attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14040 {0}: illegal attribute value
Persistence failed because the calc attribute is set on an object where it is invalid. Analytic Services
does not reserve memory space for a dynamically calculated value and, therefore, cannot assign
a value to it.

Possible Solution:

For calc attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.

14046 {0}: Bad attribute code
Persistence failed because the attribute code is invalid. Valid attribute codes are defined and
documented in the Analytic Services documentation.

Possible Solution:

For attribute information, see the Essbase Analytic Services Database Administrator’s Guide.
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Index

, 77, 242, 245, 254, 270, 365, 368, 377, 393

Numbers
00002, error code description, 527
00120, error code description, 527
00201, error code description, 528
00202, error code description, 528
00203, error code description, 528
00204, error code description, 529
00205, error code description, 529
00206, error code description, 529
00207, error code description, 529
00209, error code description, 530
00210, error code description, 530
00211, error code description, 530
00214, error code description, 530
00215, error code description, 531
00216, error code description, 531
00217, error code description, 531
00218, error code description, 531
00219, error code description, 532
00220, error code description, 532
00221, error code description, 532
00301, error code description, 532
00302, error code description, 533
00303, error code description, 533
00304, error code description, 533
00305, error code description, 534
00306, error code description, 534
00307, error code description, 534
00308, error code description, 535
00309, error code description, 535
00310, error code description, 535
00311, error code description, 536
00401, error code description, 536
00402, error code description, 536
00403, error code description, 537

00404, error code description, 537
00405, error code description, 537
00406, error code description, 537
00407, error code description, 537
00408, error code description, 538
00409, error code description, 538
00410, error code description, 538
00411, error code description, 538
00501, error code description, 538
00502, error code description, 539
00601, error code description, 539
00602, error code description, 539
00603, error code description, 539
00604, error code description, 539
00605, error code description, 540
00606, error code description, 540
00607, error code description, 540
00608, error code description, 540
00609, error code description, 540
00610, error code description, 540
00611, error code description, 541
00801, error code description, 541
01000, error code description, 541
01001, error code description, 541
01002, error code description, 542
01003, error code description, 542
01004, error code description, 542
01005, error code description, 542
01006, error code description, 543
01007, error code description, 543
01008, error code description, 543
01009, error code description, 543
01010, error code description, 543
01011, error code description, 543
01012, error code description, 543
01013, error code description, 543
01014, error code description, 544
01015, error code description, 545
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01016, error code description, 545
01017, error code description, 546
01018, error code description, 546
01020, error code description, 546
01021, error code description, 546
01022, error code description, 547
01023, error code description, 547
01024, error code description, 547
01025, error code description, 548
01026, error code description, 548
01027, error code description, 548
01028, error code description, 548
01029, error code description, 549
01030, error code description, 549
01031, error code description, 549
01032, error code description, 550
01034, error code description, 550
01035, error code description, 550
01036, error code description, 550
01037, error code description, 550
01038, error code description, 550
01039, error code description, 551
01040, error code description, 551
01041, error code description, 551
01042, error code description, 552
01043, error code description, 552
01044, error code description, 552
01045, error code description, 552
01046, error code description, 553
01047, error code description, 553
01048, error code description, 553
01049, error code description, 553
01050, error code description, 553
01051, error code description, 553
01052, error code description, 554
01053, error code description, 554
01054, error code description, 554
01055, error code description, 554
01056, error code description, 554
01057, error code description, 555
01058, error code description, 555
01059, error code description, 555
01060, error code description, 555
01061, error code description, 555
01062, error code description, 555
01063, error code description, 555
01064, error code description, 555

01065, error code description, 556
01066, error code description, 556
01067, error code description, 556
01068, error code description, 556
01069, error code description, 556
01070, error code description, 556
01071, error code description, 556
01072, error code description, 556
01073, error code description, 556
01074, error code description, 557
01075, error code description, 557
01076, error code description, 557
01077, error code description, 557
01078, error code description, 557
01079, error code description, 557
01080, error code description, 557
01081, error code description, 558
01082, error code description, 558
01083, error code description, 558
01084, error code description, 558
01085, error code description, 558
01086, error code description, 558
01087, error code description, 558
01090, error code description, 558
01091, error code description, 559
01092, error code description, 559
01093, error code description, 559
01094, error code description, 559
01095, error code description, 559
01096, error code description, 559
01097, error code description, 560
01098, error code description, 560
01099, error code description, 560
01100, error code description, 560
01101, error code description, 560
01102, error code description, 560
01103, error code description, 560
01104, error code description, 561
01105, error code description, 561
01106, error code description, 561
01107, error code description, 561
01108, error code description, 561
01109, error code description, 561
01110, error code description, 562
01111, error code description, 562
01112, error code description, 562
01113, error code description, 562
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01114, error code description, 562
01115, error code description, 563
01120, error code description, 563
01121, error code description, 563
01139, error code description, 563
01140, error code description, 563
01141, error code description, 563
01142, error code description, 563
01143, error code description, 564
01144, error code description, 564
01145, error code description, 564
01146, error code description, 564
01147, error code description, 564
01148, error code description, 565
01149, error code description, 565
01170, error code description, 565
01180, error code description, 565
01201, error code description, 565
01203, error code description, 565
01210, error code description, 566
01211, error code description, 566
01212, error code description, 566
01213, error code description, 566
01230, error code description, 567
01240, error code description, 567
02000, error code description, 569
02001, error code description, 569
02002, error code description, 570
02003, error code description, 570
02004, error code description, 570
02100, error code description, 571
02101, error code description, 571
02102, error code description, 571
02103, error code description, 571
02104, error code description, 572
02105, error code description, 572
02106, error code description, 572
02107, error code description, 572
02108, error code description, 572
02109, error code description, 572
02110, error code description, 573
02111, error code description, 573
03000, error code description, 573
03100, error code description, 573
03101, error code description, 573
03102, error code description, 573
03103, error code description, 574

03104, error code description, 574
03105, error code description, 574
03106, error code description, 574
03108, error code description, 574
03109, error code description, 575
03110, error code description, 575
03520, error code description, 575
03521, error code description, 575
03522, error code description, 575
04000, error code description, 576
04010, error code description, 577
04012, error code description, 577
14000, error code description, 578
14001, error code description, 578
14002, error code description, 578
14003, error code description, 578
14004, error code description, 578
14005, error code description, 578
14006, error code description, 579
14007, error code description, 579
14008, error code description, 579
14009, error code description, 579
14010, error code description, 579
14011, error code description, 580
14012, error code description, 580
14013, error code description, 580
14014, error code description, 580
14015, error code description, 580
14016, error code description, 581
14017, error code description, 581
14018, error code description, 581
14019, error code description, 581
14020, error code description, 581
14021, error code description, 582
14022, error code description, 582
14023, error code description, 582
14024, error code description, 582
14025, error code description, 582
14026, error code description, 583
14027, error code description, 583
14028, error code description, 583
14029, error code description, 583
14030, error code description, 583
14031, error code description, 583
14032, error code description, 584
14033, error code description, 584
14034, error code description, 584
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14035, error code description, 584
14036, error code description, 584
14037, error code description, 585
14038, error code description, 585
14039, error code description, 585
14040, error code description, 585
14046, error code description, 585

A
abort method, 94
account dimension, 241, 364
account hierarchy relationship object, 252, 375
actions described

for ADM Essbase driver, 452
for ADM Essbase server model, 430

activation, 149
ADM

configuration, 141
DLL file names, release numbers and, 60
drivers, 36
example usage, 38

ADM error codes, 527
ADM Essbase driver, 441
ADM Essbase server model, 413, 429
ADM ODBO driver, 413, 485
ADM Star Schema driver, 455
ADM_CONSOLE, 143
ADM_REDIRECTOR_TRACE_LEVEL, 142
ADM_START_INFO, 143
aggregate storage model, 54
AggregateMissingValues cube property, 192, 315
ALE data query

asymmetric example, 111, 112
described, 106
scripts, 170
symmetric example, 110

ALE member query
described, 103
example, 105
scripts, 170

ALE query
described, 102
examples, 110
MDX and ALE differences, 101

AllMembers member query function
ALE, 115

Analytic Language for Expressions (ALE), 102

Analytic Provider Services, 171
Ancestors member query function, 272, 395
appenders, 146
Application Object

SAP-BW BAPI driver, 490
application object, 187, 310
application wrapper object

example, 432
overview, 431
properties, 431

applications
connecting to, 155
Essbase Analytic Services, creating, 432

APS driver.. See ADM ADS driver
ASO model, 54
associations described

for ADM ADS driver, 183, 306, 489
for ADM Essbase driver, 452
for ADM Essbase server model, 430

Asym data query function, ADM ADS driver, 281,
404
asymmetric data query, 281, 404

row example, 111, 112
attribute dimension object, 239, 362
attribute dimensions, boolean

False Member Name, 193, 316
True Member Name, 193, 316

attribute hierarchy relationship object, 254, 377
attribute member object, 245, 368

B
base interfaces, 84
begin method, 94
BeginDataLoad cube action, 201, 324
BeginReport cube action, 198, 321
bin directory, 166
boolean attribute dimensions

False Member Name, 193, 316
True Member Name, 193, 316

Bottom data query function, ADM ADS driver, 282,
405
BottomMost data query function, ADM ADS driver,
282, 405
BottomOfHierarchy member query function, 273,
396
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C
Calc cube action, 203, 326
calc script

actions, 256, 379
extension object, 255, 378

CalcTwoPass cube property, 192, 315
changes in ADM releases, 43
Children member query function, 116

ALE, 116
classpath

updating for UNIX, 142
updating for Windows, 141

ClearData cube action, 204, 327
collection interfaces, 87
column, 109
commit method, 94
composite objects, 84
configuration file for single sign-on, 158
configuring

ADM, 141
ADM Essbase driver, 441
ADM Star Schema driver, 457

connecting
ADM BAPI driver, 486
ADM Essbase driver, 446
ADM Essbase server model, 414, 429, 486
ADM Star Schema driver, 457
ODBO driver for MSAS and SAP-BW, 414, 486
with single sign-on, 156

connecting to data sources, 155
connection pooling

ADM ODBO driver, 419, 489
console window

destroying, 143
startup messages, enabling and disabling, 143

copyAliasTable, 211, 334
country dimension, 241, 364
create block on equations, CreateBlock cube property,
193, 316
CreateAliasTables cube action, 209, 332
creating member selections, 87
cube object

ADM ADS driver, 189, 312
ADM Star Schema driver, 464

cube region object, 232, 355
currency dimension, 241, 364

D
data cell

object, 186, 309
query model, 80

data model, 77
data persistence, 182, 305

for ADM Essbase driver, 451
for ADM Star Schema driver, 468

data query
described, 102
prompting for ALE, 119
using an expression tree, 136
using XML, 130

data query functions, 280, 403
described, 114
how to print out information on, 118

DeleteAliasTables cube action, 210, 211, 333, 334
Descendants member query function

ALE, 116
devref.htm, 157
dimension

described, 77
example, 242, 365
for ADM ADS driver, 234, 357

dimension metatdata model, 234, 357
directories

ADM, 166
ADM Star Schema driver, 167
CWM, 170
documentation, 166

DLL file names, release numbers and, 60
domain, OLAP, 75
drill-through extension object, 257, 380
driver capabilities extension object, 259, 382, 421,
491
drivers

ADM ADS driver, 171
ADM EDS driver, 289
ADM Essbase driver, 441
ADM ODBO driver, 413, 485
ADM Star Schema driver, 455
for ADM, 36

dynamic time series functions, 287, 410

E
encoding for XML, 149
encodings, supported, 148
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EndDataLoad cube action, 203, 326
EndReport cube action, 199, 322
environment variables

for ADM Essbase driver, 451
error codes. See also Numeric error codes

, 527. See also Numeric error codes
for the ADM, 527

Essbase driver
. See ADM Essbase driver

Essbase XTD Deployment Services, 289
Export cube action, 195, 318
ExportAliasTable cube action, 207, 330
expression tree

data query, 136
member query, 134
query representations, 134

extension objects
for ADM ADS driver, 255, 378
for ADM Essbase server model, 430

F
FalseMemberName cube property, 193, 316
features

new, 43
of ADM, 35

from clause
ALE data query, 107
ALE member query, 104

functions
dynamic time series, 287, 410
for ADM ADS driver, 270, 393
standard for data queries, 118
standard for member queries, 114

G
GetAliasTables cube action, 209, 332
GetCurrentAliasTable cube action, 206, 329
GetCurrentDTS cube action, 212, 335
GetLroContents action, 270, 393
GetLroContentsToFile action, 270, 393
GetReportResult cube action, 201, 324
getting started, with ADM, 139

H
hierarchy object, 229, 352

accessing, 87

described, 77
hierarchy relationship metadata model, 248, 371
hierarchy relationship object, 248, 371, 498
HssJDirectDriver.dll file, 142
HssJNIDriver.dll file, 142
HybridAnalysisOff data query function, ADM ADS
driver, 283, 406
HybridAnalysisOn data query function, ADM ADS
driver, 284, 407
Hyperion Security Integration SDK Reference, 157
Hyperion's security platform

client configuration file, 158
connecting with the ADM, 158

I
IAFFunction, 90
IAPActionType, 90
IAPBase, 85
IAPClassType, 90
IAPCollection, 88
IAPComposite

base interface, 85
collection model, 88
in persistence models, 95

IAPConnCacheObject, 93
IAPConnCube, 93
IAPConnDataSource, 93
IAPConnDataSourcePoolManager, 92
IAPConnDirectory, 93
IAPConnectionURL

data source, connecting to, 155
overview, 87
security platform, 159

IAPConnPool, 93
IAPConnPoolConfig, 93
IAPConnPoolManager, 93
IAPDomain, 86

SAP-BW BAPI driver, 486
IAPIterator, 88
IAPLeafObject

base interface model, 85
collection model, 88
mete-metadata model, 89

IAPMdAdm
overview, 87
persistence, 94

IAPMdCube, 87
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IAPMdDimension, 87
IAPMdHierarchy, 87
IAPNamedObject

base interface model, 85
persistence model, 95

IAPPropertiedInstance
base interface model, 85
persistence model, 95

IAPPropertyType, 90
IAPServer

SAP-BW BAPI driver, 487
IAPTransaction, 94
ID, locale, 150
ImportAliasTable cube action, 206, 329
ImportDataWithRules cube action, 213, 336
interfaces

base, 84
collection, 87
iterator, 87
meta-metadata, 89
object specific, 85
overview, 55

J
Java beans, activation and passivation, 149
java directory, 169
java server test directory, 169
JAXP, 151

XML parser, 150
JDK requirements for platforms, 139

L
layout patterns, 147
leaf objects, 84
lib directory, 166
linked reporting extension objects, 266, 389
LoadData cube action, 204, 327
locale ID, 150
log4j, 145
loggers, 145
logging

ADM logging, 143
programmatically, 147
using ADM drivers, 147
using configuration files, 144

LRO

actions, 269, 392
examples, 269, 392

M
machine locales, 148
Match member query function, 273, 396
MDX queries

MDX and ALE differences, 101
naming conventions, dimensions and members,
100

Member member query function, 117
member metadata model, 242, 365
member object, 243, 366

described, 78
member properties described, 242, 365
member query

described, 102
model, 78
prompting for ALE, 119

member query functions, 270, 393
described, 114

member query functions, standard
AllMembers, 115
Children, 116
Descendants, 116
Member, 117
SystemMemberList, 117
TopOfHierarchy, 118

member selection, 228, 351
creating, 87
described, 81
illustrated, 77
performing, 79

members metadata model overview, 242, 365
message levels, 142
messages, console, 142
messages, startup, enabling and disabling, 143
meta-metadata interfaces, 89
Metadata

for SAP-BW BAPI driver, 489
metadata

for ADM Essbase driver, 452
for ADM Essbase server model, 429, 430
for ADM ODBO driver, 419, 489
for existing star schema data source, 474
for new star schema data source, 464
interfaces for, 93
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metadata model, 76
metadata persistence

for ADM ADS driver, 182, 305
for ADM Essbase driver, 451
for ADM Star Schema driver, 456

migration, list of new features, 43
model

data, 77
data cell query, 80
member query, 78
metadata, 76
pooling, 90

MSAS access setup, 413, 485
MSAS data source access, 413, 485

N
named group object, 230, 353

described, 77
native driver

for ADM, 37
new features, 43
non attribute hierarchy relationship, 250, 373
non attribute member

example, 245, 368
object, 244, 367

non attribute member object, 244, 367
non-attribute dimension, 240, 363
none dimension, 241, 364

O
object specific interfaces, 85
objects, defined, 84
ODBO driver, 413, 485
OfSameGeneration member query function, 274,
397
OLAP

domain, 75
overview, 75

order by clause
ALE data query, 108
ALE member query, 105
example in ALE data query, 112

P
page dimension, 109
Parent member query function

ALE, ADS driver, 273, 396
parser, XML, 150
passivation, 149
paths, 451
persistence, 182, 305

ADM ODBO driver, 419, 488
for ADM Essbase driver, 451
for ADM Star Schema driver, 456
model, 93

pooling model, 90
project clause

ALE data query, 108
prompting for ALE queries, 119
properties

for ADM ADS driver, 489
for ADM Essbase driver, 452
for ADM Essbase server model, 430
for metadata, 89

Property data query function, 284, 407
Property member query function, 274, 275, 397, 398

Q
query

performing for members, 79
prompting for ALE, 119

query functions
described, 114
described for ADM Essbase driver, 452
for ADM Essbase server model, 430
for ADM Star Schema driver, 456
see also data query functions, 280, 403
see also member query functions, 280, 403

query representations
ALE, 102
MDX, 99
XML, 127

QUERYMEMBERS, 236, 359

R
Range member query function, ADM ADS driver,
277, 400
RelativeMember member query function, 278, 401
release 3.5, changes and new features, 66
release 4.0, changes and new features, 62
release 4.1, changes and new features, 60
release 7.0, changes and new features, 47, 54, 57, 59
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Release 7.2, changes and new features, 46, 47, 54
Remote Method Invocation.. See RMI
Report cube action, 197, 320
ReportEx cube action, 200, 323
RMI

client, 149
RMI client, using, 149
RMI server, using, 148
server, 148
using, 148
using with the ADM, overview, 148

row, 109

S
sample Java programs, 167
samples directory, 163
SAP-BW access setup, 413, 485
SAP-BW BAPI Driver Interfaces, 502

com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPICubeTabularFunctio
ns, 523
com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPIDimTabularFunction
s, 519
com.hyperion.ap.bapi.IBAPIServerTabularFuncti
ons, 502

SAP-BW data source access, 413, 485
scripts directory, 170
security platform

client configuration file, 158
connecting with the ADM, 158

segment
example, 111, 112
syntax, 109

select clause
ALE data query, 107
ALE member query, 104

SendString cube action, 199, 322
series, time functions, 287, 410
server object, for ADM Essbase server model, 433
SetCurrentAliasTable cube action, 205, 328
setting up the ADM, 141
setting up.. See configuring
severity levels for logging, 146
Siblings member query function

ALE, ADS driver, 279, 402
single sign-on, 156
slicer edge, described, 109
Sparse data query function, 285, 408

standard member query functions, 114
standard metadata objects, 183, 306
Star Schema driver

connecting, 457
creating a data source, 462
deleting, 470
example of connecting, 459
existing data source, 471
overview, 455

substitution variable
ALE syntax, 265, 388
for the ADM ADS driver, 264, 387

SuppressMissing data query function, 285, 408
SuppressSharedMembers member query function,
279, 402
SuppressZero data query function, 286, 409
SystemMemberList member query function, 117

T
thin driver, for ADM, 37
time dimension, 241, 364
time series functions, 287, 410
tokens for single sign-on, 156
Top data query function, ADM ADS driver, 286, 409
TopMost data query function, ADM ADS driver, 287,
410
TopOfHierarchy member query function, 118
transaction initialization, 87
TrueMemberName cube property, 193, 316
two-pass calculation, CalcTwoPass cube property,
192, 315
type dimension, 241, 364

U
unicode, 151
UNIX

setting the paths and classpath, 142
UNIX settings for ADM, 142
UpdateDataFromLocalFile cube action, 214, 337
URL, ADM Essbase driver, 446
user object, 437
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